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Records requested in the original 11-July-2002 request: 
 

1) A copy of any Strategic Plans for DARPA's Information Awareness Office (IAO) 

2) A copy of each weekly status report on the activities of the IAO 

3) A copy of each monthly status report on the activities of the IAO 

4) A copy of each quarterly status report on the activities of the IAO 

5) A copy of any DoD or DARPA or IAO documents (including notes, reports, memos, 

letters, correspondence. etc.) that discuss any matters associated with civil rights, ethical, 

legal or constitutional protections issues associated with the IAO programs such as 

Genoa, EELD (Evidence Extraction and Link Discovery), WAE (Wargaming the 

Asymmetric Environment), TIDES (Trans-lingual Information Detection, Extraction and 

Summarization), HID (Human Identification at Distance), Bio-Surveillance, and/or any 

associated or related programs. 

6) A copy of any DoD or DARPA or IAO e-mails that discuss any matters associated with 

civil rights, ethical, legal or constitutional protections issues associated with the IAO 

programs Genoa, BELO (Evidence Extraction and Link Discovery), WAE (Wargaming 

the Asymmetric Environment), TIDES (Trans-lingual Information Detection, Extraction 

and Summarization), HID (Human Identification at Distance), Bio-Surveillance, and/or 

any associated or related programs. 

7) A copy of the agenda and meeting minutes from IAO staff meetings (since Jan. 1, 2002) 

8) A copy of Mr. Poindexter's appointment calendar from Feb. 1, 2002 to July 11, 2002.  



DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE 
OFFICE OF FREEDOM OF INFORMATION 

1155 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301-1155 SEP 1 8 2014 

Ref: 02-F-1690 

This responds to your July 11, 2002, Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request to this 
office in which you requested eight specific items from the Information Awareness Office, 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). A copy of your request is enclosed for 
ease ofreference. DARPA conducted several searches which located documents partially 
responsive to your request. For your request items 1 and 7, no responsive documents were 
found. We have now completed our release determination reviews, the results of which are as set 
forth, below and annotated within the responsive documents (PDF format), loaded on the 
enclosed CD-ROM disks. Please note that some documents are barely legible. We apologize for 
the poor quality; however, these documents are the only copies still in existence. We 
acknowledge that the processing of this request has been protracted and regret the delay of our 
response. Your patience in this matter is appreciated. 

A number of documents were found to be either originated by other government 
agencies, or which contain primarily equities of these agencies; accordingly, we have transferred 
these documents, with our recommendations, to these agencies, addresses as follow, for their 
review and direct response to you. 

Armed Forces Health Surveillance Center, 503 Robert Grant Avenue, Silver 
Spring, MD 20910 

Walter Reed National Military Medical Center, 8901 Rockville Pike, 
Bethesda, MD 20889 

CDC/ATSDR, Attn: FOIA Office, MS: D54, 1600 Clifton Road, N.E., 
Atlanta, GA 30333 

Ms. Jan R. Walker, Special Assistant for External Relations, DARPA's Initial Denial 
Authority and I have determined that the information in some of the grayed-out segment portions 
within selected pages of the documents on the CD-ROM disks is exempt from release pursuant to 
5 U.S.C. § 552 (b)(4) as it is proprietary information, or information obtained from sources on a 
confidential basis which, if disclosed, could result in competitive harm, or would impair the 
government's ability to obtain like information in the future. Within one document, Exemption 
(b )( 4) was found to apply to information we deleted as it is protected by copyright. This 
information includes a cartoon, a quote from a newspaper, and a quote from a book, items used 



solely in an internal DARPA presentation for which permission was not obtained for public 
release. Other information, within a number of documents, was determined to be exempt from 
release in its entirety pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552 (b)(5) as the information is deliberative in 
nature, part of the decision making process, and contains subjective evaluations, opinions, and 
recommendations that, if released, would inhibit the decision making process. A total of 56 
pages have been withheld. Some additional information was found to be exempt and withheld 
from release pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552 (b)(6) as its release would constitute a clearly 
unwarranted invasion of the personal privacy of individuals. Lastly, some information has been 
withheld pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552 (b)(3), which applies to information specifically exempted 
by a statue establishing particular criteria for withholding. In this instance, the statues are 10 
U.S.C. § 424 for protection of organizational and personnel information for DIA, NRO and 
NIMA, and 50 U.S.C. § 403(g), Section 6 of the CIA Act of 1949, pertaining to CIA functions 
and information. Accordingly, all of the cited information is withheld pursuant to 5 U.S.C. § 552 
(b)(3), (4), (5) and (6). 

If you are not satisfied with this action, to include the partial no record response, you have 
the right to appeal to the appellate authority, the Director of Administration, Office of the 
Secretary of Defense, by writing directly to OSD/Joint Staff Freedom oflnformation, ATTN: 
Appeals Office, 1155 Defense Pentagon, Washington, D.C. 20301-1155. Your appeal must be 
postmarked within 60 calendar days of the date of this response. Alternatively, you may also 
submit your appeal electronically, within 60 calendar days of the date of this response, at the 
following link: http://pal.whs.mil/palMain.aspx. Your appeal should cite case number 02-F-
1690 and be clearly marked "Freedom of Information Act Appeal." 

Enclosures: 
As stated 

Sincerely, 

~i ~' folv'.I f:l~cc~ 
'\::-u Will Kammer 
~\..,Chief 











Improving Securitv and Privacv 
Strategies and technologies for our Brave New World 

Lt Col Doug Dyer, PhD 
DARPA/IAO 



Impetus 

During the 19BO's, we believed that we could achieve a 
level of information systems security by allowing 
systems to remain stove-piped... But security is 
orthogonal to interoperability! 

Isn't it possible that information technology can be used 
to simultaneously improve our defenses against 
terrorists and personal privacy? 



Technolouv forces change 
Computer Hardware I Video~ • Processor 

• Government Video 
• logic capacity: about 30 % ·per year 
• clock rate: about 20% per year 

• Memory 

• 2002: 2M video cameras 

• DRAM capacity: about 60% per year 
( 4x every 3 years) 

• 2006: 6M video cameras 
• Business Video 

• Memory speed: about 10% per year 
• Cost per bit: improves about 25 % per year 

• Disk 
• capacity: about 60% per year 

• Networks • Speech ... to-Text 

• ??? • • • 

• Personal Video 
• ??? ••• 

Software 

• capacity: about 70 % per year • Word ... error rate decreasing 5% per year 

It's not about thinking 'outside the box,' 
it's about recognizing the new box. 

-- Paraphrased from Josh Lederberg 

<YI A-s-c ... 1 

• Faster 
• Web 

• Doubling in size periodically 
•XML 
• Semantic Web 

• Data mining 
• Pattern recognition technologies 



> Artificial memory 
0 Digital files - better than paper for indexing, storing, duplicating, sharing 
O Digital histories 

• More complete accounting and credit/blame assignment 
• Process improvement 

> Auto-Coordination ... of amazing economic utility 
0 People you deal with will have access to your goals, know your constraints 
0 You will know all the available vendors, products, services; pros and cons 
0 Price knowledge will be universal, and markets will be efficient 

> Identity and profiling 
0 Avoid invasive security checks and investigations 
0 Identity theft is impossible 

> Tracking Location, and Activities 
0 Know where your kids are and what they're up to ... 



)> "Anonymization" 
a Universally-Unique Identifiers to protect identity, but enable access via 

subpoena (or other legal authority) 

> Privacy Filters 
D Much information is not relevant to protecting the US from foreign terrorists 

• Example or irrelevant info: Your medical record 
• Example or relevant info: Statistical knowledge of over-the-counter drug sales 

0 Models dictate the information required 
0 Filters can also be used in the context of law or policy (e.g., no collection on 

US citizens) 

> Expunging Agents 
D Delete information that slips through filters or can be inferred to be irrelevant 

based on aggregate data 
0 Can be used to adjust for changing laws and policy 



~ Information integration and partitioning (selective revelation) 
D Access to information based on the role of the requestor 

• Example: Your doctor has access to your medical record but your insurer does not 

• Currently we release information in an ad hoc way without consistent policy 

• Current information systems are not connected, and connecting them without 
addressing this issue will result in inconsistent access 

~ Multi-level security technologies 
D For structured data, this is less of a problem 

~ Temporal databases and immutable accounting 
D Guarantees an aud!t trail for all data updates and accesses 

D Allows enforcement of the expectation that personal information won't be misused 



Transactions 

World Wide 
Distributed 
Data Bases 

Complex Query 

Collaborative, 
Multi-Agency 

Analytical 
Environment 

Automated )"\ 

Data ~ 

Control access and inference on personal 
data and provide audit ability 
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Data and Privacv 
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• Privacy is a key enabling concept of the Biosurveillance Program 

• Privacy of Records Must Be Assured in Order to Safeguard Our Data Sources 

• Medical Record Privacy Must Be Ensured to Comply with HIPAA 

• De-Personalization Is NOT Equal to Anonymization! 

• If Unique Identifiers Can Be Derived Upon Aggregation of the Data and Analysis 

• Privacy Must Be Automatically Assured, Preferably Before Data Leaves Originator 

• However, Neutralizing Data excessively reduces Its Value Significantly 

• May Especially Neutralize Disease Clustering Capability (for Local Outbreaks) 

• We Must Create "Smart" Anonymization that Is Automatic, Privacy-Assured, and 
Content-Laden! 

• Our Research May Support Privacy technology for Wider Community as Well 

Pot Gfficial Use OnlyJOriginater CorrtroUed 71 



• Some Data Is Limited 
• Little Actual Data on Epidemiology of Biological Attacks 

• Simulations May Be Assumption Driven 

• Limited Data on Disease Progression of Pathogens of Interest 

• Unethical to Experiment (Further) in Humans 

• Little Data on Disease Prodromes in Possible Sentinel Animals 

• Some Data Sources Are Inconsistent 
• Often Relies on Hand Entry 

• Lagging Data, Incomplete 

• Data Sources Are Voluntary, May Incur Expenses in Delivery 

• Excess and Shifting Data Due to Disease Prevalence Background 

• Rigorous Need for Data Privacy 
• Data Sharing Positively Discouraged 
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• Fourth Amendment of the Constitution 

• Compelling state of interest 

• Reasonable expectation of privacy 

• Doctor-patient relationship 

• Additional uses beyond direct surveillance, leading to 
class action lawsuits 

• Legal authority to share ·data (gro·cer to Pitt) and also 
further secondary sharing (Pitt to others) 

• Decisions made in ignorance regarding identifiabiltiy of 
the released data 

F.or Official Use Only/Originator Controtled 75 



Looks anonvmous, but ... 
ZIP Birth Sex Ethnicity 
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Privacv Concerns 
•Privacy Critical to Program: HIPAA, Integrity 

•Must Be Assured Automatically 

•Neutralizing Data Reduces Its Value Greatly 
Eliminates Disease Clustering Capability 

•Creating "Smart" Anonymization that Is 
Automatic, Privacy-Assured, and Content-Full 

Visit date 

Diagnosis 
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registered 
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affi l · 

Medical Data Voter List 
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We have computational technology to address Data Privacy issues and 
are continually developing new technology. Here are examples: 

1. Identifiability server: 
determines the identifiability of data. 

2. Datafly, k-Similar: 
Computational systems that render data sufficiently 
anonymous; adheres to HIP AA. 

3. Reasonable cause control: 
Identifiability of provided data automatically adjusted 
to match status of detection system. 
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Realistic and wide range of data for detection algorithms to learn on 

Assessing potential cost/benefit of different data 

Planning 

• Assessing potential impact of different alert, privacy, or containment policies 

Intelligence 

• Useful for what if analysis to plan given possible attack scenarios 

Training 

• Displaying what to look for from early detection standpoint, order in which indicators will 
occur, severity of indicators 
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• Historical Data Comparison for Natural Outbreaks - Ground Truth 
• Leverage Annual Influenza Outbreak Historical Records for Indicators 
• Use NCA. Scarlet Fever Outbreak for Clustered Proxy 
• Independent examples from developers. Same cities I different cities 

• Evaluate Disease Models to Differentiate Military Pathogens from Flu 
• Expert Panel Review and Validation 
• Develop ROC Curves Using Simulated Data 
• Specificity vs Sensitivity Analyses 
• Identify Existing Animal Disease Progression Models 
• Privacy/Anonymity Review 
• Simulation 
• Red Team? 

.. For< >tticial Use Only/Originator Ct>Atro11ed 
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System Component 

(a) Data Sources 

(b) Security & 
Privacy Protection 

( c) Complete System 

Metrics & MOEs 

-Timeliness 

- Utility/value 

- Collection effectiveness 

-Disclosure control effectiveness 

-Effect of anonymity on det/class 

Evaluation Method 

-Measure data time-late statistics 

-Sensitivity analysis using simulation to measure 
effect on detection and classification 

performance 

- Evaluate complexity, automation, 
dependability, logistic support, security/ privacy 

(Analysis) 

-Measure degree of anonymity 

-Simulation vs degrees of anonymity 
performance ..., 

-Response time 

-Probability of detection and - Natural background/disease events with & 
correct ID - without simulated outbreaks 

-Probability of false alarm 

-Utility and User acceptance -Questionnaire/ review board 
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Concept and design 
• Includes promising non-traditional data sources 
• Supports operational readiness 
• Satisfactory to local, regional, and state public health officials 

Progress on prototype and emulation 
• Selected components functional 
• Plausible emulation of additional components 
• Disease models implemented for emulation 

Real-world data acquisition 
• Effectively utilizes existing data sources 
• Adaptable to nascent data sources 
• Maintains privacy and confidentiality 
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FY 01 FY02 FY03 FY04 

t:SIO· 
Develop Bio-Surveillance Surveillance 

System Architecture System 
TP~t 

Seedling 
Develop Signal Detection Update Signal Detection Bio- ,__ ~ -- & Alerting Algorithms & Alerting ~lgorithms Surveillance 

System 

Develop Dynamic Update Dynamic 
~ - - -DARPA - Epidemiological Models Epidemiological Models 

EN COM PAS 
S Bio-

Surveillance Develop Privacy Update Privacy 
System - Protecting Software - Protecting Software ~ - -

Agents Agents 

• 

Develop Bio-Surveillance Integrate and Test Initial Integrate and Test Final 
Testbed - Bio-Surveillance - Bio-Surveillance System Components 
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• Two Prototype BioSurvellance Systems in DoD 
Cities . 
(National Capital Area and Norfolk) 

• Near-term effort for National Capital Area 
• Possible Expansion to Other Cities, dependent 

on $ and data availability 

• Knowledge of Effective Data Sentinels {i.e., what 
data are useful/effective indicators/predictors) 

• Inference Algorithms for Detection of Potential Bio
Attacks 

• Privacy Protection Algorithms 

• Disease Progression Simulations 

ALL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFERABLE TO OTHER 
GOVERNMENT AGENCIES 
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DARPA Bio-Surveillance Program 

• Not Enough Funds to Continue All Four Performers 
• Probable Neck Down of Prototype Systems in 18 Months 

• Data Sensitivity 
• Non-Traditional Data Sources Prefer to Keep a Low Profile, High Privacy 

• Sentinel Animals Show High Potential Utility 
• However, Disease Manifestation and Relevance to Hum ans Not Well 

Characterized 

• Validation 
• Challenging Since Actual Military-Type Pathogen Outbreaks Rare 
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• 

Develops Advanced Analytics & Novel Data for Early· Warning 

+ First Sign of Biological Attack May Be Patients Falling Ill 

• BioS Monitors Animal, Drugstore, & Other Novel Data for Alert 

• Focuses on Clinical Data for Early Confirmation of Covert Attack 
• GOAL: Identify 1st Cases in Time to Treat, Save > Half the Potential Killed 

• Operational Prototype in National Capital Area 
1 

c 0 .1 

~ o.a 
¥ 0.7 

! o.1 

• Used for Biosurveillance at the Presidential Inaugural 

• Alternative Prototype Being Deployed in Norfolk • o.s 
: OA 
.; O..J 
0 0..2 + Intended to Assist Atlantic Fleet Afloat & Ashore 

o.!i--:::::=:~:=:=====---.---~---.--
• University of Pittsburgh RODS System Advanced 

• Developed by AHRQ 

• Reviewed by POTUS 
• Deployed to Olympics 

• Adding Novel Data Sources 
• Developing Analytics 
• New BioWar Simulation 
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• "French vanilla world" · 

* AcxioliTrl See<dlimg: ~rojeet am identi~-rrnasked set of 
tralilsacti©n data frori.11l rea·I G:ommerccial souirces 

• "Real world minus names/address identifiers" 
• Could act as a seed for synthetic data generation 
• Can be used in a mix-and-match manner witffi synthetic data 
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Results 

Trusted Appliance: 
Auditable guard/accounting device 
• Access control 
• Publishable business rules 
• Complete accounting 

• Accessors 
• Queries 
• Results 
• Mix-and-match according to policy 
• Multiple methods of ensuring 

third-party access to accounting 
• Fan-out publication 
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Total Information Awareness (TIA) System 

Program Objective: 

T l 
TOT AL IN 

The Total Information Awareness (TIA) program is a FY03 new-start program. The goal of the Total 
Information Awareness (TIA) program is to revolutionize the ability of the United States to detect, classify 
and identify foreign terrorists - and decipher their plans - and thereby enable the U.S. to take timely action 
to successfully preempt and defeat terrorist acts. To that end, the TIA program objective is to create a 
counter-terrorism information system that: (1) increases information coverage by an order of magnitude, 
and affords easy future scaling; (2) provides focused warnings within an hour after a triggering event 
occurs or an evidence threshold is passed; (3) can automatically queue analysts based on partial pattern 
matches and has patterns that cover 90% of all previously known foreign terrorist attacks; and, (4) 
supports collaboration, analytical reasoning and information sharing so that analysts can hypothesize, test 
and propose theories and mitigating strategies about possible futures, so decision-makers can effectively 
evaluate the impact of current or future policies and prospective courses of action. 

Program Strategy: 

The TIA program strategy is to integrate technologies developed by DARPA (and elsewhere as 

1/27/2003 2:37 PM 
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appropriate) into a series of increasingly powerful prototype systems that can-be stress-tested in 
operationally relevant environments, using real-time feedback to refine concepts of operation and 
performance requirements down to the component level. The TIA program will develop and integrate 
information technologies into fully functional, leave-behind prototypes that are reliable, easy to install, and 
packaged with documentation and source code (though not necessarily complete in terms of desired 
features) that will enable the intelligence community to evaluate new technologies through 
experimentation, and rapidly transition it to operational use, as appropriate. Accordingly, the TIA program 
will work in close collaboration with one or more U.S. intelligence agencies that will provide operational 
guidance and technology evaluation, and act as TIA system transition partners. 

Technically, the TIA program is focusing on the development of: 1) architectures for a large-scale 
counter-terrorism database, for system elements associated with database population, and for integrating 
algorithms and mixed-initiative analytical tools; 2) novel methods for populating ttie database from existing 
sources, create innovative new sources, and invent new algorithms for mining, combining, and refining 
information for subsequent inclusion into the database; and, 3) revolutionary new models, algorithms, 
methods, tools, and techniques for analyzing and correlating information in the database to derive 
actionable intelligence. 

Planned Accomplishments: 

•TBA 

More Information 

• More Information 

Home News Programs Solicitations 
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• Organizational Issues 
- Data sharing agreements 

- Signed agreements 

- Trusted brokers 

• Technical Approaches 
- De-identified data sets 

- Encrypted lookback 



Data Sharing Agreements 

• Specifies details of data sharing 
- Reason for data sharing 
- Data to be provided 
- Steps required to guard privacy 
- Allowable uses of data 

• Protects both data provider and recipient 
- Provider has legal recourse if privacy violated 
- Recipient has written permission to use data 

• Consult legal department when drafting 
agreements 

~..,rve11L 

~~'*. · ~~ ~ . . . . ~ - ~ . ... . 
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Signed Agreements 

• All parties named in agreement must sign 

• Each data provider will want modifications 
made to standard agreement 

• Apprise all people with access to data of their 
responsibilities for maintaining privacy of data 

• IRB approval must be obtained separately 



- -

Trusted Broker 

• Required to satisfy privacy stipulations in data 
sharing agreements 

• Secure repository for identified data 

• Access granted to minimal number of people 

• Audit logging turned on 

• Machine physically secured 

• Encrypted transmission of data 

.: 
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De-identified Data Sets 

• Remove identifying information for research 
- Names, addresses, ages 
- Unique id numbers (e.g., SSN) 

• Replace with non-unique or random values 
- Random id number 
- Truncated latitude and longitude 
- Grouped values (e.g., age decile) 

• Delete tables that map identifying information 
to de-identified values 

• Ensure set of values per record is unlikely to 
result in a unique identification 

5 
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Encrypted Lookback 

• May need to re-identify a person from de
identified data in the interest of public health 

• Use an encrypted value to map de-identified 
data to identifying information 

• Key for decryption stored in data provider 
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Genisys 
DARPATech 2002 Speech 

Good afternoon <morning>. J'd like to teJJ you abouc a significant information technology problem lhat l 
think you'll all understand, about its root cause and its impact on our ability to combat terrorism, and what 
DARPA is doing about it. It turns out, we're not getting anywhere near the full potential from our 
computers. Today, we use computers in the wrong way, namely to fonnat. store, and send information ... 
but the work is all done by people and products are consumed by people. In fact. most digital information 
consists of natural language, sounds, graphics, images, and other formats that can only be interpreted by 
humans. ls it any wonder we can't get our computers to provide more automation, be smarter in dialog, or 
offer any kind of intelligent assistance? To work, algorithms need s11UCtured data, that is variables with 
values. Yet if you analyze your own computer today. you'Jl probably find that of all the valuable data on 
your hard drive, less than one percent exists in any strUcrured fonn. · 

Lack of automation and the structured data required for aut0mation is absolutely not a new problem. In 
fact DARPA and other organizations have been researching ways to make al~orithms understand natural 
language, and to add semantic markup 10 web pages, so they may be interpreted by software agents, for 
example. However, the quintessential source of structured information has been and is the database. This 
afternoon <moming>, l'd like to explain why current databases are inadequate, describe why databases are 
essential to combating terrorism, and tell you about a new DARPA program called Genisys aimed at totally 
re-inventing database technology. 

Relational database technology still in use today was created in the mid 1970s when processors were slow 
and expensive, networks were created with modems, and disks were tiny in comparison to the computing 
infrastructure we have now. As a result, database implementations stressed time and space efficiencies at 
the expense of flexibility arid case-of-use. Although current databases are relatively straightforward, they 
still require careful design of data structures before they are populated, and both users and application 
programs still have to know a great deal abouc the design in order to access information. In addition, once 
the design of data structures is complete, changing it is quite difficult because interfaces used by 
applications must be re-written for the new design. Furthermore, no conventions are used when creating 
terms to name real-world entities and their attributes. Terms are invented ad hoc by database designers, 
and as a result, people who are new to the database have some difficulty intC1preting the inf<>nnition it 
contains. For these reasons, it's more difficult than it needs to be to store. share, and use information in a 
dacabase, and this has stymied innovation in general and the creation of large-scale automation and 
intelligent processing algorithms in particular. You may have personal experience creating a database---if 
you have Microsoft Office installed you already have a relational database called Microsoft Access---even 
for simple projects, most people find relational databases difficult to use. 

Lack of intelligent automation and databases that enable it hurts every one of us who wants greater 
efficiency in our day-to~ay bwincss, but it's a particularly acute problem for combating terrorism. There 
arc many terrorist organizations, and they each have many targets and attack methods from which to 
choose. Combating terrorism requires us to sift through gigabytes of information, recognize panems, and 
share information between organizations. Doing this quickJy enough to matter requires automation and the 
databases which support it. 

By analyzing a number of 1errorist attacks , ifs clear that having timely information is key. The sooner you 
know about an anad. the higher lhe probability tha1 you wiJI be able to preempt or mitigate ii, if necessary 
to respond and recover from an incident, and if possible prosecute or take appropriate military action 
a~ainst the terrorists. Fast, cenain response is one of the best methods of deterring future attacks by other 
terrorists because it raises the possibility rhat rheir actions wiU only result in failure, humiliation. and 
punishment. 

lt turns out that before every attack, critical events occur. Supplies must be purchased, weapons may be 
developed and rehearsals conducted. and elements must be positioned. In almost every case, separate 
"systems," if we use that term loosely, capcurc partial evidence about these events. Examples include 
records of purchases and other transactions, messages and communiques, facilities and ownership, travel 
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itineraries, and relationships that can be inferred. These events arc often r~onstructed after the fact to 
support criminal prosecution, but we'd really like to be able to compile the infonnalion before an attack, 
rather than afterwards. Unfonunately, we aren't tapped into these systems. Our intelligence organizations 
arc not optimized for tenorist tJveats, so we'll need to build new systems and populate new databases to get 
the coverage we now need. An example helps to illustrate: 

In 1995, Aum Shlnri Kyo attacked the Tokyo subway system using sarin gas, killing 11 and sendin& 
hundreds to the hospital. This attack is a prototypical, perhaps extreme example of predictive p~ursor 
events. Prior to the 1995 attack, Aum Shinri Kyo cultists led by Shoko Asahara had tried to buy US and 
Russian chemical munitions. When that failed, they engaged in a substantial weapons development 
program aimed at mass effects. They created elaborate development facilities for producing sarin, 
purchased expensive equipment, and accumulated huge chemical stockpiles. Following several malicious 
attempts with ineffective agents, they created a test facility in Australia and tested sarin by killing sheep 
whose remains were later discovered. Noxious chemical leaks were reported by neighbors near their 
development facility in Japan, but police still made no arrests. Asahara broadcast his intentions clearly via 
radio. And months before the subway attack, cultists used sarin in an overt attempt to lciJl three judges in 
the city of Matsumoto. ln this example, just as in the case of 911 1, fragments of information, known by 
different parties in different organiz.ations, contained a predictive pattern that could have been identified 
had the information been shared and properly analyzed. 

To address these issues, we've created the Gcnisys program. Genisys has three goals. First, we'd like to be 
able to integrate and, if desirable, restructure legacy datab~ses. S~ond, we want to dramatically increase 
the coverage of vital information by making it easy to create.new databases and attach new information 
feeds .automatically. This is new, multi-media, broad-spectrum information that doesn't exist in a structured 
database today. Third, we want to create brand new database technology based on simple, scalable, 
distributed information stores we call rep<>5itories. In contrast to 1oday's databases, repositories will be able 
to represent a broad array of information which varies in terms of structure, certainty, and format and 
accessing information will be easier. Operationally, we will focus Genisys on the problem of combating 
terrorism. In the context of a larger counter-terrorism informatio~ system, Genisys repositories will both 
supply and receive information. Initially, repositories will be populated with synthetic data to support 
experimentation and rapid prototyping, but our intention is to iteratively develop and transition the 
technology. using operational feedback to focus future research. This is a model we call "assured 
transition." Now I'd like to describe in technical detail two of these program goals: database integration 
and the core repository technology. 

There are three well-known methods of integrating databases today. As applications are built, new 
interfaces can be created as needed. As the number of applications and databases increase. this method 
requires a quadraticaJly increasing number of interfaces, limiting scalablity. Alternatively. a software agent 
known as a query mediator may be used to translate application queries into queries that are understood by 
the different databases. This approach improves scalability somewhat, but often the complexity is simply 
moved into the agent. A third approach involves manual re·engineerinB of the relevant databases and 
subsequent manual re· implementation of the interlaces. For mature systems, this is sometimes worthwhile. 
but it involves the greatest amount of re-engineering and hence the ~eatest cost. A primary technical 
limitation shared by all of these approaches is the lack of design conventions for creating terms that name 
real.world entities and their attributes. 

A new technical approach identified early in Genisys is to use domain ontologies, which are the tenns and 
relationships that are associated with the concepts in a particular model of the world. Once there is an 
ontology, it's possible to define a naming convention and reduce the cost of designing the database. It's 
also possible to create a database crawler, similar to a web crawler, that discovers the structural design, or 
schema, of a legacy database. UsiJ18 the existing schema and ontolgies, it is possible to create tools that 
help people map the old schema into the new one. reducing the cost of re.engineering and infegrating 
databases dramatically. It's also possible to create a simpler query language than today's SQL, and perhaps 
in addition, automated tools for translating interfaces. Using this approach, we believe legacy databases 
and systems can be transformed and integrated cheaply. Now let's look at the design criteria and goals for 
new repository 1echnology we are defining. 



Today, processors arc a commodity, high-speed networks are ubiquitous, and we're beginning .to think of 
disk space as infinite and free. Today's infrastructure suggest new design criteria that will resuh in 
repositories that are friendlier and more capable than current databases. For example, cunent databases 
suppon analytical queries very well, but they have several drawbacks that make them inflexible and hard to 
use. First, they require a priori data modeling. That is, the database must be designed before it can be 
populated. Morco\lcr, once designed and applications begin to use it, changes to the design are difficult 
because they require, in tum, modifications to the interfaces for applications. Repository technology will 
change this by maklng applications independent of the physical structure of the database. For example, 
queries wiJI no longer refer to table names in a relational implementation. To provide even more 
flexibility, we want to exploit search technology so that applications do not even need to know the physical 
location of data. These two improvements will maJce creating and using structured data easier. To enhance 
sharing, we're interested in intelligent processing to help enforce policy while automatically granting access 
to people who should have it. We aJso wanl machine assistance for declassifying data, releasing the 
sharable content while protecting the sensitive pans. Inside the repository, we want to be able to represent 
uncenainty in some natural way. Finally, we want automation for restructuring the content to increase 
performance, add new information types, or solve new problems. Clearly, this is a long list of goals, and 
we may need to trade some things off to achieve them. Of paramount importance are scalability and ease
of-use, because ultimately, we want to a lot of structured content relevant to combating terrorism. 

Specifically to address the privacy concerns of those not connected with terrorism, repositories need 
technologies for protecting personal privacy. We have three methods relevant to pro1ecting privacy. First. 
we can exploit partitioning to separate identity information from transactions that people conduct, only 
refonrung this association when we have evidence and legal authority. We can also use partitioning to 
project specific information authorized for particular the role of the requcstor. In this way, the Center for 
Disease Control, for example, could be permitted access to recenl statistical ~edical information, while 
others could not. Second, we will develop and employ information filters to keep information that is not 
reJcvant out of the repository. Fillers could be used to implement laws and policy that regulate the kinds of 
information recorded and who it penains to. FinalJy, we will use software agents to mine the information 
in the repository, form associations from content, and expunge information found to be unrelated to 
combating terrorism. Filters are not perfect, and this last method will help ensure privacy when filters fail 
or when the combination of bits of information make it clear that the information has no utility. These 
three method are initial sleps toward achieving personal privacy and security. They are probably 
inadequate, and we are soliciting additional new ideas in this area. 

We are jus1 geuing started in Genisys and don'l yet have tested designs that could implement these 
characteristics, but we believe that our goals are anainablc. With Genisys, we'll be able to reduce the cost 
of in1cgrating databases so that different DOD and other government agencies wiJl be inherently better at 
coordinating. In addition, increasing coverage from many diff ercnt sources by auto-populat.ing large 
information repositories means that we're much more likely to have the information we need to prevent or 
respond to an anack. Other programs at DARPA wilJ use content in the repository to match patterns and 
suppon analysis, and thus we1J have a higher probability of recognizing attacks. The goal for Genisys 
lechnology is to make it cheap and simple to build lhese auto-population and reasoning systems while stiJI 
accommodating scale, represcming uncenainty, projecting data for sharing, and helping to manage the 
information automatically. 

In March, we published a Broad Area Announcement, DARPA BAA02-08 and have made an initial round 
of proposal selections. We're now in the process of gettinB selected offerors under contract. We welcome 
your good ideas and suppon. Al this point in the prop-am, the.re are still opportunities to join the team for 
anyone with the potential for outstanding contributions. 

Thank you. 
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• Data Mining to Identify Value of Sources 
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• More Extensive Decision-Aids for Alerting 
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• Two Prototype BioSurvellance Systems in DoD Cities 
(National Capital Area and Norfolk) 

• Short-term effort for National Capital Area 
• Possible Expansion to Other Cities, dependent on $ and data availability 
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Prior Input: Identification of Active Privacy Protection development efforts that are part 
of PI overview brief. 

S~mP.le questions that may be addressed in the 4 team presentations: 
' .. . 

Need for Privacy Protection in our DEVELOPMENTAL Program 
List what each project is doing in its developmental project to assure privacy 

Approach to any IRB 's , NDA's, etc. 

Need for Privacy Protection in a DEPLOYED Program 
What Privacy technology development is being conducted· 

What assumptions are being made? 
What is the Concept of Operations? 
What is the tradeof f between sensitivity and privacy? 

List what each project is doing in its planned deployed system to assure privacy 
List Advantages and Disadvantages of Each 
Identify Metrics and Ways to Measure Successful Privacy Protection 

Are there a Set of Privacy methods that all the Projects should apply for Developmental· 
and Deployed Projects? 

List Any Issues Identified, with Alternatives for Resolution and Action Items 
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3 4 s 6 7 8 9 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
24 lS 26 27 28 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

31 

.Notes 

s am t.+ 7:00am·9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

•)';f:; 

I•. 
g oo t.+ Travel (Home to Work) 

-
' 

:J.O oo Prep for SASC Day 

Ii -
If · · :-~~:· .. . . 
11 00 

1r; .. , - f» BAA Review (DARPA 1014) 
: .. ~_;. ' 

' 
12~ 
'. .. ~~ 

l\~):1;
00 

'"!'!~ Fred Schatzman (DARPA 1014) .. ~ .... 

2·00 

· ,·~r~ ~·-.;·, 

·~· ·· .. 
I '.~;, 300 
.I.' • , • 

•' <;:.__ 
.. f --

· .. 

4 00 

'~~~--~ 'l< lf12 4:4Spm-S:30pm Updated: I Briefings 

il~i dry run Version II (3701 ·970 DIRO 

5 00 
Conference Room (Secret)) 

,,_ .. _. -

-
f. 

jpolndexter 



jpoindexter 

.. 

SASC Da DARPA 
7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) Travel (Home to Work) 

f» Updated: HASqSASC- Congressional Committee briefings-Darpa-FNAL AGENDA 
(3701-970 DIRO Conference Room (Secret)) 



. i·· 

. ~ . . . . . ·. ~· . 
. : ~ .. 

7:DOa~9:0oam TeleWork (Home) 

Travel (Home to Work) 

Jim Kelly (DARPA 1014) 

IAO Seedlings review (1014) 

Seedling bt1ef (101"4) 

Jpolndexter 



February 28, 2002 
Tut:trsday 

t. "'::'-· 

7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

Jim Miller (DARPA 1014) 

Troy Crites (DARPA 1014) 

S, System Activities Review (3811 Suite 850) 

jpoindexter 

February 2002 
SMT'l{TFS 

1 2 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
1118 19 20 21 22 23 
24 25 26 27 28 

March 2002 

SMTWTFS 

1 2 
3 4 5 6 '7 8 9 

10 1112.).3 14 ,15 16 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
~125 ~6 ~7 28 "29 30 

Notes 
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. i~ ' - •.• ~ 

if;Progranis 1'. 
~ 

Total Information Awareness (TIA) System 

Program Objective: 

T l 
TOT AL IN 

The Total Information Awareness (TIA) program is a FY03 new-start program. The goal of the Total 
Information Awareness (TIA) program is to revolutionize the ability of the United States to detect, classify 
and identify foreign terrorists - and decipher their plans - and thereby enable the U.S. to take timely action 
to successfully preempt and defeat terrorist acts. To that end, the TIA program objective is to create a 
counter-terrorism information system that: (1) increases information coverage by an order of magnitude, 
and affords easy future scaling; (2) provides focused warnings within an hour after a triggering event 
occurs or an evidence threshold is passed; (3) can automatically queue analysts based on partial pattern 
matches and has patterns that cover 90% of all previously known foreign terrorist attacks; and, (4) 
supports collaboration, analytical reasoning and information sharing so that analysts can hypothesize, test 
and propose theories and mitigating strategies about possible futures, so decision-makers can effectively 
evaluate the impact of current or future policies and prospective courses of action. 

Program Strategy: 

The TIA program strategy is to integrate technologies developed by DARPA (and elsewhere as 

1/27/2003 2:37 PM 
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appropriate) into a series of increasingly powerful prototype systems that can-be stress-tested in 
operationally relevant environments, using real-time feedback to refine concepts of operation and 
performance requirements down to the component level. The TIA program will develop and integrate 
information technologies into fully functional, leave-behind prototypes that are reliable, easy to install, and 
packaged with documentation and source code (though not necessarily complete in terms of desired 
features) that will enable the intelligence community to evaluate new technologies through 
experimentation, and rapidly transition it to operational use, as appropriate. Accordingly, the TIA program 
will work in close collaboration with one or more U.S. intelligence agencies that will provide operational 
guidance and technology evaluation, and act as TIA system transition partners. 

Technically, the TIA program is focusing on the development of: 1) architectures for a large-scale 
counter-terrorism database, for system elements associated with database population, and for integrating 
algorithms and mixed-initiative analytical tools; 2) novel methods for populating ttie database from existing 
sources, create innovative new sources, and invent new algorithms for mining, combining, and refining 
information for subsequent inclusion into the database; and, 3) revolutionary new models, algorithms, 
methods, tools, and techniques for analyzing and correlating information in the database to derive 
actionable intelligence. 

Planned Accomplishments: 

•TBA 

More Information 

• More Information 

Home News Programs Solicitations 

1127/2003 2:37 PM 



























 



Ma:rc.h.· ·o·~i 20.Q:2' 
Friday:« ;:'.~:: · · !·· : · · · . · 

. ;·'. "·. . } . . ... ·. .. 
.. · . ~ 

.. : - ~ ~:.; .· 
· · ' ., : ...... : . \ ... : .~. ·.;. · ·;. ... 

-:- :·"=:. . . 

Travel (Home to Woric) 

Genomic IT Issues Meelfng (101-4) 

11:45am-1:15pm Shaun Jones (Gafl'neys) 

Meeting (DARPA 970) 

:.,., 

jpolndexter 

· .. '4a!Ylh. 
,5·.-_M .J-W. T .F , · 



't: 7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

't: Travel (Home to Work) 

ADM Bowman Briefing (Wash Navy Yard) 

Travel 

Revise BAA (Home) 

J. ,, · .. 

jpoindexter 

Mardl 2002 

SMTWTFS 
1 2 

15 111~ lg 1~ 1~ 1i 
17 18 19 20 121 22 23 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
3l 

April2002 

s M ·T w T .F s 
1 · 2 3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 1112 13 
14 15" 16 1"7 18 19 20 

. 21 .22 23 2~ 25 26 27 
28 29 30 

NoteS 
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Jpolndexter 

Travel (Home tD Woric) 

Rosie Rosenberg (DARPA 1014) 

Catch Up (1014) 

Dr. Ron Kostoff/ONR (DARPA 1014) 

. , · ... 
. : .... ,. 

eMall (Home) 

Kathleen Kleman, Chair ot ltie Law 
Enforcement Wortclng Group (1011) 

fJ Robert Lautrup (3701-977 DIRO On!y Conference Room (Seaet)) 
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6:00am-9:00am Travel to JSOC 

March 2002 

Sf>1TW T FS 
1 . 2 

3 4 5 6 v 8 9 
10 ~1 1'2 13 1'l 15 i6 
17 18 19 20 21 :22 ·23 
24 25 2Ei 27 28 ~9 30 
31 

t.: 7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

f» 9:00am-6:30pm Updated: Visit to JSOC (Fayetteville, NC) 

6:30pm - 9:00pm Travel back from JSOC 

Apn12002 

§ M ·r w T f ·s 
-12 '3'"' · 5'6 

7 -a_ 9 fo 11 12 13 
VJ 1s 16 l7 la 19 20 

. 21 ·il 23 2l{ 25'26 27 
, 28 29·30 , 

Note5 



March 07, 20·02 
Thursday 

8 arii 't.: 7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

f» Congressman Weldon (2466 Rayburn House Office Bldg ) 

f» travel 

Reserved - 1014 

Larry Schuman (1014) 

f» DARPA Tech Planning Meeting (1011) 

g System Activities Review (3811 Suite 850) 

jpoindexter 

March 2002 
SMTY{TFS 

1 2 
3· 4 5 6 7 ,!! 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
17118 19 20 21 Q2 23 
24 25 26 Q7 28 29 30 
31 
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St1TWT F S 
1 2 '3 4 5 6 

1~ 1~ 1~ {~ lA ~~ ~5 
21 22 23;24 25 26 27 
28 29 30 . 
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March 08, 2Q02 March 2002 
SM T W"fFS 

1 2 Friday 3 ~ 5 6 7 8 9 . 
10 1i. 12 13 14 15 l6 
17 18 19 20 21 '22 23 .. 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 1 

31 

• I 

jpolndexter 

car Ins ·on Home 
7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

Travel (Home to Work) 

f» High Perfonnance Computing Modernization Program briefing (3701-970 DlRO 
Conference Room (Secret)) 

f» Futures Markets Applied to Prediction (FutureMAP) {1014) 

Dennis Gonnley (1014) 



March 11, 2002 
Monday 

. 8 am t..: 7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

DSB (4001 Suite 500 (703)248-7726) 

Fred Schatzman - Rlch Taylor (1014 - lunch) 

AlphaTech (1014) 

0 Danny Hillis/Applied Minds (DARPA 1014) 

jpolndexter 

March 2002 
SMTWTFS 

1 2 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
31 . 

April 2002 
SMTWTFS 

-. 1 2 3 4 5 6 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

14· 15 16 17 18 19 20 
21 2t 23 24 25 26 27 
28 2930· 
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10 1112 13 1115 10 1~ 15 16 r 18 19 20 
I t 17 18 19 20 2 22 23 21 22 23; 4 25 26 27 

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 28-29 30 
31 

' 

~oteS ' 
s am t.; 7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

I• .. -.. . 
goo t.~ Travel (Home to Work) 

-

10 00 f» John Peterson, Arlington Institute {DARPA) 

1 ·· ~ '""' • ._ 

I • . 

. 
1100 11:1Sam-12:15pm Jaymie Deman (3E944) 

Ii - .-

·1zpm 

J 
't, 

~~~~ · .. 
reserved - 1014 

1:'1, 100 

f» Review Briefs Planned for 14 Mar Aldrigde visit 

l"u. 
;~· 00 

I~ ~~ 
' ~':Ii . . .. 
, !·3 00 f» Manny Aparicio {DARPA 1014) 

• I 

.. . ' -
. - ,..,, 

•• i 

400 reserved - 1014 

l ~"t--,;~:~ 
.. j 

5 00 Conference call with Mike McConnell 

I ' 

1.-

' 1 

If_ .. . ~ 

jpoindexter 
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s M T W T F s s M T WT F s 
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3 4 5 6 7 8 9 7 8 9 10 111213 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 . 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 

,. 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
31 

28 29 30 

Notes 

s am t..• 7:00am-9:0Dam TeleWork (Home) 

.- . 
~ 

,·· g oo t..• Travel (Home to Work) 

11 . 

J2 ·.,-
. ·' . 

-· 00 10 ... f» IAO Meeting - NSA Cook (3701-1043 Conference Room (Unclassified)) 

,_ 

·, ~"·;j·;, . 
1i~ ... '· -*~ " . f» 11:30am-11:45am Nancy Kassner - Director DARPA Security (1014) 

'f° • ·• 

,,12·pn; 

~~ Shaun Jones and Heather (Gaffney's) 

,;.• 

~ ·oo ' ll "" .., " I :·· ' 
~~~~ 
~· ... .... ~ 

~·.-~~ . 

.... 200 f» Ravi Kanuri - Lockheed Martin (977 - Need LCD) 
k~ " 
b1~·~· l 
~i"ot: t-
~;·~,~ .. ; 

· ·'i'" ' .. 
• • ~); ~- ~'f 

4 ·~ 00 
3 .~ 

reserved - 1014 

!~~ 
~~ 1::· t 

. - 00 f» Tom Fetterolf (1014) " 4 . . ,, ,, . ' -· ,-
1 ~~~~~'1/ 

..... ' . ~ 
~ 
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I< -
I ~ .. 

' 
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~ 

·~ 
~ o,. 

i~~~;;· 
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jpoi ndexter 



Mar(h 1_4, 2002 
Thti.r$day(.... •·; · ' , · 

. . :.· .:.. .. 
·> 

7:0oam-9:0oam TeleWortc (Home) 

Travel (Home to Worlc) 

... · , 

D 10:3Da~10:45am Barbara Meyrowttz • otO's IAO rep (1014} 

. ·, 

... · 

jpoindexter 

System ActMl:les Review (3811 SUlte 
'to: 850) 



.. ·:. . · .. .. :· .. ~ ..... 

Jpolndexter 

. - . . . ~· . 

11: . . .. 
·· :- .. . ·:.::·.... . .. 

SACDa DARPA 
7:DOam-9:DOam TeleWDfit (Home) Tl'iWel (Home to W011c) 

Updated: SAC- David Monson 
Congressional c.ommlttee 
brteflngs-Darpa (3701-970 OIRO 
Confen!nm Room (Secret)} 

llp Clfton 703-414-9630 (1014) 

en.ice Glbeson •movte guy" (1014) 

Bryan Gabbard/ARETE (DARPA 1014) 

OlsaJSSS Sealrlly SUpport to TIO and IAO (983} 



~arch 18, 2002 
Monday 

t: 7:00am-9:0oam TeteWork (Home) 

SIPRnet Install (DARPA 1014) 

Dr. Ed Thompson (1014) 

March 2002 
SMTWTFS 

1 2 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 ,16 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
31 

12:15pm-1:15pm Senior Management Mtg (3701-970 DIRO Cooference Room 
(Secret)) 

0 TSA-FAA (3701-977 DIRO Only Conference Room (Secret)) 

on travel - US Airways flight 6420 departs 
Washington Reagan (DCA) at 1630 arriv 

!-"------Boston (BOS) at 1756. (Hotel: Royal 

jpoindexter 

Sonesta (617) 806-4200, s cambrldge 
Parkway, cambrtdge, MA 02142) 

ISAT (Conference call 800-457-0265 
969081) 

~1 2002 

~t-1TY{TFS 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
28 29 30 

NoteS 



March 19, 2002· 
TueSclav.; . ·· ·· ·, ·.. · : · . _ · 
. . ·-~-~.. . . . : ·. · .. 

, .. : ..... 
-~· ~~~ . 

• ~~ tt.• 7:00am-9:ooam TeleWorf< (Home) 

~ ". . 

... .. . . 
. ·· . .. ·;... 1--------------:le:ou ....... 
'~ !------~--------

;· ·,, . -~ 
.. 
: .. ;· 

·.~·t·~ .~ ...... '~·· 

·f l~:fJ: !------~--------

~ . . 

.· .. 

f2 TIDES Reviews at MilRE POC: 
Lynette Hlrsdtman, 781-271-n69 & 
BBN POC John Mald'loul, 
617-873-3332 (Bedford&. cambr1dge) 

. ~ 

S:OOpm-9:00pm travel - US Air flight 6535 departs BOS at 1900 arrives DCA at 2044 • 

. . ~ 
. :.': .. 

. ::~:. · .. 

·: , . .. . 

. . . ~. ·. . . 



M~rch 20, 2002 
Weanesday 

s _am t.: 7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

Travel (Home to Work) 

~ :,. • Yaneer Bar-Yam (DARPA 1014) 

11~00 11:15am-1:00pm reserved· 1014 

Todd cameo, Ph.D. (1014) 

f» Karen Stephenson (DARPA 1014) 

f» Updated: J.Foster Discussions (983) 

Marcil 2002 
SMTW T FS 

1 2 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
31 

11:15am-11:30am Updated: Chat (10 

Marjory Blumenthal - National Academy of Sciences (1014) 

jpolndexter 

April2002 

S M T. VJ T F S 
1 ~ 3 4 5 6 

7 . 8 . 9 10 li 12 13 
. 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
28 29 30 

Notes 



f» Dick O'Neill - The Highlands Forum (1014) 

f» earl Hunt (GMU - (703) 993-4333) 

~ System Activltles Review (3811 Suite f» travel 
t.: 850) 

jpolndexter 



March 22, 200·2 
Frigay 

t..: 7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

Scott Fisher (DARPA 1014) 

Mark Lazaroff - DSB slides 

Tom Conroy and Howard Schue (1014) 

George Singley and Duane Andrews (1014) 

jpoindexter 

Mardl 2002 

SMTWTFS 

1 2 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 . 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
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31 

April2002 

SM T W TF S 
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7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
28 29 30 

NoteS 



March 25, 20~2 
Monday 

~ 7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

Travel (Home to Work) 

f» Paul Kozemchak (DARPA - 1014) 

Imagining 11me - 1014 

f» car retum 

jpolndexter 

March 2002 

S~TWTFS 

1 2 
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 
24 25 26 27 28 29 30 
31 

April 2002 
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14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
21222324 25 26 27 
28 29 30 
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Tuesday 1 2 : ·1 .i , 3 4 5 6 
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Notes:• 
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-
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--:;-

10100 
~~ 

' ~ ~1 . ' 
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I ~, ·- • -"' 

t!~·~ 
f1} Lunch: Poindexter, Wishner (Rat Top Grill) 

f~,,r;~;~ ~ .. . . 

100 

~3 ·_· 
I• ,.:! f1} Program Update - Larry Willis {1014) 

-
IY. 2.~ ' .... ti:' 
,[~t, .~r. f1} Tom Meyer (1014) 

:-''}. ,,n 

. 00 Imagining lime - 1014 3 
~ :~v: ,-

~ -
!.r 

4 .. oo f1} Diaries Wayne {TeleCon) 

~?2:71. f1> Stephen Cross - SEI CMU {1011) . 
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' 
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't: 7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

March 2002 

~!"1T~TF5 

10:0Dam-10:50am Alr Force SAB Meeting - Maj. Kimmelman (1560 Wilson Blvd. room 
430 - 703-243-0016) 

11:00am-11:1Sam travel 11:15am-12:30pm Roy Reed, Brian 
Sharkey and Rich Peze (1014 - lunch from 

. -, --1--1-------------~ .. downstairs) 

jpoindexter 

D Doug Cupo and Sandy Mangold, Integrated ISR at National Security Space Archit 
(3701-SSCO SMALL Conference Room (SO/SAP)) 

Dr. Ted Orzewieckl (1014) 

5 System Activities Review (3811 Suite 850) 
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Apri·I 0·1, ZQO,i 
Mc;>~2gay . 

8 am t.: 7:00am-9:00am TeleWorl< (Home) 
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7:0Dam-9:ooam TeleWor1c (Home) 
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t 7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

f» Updated: JWAC-Blue (Dahlgren) 

jpoindexter 
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Bluebird Bottom ... . . .. •:'. "" ·',' ·· 

7:0oam-9:ooam TeleWor1c (Home) 

Travel (Home to Wort) 

0 Updated: FTT1l' - Karen Waterman (Qystal Oty) 

Gary Koob, ITO - DlscuslSlons (1014) 

2:00pm-2:45pm Bob Sdlrag - JET 

g, System Ac.tMties Review (3811 Suite 850) 

jpolndextel 
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jpoindexter 

't.: 7:00am-9:0oam TeleWork (Home) 

Updated: DARPA brief to Creighton f» Mike Siracuse (DARPA 1014) 
Greene brifings (SASC) (3701 ·SSCO 

April W02 
SM TW TFS 

1 2 3 4 s 6 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
28 29 30 

LARGE Conference Room (SCI/SAP)) ,__ ___________ __._. 

f» BAA Source selection Process (3701-712 Conference Room (Secret)) 

Leanne (1014) 

f» Updated: Review session 4/5 for· Newt Gingrich visit 4/9 (3701·970 DIRO 
Conference Room (Secret)) 

Tlp Olfton (1014) 

May2002 
SMTWTFS 

1 2 3 4 
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Notes 



t.: 7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

t.: Travel (Home to Work) 

f» Richard Williams, OSD C31 Security and William Coleman, OSD C3I (1014) 

Imagining llme - 1014 

·~ .. ,. ~ 
April 2002 .. ·. ~ ~002 ' 

s M T W T -F s ·.}: ~::~I ·W T F s 
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21 22 23 24 25 26 27 We? 19'20 ;21222324 25 
28 2~ 30 .: - .26 27r28 29 •30 31 

~-: .,. ~ ~ 

f» Intelligent Infonnation Factory (IIF) demo - DARPA van reserved (Global VISion 
Center at the Oystal Oty facility - 3rd floor) 

Q-alg Partridge Mtg (1014} 

. , 4~0 f» Tom Garwin - Hicks & Associates (1014) 

·• 
~ . .. 
~ ~ 5:00pm-5:1Spm Kristen Numrych (1014) 

I' 
( . . . 

jpolndexter 



April;2002 

7:00am-9:00am TeleWorlc (Home) 

0 Raytheon - Greg Shelton, Sr. VP of Information Technology and Mel Peters 703-2.8 

Imagining Time - 1014 

Tony Oettinger • Conference call, Tony will initiate (1014; 

0 Briefing for Newt Gingrich (DARPA) 

jpoindexter 



... 
' 

Jpoindexter 

7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

April 2,002 

SMTWTF~ 

123456 
• 7 8 --~ 10 1112 13 •. 
111s .16 l?: 1a 19 20':.. 
2 22 23 24 25 26 21'· 
28 29 30 . 

Q Proposal for Institute for Physical Sciences (3701-712 Conference Room (Seaet)) 

Brian Sharkey (4001 - 450 4th floor) 

Note> · 



8 am t: 7:00am-9:00am TeleWork {Home) 

Mike McConnell and Art Frftzson {1014) 

5 System Activities Review (3811 Suite 850) 

' •· 

jpoindexter 

Aprll 2002 
SMTWTF 



7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

Travel (Home to Work) 

Jim Hooley (1014) 

Imagining Time 

Move Office to 6th Aoor 

jpoindexter 

f» Tim Hoechst, VP of Technology Orade 
(3701-712 Conference Room (Secret)) 



jpoindexter 

, ..... 

7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

f» Mike SlraOJse (DARPA) 

12:1Spm-1:15pm Senior Management Mtg {3701-970 DIRO Conference Room 
(Secret)) 

(675) 

f» IDA SENSE Program - Dr. Richard H. White (675) 



,. 

jpoindexter 

7:00arn-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

f.» DARPA car to Ft. Washington Meetin 't.: Travel (Home to Work) 
with Rich Peze (Parking Level Gl) 

f.» Rich Peze - DARPA car reserved (Ft. Washington) 

f.» Updated: Michael Saylor (MicroStrategy CEO) (3701-723 Conference Room 
(Secret)) 

Or. Gerald Post Brief (712) 

Craig Fields (DARPA) 



DSB Nudear Weapons - brief from 10:30 - 12:00 (4-001 - 4th floor) 

William Wright- 703-414-1054 (675) 

f» Prof. Zue, Director, MIT Laboratory for Computer Science 

Dr. Joe Mitola (675) 

f» Paul Grazinina, President - Analytical Graphics, 1-800-220-4785 (1014) 

Updated: Service Ollefs Program (IAO) (Dr. Poindexter's Office) 

jpolndexter 

April 2002 
Sf>!TWTFS 

1 2 3 4 5 6 
7 8 9 10 11 u 13· 

14 -15 16 17 18 19 20 . 
21 ~ 23 24 25 26 27 
28 29 30 

.·May2002 
S- M T-W T F S 
- ' .1234 
5 6 T' 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
2~ 27 28 29 30 31 

~· ,; ·~ ,;' 

Notes 



AprU ~002 

ISAT DA 
7:00am-9:0oam TeleWork {Home) 

12 pm travel 

lunch 

Ken Johnson (DARPA ) 

Paul Johns • AUSA, TVCS (675) 

5 System Activities Review (3611 Suite 650) 

jpoindexter 



Naval Academ Foundation Anna lis 

7:00am-9:0Qam TeleWork (Home) 

NAF Exec Comte (USNA Officers Club) 

6:30pm - 10:30pm NAF Dinner(Loews Annapolis) 

Jpolndexter 

April 2002 
SMTWTFS 

1 2 3 4 s 6 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

14 15 16-17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
28 29 30 

.!'1<1Y 2002 
SJ1J\VTFS 

. ' 1 2 3 4 

~~ 1~\~. 1~ 1~ }~~A · 
19 20 21 ll. z.> 24 25 
26' 27 28 29 30 31 

Notes 



~pril 22, 2.002 
Monday 

Travel {Home to Work) 

Updated: IAO Information visualization environment meeting {3701·643 
Conference Room {Secret)) 

!» IAO Staff Meeting {3701·643 Conference Room {Secret)) 

April 2002 
SMTWTF~ 

1 2, 3 4 5 6 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 .26 27 ' 
28 29 30 

Imagining lime • 675 1:15pm·1:30pm Updated: meet w/Dr. 

travel 

{INSCOM) 

6:30pm • 9:30pm Father Mike Dinner{Home) 

jpoindexter 

· May 2002 
~t-; ~ 'Tw · i- ·Fs 

. -~~ .- 1 - 2 3 4 
5"" 6 2/ ,8 -9 10 11 

12...13..~14 15 16 li' 18 
19 ~0'-21 22 23 24 25 
'26 'J.1 ~ 29 30 31 

Noti:S 



', 
.. ·· . 
""\.•.· ... " 

jpoindexter 

Imagining llme - 67S 

f» BAA Review Meeting (67S) 

f» Dave Signori - Rand (67S) 

f» Jeff Gaynor • Special Assistant for Homeland Security DASO (Security and 
Information Operations)OASD(C3I) (1014 - (703) 697-2242) 

hold 

Dr. Ron LaPorte (675) 

April2002 

SM T WTfS 
· l 2 3.4, 5 6 

.7 . 8 ~ 1'0 11 12 13 
14 15 1617 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24'25 26 2T 
282930 . -

Oint Kelly (head of IR&D Investments for SAIC), Gordon Oehler and Brian Sharkey 
(67S) 

No~,. 



~pril 24, 2QO~· 
WeCJnesday 

~ 7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

~ Travel (Home to Work) 

D Andy Marshall and Jim Thomas (675) 

-: 

·" ll 00 Imagining Time - 1014 

April 2002 

SM,TWTFS 
1 2 3 4 s 6 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 
14 15 16 17 18 19 20 

• 21 22 -23 24 25 26 27 
28 29 30 

·~ • -~ --1--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ti 
travel 

r -. ·. ' . 
0 Raytheon (Reston) 

travel 

jpolnde.xter 

May 2002 

SM T VfTFS 
1 2 3 4 

5 6~] 8 9 10 11 
'12 13'"''14 15 16 17 18 
19 20 21 22' 23 24 25 
26 2"l 28 29 3p 31 

No res 



jpolndexter 

7:00am·9:0Dam TeleWork (Home) Travel (Home to Work) 

ai CPOF COiiaboration Exercise (ISX • 4301 N. Fairfax) 

Roy Reed and Rich Peze (DARPA 675) 

eRoom Demo (3811 Hicks & Assoc. conf room) 

ai Eileen Preisser Meeting at the request of Dr. Tether {675) 

John L. Petersen, President THE ARLINGTON INSlTTUTE (675 • he needs an LCD) 

~ System Activities Review {3811 Suite ai Demo (CIA) 
t: 850) 

ai Demo (CIA) 



jpoindexter 

Ottsite - Quantico Marine Corps 
Station (Quantico MC Base, Virginia) 

6:00am - 7:30am Travel(Home to Quantico) 

April 2002 

SMTWTf§ 
1 2 ~ 3 '4 s- 6 

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 . 
14 15 16 17 18 19 w 
Ql 22 23 24 .25 26 27 
28 29 30 . 

7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 

MaY, 2002 

~'1TWTF.$ 
. '•. - :.1 2 3· 4 
5 6 ' ·7 . :S· . 9 io H 

1z 13 ~'!l;-fS 16 :11 18 
19 20 21 22 123 2tt 25 
26 2r 25·i9 30·3i., 

... · ..... . .. 

Notes · 



7:00am-9:00am TeleWor1< {Horne) 

. t' 

jpoindexter 

Aprll 2002 
SMTWTf§ 

1 . 2 ,3 4 s 6 
7 8 9 ·1'0 11 12 ~3 

14 1s 16 17 1s 19 ~o 
21 22 23 24 25 26 'ill 
28 29 3'0 



April 2002 
s _M T w T F s 

1 2 3 4 s 6 
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 

14 15 16 17 18 19 20 
21 22 23 24 25 26 27 
28 29 30 

MaY~002 
S f1 .,T ·W · T. F S 

. . . , .. ,..· ·1 " 2 3 4 

'1~ J' 1~ 1~ 01~ i~ ·i~ 
19 -w Q1 l22 23 24'25 
26 27~28 29 30 31 . 

•• :· !::' 

(b)(6) b ..•.. = ... .,= .... = ... «::;:···· ==~=====~------J=========;;==:::f:=;:~=N=-=o:;tes~-.::;;.~:i=;======! 

jpoindexter 

7:00am-9:0Qam TeleWork 

Travel (Home to Work) 

travel 

f» MAYA Synthetic Data Design: Peter Lucas, Jeff Senn, Steve Roth (3701-723 
Conference Room (Secret)) 



 



jpoindexter 

f» Nahum Gershon - MITRE, Pager: 888 431 8593 (675) 

Elie Rickard - SRI, (703) 236-5017 (675) 

f» Brian Sharkey - working lunch from 11:30 - 12:30 then others from Brian's group 
will join (675) 

travel 

Visit to US Coast Guard HQ - Joe Stewart (Buzzard's Point) 

travel 

f» Darrell dryrun (3701-629 Conference Room (Secret)) 

Bob Gormley (675) 

MayW02 

•· -· 



8 am t.: 7:00am-9:00am TeleWork (Home) 
-,t 

jpoindexter 

General WesJ.ey Oark (675) 

Imagining time - 675 

!» DARPA projects brief to Gen Kernan, ONC, JFCOM (3701-970 DIRO Conference 
Room (Seaet); 3701-SSCO LARGE Conference Room (SO/SAP)) 

!'t System Activities Review (3811 Suite 
t.: 850) 

!» Updated: Richard Oarke, President's 
Critical Infrastructure Protection Boar 
(3701-970 DIRO Conference Room 
(SeO'et)) 

f» Updated: Discuss IAO Public Affairs (John's office) 

.• 



Jim Opfer,President and CEO, LaunchPower (675) 

IA, Director of Collections for DoD (675) 

f» Or. Douglas Maughan - PM ATO (675) 

jpoindexter 



8 am t.: 7:00am-9:0Qam Telework (Home) 

f» 10:00am-10:15am Coordination of schedules for the week (675) 

Imagining time - 675 

12:15pm-1:15pm Updated: Senior Management Mtg (3701-970 DIRO Conference 
Room (Seaet)) 

lunch 

, ~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-+! 

Olarles Her7feld - Consult.ant to Dr. Tether (675) 

hold 

f» Phil Barger (675) 

jpolndexter 



"t; 7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 

f» PC I5R Experience (Aerospace Building across from WF - NRO) 

11 00 

~ 

May 2002 
S MT WT F S 

. . 1 2 3 1 
5 6 r 8 9 10 1 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
2Q. 27 ·29 29 30 31 

•, ~~·-,;._..._tra_ve-1----------------------""M 

f» Lunch with Zachary Lemnlos (Gaffney's) 

f» Movie (675) 

Imagining time 

f» Sal Stolfo (675) 

L.-----1 
Mathematician, referred by Shaun Jones (675) 

6:00pm - 7:00pm Pamey Albright - OSTP - 202-456-6072(675) 

\ .. 
jpolndexter 

_ June 2002 
SM _ T· W T . F S 

... . 1 
2 3 "' <5 6 7 8 
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20. 21 22 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
30 ' 

"Notes 



HOLD - Wori<in from home 
8 am t; 7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 

jpoindexter 

May2002 

~ M T Yf~ T ·f § .. 
:ii;34 

. 5 6 . 7 8 9 10 u 
12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
19 20 21 22 ,i3 24 ts .. 
26 27 28 29. 30 31 ,I 



May 09, ~0021

• 
Thursday .·· · 

Bluebird Bottom 
7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 

May2002 

SMTWTFS 
1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
12 n 14·1s 16 i.z 18 
19 20 21 22 23 2~ 25 
26 27 28 29 30 31 

f» Joe M. Allbaugh, Director of FEMA (500 C Street, Room 828, SW Washington, DC) 

Dr. Lyle Cox - 304-813-8461 (1014) 

5 System Activities Review (3811 Suite 850) 

S:OOpm-7:00pm travel (DL 620/DL 1241Depart 7:1Spm IAD Arrive lO:llpm PNS 
(via ATL)) 

jpoindexter 

June 2002 
S .M· T· W T f S 
""' •" - L t _.; 

1 
2 ~ ;_4 5 6 l 8 

. 9 10 11'1.'2 13 1~ 15 
16 1T18 '!9 20 24. .22 

.23 2415 26·:27 28 29 
~o , ,. -:. __ 

NoteS 



. . 
; "' 

jpoindexter 

fi} Ken Ford - U West Florida Pensacola FL 
t: 7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) U of W Florida (Pensacola) 

3:30pm-9:00pm travel (DL 798/DL 244 Depart PNS 3:40pm 
(via ATL)) 

Arrive 8:17pm !AD 

"' . 

No res 



May 13, 2002 
Monday 

t; 7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 

Travel 

May2002 

~MTWTFS 
' 1 2 3 4 
5 6 "? 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
26 27 28 29 30 31 

Travel (Savannah - United flight n51 
leaves IAD at 925 arrives Savannah at 
1105) 

11-00 11:00am-7:00pm EELD Meeting - Sailing (Hotel: Hilton Savannah DeSoto, phone 
(912) 232-9000) 

12P."1 

'. 

7:00pm - 8:30pm Dinner with Brian Sharkey (meet in Hotel at 7:00) 

jpoindexter 

.. June 2002 " .. :-- ,. . . 
< ~rfJ.YJT FS 

:. 1 
~i '3 ·'"' "s 6 7 8 
~g· 10 ·11 ·12 13 14 15 
16 17 18.19 20. 21 22 
23. 24 25 26 27 28 29 
30l ::~ ~-· '·!7~ :.. • i . 



( . 

jpolndexter 

EELD PI Meetin Savannah 

7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 

May 2002 

SMTW T FS 

. 1 2 3 4 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 1.3 14 15 16 17 18 
19. 20 212223 24 25 
26 27 28 29 30 31 

June 2002 

S fw! T· W T F S 
... .._ 1 

· 2 3 , 4 5 6 7 8 
9 10~11 J.2 13 14 15 

16 1-7 18 19 20 21 22 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
30 ~. ••I • I , 



Return Savannah 

S aJii t.: 7:00am-9:00am Telework {Home) 

~. 

1Q.00 Travel (Savannah - United flight 7246 leaves Savannah at 1035 arrives IAD at 1210; 

t..; ~ 

travel to DARPA from IAD 

INSCOM 

Fred Shatzman (675) 

Jerry Woodall - will call to reschedule (DARPA 675) 

jpoindexter 



Jpolndexter 

''C'· .• ' :l·;: 
·::.:.:.• .. 

. : ;:· . 

. ·. ' . 

7:ooam.9:ooam Telework (Home) 

1o:ooam-10:4Sam Louis Solomon - President, LPS ABK:lates (678) 

D PEs for new JAO programs (Genl$)'S, Genoa D and TIA) (966) 

JCAG/FTTTF Brief (Crystal Oty • 1755 Jefferson DavlS Ortve, Suite 1200) 

System Activities Re\llew (3811 SUlte travel 
850) 

6:00pm • s:OOpm f?!nner with Shaun and George Poste(Otronelle • 3000 M street • 
202-625-2150) 



jpolndexter 

7:00am-9:ooam Telewortc (Home) 

Travel 

Multl·sectDr 01sls Management Consortium • brleftng (Ballston Metro Center Office 
Tower, Suite 800, 901 North Stuart Street) 

Reception - Multl-Sedor Oisis Management O:>nsortlum {Ballsl'On Metro Center omc:e 
Tower, SWte 800, 901 North Stuart Street) 

1:00pma1:1Spm Dr. Brian Gabbard· ARETE. cell: 818-51~3438 (675) 

John Hoyt - CONUS er ln!ormatloti sharfng and data mining, Bruce Blac.ar and 
rYArcy Morgan wlll attend wltt1 John Hoyt (678) 

Art Brudchelm. R.e: The email ttlat Or. Tether sent to Dr. Poindexter (675) 



< • 

May 20, 2002 May2002 June2002 
SM T WT F S ~ H_ J '!'_. 'T F S 

Monday 1 2 3 .. ,..,•. :-- - 1 
.5 6 7 8 9 10 11 .2 .314 .. 6 · 6 7 8 
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26 27 28 29 30 31 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 ;,_ __ . 

l lO}\O} r Not:eS 
s am t.• 7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) I~ 7:30am-8:30am Travel . 
- ISAT Security with Privacy (IDA) 
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jpolndexter 



~ 5·~ 
, .. 
'( 

jpoindexter 

Larry Jackel - IPTO Interview (675) 

May 2002 
SM T w ~T F S • 

1 2 3 4 
5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
26 27 28 .29 30 31 

f» Anandal Crimes Enforcement Network (AnCEN) - Gammon, Lynda (2070 Chain 
Bridge Rd., Suite 200, Vienna, VA 22182) 

; June 2002 

S M, T w· T F S 
~ 1 

23 .. ~ 5 678 
910 1112 13 14 15 

16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 . 

. ..:_ 

Notes 



(b)(6 

'.··) ·. 

2.00 

j polndexter 

7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 

0 Bioterrorism - David Siegrist - Potomac Institute for Polley Studies (675) 

0 IAO Informal Lunch (IAO Abium) 

lunch 

May 2002 
SMTWTF~ 

,.(, 1 2 3 1 
s : 67• 89101 

0 BAA Source Selection meetings - Present revised roadmap and first cut of selection 
recommendations (678) 

Seedling Project White Paper (675) 

... 



jpoindexter 

travel 

10:45am-11:45am SASA Briefing - 10:45 
for 45 minutes (DIAC ) 

Teradata Demo (3811) 

May 2002 

SMTV/T F ~ 
1 ·2 a 4 · 

~ 6 . 7 s· 9 10 ii , ... 

-rn i~ i1 i~ ll ~~ ir 
26 27 28 ~9 30 31 

t.: 7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 

11:45am-12:15pm travel 

S System Activities Review (3811 Suite 850) 

6:30am - 7:30am Travel 

June2002 
. ~ .M J 'if; T F. S• 

, :. 1 
. 2 , 3 _ 4 ·· 5·~·6 7 8 
9 10 11 12 13 g 15 

16 17 181.9 20 21 2.2 
123 2~ 25 "26 27 .28 29 
~o .~ - .. . 

Nores 



8 am t.: 7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 

f» Updated: Greg Walters, HAC-D 

jpoindexter 

May1002 
SMTWTFS 

- 1 ~ ;3 "4 
s 6 7 8 9 10 H 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
19 20 2i .22 .23 24 25 
26 27 28 29 30 31 . 

t.: Travel 

IAO Actual Time (970) 

Mark Stetik, PARC (DARPA 675) 

f» Mr. Peng-Yam TAN - Head, Defense 
Technology Office (US), Embassy of 
Singapore and his Assistant (675 -
Emba.ssy will pass vislt request to SID 

f» Bill Tang - DARPNMTO Smart Dust 
and Speech Chip (3701-643 
Conference Room (Secret)) 



jpoindexter 

May 2002 

.§MT., VJTFS · 
1 2 3 ·4 . s 6 • 1 a·· 9 10 a . 

12 13 14\ ·15 1'6 17. lS 
19 zo 21 ·22 23 212s 
2'6 27_ 28 29 30 3 ' •. '. 
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May 2002 
SMTW TFS 

. 1 ,2 3 4 
s 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 
19 20 21 22 23 24 25 
26 27 28}9 30 31 

8 am t.; 7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 

·!. 

jpolndexter 

r» Updated: Israeli Perspective on 
Suicide Bombers (SAIC, 4001 N. 
Fairfax Dr, Suite 600) 

t.; Travel 

12:15pm-1:45pm Lunch Poindexter & Wishner (Dan & Brad's in the Hilton) 

f1} Norm Wlllox, President and coo of Lexis Nexis, Paul Colangelo and Dennis Walters 
the Technical guys will attend as well. (675) 

Mike Steele (DARPA 675) 

' June W02 

~ .M T Yj' f · f S 
>' 1 

2 · 3 4 5 6 7 8 
9 10 11'12 13 i4 15 

. 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 
23 24 25 26 27 28 29 
30 
\.' 

Notes 



May 2002 

7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 

travel - directly from home to Chantilly 

. ._ ___ __, ack from meeting 

antilly) 

jpoindexter 



. : .. , 

jpoindexter 

t.: 7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 

May 2902 

$ ~- .T W T f $ 
. 1'23't 

5 6· 1 8 9 10 11 
12 13 14 15 16 1116 
19 20 tl 22 23 2"t 25 
26 2i/ 28 29 30 31 

Tony Ottenger and Richard Hackman - Advanced Technology Panel (ATP) (675; 

Earl Rubright and Brian Sharkey (675) 

~ System Activities Review (3811 Suite 850) 

June 2002 
S ·M T'W.°.T f § 

i 3 ,·4 S~6 7 A 
9 m,,u J.2 n .1115 

16 1118 19 20 2 22 
23 -24 25 26 27 28 29 
30 

Notes 



May 2002 ~· June 20012·· 
• • ~ 4 • 

s ~ T w T F s , ~:· M .. :;('' '!' . I f 's 
' 1234 .... - l 

i~ 1~ 1~ ·1~· 1~ i~ u . , ·, ~~1~ 1i~~lt~~l~;·i~ 
19 20 21.22 23 2'f 25 ·: .. 16)7 18 19.20 21 ~-
26 27 28 29 30 31 .. • 23 ~4 is 2.6·21.is 29 ., 

·' . ~·3b ";' . '°'·>< " ' , • ' ,. .., ;:?'¥~ 

t.: 7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 7:30am-8:30am Travel 

Andy Marshall, Dr. Poindexter will brief 
from 8:30 - 11:00 (15059 Conference 

1----...-,..-----------~ .. eenter Drive, 3rd Floor, Chantilly, VA) 

9 :00. 

, - 00 10, I 
~ ;.< 

·~ . 1--------------

f» Seedling Meeting with Bob Popp (675) 

f» BAA Reviews (675) 

Jim Kelly (675) 

f» William Dawson and Jeff Ingle (675) 

jpoindexter 
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June 2002 

?. M T W T F ~ 
1 

2 · 3 4 ' 5 6° 7 8 
9 ltl 1112 ·13 14 15 

16 lV 18 19 20 21~ 
23 24 25 26 27 ~ t9 
30' 

12:1Spm-1:1Spm Senior Management Mtg (3701·970 DIRO Conference Room 
(Secret)) 

; Jilly 2002 
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8 ~m t..: 7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 

1000 
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June 2002 
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June 2002 

~ M T w .. T ·f s 
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30 . 

JutY 2002 
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~ System Activities Review (3811 Suite 850) 

jpolndexter 

June 2002 
SMTWTFS 
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... 
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7:00am-9:00am Telework {Home) 7:30am-8:30am Travel 
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CSTB Workshop - Dr. Poindexter will be 
speaking from 9:30 - 10:45 (NAS 

~-~..,..,_ _ __________ __..Constitution Avenue) 

!» Brian Sharkey and Bob (675) 

lunch 

!» IAO POM Input (675) 

!» hold for Bob Popp only 

jpoindexter 



8 ~ni t.: 7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 

f» Updated: Discuss IAO POM Input (983) 

FutureMap Workshop - (866) 288-9357 (3601 Wilson Blvd, 6th Floor) 

1:4Spm-2:00pm Jeff Gerald 

f» lim Grayson - TTO (675)" 
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7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 7:30am-3:00pm travel - United flight 845 
departs IAD at 7:30 am arrives SFO at 
10:05 am. Transfers to United 5411 
departs SFO at 11:15 am aniving MRY at 
12:00 pm. Hertz Rental car. (meet up 

1-----------------~•with Shaun Jones for lunch somewhere in 
the hotel area around 1:30) 

S:OOpm-7:00pm Reception (carmel) 

5:30am - 6:3Qam Travel 
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travel - United flight 5417 now departs MRY at 2:25 pm anives SFO at 3:00 pm. 
Transfers to United 220 departs SFO at 4:10 pm aniving IAD at 12:13 am. 
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fl> 10:00am-10:15am Establish a JWICS account and new user orientation for Or. Pol 

reviews 

12:15pm-1:15pm Updated: Senior Management Mtg (3701-970 DIRO Conference 
Room (Seaet)) 

Jean Scholtz and Sharon Laskowski - NIST (675} 

Fred Schatzman 
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f» Updated: PC Refresh Schedule for Dr. Reviews 
Poindexter (laptop) (Dr. Poindexter's 
Office) 

Susan Bales, Director of the Navy Fleet 

lunch 

travel 

travel 

hold (675) 

Gene lighe of the Rockwell's DC Office (675) 
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travel 

f» Visit Gerry Yonas VP Advanced Concepts Sandia National Lab (675) 

lunch (675) 
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~-UQdated~.Brief 
{Secret)) .....___ ... 

S&T Directorate (3701-970 DIRO Conference Room 

f» Tom Garwin - Hicks and Associates (675) 
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Jpoindexter 

7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 

0 DISA - U. General Harry Raduege, Jr. (DISA) 

Visual Analytics lunchtime demo (3811) travel 

0 Brian Sharkey - Report on Germany Trip (3701-689 Conference Room (SO/SAP 
Only)) 

0 capt Lilienthal - Defense Modeling and Simulation Office (DMSO) (675) 

5 System Activities Review (3811 Suite 850) 

Mike MCConnell (675) 



• June 2002 

Leanne on vacation .. 
7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 

f» Dr. Julio Torres, MG USAF (Ret) (675) 

f» Mtg w/Jonathan Rolf - MLS Status (675) 

Reviews: can Lyle Cox. (675) 

f» Gene Gallaher (3701-643 Conference Room (Secret)) 

f» Anna Tsao and Brian Sharkey (675) 

~'QQ 
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Ted Drzewiecki and Dr. Devere Henderson (675) 

can Lyle Cox (telephone) 

OSD - lunch (3EB80) 

travel 

lim Hoechst, Senior VP Technology - Orade Service Industries (3811; 
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f» Sue Gordon and David Grossman - InQTel, Mr. Gilman Louie may attend as well 
(675) 

4:15pm-5:15pm Rictiard aarke follow-up 
(675) 
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MITRE Tech S sium 
7:00am·9:00am Telework (Home) 

f1} Strategic Partnership - CIA and NSA (675) 

f1} RAND DataBase Inventory Project (675) 

hold for !SAT - Victoria Stavrtdou (TBD) 
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7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 

ISX Groovy TAG demo (Hides) 

5 System Activities Review (3811 Suite 850) 
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7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) Travel 

0 Brian Sharkey and Scott Fisher - CENTCOM (675) 

0 66th MI {3701-689 Conference Room (IAO/IXO Secure)) 

lunch (675) 

0 Updated: Final BAA Review (675) 
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Net Assessment worksho 3811 N. Fairfax 
7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 7:30am-8:3Qam Travel 

Building Strategic Knowledge Workshop 
(3811} 



7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) · 

Tom Strat (675) 

John Mittleman • 703·696-2923 (Rm 157 ONR Tower 3· 4015 Wilson Blvd.) 

Stephen cambone, Director, PA&E (4E808) 

,,. 
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Thursday 

hold for demo 

~ System Activities Review (3811 Suite 850) 
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July 08, 2002 
Monday 

7:00am-9:0oam Telework (Home) 

Dr. Gerald Gllfoyle, APS Task Force on Countering Terrorism (675) 

f» hold for BM Reviews (675) 

• Lunch Roy Reed (675) 

jpoindexter 

Mike McConnell (675) 

f» IAO BM Brief for TIA, GENISYS & GENOA n (Part one) (3701-970 DIRO 
Conference Room (Seaet)) 
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7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 

rn Ted Gold and Don Latham, IDA to brief on DSB Study for Terrorism (675: 

rn Travel - DARPA car (HLS - Nebraska Ave.) 

rn Updated: Tour/Mtg w/. Sr. Dir of HLS - Kenneth Plemick (Nebraska Ave facility) 

rn Updated: Dry run for FutureMAP new start briefing - 643 (3701-643 Conference 
Room (Secret)) 

rn Tom Mifflin - Metron (703) 787-8700 (675) 

6:00pm - 8:00pm Farewell Function for xan Alexander(Fort Myer Officer's Oub) 



Nqtes • 
~ 7:00am-9:00am Telework (Home) 

0> Updated: JWICS Brief (6th Floor I Room 675) 

0> Poindexter IAO DT02 Rehearsal (Room 550 then to 551 for graphics approval) 

0> Updated: SONAT Demo (3701-970 DIRO Conference Room (Secret)) 

jpolndexter 



Bluebird Bottom 
7:00am-9:00am Telework {Home) 

Q Alok Nlgam - JIVA KO Toolkit {675) 

Jim Thomas, DSD Office (675) 

g System Activities Review (3811 Suite 850) 

jpoindexter 
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Bio-suneillance svstem 
Elements 

• Autonomous Detection Algorithms 
• existing signal detection & bayesian belief net technology 

• Disease Models for Autonomous Detection 
• higher precision models of dynamic epidemiology 
• network models of sub-population spatial dynamics 

• Privacy Protecting Software Agents 
• embed data monitoring agents on each data source 

e CoABS Grid and DAML protocols 
• incorporate adjustable privacy protection control in each agent 

• k-similar techniques to assure appropriate anonymity 

• Integrated Bio-Surveillance Sy.stem Architecture 
• integration of heterogeneous data sources 
• integration of bio-sensors and health monitoring data 
• dynamic management of the monitoring process 



Svstem Concept: Surveillance 
Triggers Specialized Processing 

-
, .. 

~ 
~ 

\ -
Exogeneous Inputs 

Weather 
Season 
Holidays 

Other 

• Observe: 
• Collect anonymous data that are correlated 

with relevant symptoms 

• Normalize: 
• Factor out sensor-specific biases 

• Surveillance: 
• Track trends in background infections 
• Refine surveillance models 

• Real-time forensics: 
• Collect patient-specific data 
• Construct incident-specific models 

Incident-specific collection with 
adjustable privacy constraints 

ALERT 



f · --~ =e Bio-Surveillance Program Plan 

FY01 FY02 FY03 FY04 

. 
Develop Bio-

Surveillance System . 
Architecture 

. . . ! 

Develop Signal Update Signal 
~ Detection & Alerting - Detection & Alerting -

Algorithms Algorithms 
. . . 

Develop Dynamic Update Dynamic 
- Epidemiological - - Epidemiological -- -

Models Models 
. . 

Develop Privacy Update Privacy - Protecting Software - - Protecting Software -
Agents Agents 

: , . . 1• 

Develop Bio- Integrate and Test Integrate and Test 
Initial Bio-Surveillance - Final Bio.Surveillance Surveillance Testbed - -

Components System 
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Congressional Inquiries concerning TIA Issues 

FOLDER 1.a.1-1.a.7 TOC 1 

. CORRESPONDENCE 

• 1.a .1 Senator Boxer 

• 1.a.2 Senator Harkin 

• 1.a.3 Senator Dorgan 

• 1.a.4 Senator Schumer 

• 1.a.5 Senator Durbin 

• 1.a.6 Senator Levin 

• 1.a.7 Senator Deal .. 



____., _ _._ __ - - --------
ARBARA BOXER 

c;AIJFoiu-

CJanitnt ~tatfS ~rnett 
HART SENA TE Offla 8l.Jll..Dl~G 

SOOf 1\2 
WASHINGTON. DC 20510..0SOS 

1202! 224-!S53 
l.ap;//'batlv .-le..90"/carstaci 

December 16, 2002 

~mx:s. 

CO~E. 5Cin<CE'.. 
AtlO ~SPOl<T i\ TlON 

ftl~O~ 
"1'«> Put!\JC W01U<S 
f'O~ R£V.T10P'JS 

Dr . .Anthony J. Tether 
Director 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
3701 North Fairfax Drive 
Arlington, VA 22203 

DearDr. Tether: 

1 am very concerned about the privacy implications of a Defense Advanced Research 
Projects Agency (OARP A) program called Total Information Awarcneu (TIA). While I 
understand and support DARPA's pursuit of technologies to combat terrorism. I fear components 
of this particular research program could have seriom implications on American civil hl>ertics. 

According to news reports and information from DARPA, the goal of TIA is to pursue 
technologies capable of collecting, ston~g and analyzing vast amounts of personal data and 
intelligence. According to DARPA's own Information Awareness Office that manages the 
program, the typcs-0frecords to be collected include medical, financi~ educational. veterinary. 
communications and tra..-ct 

• 

• 

• 

Given these serious concerns, I respectftllly request that you address the following issues: 

Please detail all components of TIA and the goals and objectives for each of these 
components. 

Please detail any and all changes TIA, if implemented. could potentially require to legal, 
statutory and regulatory framewoti:.s concerning privacy and governmental access to 
in<fividual records, including the Privacy Act of 1974. 

What oversight is the Department of Defense or DA.RP A providing to ensure that 
taxpayer funding is not being used to develop technologies that would violate cwrcnt 
lcg.U, statutory and regulatory frameworks concerning privacy and govcmrnental acGCSS 

toindividualrec.ords? 

Has the Department of Defense complied with all Freedom oflnformation Act requests 
concerning the TIA program? Ifnot, please explain. 



DEFENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY 
3701 NORTHFAIRFAXDRIVE 

The Honorable Barbara Boxer 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Boxer: 

ARLINGTON, VA 22203- 1714 

JAN 3 I all3 

Thank you for your letter regarding the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency 
(DARPA) Total Information Awareness (TIA} project. I certainly appreciate your-continued 
support of DARPA and our pursuit of technologies tO.combat terrorism. 

TIA is an experimental prototype system comprising innovative technologies that will 
give the national security community important new capabilities to uncover foreign terrorist acts 
against Americans. The only data used in this project will be that which is legally usable by the 
U.S. Government. Two oversight boards are being established to put the appropriate safeguards 
in place to ensure the privacy rights of American citizens are not violated. 

I am plea,sed with the opportunity to provide you more information on the TIA project; an 
information paper is enclosed that specifically addresses the issues in your letter. I believe you 
will find the answers address your concerns about the TIA project, and I hope the information 
assures you that it is an important undertaking for the war on terrorism. 

Enclosure: 
As stated 

Sincerely, 

A~~1dk 
Anthony J. Tether 
Director 



DEFENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY (DARPA) 
RESPONSES TO SENATOR BARBARA BOXER'S 

QUESTIONS AND CONCERNS REGARDING 
THE DARPA TOTAL INFORMATION AWARENESS (TIA) PROJECT 

Issue: Please detail all components of TIA and the goals and objectives for each of these 
components. 

Response: TIA is a Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) research effort to 
create a prototype network that integrates innovative information technologies for detecting and 
preempting foreign terrorist activities against Americans . 

The program is a multi year, phased, development effort. The information technologies 
comprising the experimental prototype network are in three areas: advanced collaborative and 
decision support tools; language translation; and data search, pattern recognition, and privacy 
protection technologies. · 

The collaborative reasoning and decision-support technologies will solve existing coordination 
problems by enabling analysts from one agency to collaborate effectively with analysts in other 
agencies. A major challenge to terrorist detection today is the inability to share data from 
databases maintained legally. The collaborative reasoning and decision-support technologies 
will punch holes in these .. stovepipes.~: 

The language translation technologies will enable the rapid translation of foreign language 
speech and text giving terrorism analysts the ability to quickly search for clues about emerging 
terrorist acts . Terrorism experts believe evidence of terrorist activities can be found in open
source foreign language publications and broadcasts. The rapid translation technologies will 
help analysts search a significant amount of material in a much shorter period than is possible 
today. 

The research into data search and pattern recognition technologies is based on the idea that 
terrorist planning activities or a likely terrorist attack could be uncovered by searching for 
pattems indicative of terrorist activities in vast quantities of data. For this research, the TIA 
project wiU use only data that is legally obtainable and usable by the U.S. GovemmenL The 
privacy protection technologies protect the TIA network from internal and external abuses and 
assure users that their sources and methods cannot be discerned deliberately or accidentally. 

Today, the full TIA prototype exists only as a vision. A very limited prototype has been 
developed to demonstrate a partial set of functionalities in the form of better collaboration and 
data analysis tools. 



When fully developed, TIA will directly support the Department of Defense (DoD) mission to 
counter foreign terrorist threats outside the United States using DoD's eY.isting intelligence 
sources. Congress will be fully consulted if and when the full implementation occurs before it is 
used operationally. 

DARPA programs that are developing and evaluating technology for possible inclusion as . 
components of the TIA prototype system are: .. -

• Collaborative Reasoning and Decision Support Technologies 

- The Collaborative Environments and Tools to Aid Human Reasoning (Genoa-II) 
Program is developing technologies to enable teams of intelligence analysts and 
operations and policy personnel to be dramatically more effective and efficient in 
detecting terrorist activities. The project will apply automation to team processes so 
critical information-sharing tasks can be accomplished much sooner than is possible 
today. The program will develop tools to model current states, estimate plausible 
futures, support formal risk analysis, and provide for automated course-of-action 
planning. 

- The Wargaming the Asymmetric Environment (W AE) Program is developing threat
specific tools to enable analysts and decision makers to predict terrorist attacks. The 
program has three research thrusts: develop predictive methodologies and 
technologies that work within the complex and nonlinear characteristics of today's 
asynunetric adversaries; develop predictive technologies that will generalize from 
individuals to groups, from attack behavior to more subtle enabling behaviors/ 
decisions that precede an attack; and develop predictive sequence technologies to 
allow analysts to test a projected adversary's actions and reactions to potential 
intervention strategies. 

• Language Translation Technologies 

- The Translingual Information Detection, Extraction, and Summarization (TIDES) 
Program is developing technologies to enable English-speaking operators and 
analysts to exploit the huge amounts of foreign speech and text available 
electronically, but currently unexploitable. TIDES is creating powerful new 
capabilities for detection (finding or discovering needed information), extraction 
(pulling out key information), summarization (substantially shortening what a user 
must read), and translation (converting foreign language material to English). 
Current program plans are to demonstrate capability to detect and track events 
described in English and Chinese news sources and create an initial capability to 
process Arabic text and audio s?urces· 

2 



- The Effective Affordable Reusable Speech-to-Text (EARS) Program is developing 
automatic speech-to-text transcription technologies for the English, Chinese, and 
Arabic languages with an output substantially more accurate than currently possible. 
EARS will provide passive listening technology for critical languages and media for a 
wide range of national security applications. The program will demonstrate the 
ability to port applicable EARS technology to a new"language within 1 month. •. 

• Data Search, Pattern Recognition, and Privacy Protection Technologies 

- The Evidence Extraction and Link Discovery (EELD) Program is developing a suite 
of technologies that will automatically extract evidence from vast amounts of 
unstructured textual data (such as intelligence messages or news reports) leading to 
the discovery of additional relevant relationships and patterns of activity that 
correspond to unusual events, potential threats, or planned attacks. They will allow 
for the identification of connected items of information from multiple sources and 
databases whose significance is not apparent until the connections are made. The 
program will exploit recent advances in language understanding software to provide a 
capability to automatically extract facts from textual messages, web pages, and other 
unstructured data sources at a performance level (90 percent accuracy) comparable to 
today's ability to extract entities (e.g., people, places, and organizations). The 
research will use only data that is legally available and obtainable by the U.S. 
Government or is synthetically generated. 

- The Global Autonomous Language Exploitation (GALE) Program is developing 
cechnologies to discover critical infonnation from speech and text of many languages 
and automatically deliver it in actionable form to military operators and intelligence 
analysts. Computer programs using advanced algorithms will refine, combine, and 
package information from broadcasts, conversations, newswire and Internet sources , 
and examine the data for trends and deviations. The algorithms will discern analyst 
interest from past behavior {actions and reports) and issue critical alerts, reports, and 
pointers if the data matches the analyst's past interests. The program will leverage 
research from the TIDES and EARS programs. 

- The Data Repository, Data Access and Privacy Protection (Genisys) Program will 
make it easier and cheaper to exploit distributed information sources and improve the 
ability to represent uncertainty in structured data. The technologies developed under 
this program will enable database integration with a fraction of today's design effort 
and retrieve accurate answers with less knowledge of the internal structure of the 
data. The program will also develop technologies to support automated 
declassification of data. 

~ 

The Human Identification at a Distance (HumanID) Program is developing 
automated, multimodal, biometric technologies to detect, recognize, and identify 
humans, alone or grouped, in disguise or not, at a distance (150 meters), day or night, 
and in all weather conditions. Automated biometric recognition technologies will 
provide critical early warning support against terrorist, criminal, and other human
based threats. Biometric signatures will be acquired from various collection sensors 

3 



including video, infrared, and multispectral sensors. The program is also examining 
the feasibility of networking biometric sensors to enable identification capabilities in 
large areas. 

- The Biological Surveillance (BioSurv) Program will dramatically increase the DoD 
ability to quickly detect a clandestine biological warfare attack. The research will 
develop disease models to identify abnormal health detectors indicative of a . 
biological attack. The program will perform analyses on hypothesized events to 
detennine the indicators to detect bioterrorist releases. 

- DARPA is evaluating technology research recommendations contained in the 
Information Science and Technology (ISAT) Security with Privacy Study. Two 
recommendations under investigation are immutable audit and self-reporting data. 
Immutable audit would track all TIA data search activities and capture data regarding 
these activities in a strong accounting system that could not be altered or turned off. 
Such audit control would make it possible to identify abuse of the TIA network as 
well as the identity of the abuser. Self-reporting data would protect the privacy of 
data even after it is retrieved from a database. For example, if data is passed to an 
unauthorized individual, self-reporting data will enable auditors to know who 
accessed it. This is required to protect the sources and methods of different agencies. 

Issue: Please detail any and all changes TIA, if implemented, could potentially require to legal, 
statutory and regulatory frameworks concerning privacy and governmental access to individual 
records, including the Privacy Act of l 974. 

Response: There are no plans to request a change to the Privacy Act of 1974 to accomplish the 
research. All research and experiments associated with the TIA system will use only data that is 
legally obtainable under existing laws. 

Today, the full TIA prototype exists only as a vision and is in its first year of a multi year effort .. 
If the research is successful, organizations wanting to implement the TIA system will determine 
the types of infonnation they need to make the TIA system effective and whether the data is 
obtainable without changing existing laws. The Department of Homeland Security (HLS) will 
likely be the authority to decide on implementation of a TIA-like system for domestic authorities 
and the type of information and access required to make it an effective system. 
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Issue: What oversight is the Department of Defense or DARPA providing to ensure that 
taxpayer funding is not being used to develop technologies that would violate current legal, 
statutory and regulatory frameworks concerning privacy and governmental access to individual 
records? 

Response: DoD is establishing two oversight boards to put the appropriate safeguards in place 
to ensure the privacy rights of American citizens are not violated. · 

Issue: Has the Department of Defense complied with all Freedom of Information Act requests 
concerning the TlA program? 

Response: Yes. DARPA has received eight Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests. Two 
have been answered, and work is underway to answer the remaining six. 

Issue: A Washington Post editorial questioned the naming of Admiral John Poindexter to 
oversee the Total Information Office stating that "his record oflying to Congress hardly makes 
him an ideal protector of the legal system, and his conduct of Iran-contra hardly makes him an 
advertisement for government competence." Given the intrusive nature of this project and its 
potential for misuse, do you believe it is appropriate for Admiral Poindexter to lead the office 
charge with overseeing TIA? 

Response: Dr. Poindexter was hired~. a Section 1101 appointee under 5 U.S.C. 3104 note and 
Sec. 1101 of the Strom Thurmond National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1999 
(P.L. 105-261). Dr. Poindexter has a Ph.D. in physics and, thus, has the technical skills to lead 
the TIA effort. He has served at the highest levels in the Federal Government and understands 
how multi-agency decisions are made. These skills arc needed to lead the development of 
effective collaborative reasoning and decision-support technologies that comprise a significant 
part of the TIA project. 

Issue: Please detail the total budget for TIA in fiscal year 2003. What is the planned future year 
budget of TIA? What funds have been obligated to date? (Please break down funding by 
component.) 

Response: The total budget for TIA and related programs in the FY 2003 President's budget is 
as follows: 

TIA Project 
Enabling Technologies 

(EELD, W AE, Genisys, BioSurv, Human.ID) 
Translation Programs 

(EARS, TIDES, GALE) 
Command, Control and Communications (Genoa D) 

Total 

5 

78 

42 
~ 

$137 



The future years' budget will be outlined in the FY 2004 President's Budget, which will be 
available soon. 

For TIA and related programs that have recorded obligations, the funds obligated to date are: 

Enabling Technologies 
(EELD, WAE, Genisys. BioSurv, HumanID) 

Translation Programs 
(EARS, TIDES, GALE) 

Command, Control and Communications (Genoa Il) 
TIA 

Total 

FY03 
($M) 

13.1 

9.3 
3.4 
7.1 

$32.9 

Issue: Please list all non-governmental organizations ·and experts on civil liberties and privacy 
that were consulted during the development of TIA. 

Response: Nongovernmental organizations and experts on civil liberties and privacy that have 
been consulted to date are: 

• Arlington Institute 
• Potomac Institute 
• National Academy of Sciences 
• Heritage Foundation 
• Information Science and Technology Study Group 
• Electronic Privacy Information Council 
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Honorable Donald H Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
I 000 Defense Pentagon 
Washmgton, DC 20301-1000 

Secnit•ry of Defense 

J1m~i1nmwm~nJ~Bjmm1 
. SA0019972 

Dear Secretary Rumsfcld 

I am deeply concerned about the potential pnvacy imphcatmns of the Total Infonnation 
Awareness (TIA) program of the Defense Advanced Research ProJec:ts Agency (DARPA} I 
understand that DARPA IS currently developmg a prototype of the TlA system, wluch tf 
implemented by mtelhgence and law enforcement agencies, would access and collect a 
tremendous amount of personal data on all Jaw-ab1dl.Jlg Amencans 

The TIA system would try to 1dent1fy terrorists before they act by using data mming 
techruques to find patterns in a vast integrated .database ofmformauon on Amencans In a 
November 20, 2002 press bnefing Department of Defense Undersecretary Pete Aldndge .. ,, .,, 
suggested they would use "transactions -- such as passpons, VJsas, work pemuts, dnver's license, 
credit card, airline tickets, rental cars, gun purchases, chemical purchases -- and events - such as 
arrest or suspicious act1V1t1es and so forth " He also agreed when a reporter asked if "every time I 
would enter or a c1t1zen would enter a credit card, any banking transaction, any medical -1 go see 
my doctor, any prescnpt1on. all of those thtngs become part ofth1s database Every time they use 
a telephone that call enters the database" He would not speculate whether signals intelligence 
also would be included 

Adm Jolm Poindexter, the Drrector of the DARPA Jnfonnatlon Awareness Office, has 
indicated plans to eventually integrate this database wnh new technologies they are developing for 
Human Identificat1on at Distance and B10-Surve1llance Such technologies nught allow 
1dentificauon and tracking of ind1v1duals between transactions and events 

I believe we need to do all we can to protect Amencan cit12ens from future terronst attacks 
However, tlus project causes me senous concern about how tt would affect the constitutional 
nght to pnvacy for all law-ab1dmg Amencans Ttus concern 1s only heightened wnh the choice of 
Adm Poindexter to run the project It 1s not clear that Adm PomdcJCter, who played a tughly 
controversial role m the Iran Contra scandal, is sensitive to the need to lurut government power or 
to the irnportanu of stric1ly followmg laws · 
"'• 1 +l\ • j"' ; i I I • , ,~, 

Specifically, I believe that goverrunent collecuon and use of such data on all American citizens. 
ma vasrt.ntegrated database 1s unprecedented and could v20late current Jaw Thus! ask your 
assistance tn ariswcnng the followmg questions 
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• Would full implementation of the TIA system anvolve government access, collection, or use of 
pcnonal data on Amencans that 1s currentJy prohibited under federal laws or regulauons? If 
so, what federal laws may need to be amended, and what new mfannabon wouJd be reqwred, 
to unplement cfl'ecbVdy the elements of TIA? The federal govennent has recently passed 
rules on medical pnvacy and on banbng and financml pnvacy, and sovemment collecuon and 
use of personal daaa are restncted by the older Pnvac:y Act What restndlons. 1f any, wbuJd 
apply to government access, collecuon, or use of personal data for the TIA system from the 
mecbcaJ pnvacy rules. finanaal pnvaey rules. and Pnvacy Act.' 

• What informabon would be required to make the TIA system effective? Would 
implementation of the TIA system require or allow the government to access or collect 
personal data on Amencans that 1t does not cu11ently collect? 

• What checks and balances are bemg de11ped mto the TIA system to guard ag&1nst mtcmaJ 
abuse of the system and external threats such as computer backing? In a system based on 
automated exanunauoo of data on all Amencans. what 1s required for a person to become 
Identified as a potential or suspected tewonst? •• · · 

• What is the current and projected budget for DARPA's Jnformanon Awareness Ofticc ancHor 
the Total Information Awareness prosram' How much do you expect Jt Will cost to 
1mpJanent the TIA system? When do you ·anticipate the TJA systena will be ready for we?. · 

• What ss Adm Poindexter's salafy? Adm 'Pomdener proposed the TIA program when he was 
worbng for a DARPA contractor, Syntek Tcchnolosa~what role. af any, does Syntek 
Tcchnologses have tn the TIA program? Do they have a contnd With the Information 
Awareness Office, and if so for what amount' 

• Why 1s the Department ofDefcnse becommg mvolved 1n domesttc 1ntelhgence issues? Is there 
precedent for this? What expenenee does DARPA have 10 research on law enforcement and 
domestic intelhgence methods, and m addressJDg related pnvacy concerns? 

• Have any Defense, law enforcement. antelllgence or other federal agencacs tnqwred about or 
requested the capabtbues of the TJA system? Jf 101 for what purposes? Do you antiap11e that 
this system would be used by the Department of Defense? lfso. for what purposes? 

Thank you for your assast~ Given the great attention to this issue, I wo~ld appreciate 
responses to these quesnons by December 19, 2002 

S1ncere)y, 

~~ 
Tom Harlan 
Umted States Senator 
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

ACQUlsmoN. 
TECHNOLOGY 

AND 1.0Gl5TfCS 

The Honorable Tom Harkin 
United States Senate 
Washington. DC 20510 

Dear Senator Harkin: 

3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301·3010 

January 30, 2003 

This is in reply to your recent letter to Secretary Rumsfeld regarding the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Total Information Awareness (TIA) project. 
The DARPA TIA project researches the use of advanced information technologies to develop 
capabilities to detect foreign terrorist planning activities. If successful, TIA will provide lhe 
Department of Defense (DoD) with significantly enhanced capabilities to preempt foreign 
terrorists from carrying out attacks against deployed U.S. forces and the U.S. homeland. 

The TIA project integrates other DARPA.programs in three technology areas-advanced 
collaborative and decision support tools; language translation; and data search. pattern 
recognition, and privacy protection technologies-into an experimental prototype network. The 
TIA project is in the first year of a phased, multi year effort. 

DARPA performers will use two types of data for the research: publicly available data. 
such as foreign language newspapers, journals, and broadcasts; and synthetic data, i.e., artificial 
infonnation generated to resemble real-world data in which the researchers embed simulated data 
indicative of terrorist activities 

TIA research complies wilh all U.S. laws, including the Privacy Act. I have directed that 
both an internal and external oversight board be created to monitor the TIA program to ensure no 
potential violations of any American's civil liberties occur. 

The TIA project is new, and it will be a few years before we know whether the ~search 
will be successful. If the usefulness of the technologies is proven in a research environment, we 
will work with Congress to detennine how best to implement the new capabilities and. of co~e. 
keep you informed as to its progress. 

The enclosed information paper contains answers to the questions in your Jetter. I trust 
the infonnation will assure you that the DARPA TIA project is an imponant undertaking for thC? 
war against te1Torism. · 

;r~ 
E. C. Aldridge. Jr. J 

Enclosure: 
As stated 
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RESPONSES TO SENATOR TOM HARKIN'S 
QUESTIONS AND CONCERNS REGARDING 

·THE DEFENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY (DARPA) 
TOTAL INFORMATION AWARENESS (TIA) PROJECT 

•. . 
Question: Would full implementation of the TIA [Total Information Awareness] system involve 
government access. collection, or use of personal data on Americans that is currently prohibited 
under federal laws or regulations? If so, what federal laws may need to be amended, and what 
new infonnation would be required, to implement effectively the elements of TIA? The federal 
government has recently passed rules on medical privacy and on banking and financial privacy, 
and government coJJection and use of personal data are restricted by the older Privacy Act. What 
restrictions, if any. would apply to government access, collection, or use of personal data for the 
TIA system from the medical privacy rules, financial privacy rules. and Privacy Act? · 

Answer: The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency's (DARPA) Infonnation Awareness 
Office (IAO) recently started research and experimentation to develop a prototype TIA system; 
the program is multiyear. phased effort planned to last approximately 5 years. The infonnation 
technologies comprising the experimental prototype network are in three areas: advanced 
colJaborative and decision support tools; language translation; and data search, pattern 
recognjtion, and privacy protection technologies. 

The collaborative reasoning and decision-support technologies will solve existing coordination 
problems by enabling analysts from one agency to collaborate effectively with analysts in other 
agencies. A major chaUenge to terrorist detection today is the inability to quickly sean;h, 
correlate. and share data from databases maintained legaJly by our intelligence, counter
intelligence, and Jaw enforcement agencies. The collaborative reasoning and decision-support 
technologies will punch holes in these "stovepipes." 

The language uanslation technologies will enable the rapid translation of forejgn language 
speeeh and text giving terrorism analysts the ability to quickly search for clues about emerging 
terrorist acts. Terrorism experts believe evidence of terrorist activities can be found in open· 
source foreign language publications and broadcasts. The rapid translation technologies will 
heJp analyst& search a significant amount of materiaJ in a much shorter period than is possible 
today. 

The research into data search and pattern recognition technologies is based on the idea that 
terrorist planning activities or a likely te('J"Orist attack could be uncovered by searching for 
patterns indicative of terrorist activities in'vast quantities of data. Terrorists must engage in 
certain transactions to coordinate and conduct auacks against Americans; these transactions 
leave signatures (patterns) that may be detectable. For this research, the TIA project win use 
only data that is legaJly obtainable and usable by the U.S. Government. The privacy protection 
technol_ogies protect the TIA network from internal and external abuses and assure users that 
their sources and methods cannot be discerned de1iberateJy or accidentally. 
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Today, the full TIA prototype exists only as a vision. A very limited prototype has been 
developed to demonstrate a partiaJ set of functionalities in the form of better collaboration and 
data analysis tools. le is too early to detennine what types of data will be required for the fuH 
implementation of the TIA syslem in the future. However, Congress will be fully consulted if 
and when the full jmplementation occurs before it is used operationally. 

Question: What information would be required to make the TIA system effective? Would 
implementation of the TIA system require or allow the government to access or collect personal 
data on Americans that it does not currently collect? 

AD5Wer. The TIA system is in its first year of an anticipated multiyear research effort. It is too 
early to identify accurately the types of information that would make the TIA system effective. 
The implementation of a TIA-like system to support the DoD mission to preempt and counter 
foreign terrorist threats outside the United States wi11 not require the collection of any data that is 
not currently collected. The Depanment of Homeland Security (HLS) wi!J likely be the 
authority to decide on implementation of a TIA-like system for domestic authorities and the type 
of information and access required to make it an effective system . 

.. 
Question: What checks and balances are being designed into the TIA system to guard against 
int.emal abuse of the system and external threat_s such as computer hacking? In a system based 
on automated examination of data on all Americans, what is required for a person to become 
identified as a potential or suspected terrorist? 

Answer: Part of the TIA research effort involves developing technologies to protect the system 
from internal abuses and external threats, such as computer hackers. 

TIA resean;h efforts are just beginning to examine the processes for identifying foreign 
individuals in foreign lands as terrorists. There are no efforts performed or considered in the 
TIA project to identify U.S. citizens as terrorists. The Jll..S, working with other Federal · 
agencies, will likely be the authority to detennine the criteria to identify terrorists in the 
United States. 

Question: What is the current and projected budget for DARPA's Information Awareness 
Office and for lhe Total Information Awareness program'? How much do you expect it will cost 
to implement the TIA system? When do you anticipate the TIA system will be ready for use? 

Answer: The fiscal year (FY) 2003 budget for IAO is $137 miIJion. Within this amount, .TIA 
program funding is $10 miHion. The financial data for fiscaJ years 2004 to 2007 is in the - · 
President's FY 2004 budget, which Congress wiJI soon receive. 
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At this time, we do not know how much it will cost to implement the TIA system since it is too 
early to determine which of the research technologies wiJI be successful. During the first 
36 months, a range of ideas will be developed via limited demonstrations and preliminary 
prototypes. During the final 24 months, the most promising research avenues will be extended to 
support production of a scalable, leave-behind system prototype. 

. ' 

There is a chance some technologies-such as collaboration and infonnation visualization' 
technoJogies, foreign language machine translation, and speech-to-text transcription tools-will 
transition to some users during the research period. 

Question: What is Adm. Poindexter's salary? Adm. Poindexter proposed the TIA program 
when he was working for a DARPA contractor, Syntek Technologies-what role, if any, does 
Syntek Technologies have in the TIA program? Do they have a contract with the Information 
Awareness Office, and if so, for what amount? 

Answer: Dr. Poindexter is serving the Government as an Administratively Detennined 
employee hired under the Experimental Hiring Authority (Section 1101 of the Strom Thurmond 
National Defense AUlhorization Act 1998). His annuaJ salary rate for the Washfagton, DC, 
locality in 2002 is $138,200. 

Dr. Poindexter's fonner role as an employee of Syntek Technologies involved progranunatic 
assistance for managing DARPA's Project Genoa, which concluded in the second quarter of 
FY 2002. Project Genoa developed tools and a system concept for coJlaborati ve crisis 
understanding and management for the national security community including commanders of 
the Unified Commands. Today's TIA program is a natural extension and expansion of Project 
Genoa, and Dr. Poindexter's previous experience lends itself weJI to a continued program 
management role on behalf of DARPA. 

Syntek Technologies does not have a contract with IAO. The company has a subcontract with 
SRS Technologies, the principal management and advisory contractor for JAO that provides 
business process and administrative support. Syntek is funded to provide the full-time equivalent 
of l .5 persons at an annualized rate of $327, 000 for labor and other direct costs. 

Question: Why is the Department of Defense becoming involved in domestic intelligence 
issues? ls there precedent for this? What experience does DARPA have in research on law 
enforcement and domestic intelligence methods, and in addressing related privacy concerns? 

Answer: The research projects in IAO wiU not give DoD domestic intelligence capabilities. 
What they will do is provide DoD with significantly enhanced capabilities to preempt foreign 
terrorists from carrying out attacks against deployed U.S. forces and the U.S. homeland 
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DARPA should Jead this research. In its 44.year history, DARPA has undertaken numerous 
high·risk research efforts that led to significant capabilities. Many existing information 
technologies-including the Internet-started as advanced DARPA research projects. DARPA 
has had joint programs with the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) and the U.S. Customs 
Service to develop technology that could be used for detecting explosives and drugs at airports 
and sea ports. The IAO is following a similar path of technical innovation with its researcfl into 
advanced information capabilities that will give the United States a decisive edge in the global 
war on terrorism. All Americans share the frustration associated with vague warnings of terrorist 
threats. DARPA believes that IAO information technology programs wiJJ help the U.S. 
Government reduce those generic reports to advance notice of specific threatening acts. 

DARPA is aJert to the need to exercise extreme caution with regard to research that approaches 
anywhere near law enforcement and domestic intelligence areas. As a safeguard, DoD has an 
oversight board monitoring the research to ensure DARPA does not violate any laws. 

Question: Have any Defense, Jaw enforcement, intelligence or other federal agencies inquired 
about or requested the capabilities of the TIA system? If so, for what purposes? Do you 
anticipate that this system would be used by the Department of Defense? H so, for what 
purposes? 

Answer: DARPA is examining the usefulness of TIA technologies in a research environment. 
In conjunction with these efforts, the intelligence, counterintelligence, and law enforcement 
communities wilJ be invited to test these technologies. DARPA is working with the U.S. Army 
Intelligence and Security Command~ Office of the Secretary of Defense, CounterinteJligence 
Field Activity, Assessment and Technology Directorate; Special Operations Command; and Joint 
Forces Command to facilitate experimentation in an operational environment using data already 
in their databases. The TIA hardware and software tools under development to analyze the 
operational units' existing databases do not require or give access to any infonnation to which 
the Intelligence Community does not already have lawful access. DARPA has had discussions 
with the FBI, Central Intelligence Agency, NationaJ Security Agency, and m.s. Some of these 
organizations want to participate in future experiments, but the plans for their involvement are 
not yet finalized. 

If the research is successful , a TIA-like network will provide DoD with significantly enhanced 
capabilities to preempt foreign terrorists from carrying out attacks against deployed U.S. forces 
and the U.S. homeland. 
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The Honorable Donald Rwnd'eld 
Secretary of Defense 
l ooo Dc:feiue Pcmaaon 
Wuhingto11,DC 20301-1000 

Dear Mr. Sccrcury, 

November 26, 2002 

"~ 
--•!Mniw:lf.-•• _., l'l:Wll.,. _ ,..,.._ 
,.,.,.,,_r,s•.llllClll •• 

..ct. ICMIOI -.-1111 

I know you are aware of my strong support for our nation's dc:f.c:nse throuah my work on 
the De!ense AppropriatiDDI SUbcommitte.e. l am committed to ensuring thaz our t1mtc4 Statel 
milita.ry, md especially our mai. and women in wUfmm. have the reao~ they need to def'~ 
our freedom. 

Bw l have lumed recently of o.ne prosram in the Department of Defense that I cm not 
support. And I am writinJ to ult yau to ]>\lt an end to it 

I'm rcfenini to the lotal lnfomdJion Awareness (TIA) Proiram. 

~ I understand it, the Defense Department is developin& & prototype system to 
accompliah a type of .. data mining." The system, when implemented. would allow !edcnl 
ageneju 10 sift through databases tracking virtually eve.ry feet of American eitizem' activitios, 
includinJ credit card purchases; medical. uavel, and academic records; and ph)'5ical 
c:haracteriltics, 1uc:h u fin1crprinu, iris p~ and gait. The systan would seek olit mmp.. 
unusual OJ' questionable pattetns ofbchlvior indicanve of a potential 1errorist thl'ea%. 

Our government simply can't be doing this! In .America. it is not appropriate for 1be 
federal govemment to gather private information &bout the most sensitive details of all of the 
A:luerican ptoplo's lives, and rummage ~&b this infotmation in search of"l\lSpicioua" 
behavior. 

1 a&ree that the Wu en T crrori.sm is a der.dly serious one. And wo must employ new ond 
aggressive ccchniquca to win thiJ war. But our war on terrorism does not justify a massive 
proerani of government snooping on the daily lives. daily habita and da.iJy activiticc of'tbe 
American people. 

I believe that Con~ss will p~t an end to the Total. Information Awarencll Procnm. 
unless you decide 10 do so first. Congreu will not approve additional fundina co take the 
pro~ beyond its early atagcs, nor will it approve a chanie iu the 1974 Privacy Act-wmch. as 
I \mdcmand it, would ba required far implementation of the prognm. 
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For that reason. I hope the money you e.re now spc:ndinJ on this project would be . 
tenninated, and put to other us~s in the Pentagon that would st:re:ngtho11 both out national de!eh£e 
and our war against tcuorimi. 

On a final 11ote, I 1hink YoU have done an excellent job as Secretary of Defense, and 
I have been pleased to work with you in my capacity u a member of the Defense Appropriations 
Subcommirru. Bur I wanted to be frank about my opposition to the Total Information 1 

Awareness Project. ThiJ project is a bad idet.f We cannot fight tenor by diminishing our civil 
liberties and our right to privacy. 



Today, the full TIA prototype exists only as a vision. A very limited prototype has been 
developed to demonstrate a partial set of functionalities in the form of better collaboration and 
data analysis tools. It is too early to determine what types of data will be required for the full 
implementation of the TIA system in the future. However, Congress will be fully consulted if 
and when the full implementation occurs before it is used operationally. 

Question: What information would be required to make the TIA system effective? Would 
implementation of the TIA system require or allow the government to access or collect personal 
data on Americans that it does not currently collect? 

Ans'Wer: The TIA system is in its first year of an anticipated multi year research effort. It is too 
early to identify accurately the types of information that would make the TIA system effective. 
The implementation of a TIA-like system to support the DoD mission to preempt and counter 
foreign terrorist threats outside the United States will not require the collection of any data that is 
not currently coJJected. The Department of Homeland Security (HLS) will likely be the 
authority to decide on implementation of a TIA-like system for domestic authorities and the type 
of information and access required to make it an effective system. 

Question: What checks and balances are being designed into the TIA system to guard against 
internal abuse of the system and external threats such as computer hacking? In a system based 
on automated examination of data on all Americans, what is required for a person to become 
identified as a potential or suspected terrorist? 

Answer: Part of the TIA research effort involves developing technologies to protect the system 
from internal abuses and e:ir;temal threats, such as computer hackers. 

TIA research efforts are just beginning to e:ir;amine the processes for identifying foreign 
individuals in foreign lands as terrorists. There are no efforts performed or considered in the 
TIA project to identify U.S. citizens as terrori sts. The HLS, working with other Federal 
agencies, will likely be the authority to determine the criteria to identify terrori sts in the 
United States. 

Question: What is the current and projected budget for DARPA ' s Information Awareness 
Office and for the Tota\ Information Awareness program? How much do you expect it will cost 
to implement the TIA system? When do you anticipate the TIA system will be ready for use? 

Answer: The fiscal year {FY) 2003 budget for IAO is $137 million. Within this amount, TIA 
program funding is $10 million. The financial data for fiscal years 2004 to 2007 is in the · · 
President 's FY 2004 budget, which Congress will soon receive. 
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At this time, we do not know how much it wiJJ cost to implement the TIA system since it is too 
early to determine which of the research technologies will be successful. During the first 
36 months, a range of ideas will be developed via limited demonstrations and preliminary 
prototypes. During the final 24 months, the most promising research avenues will be extended to 
support production of a scalable, leave-behind system prototype. 

There is a chance some technologies-such as collaboration and information visualization· 
technologies, foreign language machine translation, and speech-to-text transcription tools-will 
transition to some users during the research period. 

Question: What is Adm. Poindexter's salary? Adm. Poindexter proposed the TIA program 
when he was working for a DARPA contractor, Syntek Technologies-what role, if any, does 
Syntek Technologies have in the TIA program? Do they have a contract with the Information 
Awareness Office, and if so, for what amount? 

Answer: Dr. Poindexter is serving the Government as an Administratively Determined 
employee hired under the Experimental Hiring Authority (Section 1101 of the Strom Thurmond 
National Defense Authorization Act 1998). His annual salary rate for the Washington, DC, 
locality in 2002 is $138,200. 

Dr. Poindexter's former role as an employee of Syntek Technologies involved programmatic 
assistance for managing DARPA's Project Genoa, which concluded in the second quarter of 
FY 2002. Project Genoa developed tools and a system concept for collaborative crisis 
understanding and management for the national security community including commanders of 
the Unified Commands. Today's TIA program is a natural extension and expansion of Project 
Genoa, and Dr. Poindexter's previous experience lends itself well to a continued program 
management role on behalf of DARPA. 

Syntek Technologies does not have a contract with lAO. The company has a subcontract with 
SRS Technologies, the principal management and advisory contractor for IAO that provides 
business process and administrative support. Syntek is funded to provide the full-time equivalent 
of 1.5 persons at an annualized rate of $327, 000 for labor and other direct costs. 

Question: Why is the Department of Defense becoming involved in domestic intelligence 
issues? Is there precedent for this? What experience does DARPA have in research on Jaw 
enforcement and domestic intelligence methods, and in addressing related privacy concerns? 

Answer: The research projects in IAO will not give DoD domestic intelligence capabilities. 
What they will do is provide DoD with significantly enhanced capabilities to preempt foreign 
terrorists from carrying out attacks against deployed U.S. forces and the U.S. homeland. 
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DARPA should lead this research. ln its 44-year history, DARPA has undertaken numerous 
high-risk research efforts that led to significant capabilities. Many existing information 
technologies-including the Internet-started as advanced DARPA research projects. DARPA 
has had joint programs with the Federal Bureau of Investigations (FBI) and the U.S . Customs 
Service to develop technology that could be used for detecting explosives and drugs at airports 
and sea ports. The IAO is following a similar path of technical innovation with its research into 
advanced information capabilities that will give the United States a decisive edge in the global 
war on terrorism. All Americans share the frustration associated with vague warnings of terrorist 
threats. DARPA believes that IAO information technology programs will help the U.S. 
Government reduce those generic reports to advance not.ice of specific threatening acts. 

DARPA is alert to the need to exercise extreme caution with regard co research that approaches 
anywhere near Jaw enforcement and domestic intelligence areas. As a safeguard, DoD has an 
oversight board monitoring the research to ensure DARPA does not violate any Jaws. 

Question: Have any Defense, law enforcement, intelJigence or other federal agencies inquired 
about or requested the capabilities of the TIA system? If so, for what purposes? Do you 
anticipate that this system would be used by the Department of Defense? If so, for what 
purposes? 

Answer: DARPA is examining the usefulness of TIA technologies in a research environment. 
In conjunction with these efforts, the intelligence, counterintelligence, and law enforcement 
communities will be invited to test these technologies. DARPA is working with the U.S. Army 
Intelligence and Security Command; Office of the Secretary of Defense, Counterintelligence 
Field Activity, Assessment and Technology Directorate; Special Operations Command; and Joint 
Forces Command to facilitate experimentation in an operational environment using data already 
in their databases. The TIA hardware and software tools under development to analyze the 
operational units' existing databases do not require or give access to any information to wh.ich 
the lntemgence Community does not already have lawful access. DARPA has had discussions 
with the FBI, Central Intelligence Agency, National Security Agency, and l-Il.S. Some of these 
organizations want to participate in future experiments, but the plans for their involvement are 
not yet finalized. 

If the research is successful, a TIA-like network will provide DoD with significantly enhanced 
capabilities to preempt foreign terrorists from carrying out attacks against deployed U.S. forces 
and the U.S. homeland. 
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ACQUISmON, 
TECHNOLOGY 

AND LOGISTICS 

THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON, DC 20301 -3010 

January 30, 2003 

The HonorabJe Byron L. Dorgan 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510-3405 

Dear Senator Dorgan: 

This is in reply to your recent letter to Secretary Rumsfeld regarding the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Total Information Awareness (TIA) project. 

The DARPA TIA project researches the use of advanced infonnation technologies to 
develop capabilities to detect foreign terrorist planning activities. If successful, TIA will provide 
the Department of Defense (DoD) with significantly enhanced capabilities to preempt foreign 
terrorists from carrying out attacks against deployed U .S. forces and the U.S. homeland. 

The TIA project integrates other DARPA programs in three technology areas-advanced 
coIJaborative and decision support tools; language translation; and data search, pattern 
recognition, and privacy protection technologies-into an experimental prototype network. The 
TIA project is in the first year of a phased. multiyear effon. 

DARPA peJfonners wj]) use two types of data for the research: publicly availab)e data, 
such as foreign language newspapers,journaJs, and broadcasts; and synthetic data, i.e., anificial 
information generated to resemble real-world data in which the researchers embed simulated data 
indicative of tenorist activities. 

As pan of the development effon, the TIA project includes phased experiments involving 
operational units. For these experiments, the operational units wm share and analyze 
infonnation in their respective databases on suspected foreign terrorist activities. Units 
participating in the experiments will adhere to guidance for data sharing outJined in existing laws 
and policies. The TIA hardware and software tools under development to analyze the 
operational units' existing databases do not require or give access to any infonnation to which 
the lntemgence Community does not already have lawful access. 

TIA research complies with all U.S. laws, including the Privacy Act. I have directed that 
both an internaJ and external oversight board be created to monitor the TIA program to ensure no 
potential violations of any American's civil libcnies occur. 



The TIA project is new, and it wiJJ be a few years before we know whether the research 
will be successful. If the usefulness of the technologies is proven in a research environment, we 
will work with Congress to determine how best to implement the new capabilities and, of course, 
keep you informed as to its progress. 

Sincerely, 

/tMJ; 
E. C. Aldridge, Jr. 
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The Honorable Donald Rumsfcld 
Department of Defense 
1000 Defense, The Pentagon 
Washington, DC 20301-1000 

Dear Secretary Rumsfeld 

WASHINGTON. DC 20510 '··' ~·-- .._ ' 1 
• 'f 

November 25, 2002 

Secretary or Detena• 

111111111111111 
- --- _ SA0019474 --- .. · ~ -

I am wntmg lo express my concerns about the Department of Defense's inc1p1cnt "Total 
Infonnauon Awareness" (TIA) program proposed by the Defense Advanced Research Pro1ects 
Agency (DARPA) 

Like you, I am wiwavenng m my commiunent to use all technological means at our 
na.hon's disposal to both protect our homeland and prosecute the war on terror Unfortunately, 1 
am deeply concerned about Admiral Poindexter's abaltty to lead this uutJattve, especially suice 
abuse of the program could lead to unparalleled 111lrus1on anto the pnvate lives of ordmary 
Amen cans 

As you know, Admtral Poindexter' s controvecs1al past raises several legitimate concerns 
about whether he ts the nght person to lead an effort IJke TIA If we arc to deploy a system ltke 
TlA that wou\d allow for the iniensivc morutonng of electronic data of ordmary Amcncans, 1t 
must respect the ngbt to pnvacy guaranteed by the Constitution and the lawr. of the land Gtven 
Admual Poindexter's troublmg lustory. I am skeptical of his regard for these fundamental 
pnnc1ples 

As 1t stands nov.;, Congrcss1onal over'$1ght of DARPA is the only way for the legislative 
branch to ensure that its acttv1t1es do not transgress const1lutional and legal boundancs Since 
Admiral Pomdexter has shown himself W!lltng to rude: the truth from Congress, so long as he 
continues as Director of the Infonnat1on Awareness Office and ProJect Manager for TIA, there is 
no way Congress can be assured that 1t 1s rcc::erving accurate mfonnation about the project 

[ am also concerned that in allowing TIA'S development to take place so rapidly, the 
Admuustrabon has once agam ignored the open governing tradition of our nation Time and 
agam, thts Admm1stratton prefers to go it alone, rather than engage m senous and measured 
conversallons with Congress regardmg controversial proposals Each lime tlus happens -
whether 1t ' 'with the USA-PATRIOT Act propos• ls. m1htary tnbWlals, or the Terronsm 
lnformabon and Prevcnuon System (TIPS) - the Admm1strabon overreaches and forces 
Congress to Jump in to pull the propo~a•s back to more reasonable and appropnate tcnns It is a 
bad strategy We should be woriong together to urule the Amcncan people behind good laws · 
that protect our secunty without unduly cndangcnng out liberty Now the Admm1strat1on 
appears set to bypass Congressional input on bow the TIA should be tmplcmcnted l encourage 
you in the strongest poS$1blc tenns to come talk with Congress about how we can work together 
to create the best possible program 
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DARPA 1s one of our nation's most valuable assets Its contnbunon to creating the 
Internet is Just one example of the poslllve impact it has had on our way ofhfe It would be a 
shame for Adnural Poindexter's involvement with TIA and 1ts secretive development to · . 
compromise the confidence that Congress and the Amencan people have m the orgamzanon as u 
seeks lo protect Amenca from lcrronsts 

I strongly urge you to dtsmw Admiral Poindexter nnmed1ately and to take a more 
consultauve approach wtth C<>ngress about the development of TIA 

SJDcerely. ~ 

Cfo...-4.,c.:4. " .r 
Charles E Schumer 
U nttcd States Senator 



THE UNDER SECRET ARY OF DEFENSE 

ACQUISmON, 
T£CHNOL.OGY 

ANO LOGISTICS 

3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON. DC 20301-3010 

January 30, 2003 

The Honorable Charles E. Schumer 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510 

Dear Senator Schumer: 

This is in reply to your recent letter to Secretary Rumsfeld regarding the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Tota1 lnfonnation Awareness (TIA) project. 

The DARPA TIA project researches the use of advanced infonnation technologies to 
develop capabilities to detect foreign terrorist planning activities. If successful, TIA will provide 
lhc Department of Defense (DoD) with significantly enhanced capabilities to preempt foreign 
terrorists from carrying out attacks against deployed U.S. forces and the U.S. homeland 

The TIA project integrates olher DARPA programs in three technology areas-advanced 
collaborative and decision support tools; language translation; and data search, pattern 
recognition. and privacy protection technologies-into an experimental prototype network. The 
TIA project is in the first year of a phased, multi year effort. 

DARPA performers will use two types of data for the research: publicly available data, 
such as foreign language newspapers, journals, and broadcasts; and synthetic data, i.e .. anificial 
information generated to resemble real-world data in which the researchers embed simulated data 
indicative of terrorist activities. 

As part of the development effon, the TIA project incJudes phased experiments involving 
operational units. For these experiments, the operational units will share and analyze 
information in their respective databases on suspecred foreign terrorist activities. Units 
participating in the experiments will adhere ro guidance for data sharing outlined in existing laws 
and policies. The TIA hardware and software tools under development to analyze the 
operational units' existing databases do not require or give access to any information to which 
the lnteiligence Community does not already have lawful access. 

TIA research complies with all U.S. Jaws, including the Privacy Act. I have directed that 
both an internal and extema1 oversight board be created to monitor the TIA program to ensure no 
potential violations of any American's civil liberties occur. 



The TIA project is new, and it wi11 be a few years before we know whether the research 
will be successful. If the usefulness of the technologies is pro~en in a research environment, we 
will work with Congress to detennine how best to implement the new capabilities and, of course, 
keep you informed as to its progress. 
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COMMlmE ON ARMED SEii\llCES 

WASHINGTON, DC 2051Cl-6050 

November 27, 2002 

The Honorable Donald Rumsfeld 
Secretary of Defense 
The Pentagon 
Washington, D.C'. 

Dear Mr. Secretary: 

For the last several months, the Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency (DARPA) has been working on a "Total lnfonnation Awareness,, (TV\) 
project, to develop and integrate information technologies that would enable the 
intelligence community to sift through multiple databases and sources to detect, 
classify and ident ify potential terrorist activities. 

On November 20, 2002·; Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, 
Technology and Logistics Pete Aldridge told the press that one of the objectives of 
the TIA program is the "discovery of connections between transactions - such as 
passports; visas; work pcnnits; drivers' license; credit card; airline tickets; rental 
cars; gun purchases; chemical purchases - and events - such as arrest or 
suspicious activities and so forth." DARPA briefing materials provided to the 
Armed Serv1ces Conunittee staff indicate that the types of transactions to be 
covered may include communications, news services, financial, education, travel, 
medical, veterinary, transportation and housing transactions. 

I am concerned that the application of the system contemplated by the 
DARPA research to transactions of the type described would not only raise serious 
privacy concerns, it might also be illegal and possibly unconstitutional. The 
Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution protects individuals against 
unreasonable sean:hes, and has been interpreted by the Supreme Court to cover 
wiretapping and electronic surveillai'lcc. In addition, numerous statutes safeguard 
the privacy ofpart)cu1ar types of records from government intrusion. For 
example, the Right to Financial Privacy Act of 1978, 12 U.S.C. Section 3402, 
states that "no Government authority may have access to or obtrun copies of, or the 
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information contained in the financial records of any customer from a financial 
institution,, without authorization by the individual customer or the issuance of a 
lawful subpoena or warrant. 

. 
I would appreciate if you would review DARPA's TIA program to ensure 

that the goals and objectives of the program are consistent with the protection of 
the rights of American citizens. In particular, I would appreciate your views on 
the following questions: · 

• Would the application of the system contemplated by the TIA program to 
private communications, financial and other transactions be consistent with 
the requirements of the U.S. Constitution and applicable provisions oflaw 
and regulation? 

• Is it your expectation that the Administration would seek changes to law or 
regulation before testing or implementing such a system? 

Thank you for your attention to this important matter. 

Sincerely, 

~~ 
Carl Levin 
Chairman 

P. 003/0Qj 



THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

.-.CQUISITION. 
T£CHNOL.OGY 

ANO L.OGISTICS 

The Honorable Carl Levin 
Committee on Armed Services 
Ranking Member 
United States Senate 
Washington, DC 20510-6050 

Dear Senator Levin: 

3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHI NGTON, DC 20301-3010 

January 30. 2003 

This is in reply to your recent letter to the Secretary Rumsfeld requesting a review the 
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) Total Information Awareness (TIA) 
project to ensure that the program goals and objec"tives are consistent with the protection of the 
rights of American citizens. 

The DARPA TIA project researches the use of advanced information technologies to 
develop capabilities to detect foreign terrorist planning activities. If successful, TIA will provide 
the Department of Defense (DoD) with significantly enhanced capabilities to preempt foreign 
terrorists from carrying out attacks against deployed U.S. forces and the U.S. homeland. 

The TIA project integrates other DARPA programs in three technology areas-advanced 
collaborative and decision support tools; language translation; and data search, pattern 
recognition, and privacy protection technologies-into an experimental prototype network. The 
TIA project is in the first year of a phased, multi year effort. 

DARPA performers will use two types of data for the research: publicly available data, 
such as foreign language newspapers, journals, and broadcasts; and synthetic data. i.e., artificial 
information generated to resemble real-world data in which the researchers embed simulated data 
indicative of terrorist activities". 

As part of the development effort, the TIA project includes phased experiments involving 
operationaJ units. For these experiments, the operational units wiJI share and analyze 
information in their respective databases on suspected foreign terrorist activities. Units 
participating in the experiments will adhere to guidance for data sharing outlined in existing Jaws 
and policies. The TIA hardware and software tools under development to analyze the 
operationaJ units' existing databases do not require or give access to any information to which 
the Intelligence Community does not already have lawful access. 

TIA research complies with a1J U.S. laws. including the Privacy Act. 1 have directed that 
both an internal and external oversight board be created to monitor the TIA program to ensure no 
potential violations of any American's civil libenies occur. 



The TIA project is new, and it will be a few years before we know whether the research 
will be successful. If the usefulness of the technologies is proven in a research environment, we 
will work with Congress to detennine how best to implement the new capabilities and, of course, 
keep you informed as to its progress. 

Sine~ 

~a . J 
E. C. Aldridge, Jr. 
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Congress of the United States 
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The Honorable Donald H Rwnsfcld 
SecTctary 
Uruted States Department of Defense 
1600 Army Pentagon 
Room3E880 
Washmgton, DC 20310-1600 

Dear Secretary Rwnsfcld 

November 26, 2002 

S,.k .. ..,1uce oa H .. aJ<I, 

Sul. .... nu•ul tcC' on 
Tf.L:.con111aUA1cat101u 

•· and cJ.c J.rrmct 

Secretary of Defense 

f IUllllllllllllll 
SA0019669 -------

My office has recently been inundated wtth constituent correspondence regarding the Office of 
Information Awareness and the Defense Advanced Research Pro1ects Agency (DARPA) I would hkc to 
request some further 1nfonnahon on these programs · · 

Like many others, I have seen the ~cent med1a reports regard.mg the Homeland Sccunty B1U, 
HR 5710, which was recently passed by Congress and signed into law by the President Many of these 
reports dtSCUSS the government's use of Section 225 of the bdl to "spy" on all elcctromc transfers on 
money, purchases, cell-phone convcrsanons, e-mail and Jntemcl use of all Amencans lt has been 
suggested that all ofdus information Wlll be stored ma .. supercomputer" run by the Department of 
Defense 1be correspondence Jam rcce1v10g express fear of government spymg Wlth ordmary c1bttns 
being arrested and kept m an undisclosed location due to a computer suggestmg they have made 
"threatening" purchases I am wanting to properJy express to my consuruents the role DARPA and the 
Office oflnfonnatlon Awareness will be playmg m homeland secunty 

Would you please proVJdc me w1th an cxplanauon of the Department of Defense's involvement 
with this issue, so I can share it wtth my constltuents m order to case their concerns Also, any other 
comments you might want to share m order to allay thell' fears would be appreciated 

J bcuevc new teclmology 1s a necessary component m the war m tcrronsm and only acts to 
increase coopcrahon between varymg levels of law enforcement 

Thank you for taking the t1me to addTcss my concerns I look forward to yow- response 
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THE UNDER SECRETARY OF DEFENSE 

3010 DEFENSE PENTAGON 
WASHINGTON , DC 20301-3010 

A CQUISITION, 
TIE:CHNOLOGY 

ANO LOGISTICS 

The Honorable Nathan Deal 
U.S. House of Representatives 
Washington, DC 20515-1009 

Dear Congressman Deal: 

3 0 DEC 2002 

Your recent letter to the Secretary of Defense requesting information on the Defense 
Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA) and its Information Awareness Offic.e (IAO) was 
forwarded to me for response. Enclosed is a short summary of DARPA's IAO activities; I hope 
you find the information useful. 

Please assure your constituents that the Department of Defense (DoD) is not building a 
"supercomputer" to store data on American citizens. DARPA is developing an experimental 
prototype system comprising language translation, data search and pattern recognition, and 
collaborative reasoning and decision support too.ls to give the national security community 
powerful, new capabilities to uncover foreign terrorist acts against Americans. The only data 
used in this project will be information that is legally obtainable by the U.S. Government. The 
DoD has safeguards in place to ensure the privacy rights of American citizens is not violated. 

The project is in its first year of a planned 5-year effort. If the technologies prove 
successful, the DoD will work with Congress to determine how best to implement the new 
capabilities. 

??~; 
E. C. Aldridge, Jr. 

Enclosure: 
As stated 



Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency's 
Information Awareness Office 

and 
Total Information Awareness Project 

.· 

The Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency's (DARPA) mission is to research and 
demonstrate innovative technologies to solve national-level problems, such as the grave terrorist 
threat which our nation 'faces. DARPA created the Infonnation Awareness Office (!AO) in 
response to September 11, 2001, to research, develop, and demonstrate innovative information 
technologies to detect terrorist groups planning attacks against American citizens, anywhere in 
the world. 

IAO is 1Wt building a "supercomputer" to snoop inco the private lives or track the everyday 
activities of American citizens, contrary to some recent media reports. Instead, IAO is 
developing an experimental prototype system that JargeJy consists of three parts-Janguage 
translation technologies, data search and pattern recognition technologies, and advanced 
collaborative and decision support tools. Together, these three parts effectively comprise the 
Total Information Awareness (TIA) project. 

The language translation technologies will enable the rapid translation of foreign language 
speech and text and give analysts from inteJligence, counterintelligence, and law enforcement 
agencies the ability to quickly search for clues about emerging terrorist acts. The intelligence 
community believes it can find evidence of terrorist activities in open source foreign language 
publications. Rapid translation technologies will help analysts search a significant amount of 
material in a much shorter period than is possible today. 

The research into data search and pattern recognition technologies is based on the idea that 
terrorist planning activities or a likely terrorist attack could be uncovered by searching for 
patterns indicative of terrorist activities in vast quantities of data. Terrorists must engage in 
certain transactions to coordinate and conduct attacks agcrinst Americans, and these transactions 
leave signatures form patterns that may be detectable. For this research, the TIA project will use 
only data that is legally available and obtainable by the U .S. Government. 

A major challenge to terrorist detection today is the inability to quickly search, correlate and 
share data from databases maintained legally by our intelligence, counterintelligence, and law 
enforcement agencies. The collaborative reasoning and decision-support technologies will help 
solve existing coordination problems by enabling analysts from one agency to effectively 
collaborate with analysts in other agencies. 



Today, TIA exists only as a vision. The project is in its first year of an anticipated 5-year 
research effort. During the first 36 months, a range of ideas will be developed via limited 
demonstrations and preliminary prorotypes. During the final 24 months, the most promising 
research avenues will be extended to support the transition of a scalable leave~behind system 
prototype. lf the project is successful, the national security community and the Department of 
Homeland Security will consult with Congress to determi ne whether the TIA system should be 
implemented for domestic use. The DoD will consult with congress on how to best implement 
the system for protection of U.S. forces overseas. 

The DoD recognjzes American citizens' concerns about privacy invasions. The Department has 
safeguards in place to ensure the TIA project will not violate the privacy of American citizens. 
In addition, IAO will research and develop privacy protection and other technologies to protect 
the system from internal abuses and external threats. Their goal is development of privacy 
technologies and processes that ensure data is protected and used only for lawful purposes. 

Some individuals have questioned the role of the DoD and DARPA in this area. In its 54-year 
history. DARPA has undertaken numerous high-risk research efforts that led to significant 
capabilities. Many existing information technologies-including the Internet-started as 
advanced DARPA research projects . DARPA has had in the past joint programs with the FBI 
and the US Customs developing technology which could be used for detecting explosives and 
drugs at Airports and Sea Ports. lAO follows a s_imilar path of technical innovation with its 
research into advanced information capabilities that will give the United States a decisive edge in 
the global war on terrorism. All Americans share the frustration associated with vague warnings 
of terrorist threats. It is believed that IAO and its TIA project will help the U.S. Government 
reduce those generic repons to advance notice of specific threatening acts. 
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Bio-Surveillance System 
Bio Threat Overview 

David Siegrist 
Potomac Institute for Policy Studies 

October 11, 2001 

e 
Crimean Congo Hemorrhagic Fever Victim, MSNBC 

• Returning Service Members, Aid Workers and Refugees May be Ill 
• Current Outbreak of Crimean Congo Hemorrhagic Fever 

• Virtually No Disease Surveillance in Afghanistan in the Past: Unknowns 

· · • Soviets Saw Typhoid, Infectious Hepatitis, Malaria, Cholera, & Plague 
• Pakistan Has Rift Valley Fever 
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• • • -;;.•er.. _.· .-. 

• -Mraxlhreat @ 
.• 

• Afghanistan Reported to Have Anthrax Vaccine Facility (10k DoseN r) 
• Vaccine Plants Are Generally Extremely Useful in Producing Bioagents 

• Across Uzbekistan at Resurrection Island is a Soviet Bio Dump 
+ Virtually Unguarded. Vats of Advanced Anthrax Spores the Soviets Failed to Kill. 

• Alibek: 3X Potency of Sverdlovsk Bacteria 

+ May be Available to Afghans to Use as Seed Stock for Vaccine Plant 

• Iraqi Source? 
+ Iraq Intelligence Agent Reported to Have Met M. Atta in Prague in 2000. 

+ Iraq Had 4 Strains from US ATCC, Including 11966 from Fort Dietrick 

+ Iraqi Powder Anthrax Never Discovered. However, 8. thurengiensis at Al Hakkam 

!!""''""~ 
~ 

... Jl_.t:el'f) 

• First Lethal Powder Successfully Delivered to Victim. Watershed. 
• Hundreds of Threats Over Years. Powder Thought to Require State Sponsor. 
• May Have Corne in letter. Mail Worker and Keyboard Samples Test Positive. 

• Strain Appears to Be Engineered1 But Not Antibiotic Resistant 
• Possible Origin at Iowa State University, Ames from 1950's. Haiti or Texas Source? 

• Thinking Now Is More about Bio-Crime, vs Bio-Terrorism 
• However, State Department Has Advised All Embassies Overseas to Stock Antibiotics 

• Anthrax Bioterrorism with Refined Powder Has Now Been Done. 
_. • Possibility of Mass Casualty Application? 

+ Less 501 if Bio-C'rime 
+ If Bio-Terror1 Possibility of Early Test Prior to Wider Release 
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Smallpox 

• Smallpox Has Killed Millions Over Years. Officially Eliminated. 
• Two Legal Repositories in US and Russia. Iraq and North Korea May Have Also. 

• Russia Used to keep 20 Tons on Hand for S1rategic War. S1orage Site Never Inspected. 

• Iraq: Vaccinated Troops and Had Spray Drier. Hussein Believes Saddam Had IL Camel Pox. 

• Smallpox Patients Contagious When Have Rashes, Scabs. 
• High Fever May Prostrate Victim While Contagious. Lesions on Face, Arms. 

• If Smallpox Outbreak, Ring Vaccination Strategy 
• 7-15 Million Doses of Vaccine Will Not Support Mass Vaccination. Create 'Firebreaks· 

• Four Cardboard Boxes in walk in Freezer. Half Failed Lot Inspection but May Work. 

• "The VIG Turned Pink· Current Vaccinia lmmunoglobulin May Se Ineffective. New IND. 

• First Lots of 40 Minion Doses of New vacane Due in a Year or So. 

• Ring Vaccination Strategy Relies on Early Detection! 
• Few Early Victims May have Litue Apparent Relation to One Another. 

fEJ~.fiit'> ~ ~~· 
'jJ.st.e.d' 

• Leading Offensive Biologists in World are Ken Alibek and Bill Patrick 

• Bill Patrick Thinks Biggest Threat is Marburg (VHF) to a Building 
• Thinks Meteorological Vagaries Forestall 'Crop Duster' Mass Attack 

• Ken Alibek Believes Marburg Could Be Used Against Cities 

• Also Concerned About 'Chimera· Virus. Genetically Load Marburg into Smallpox. 

• Super weapon Combines Hardiness and T ransmissibility of SP with Lethal ity of Marburg. 

• No Credible Reports This Was Achieved. 

• Special Warning Signs: Anaphylactic Shock or Down Regulated Immune Response 
• May Be Signs of New Generation Weapons that Manipulate /Crash Immune System 

• Other Advanced Bioweapons: Bioregulators 

• 'Super Toxins, Substance P, Super Endorphins, etc. 

• Bioweapons Unlikely to Behave as Natural Forms of Disease Might Be Expected to. 
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• Bio-Weapon Deployment 

• Creating an aerosol cloud 
• Releasing infected vectors, e.g. Rodents, mosquitoes or 

fleas 

• Contaminating food or water supplies 

• Key Agents-Potential to cause large numbers of deaths 
and to generate panic 
• Anthrax 
• Plague 
• Botulinum toxin 

• Smallpox 
• Tularemia 
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. ·-

Examp~~l-~.f~dromal 
~flldromes (#)~

~~,~ 

~ -. . . . . . . 

Sy.t_~OS 

Anthrax. Brucellosis Glander Plague Tularemia Ebola Marburg Venezuelan Q fever SmaUpox 

. 
Cardiovascular ' Murmurs 
Headache x x x x 
Other Pain Mya!9_~ Myalgia\bdomin< Myalgia 
Drowsiness/Mah 50% x x x x 
Nausea .. .. .. 
Fever 50~/!.... Chills x x x - . -
Skin/Rash Pa pules Pallor Pustules lnflam'n 

- ---·- ·1 - - -· ·- ---
Muco~s MembraP!Pule~ 
Gastrointestinal x 
Diarrhea 
lymph Nodes x x x x x 
Respi~tory Cough Cough 

Percent 01 Cai 
laterv111r91 n ld.f 

. ·-

~quine 

Encephalitis 

x x x x x 
Chest Back Myalgla Back Myalgia 

x x x x 
x x Few 
x x x x 

. . 
Hypere'!liiiyperemia 

x x Some x -x x 
x 

Pharynx Cough 

~~~~"':'~. ~ .. . .. . . . 
.Sg_.-t:ed' 

Source: National Guard WMD Study, 2000 

.. 
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Bio-Surveillance Program 

Kickoff Meeting 
11-12 October 2001 

Arlington, VA 

Welcome and Introductions 

Ted Senator 
DARPA/ISO 

(703) 696-2231 
tsenator@darpa.mil 

• Ensure Common Understanding of Program Goals, Objectives, 
· Constraints, etc., among all participants and interested parties 

· • Share Information Between and Among Program Participants about 
Technical Approach, Program Plans, Validation Strategy, Data 
Sources, etc. 

• Identify Opportunities for Collaboration Between Program 
Participants 

• Provide Information to be used at DARPA Internal Program Review 
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-~ Agenda: Thu 11 October 2001 @ 
$lf.-t"efl" 

0730-0815 Continental Breakfast 
0815-0830 Welcome and Introductions Burke/Senator 
0830-0915 Bioterrorism Threat Dave Siegrist 
0915-0945 BioSurveillance Program Overview Ted Senator 
0945-1015 Break 
1015-1215 JHU/APL Briefing Joe Lombardo 
1215-1315 Lunch 

1315-1345 JHU/APL Discussion 
1345-1515 IBM Presentation Chung-Sheng Li 
1515-1545 Break 
1545-1615 IBM Discussion 
1615-1645 Program Validation Strategy Dave Siegrist 
1645-1700 Questions and Action Items Ted Senator 

~ · 

-~7DN 
,j~Fr~ 

Auenda-R1: Fridav 12 October 2001 (§:) ~t 
.s'".r-e'° 

' 
0730-0800 Continental Breakfast 
0800-1000 Veridian Team Approach Gene Mclellan 
1000-1030 Break 
1030-1100 Veridian Approach Discussion Ray Liuzzi 
1100-1200 Mellon-Pitt Approach Mike Wagner 
1200-1230 Lunch 
1230-1330 Program Validation Discussion Dave Siegrist 
1330-1345 Mellon-Pitt Approach (cont) Mike Wagner 
1345-1430 Discussion Jim Reilly --""' 

1430-1500 Break 
1500-1530 Data Sharing Discussion Rey Wong 
1530-1600 Wrap-Up and Action Items Ted Senator 
1600-1630 PM Feedback to Pt's Ted Senator + 4 
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Aaenda-R2: Fridav 12 October 2001 @ 

0730-0800 

0815-1030 

1030-1045 

1045-1100 

1100-1115 

1115-1200 

Continental Breakfast 

Veridian T earn Approach 

Break 

Veridian Approach (cont) 

Veridian Discussion 

Mellon-Pitt Approach 

1200-1230 Lunch 

1230-1330 

1330-1415 

1415-1450 

1445-1500 

1500-1530 

1530-1600 

1600-1630 

Program Validation Discussion 

Mellon-Pitt Approach (cont) 

Discussion 

Break 

Data Sharing Discussion 

Wrap-Up and Action Items 

PM Feedback to Pl's 

Gene Mclellan 

Mike Wagner 

Dave Siegrist 

Mike Wagner 

Rey Wong 

Ted Senator 

Ted Senator + 4 

- - ~ ._ .. __ ; 

Whv a New Program Manager ii 

• Murray Burke Took Over DAML 

• New BioS Program Manager is Mr. Ted Senator 
• Heavily Involved in Bio-Surveillance Program Selection Process 

• 41.c•ff' 

rl)·~;i~ 
· ~~··" 

1/#'t.1!1" 

• Built Advanced Detection Systems for Money Laundering, Stock Market Violations 
• For Treasury/FinCEN, NASO Regulation 

• DARPA Agent for Navy Strategic Computing Application in mid-1 980's 

• Also manage Evidence Extraction and Link Discovery Program for DARPA ISO 

• No Changes Planned to PrQgram Goals, Objectives, etc. 
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Program Motivation ~@ 
~ 

• Bioterrorism Becoming Much More Visible Threat 

• Bio-Surveillance Can Make Critical Difference in Mitigating Attack 

• This Bio-Surveillance Program is Nationally Important 
• Already Briefed Favorably to Vice President. SecDef, & DIRO. High Profile. 

• One Prototype Already Up and Running in National Capital Area 

• Used at Inauguration 

• Contract Performers Here are an Elite Group 
• Competition Was Fierce. Lots of Good Ideas and Capabilities. Only able to fund A+ efforts. 

• DARPA and Others Are Anticipating Great Results from the Program 

.. 

Program Clnsld.lratians l1J @ 
.S.&1n efil 

• Program Emphasis: Cooperative/ Competitive Effort to Build Most 
Useful Prototype Operational Capability (vs Emphasis on Technology 
Development) 

• Best Data Sources Should Be Identified and Shared, for Instance 

• Disease Models to Be Shared As Appropriate. No Wheel Reinvention. Others Areas 
for Cooperation? 

• There May Be a Programmatic Down-Select, Depending on Funds, in 
2003. However, Currently Siosurveillance Appears to Be a Growth Area 

• Cultivate Potential Transition Partners 
• May Include LEADERS, JFCOM, DoD Disease Surveillance System, Navy Balboa, etc. 

• Transition Partners, especially those with$, Help Ensure Continuation of Efforts 
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Program considerations 121 @ 
.Sg~ 

• This Is a DoD Program Emphasizing Force Protection. However, There May Be 
Civilian Benefits Also 

• Recent GAO Report: DARPA is not in the civilian consequence management business 

• Looking for a Two-tiered Alerting System: Anomaly Detection Plus Disease 
Identification. Requires Baselining and Normalization. 

+ Program Stretch Goal Is Detection One Day Post Pathogen Release. 

+ Very Interested in Sentinel Animals for Early Detection. 

• Privacy Protection Extremely Important 

+ low False Positives, But No False Negatives 

• Clearly Defined Metrics and Experiments 

• Allow us to know if We're Making Progress 

• Support Go/NoGo Decisions, every 12-18 months 

• Objective 

• Military Utility 

•How 
•Goal 

• Metrics 

Outline 

• Program Management 

•Who 

• Transition 

•Funding 
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ObJeclive: EailV Deleclion @ 
~ Phasel._,. 

I Initial Symptoms 

09 
.§ o I Early Detection 

u 07 l 
~ 06 .. 

Phllse II 
Acute Illness 

O O.S - Gainof2 
:: o.• days •Current System Relies on Alert 
: o 3 Clinician for Initial Detection 
ii 0.2 

0
.1 L~===~:::::::===---~--~_j·K~e~y(JDefense Factor is Starting 

· 1 ~ottc-P11w1 1ylaxis Early 
24 48 72 96 120 ____________ ____,, 

~ 

"O 10' 
"' ~ 
.8 
E 

"' z 

1 ~0 

Effective Trea tment 
Period 

Anthrax Attack 
Non Communicable 

Victims Directly 
Exposed 

Anunal or Human Indicators 

Incubation Period (Hours) 

/ 
Faulltles wiTHOUT Early Detection 

Fatalities WITH 
Early Detec tion ________________ _/ __ _ 

Time (days) 
II 

ObJeclive @ 
• Detect Pathogen Release at Least Two Days Earlier than Current 

Practice (stretch goal is 24 hours after attack) 
• Disease dependent 
• Current practice relies on alert clinicians who 

• Have seen few or no cases 
• Look for common diagnosesldiseases 

• Discriminate Between Intentional Pathogen Release and Natural Outbreak of 
Disease (e.g., Flu) 

• Continuous and Event-Oriented Monitoring 

• Identify Type of Attack (e.g., Anthrax, Smallpox, Plague, Botox) 
• While Protecting Privacy of Individual Source Information, 

including medical records 
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Militarv UtililV 

• Force Protection 

• Early Detection and Effective Intervention (Treatment) Can Reduce 
Casualties by 50% 

• Provides First-Strike Survivability 

• Protects Deployment Capability 

• In CONUS, military integrated with civilian population 
• Military families use civilian health care and can infect members 

• Military Personnel Return from Deployment as (Unknown) Disease 
Carriers ~ Threat to US 

• Are their families, acquaintances vaccinated? 

• Use Unconventional Data Sources as Early Sentinels 
• Data Mining to Identify Value of Sources 

• Normalize for "Natural" Disease Outbreaks 

• Two Stage Detection 
• Autonomous Alerting of Epidemiologist 

• More Extensive Decision-Aids for Alerting 

• Privacy Protection Algor!thms 
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Observe Unusual Changes @ 

normal purchases~ 5. normalization".1l weekends 
va:aboos - \ m health scares. 

Time ~ 

3. transmissio°'L] 

weather demographic trends 

t? ~ 

l ~ Q · Q~ 
obtain health care 

lab tests. 
pharmcr;ies, 

clinics 

~~ 
4. OBSERVATION 

medical 
emergency 

IS 

FuncU1na1oonceP1 (l)~~i;. ~:--~ 4i • • ... . .. . . . 
l(.-tll!rtl 
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Goal: What DoD Has at the End 

• Two Prototype BioSurvellance Systems in DoD Cities 
(National Capital Area and Norfolk) 

• Short-term effort for National Capital Area 
• Possible Expansion to Other Cities, dependent on S and data availability 

• San Diego 
• Omaha 
• Albuquerque 

• Knowledge of Effective Data Sentinels (i.e., what data are 
useful/effective indicators/predictors) 

• Inference Algorithms for Detection .of Potential Bio-Attacks 
• Privacy Protection Algorithms 
• BioWar Simulation 

• Historical Data Comparison for Natural Outbreaks - Ground Truth 
• Independent examples from developers 
• Same cities I different cities 

•Animal Tests 
• ROC Curves ~ Cost-Sensitive ROC Curves, Lift Curves, etc. 

• How to measure ? 

• Specificity vs Sensitivity 
• Expert Panel Review and V~lidation 
• Simulations 
• Geographic Clustering (e.g., Building) 

•Red Team 
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., 
QI 
t:: 
0 
c. 
QI « 
Ill 
QI 
Ill 
ns 

(,) -0 

0 
z 

• Volunteered to Armed Forces Inaugural Committee 

• Gathered historical data 
• Walter Reed - military trealment and TRICARE data 
• Over-the-counter pharmaceutical data 
• Johns Hopkins - HMO data 

• No bio-terrorist attack patterns 
• Anthrax, tularemia, smallpox and botulism models 

• Noted Scarlet Fever outbreak 
• Contacted health services - they were not aware of outbreak as late as January 16, 2001 

14 

12 

10 

8 

6 

4 

2 

0 

1• 

,, 12 

{! 
0 10 
Q. 

~ 
" " " .. 

0 

Ci • 
0 
z 2 

Scarlet Fever 
Ou~ak 
Detecte<I 

. 
~ • 
~ 

. i . ;: 

i 
,_ 

• ~ 

~ ! ~ 
Date 

. . . 
i < "- c :: • I • :: 

; ~ 
;; • ~ ~ ~ 

~ ~ ¥ ~ 

Retrospectively, had we been running the system earlier, we 
would have detected the outbreak on October 18, 2000 

Average Cases'per Oa 

~ 
~ 
0 
0 

Scarlet Fever 
Ou1bniak 
0.-d. 

1M &W ~ 

~ ~ 
§ ;:; 

§ 

Date 
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Bio-Surveillance Program Plan @ 
.Su..ce'9 

FY 01 FY02 

Develop Bio-Surveillance 
System Architecture 

Develop Signal Detection 
& Alerting Algorithms 

Develop Dynamic 
Epidemiological Models 

Develop Privacy 
Protecting Software 

Agents 

FY03 

Update Signal Detection 
& Alerting Algorithms 

Update Dynamic 
Epidemiological Models 

Update Privacy 
Protecting Software 

Agents 

FY 04 

Develop Bio-Surveillance 
Testbed 

Integrate and Test Initial 
Bio.Survelllance 

Components 

Integrate and Test Final 
Bio-Surveillance System 

II 

(I)
,~!!~,,,~ 

~ . . . ... . . ... 

.,,~.,,. 

Who 

Two Prototype Developers, Two Technology Developers, and an 
Independent Validator 

• Johns Hopkins University I Applied Physics Laboratory 

• Veridian Systems 

• IBM 

• Mellon-Pitt 

• Potomac Institute for Pol icy Studies 
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. 
Transition 

Some Potential Partners 

• WRAIR 

• Defense Medical Surveillance System 

•AF LEADERS 

• DoD GEIS 

• Homeland Defense C2 ACTD ? 
+ JFCOM 

• State of MD 

•CDC ? 
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-. Electronic Surveillance System for the Early 
Notification of Community-Based Epidemics 

(ESS·ENGE II) Status Report 

Presented at the 

Bio-Surveillance System Kickoff Meeting 

11-12 October 2001 

Joe Lombardo 
The Johns Hopkins University 
Applied Physics Laboratory 
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ESSENCE II Overview 
. . 

i 
I · ,. 

• The ESSENCE II Project will develop an advanced outbreak detection 
and investigation system for early notification of abnormal health 
conditions caused by a covert release of a pathogen in military I civilian 
populations within CONUS. 

• ESSENCE II will exploit non-traditional indicators of health for both 
the human I animal populations and apply autonomous out~r:eak 
detection algorithms to perform surveillance 24/7. 

· • Advanced techniques for patient anonymity, knowledge discovery, 
detection, classification, and system integration are being assembled 
by the ESSENCE II team. 



i 
I ,. 

Goals I Challenges ' I 

'• 

The primary goal of the ESSENCE 11 Project is to assemble a operational 
prototype of an advanced outbreak detection and investigation system for 
the National Capital Area at the end of FY03. 

ESSENCE II will incorporate I develop: 
a. HIPAA approved anonymity algorithms to protect patient privacy 
b. Advanced data mining techniques 
c. Autonomous adaptive deteC;tion algorithms applied across all data sources 
d. Rapid man-in-the-loop epidemiological investigations using rule based and 

probabilistic techniques , 
e. An architecture that employs a common ontology across all system components 

In FY04 the ESSENCE II system will be transferred to the Department of 
Defense Global Emerging Infectious Disease System for evaluation and testing. 

ESSENCE II will be evaluated on its ability to: 
a. Identify naturally occurring outbreaks in the NCA area 
b. Identify synthesized bio -events 
c. Interface with civilian disease reporting systems 
d. Form a collaborative environment to support a multi jurisdictional investigation 
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Classified sources 
[ I Intelligence I 

Other Surveillance 
Activities 

Sensitive sources 
I Absenteeism I 

Electronic Claims 

I Pharmacies I 
I ERs &MTFs I 

Others, e.g., 
Animal/Agriculture 

Public sources 

I Local Events 

I Regional & World 

I Promed & Others 

I Satellite 

' , . .. 

Tech.nical Approach 
Functional Description of the ESSENCE II System 
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Technical Approach 
Functional Description of the ESSENCE II System 
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Other Surveillance t.. 1 
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Preliminary Data Sources for Outbreak D'etection 
·. 

Sensors Human Behaviors HealthCare Animal 

Environmental Absenteeism Electronic Claims Zoos and Parks 
Air HMOs, BC&BS, 

Medicare/Medicaid 

Environmental OTC Medications Requests for lab Agriculture and Animal 
Water tests Labs 

Agriculture & 911 Calls Sentinel Physicians Dept of Natural 
Food Reports Resources . 

, 

Drnn ti __ .lJ.C .0 -

Gene Chips Dial-a-Nurse calls Em.ergency Medical Animal Control 
Services 

Poison Center calls Emergency Rooms National Veterinary 
Visits Assistance Centers 

Health Advice Medical Examiners Animal Advice Websites 
Websites Reports 
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Heterogeneous Data Issues 
. . 

Daily Levels for Health Indicators Normalized by Population 

oOTC-Flu Iii URI 0 LRI •ER 0 ILi 
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Day 

• Each data source has unique spatial characteristics 

~ -Individual Zip Code 

Cl -Hospital with ER 

/-~ 

(~ -Pharmacy Catchment area 

Official Use Only 

L.J 
0 
D 
CJ 
CJ 
CJ 
rD 
D 
CJ 
D 
'D 
CJ 

-High School 
Districts 

• Each data source has unique 
time characteristics 
- Time variability 
- Amplitude variability 
- Seasonal variability 
- Etc. 
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Data Source Selection Criteria 

{Example: Animal Indicators) 
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Early Animal Indicator at Sverdlovsk Outbreak 

Sverdlovsk Animal Death vs Human Onset 
(A few milligrams to a gram of spores-Meselson) 

•Release 

•Animals (died or slaughtered) 

•Human (onset) 

E 
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1 6 11 16 21 26 1 6 11 16 

April · May 1979 

Meselson, M .. Science, Vol.266, 18 Nov.1994 
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Privacy 

Anomaly Detection Classification 
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FY01 Accomplishments 
. . 

' •,. 

1) Developed joint military I civilian scenario for the Baltimore I Wfishington 
corridor to evaluate outbreak detection approaches. 

2) Participated in surveillance activities for the Presidential Inaugural 

3) Developed NCA scenario for use in evaluating ESSENCE II components 

4) Participated in a regional table top exercise to capture requirements for 
multi-jurisdictional outbreak detection 

5) Developed transition for ESSENCE 11 technologies with the Maryland 
Department of Health and Mental Hygiene 

6) Explored approaches for performing animal surveillance in the NCA 
as well as integrating sensor inputs. 

7) Refine outbreak detection methodology based on experiences of the past 
year 

8) Conduct daily analysis of NCA Indicators since Sept. 11th. 
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Bioterrorism surveillance in the 
Washington metro area 

Michael A. Stoto, PhD 

Virginia Foster, PhD 

George Washington University 

School of Public Health 

and Health Services 

Metropolitan Washington 
Council of Governments 
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Socioeconomic diversity: 
Median housin value, 1990 

CJ County 
M•dlan Value 
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Contributions of epidemiology 
and ublic health 

• Help identify site and nature of an attack 
- Epidemiologic investigation 

• Prevent secondary spread of an infectious agent 
to populations not exposed jn the original attack 

• Alleviate suffering by enabling a rapid medical 
response 
- Even if some patients are seen too late to treat 

effectively, early identification of an attack can help 
to find others while treatment is still effective 

• Identify and remove continuing sources of 
biological organisms .. 

Surveillance 

• Core function of public health 
• Purposes 

- identification of new disease events 
- monitor movement of a disease through a population 
- continued watchfulness over disease in the 

population 
- identification of infected individuals 

• Types of survejllance 
- active vs. passive 
- diagnostic vs. syndromic 

• reportable/notifiable diseases 
- sentinel health events 

.. 
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Epidemiology of a bioterrorist attack 

• Biological agents differ from other weapons in 
two respects 
- victims are likely to be widely dispersed in time and 

place when they are diagnosed 

- symptoms caused by many potential agents are 
difficult to diagnose 

• typically emerge as ~on-specific (flu-like) 
symptoms 

• physicians are not familiar with advanced 
symptoms 

·:. 

Possible scenario 

• Release of anthrax spores at Metro Center 
during rush hour, hundreds exposed 

• Individuals disperse to homes in Maryland, 
Virginia, and DC 

• Days later, some develop flu-like symptoms and 
attempt to self-medicate 
- attack might be observable through 

• emergency room "flu" visits 

• absentee rates at downtown offices 

5 



Possible scenario 

• Days later, specific symptoms occur and 
patients seek care 
- primary care physicians in various settings, not 

infectious disease specialists 

- widely dispersed throughout the metro area 

- attack might be observable through reports and 
analysis of "unusual c~es" 

• Eventually, reports from central laboratories 
confirm diagnosis 

Surveillance requirements 

• Without enhanced surveillance, a bioterrorist 
attack would be difficult to detect before it is 
too late to respond effectively 

• The region needs an active surveillance system 
that 
- operates in real time 
- is focused on symptoms, not diagnosed disease 
- accommodates suspicions of providers 
- allows for public health involvement in 

epidemiologic investigation 
• Research is needed to determine how to 

implement more effectively 

6 



Ideal surveillance system 

• Draws on data from many sources 
- clinical information from private physicians' offices, 

emergency rooms, public clinics, etc. 

- laboratory data 

- notifiable disease reports 

- sales of prescription and nonprescription 
medications 

- absenteeism in schools and workplaces 

- billing, insurance claims data 

•:. 

Ideal surveillance system 

• Real time electronic communication of large 
amounts of data to a central source 

• Artificial intelligence capacity to sort through 
incoming data and identify changes that might 
signal an attack 

• Communication.system to identify and discuss 
small numbers of widely dispersed unusual 
cases 

7 



Ideal surveillance system 

• Epidemiological intelligence function, based on 
deep knowledge of infectious diseases to 
- quickly develop case definitions 

- investigate potential outbreaks 

- separate attacks from hoaxes and natural 
occurrences 

- implement public health responses 

·;. 

Barriers to implementation 

• Much of the desirable data is not computerized, 
even at the source 

• Electronic communication systems do not exist, 
are incompatible, or very costly 

• Data owners reluctant to share information with 
government 
- privacy and confidentiality of patients 

- proprietary concerns 

- costs of data sharing 

8 



• Barriers to implementation 

• Current infectious disease reporting system 
- state differences in what is reportable 

- reports go to Atlanta via Richmond, Baltimore, and 
Washington 

• Difficult to determine whether an increase in 
number of cases is "real" 

• Not just lack of resources 

CUSUM techniques to identify 
" 

• Initial symptoms of most agents agents are "flu-like" 

• Data available 
- George Washington University Hospital Emergency 

Department 

- From Jan. 1, 1988 trough May 15, 2001 

- 3.5 flu seasons: Nov. 1 through May 15 

• ICD-9 code groups 
- Flu (influenza) 

' 
- ILI (influenza-like illness) 

- URI (upper respiratory infection) 

- Viral NOS (not otherwise specified) 

- Pneumonia 

9 



IU dally count 
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Exponential smoothing 

• Set w between 
0 (more smoothing) and 

1 (less smoothing) 

• Yt = wxt + ( l-w)Yt-1 

• non-symmetric .running average 

10 
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IU dalty c.oun1 and exponenUal smooth 

20 

•$+-- - --- - ------ - --- - ---- - --- - -----' 

-· -·. •O.i..+- --- - --- - -

...... ._._. ......... --.. ..-..... .... ..... . _._ ........... .. 

"' .. 

........... ... ........ . . . •....... 

Onset of '99 and '00 seasons clear, but not ' 98 and 'O I 

Standard outbreak detection 

• Estimateµ, cr =-.../µ(Poisson distribution) 
- zl = (xl - µ) /cr 

- Seth 

- "Outbreak" if Zt > h 

• Drawbacks 
- Many false positives and negatives 

- Optimal parameters vary by year 
• µ : 2 to 3 

• h : 2 to 4 

.. - · 
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Alternative 1: CUSUM with 

• Method 
- Estimate µ, cr = '1µ (Poisson distribution) 

- zt = (xt- µ)/cr 
- Set k, h 
- s1 = Max[S1_1 + z1 - k, OJ 
- "Outbreak" if S > h t.. 

• Comparison 
- Fewer false positives and negatives · 

- Optimal parameters vary by year 
• k: 0.5 to 2_5 

12 
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Alternative 2: CUSUM with exp. 
smoothin back ound level 

• Method 
- Set w, k, h, estimate cr from data 

- Calculate y1 = wx1 + (1 -w)Yt-I 

- Zt = (xt- Yt)/cr 
- St= Max[S1_1 + Z1 - k] 

- "Outbreak" if S > h 
. l 

• Comparison 
- More false positives than alternative 1 
- Unable to detect '98 outbreak 

- Optimal parameters do not vary by year 

13 
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Comparison of methods 

• Methods 
- CUSUM with constant base 

- CUSUM with exponential smooth base 

• Data 
- Influenza-like illnesses 

- Viral not otherw"ise specified 

- 1999, 2000, and 2001 flu seasons 
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Summary and conclusions 

• Start of outbreaks are hard to detect! 
- especially when onset is not sharp 

- will be difficult to distinguish a bioterrorist attack 
from the real flu epidemic 

• For ILI and Viral NOS, CUSUM methods are 
preferable to standard Z-score methods 
- Fewer false positives and no delay in recognizing 

outbreaks 

• Neither exponential smoothing nor constant 
(Poisson) CUSUM methods are clearly 
preferable to the other 

-: . 

Additional research 

• Simultaneous analysis of multiple data streams 
- different symptom and ICD code groupings 

- different hospitals and service settings 

- non-health care data 

• over-the-counter flu medications 

• absenteeism 

• Geographical and s.ocioeconomic patterns 

• As background for, these analyses, need to more fully 
understand the relationship among these indicators in 
"regular" flu seasons 

• Run simulations in which public health officials must 
decide when to "call" an outbreak 
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1979 Sverdlovsk Anthrax Outbreak 
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Syndromic surveillance: 

How many are acting ill? 

behaviors~syndromes? 
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{date of birth, gender, 5-digit ZIP} 
uniquely identifies 87.1 (Yc) of USA pop. 

Cll 
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ldate (~f birth, gender, 5-digit ZIP} 
uni uel identifies 87.1 o/c> of USA o J. 

0 

ZIP 60623, 
112,167 people, 
11%, not 0% 
insufficient # 
above the age of 
55 living there. 
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:date l~f birth. gender. 5-digit ZIP} 
uni uel identifies 87.1 o/o of USA o J. 

0.8 

0.6 
Cl. 

8. 0.4 
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ZlP 11794, 5418 
people, primarily 
between 19 and 
24 (4666 of 5418 
or 86%), only 
13%. 
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Essence II Architecture 

Biosurveillance Kick-off 
October 11, 2001 

Steve Langs 
JHU/APL 

Architecture Challenges 

• Support focused, agile event investigation. 

• Coordination of diverse problem-solving 
resources. 

• Continuous operation. 

• Heterogeneous data sources externally 
controlled. 

• Data anonymity and security. 

• Large data volume, asynchronous data arrival. 

• Collaboration 'among investigators and 
agencies. 
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Architecture Approach 

• Mixed-initiative, blackboard:-based abduction 
control. 

• Agent-based software infrastructure. 

• Autonomous detection agents, semi-
autonomous reasoning agents. 

• Knowledge-level component integration. 

• Anonymity control at data ingestion. 

• Distributed databases. 

• Security - PKI, SSL, firewall, VPN. 

Architecture Overview 
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ESSENCE II 
Classification Methodology 

Bio-Surveillance Program Kick-Off Meeting 
October 11, 2001 

David Gunr:iing 

0 
CY CORP 

Architecture Overview • CYCORP 
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Event Classification 0 
C:YC:ORP 

•What disease is active? 

•What bio-agent is the cause? 

•Where was the agent released? 

•When was it released? 

•Who has been affected? 

- Classification Approach • C'\'C:ORP 

Agenda What? 
(Mixed-Initiat ive Control) When? 

Where? 
Who? •· ... -.:I ~ 

Blackboard Panels 
(Shared Data, Hypotheses) s ¢:; ... . 

• • • - . -
...- ... -

_.. '4 • ·.._;-, ·~~: ;- .. 
' ~ ' dO"• ·--~-· -~ . .;_. . } 

. - :;t>i~~-
... 

Automated Hypothesis Generation 8t Testing 
, 
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Cyc Knowledge Base • (Y(ORP 

eve Contains: 
100,000 Concepts 
10,000 Predicates 

1,400,000 Assertions 

What is in the Cyc Ontology? • 
CYC Contains: 

100.000 Concepts 
10,000 Predicates 

1,400,000 Assertions 

Concepts I~: 
SUBSET ::> CONCEPT 

Instances !Mem.!:2eill: 
Instance e CONCEPT 

Quantified Variables: 

Facts: Instances 

John E PERSON 
Infected-by{ John, Anthro)( ) 

<YC:ORP 

( Vvodable ) or ( 3 variable ) 

Logical Ooerotoo: 

Predicates (True or Folse): 
predicate( org L arg2 } 

Functions (Return a volue): 
y =function( orgl. org2 } 

3 



Cyc Upper Ontology • CYCO RP 

Cyc Mid-Level Knowledge • CYCORP 

• Space • Events • People • Conceptual 

• Spatial Relations • Context • Human Anatomy Works 

• Time • Actions • Human Physiology - Books 

• Quantities • Actors • Mental Attributes - Documents 

• Physical Objects • Agreements • Emotions - Software 

• Parts of Objects • Goals • Social Beings - Databases 

• Movement • Skills • Social Events - Web Pages 

• Paths, Networks • Capabilities • Human Activities - Plays 

• Basic Physics • Intentions • Organizations - Movies 

• Basic Chemistry • Scripts. • Professions • Devices 

• Basic Biology • Actor Roles • Business • Buildings 
~-

• Changes of State • Scenes • Geography • Construction 

• Transformations • Plans • Nations • Oothing 

• Materials • Processes • Cultures • Transportation 

4 



Domain-Specific Knowledge 
(currently in Cyc) 

• Biological Agents 

• CYCORP 

• Cyc knows that biological agents can be biological toxins, or fungal, 
bacterial, or viral agents. 

•Toxins 
+ Cyc knows about aflatoxin, botulinum, ricin, batrachotoxin, 

saxitoxin, and various types of venom. 

• Bacteria 
+ Cyc knows about 100+ kinds of bacteria, including anthrax. 

• Viruses 
• Cyc knows information about Ebola, HIV, Hepatitis (A, B, C, D, and 

E), and smallpox. Cyc also knows that some viruses are genetically 
engineered. 

• Biological Weapons 
+ Cyc knows a great deal about the collection of weapons (e.g., 

bombs, warheads and aerosol canisters) and how each is 
appropriate for dispersing different kinds of biological agents. 

e Bio-Event Reasoning System • CYCORP 

Bio-Surveillance Ontology: 
• Bio-agents, effects, symptoms 
• Disease epidemiology 
• Transmission methods 
• Human activities, behavior 
• Historical data 
• Basic Medical knowledge 
• Relevant common knowledge 

Bio-Surveillance Reasoning: 
• Question Answering 
• Pro/Con Hypothesis Support 
o Diagnostic Reasoning 
• Bio-Event Planner 

• Generate event sequences 
(i.e., hypotheses) that 
explain the observed data 

Inference Engine 

Subsumption & Heuri 
Reasoning Module 

other Specialized 
Reasoning Modules 

Hierarchical Planner 

" 
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e Cycorp Tasks for ESSENCE II 

• Phase I (FYOl-02) 
+ Develop Initial Bio-Surveillance Ontology 

+ Develop Prototype Bio-Event Reasoner 

• Implement Event Classification Blackboard 

• Phase II (FY03) 
• Complete Bio-Surveillance Ontology and KB 

• Complete Bio-Event Reasoner 

• Phase III (FY04) 
+ Support Transition and System Implementation 
+ Tailor Ontology and Bio-Event Reasoner 

• (YCORP 
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EVALUATIONS 

• 2.d.1 Problem Space/Evaluation 
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• 2.d.2 Bio-Surveillance Evaluation 

• Potomac Institute for Policy Studies 



- .~ 

Genuflectiqg befor~ th~f r,Qblern . 
Space ~ 

,Ha.nt1....,..t dl1uus 

l •g.lonf\UU' di&Hll ~ .\ . .,.. 4 " 
N•"Hrli tnenlAG'ih in blood ~ ;~ i:: 

°' ca.t 11 R 
ktnioNllo•• R ,. 

x 
RoutE 

Air 
Food 

Water 
Mail 

( 

ContaJ;,-ious person-to-person nerosol: 
rubeUa, :.osier 

Premonitory release: Boca Anthrax 

Foodbome: Salmonella sp. 

Waterborne: Cryptosporidium 

V ectorborne: West Nile, Malaria, Lyme 

Continuous release of bioaeFOsol: 
LegioneUo, p0Ui!11 

Building contamination: CO 

~exually transmitted: HIV, N. 
gono"hea, Hep C 

Large scale bioaerosol : NO 
OUTBREAKS 

Dalo, Wagner, et aL 2001 

. g Evaluation ~ . 

Outline 

Identifying leading indicators (for each threat) 

Identifying best algorithms (for each threat) 

CMU-Pitt 

7_. , 0. l 



~I. Identifying Leading Indicators: 
'W Directly measuring earline~s of.signal 

• Cross Correlation coefficient 

. ' ' ! • : 

01!1 ~ ••• - • - .~ •••••••••• • i . . . . - - - . - - - .... ; ........... .! ... .. -.•. -· ... . 
i i i ! 

Oill!!t • ··•·••· • • .; •• • • • •• • • ·=· • •·• •·• • · i • ••••••• •••l • •• • •••• • • 
; : l l 

-0 .. • •..••.•...•• -~· •.. .•.•. • .. j ......... .. ·i ·············· 
-0 & · ·- ····-· · ·· -~·- · · · · · · ·- ·· · · ·-~ - · - - - -- -- --- - f. . . . . ~' . . . . . . . ·l·. . . . . . . . . . 

. . i : 
-<>~6~0~----,~~-_,,.,-:.'=-~------:0~~--~~~.~:--~~ 

"T-..L-O lt't~ 

Cross correlation between weekly counts of respiratory and weekly and Pneumonia and 
Influenza Deaths 

CMU-Pin 

1:01::c··-····· 1::0 1::0 .. 6f ... .. 
• • 4 • • • .. 
., • r u 

otw ............... ........_., •• o • ., ...... ..... .. " .. .. ' ' ..... ... ,_. 
U U I • flt U 11 4t 1U ... • .. U1 M U loO II H II - -t=o i::o· '=o - .. " 
~ « • • 

... , ., I •• 
~ ~ ..... 

• .......,.. ,." c1r .. .-. ,~ .. ,, •• •• 11 ::......:.: 

CMU-Pitt 
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n Does the Signal Mean -whi!t We Think 
W itMeans? · · 

• 1425 randomly selected patients 
• 22 of their ED reports described acute infectious GI syndrome 

ICD-9 Admit Free-text Chief 
Diagnoses Complaints 

Sensitivity 0.32 0.63 

Specificity 0.99 0.94 

CMU-Pitt 

C Identi~ing Lead~g ~dica~ors: 
'W Measurmg (Algontllln + Signal) 

Gold Standard: P&l Deaths Pittsburgh 1/98 10 48/00 

Weekly counts ofrespirarory IC0 -9 codes from 1198 10 48/00. 

CMU-Pitt 
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~ Identifying Leading .Jnd~c~t<;>r: 
'W Serfling Method and lnfluenz~ 

Signal 
Emergency home ..nsits 
Sick-lea-.e reported to national health ser..1ce 
Sick-lea\e reported to GP - ·--- -
s"ick-lea\e reported by companies _ ___ -

sentinef°GP ..nsits -
Sen~nel ·e;p ·..nsits due to Ill 
Sentinei-peciiatrfcian visits 
Hospital ia"tality - - -- · 

lnflueiii:a-rela-ted drug consumption 
sentinel GP 011era11 acti-lty - - - - - -

S~tine l pediatrician o~r~ll a~~~tiy 

,-
1 

Emergency- room respiratory chief complaint~ 
~mergency room ~ral chief~omplaints - -

CMU-Pin 

i -·-n me liness 
Sens. Spec./*PPV (weeks) 

81 75, -1 .6 
29- ---- 74 '.- -1.4 
i6 -- --- 55 ,.. -1 .2 

- ---·- ·-
74 , 67 
6f" 72 
69, 69: 
-,k-· ss] 
47- ·- ----- s2: 
sf - - 65 
57 
47 

o~o 
-1.2 
-0.4 
-1. 7 
-1-.0 
-1 .2 
-1 .2 
1.3 

100 - - - 50 ' -1 . 0 
100 - -- - 25 "" - -1 .0 

- - -
Quenel et al. 1994 Int J Epid 23 :849-SS 

Tsui, Wagner et al. JAM/A 2002 

(ii II. Evaluating AlgoritlnhS-

• How well does the algorithm work under ideal conditions? (i.e. 
when the data are generated in a way consistent with all the model 
assumptions). 

• Manual-Insertion proxy 
• How well does it work under simulated, non-ideal conditions? 

These tests will use simulated data, generated by a model other than 
the one being tested, in which ground truth is available and so we can 
directly measure detection performance. 

• How well does it work on real data? 

CMU-Pin 

.-

r 
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• Determine Probable Deliberate Infection 

• Identify Disease 
• Clinical Data Augmentation Acceptable 

• Attack Characterization 
• Identify Source of Outbreak 
• Determine Weapon Laydown Area and Duration 
• Identify Those Who Need Treatment 
• Project Their Overall Likely Medical Needs 

Page 1 



Scope of Biosurve111ance' Problem 
Any Venae lYJle C111~ Ian 11n1111r 1ec11r Attacks 

• Metro Areas: JHU; Veridian; Mellon Pitt 
• Neighborhood/Mall: JHU; Veridian; Mellon Pitt 
• Military Bases: IBM; Veridian, JHU 
• Special Events (eg, Stadiums): JHU; Veridian; Mellon Pitt; IBM 
• Individual Buildings: DARPA Immune Building Program 
• An Operationalized Program Goal: Demo/Evaluate the Three Program Goals Against Each Box in the Matrix 
• Projects Could Select Scenarios to Demonstrate Their Operational Advantages 

Challenge Modes 
AEROSOL 
VECTOR FOOD/BEV 
VECTOR HUMAN 

·-· -- --- - - -- -

SPECIAL EVENT 
' VHNl 

VHllMP 
VHICRIT? 

Possible Venues 

SINGLE CAMPUS 
Hard/lMP 
Hard/lMP 
Hard/IMP 

NEIGHBORHOOD 
VHllMP 
V-HllMP 

VHNI 

LARGE AREA 
HARDICRIT 
VHNI 
EH/CRIT 

VECTOR ANIMAL VHNl Hard/IMP VHllMP VHNI 
VECTOR MECHANICL VHllMP Hard/IMP VHllMP EH/IMP 

Degree ofDiffiCUlfy: Extremely Hard IEHj;Very Hard (VH); Hard (HARD). 
Degreeoflmportance:Critical (Crff); very Important (Vl);-lmporfanf(lmp). -
NOTE: These -Characterizations Suggestive and Subjective ONLY 

• Overall BioSurveillance PROGRAM (vs Project) Evaluation Goal: 
• Early Detection, Path ID & Attack Characterization Demo'd & Eval'd in Every Box on Matrix 
+ Goodness: Sensitivity, Specificity, Spatial/Temporal Coverage/Granularity, and 

Privacy 

• Aug, 2002 Evaluation. 
• Use Largely Synthetic Data for "Easier" Scenario 
• Early Detection of Large Area Aerosol, Min 25% of Potential Deaths Saved 

• Later: Earlier Detection, Rapid Pathogen Identification and Attack 
Characterization 
+ Stress Disease Models, Nontrad!tional Data 
• Determine Source; Who Has Been Exposed; Project Medical Needs 
+ Automated, Dynamic Privacy Assurance 
• Additional Scenarios from Attack Matrix 

Page 2 



, ............... 1 
• ...:;·" ,· • <; 

• 2002 Goal: 25% Deaths Saved 
• Simulated Data; Some Non-Traditional Data Sources 
• Privacy Supported 

• 2003 Goal: 50% Deaths Saved 
• Better Simulated Data; Some Real Data; Significant Non-Traditional Data Sources 
• Include Accepted Disease Model for Military Pathogens. Differentiate Flu from Them. 
• Fully Characterize Attack. Project Med Resources Needed. 
• Privacy Assured 

• 2004 Goal: 75% Deaths Saved 
• PredominanUy Real Data; Exchange Data or. Analytics with Others; Real Time Runs 
• Identify Military-type Pathogen. 
• Possible Characterization: Identify Location of Smallpox Victim for Previous 3 Weeks 
• Privacy Assured Automatically 

• Data Evaluation 
• Teams Work Individually to Best Characterize Their NT and Traditional Data 

• Document Their Work to DARPA and Potomac Institute 

• Provide Results to CMU to Improve BioWAR Simulation 

• Data/Ontology Working Group to Facilitate Process 

• Algorithm Evaluation 
• BioWAR Provides Synthetic Data Streams for Common Algorithm Experiment 

• Looking for Sensitivity, Specificity, Granularity, Coverage and Privacy 

• Process Overseen by Evaluation Working Group 

Page 3 



• Common Challenge Evaluation Mandated by PM 

• Teams Appear Restricted from Sharing Actual Data (Proprietary) 
• Realistic Comparison of Systems Possible Given a Sharing of Analytics 

• Necessitates Synthetic Data to Generate ROC Curves 

• Teams Using Data They've Generated/Trained on Less Credible for Evaluation 

• Near Term Approach for August: Use CMU BioWAR to Generate Data 
• CMU Has Agreed to Provide Same 

• Interaction wi th Teams on Evaluation Prep Promises Improved Simulation as Well. 

• Aug, 2002 Algorithm Evaluation. 
• 1. Start with Early Detection of Large Area Aerosol Anthrax Release 

• Canonical Scenario with Highest Impact, Potential for Detection 

• Stresses Anomaly Detection and Fusion Algorithms 

• Use Largely Simulated Data Superimposed on Historical Background Rates 

• Simulated Data Should NOT Be Generated by Same Algorithms that Model Uses 

• 2. Additional Evaluation: Smaller Size Attack Stressing Granularity 

• Non-Traditional Data Tested as Well if Possible 
• Needs Show Empirical Relation to Disease & Realistic Simulation Before With and WO Evaluation 

• ROC Curve Sensitivity vs Specificity-to be Measured on Multiple Runs 

• Data Privacy Assurance Also Evaluated 
• Scenarios Tried With and Without Active Privacy Measures to Demonstrate Effectiveness. 

Page 4 



Some Questions About Using BioWAR 

• Can and Will BioWAR Capture Different Demographic 
Parameters for Different Regions? 

• What Mechanisms Are Used to Assign Behaviors? 

• Does BioWAR Use a Particular Disease Model? 

•To What Extent Has BioWAR Been Validated? 

• Does it Accurately Represent Non-traditional Data? 
• Can Particular Types be Instantiated before August? 

• Perception of Fairness. 
• Is Choice of BioWAR Seen as Preferential to Any Team including 

Mellon Pitt? 
• (NOTE: No One Has Claimed Unfairness as of 6-13-02, so Pitt Included) 

Actions to use p1of#AR ~r ~luation ~ 

• Get Data Source Types and Demographics to CMU to Instantiate 
• Need List 

• Teams to Work with CMU to Make Simulation as Realistic as Possible 

• Famil iarization with its Data Outputs 

• CMU to Supply Executable Simulation, Sample Data Sets ASAP 

.. 
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• Data Source Contains Valid Early Indicator of Outbreak: 
• Use Influenza or Smaller Outbreaks of Infectious Diseases As Tests 

• Data Added in Simulation Is Realistic in Amount and Distribution 
• Taken from Historical Data 

• Percentage Coverage of the Designated Area 
• Use Reference Sources to Determine Approximate Population Covered 

• Data Fusion 
• Relating Anomalous Heterogeneous Data in a Timely Fashion 

• Timeliness in Acquiring Data 
• Time the Data Is Recorded/Received After the Event 

• Data-specific Response time, Minimum intensity (Pd vs SNR) and ROC (Pd vs P1a) 
• Use Simulated Outbreak Events Inserted in live Database 

• Probability of Recognizing Outbreak Region within Coverage Area (P, vs SNR Min) 

• Simulated Output from Larger Scenario. Highest Level of Resolution Attained. 

• Event Detector Response Time. Sensitivity (Pd vs SNR); ROC (Pd vs P1a) 
• Simulated Output from Larger Scenario . 

• Security & Privacy Protection, Disclosure Control Effect of Anonymity on Performance 
II 

. .l ~ ir• _; ~- ;_ ~..;- ~ ;r,..~ - ;;" 1" 

AulUllllalJHlllJta-1ial•---,R_IW (#) 
:. -~f'f-. ~ ~~~'- :·";t'f'~: ,,.;:- ~ 

·.,._~,~~:::~ -~ ....!~-~-': ..... ~' "' ~,;\,'' 

• Common Anthrax Scenario with Significant Aerosol Source 

• Data Includes 'Near Misses• as Well as Actual Outbreaks. FPs Detract 
Significantly. - ·-Need to Establish Baseline for Early Detection. Possibilities: --~ • 

• Zero Baseline: Goal Is to Save >25% of Total Deaths Projected from 
:: ~::""';"mJt;tI,• """' 1 :r.tl ..• ;.<\. •. ~ ·-

Simulated Scenario :: 11 ... ~~.:- ~-i,,..l'...t ..... 
' .. ~;a, ...;..;~6'"""1·.K: ~-C ~ 

• Or Some Arbitrary Figure: X% of Deaths or X Days After Release 
~ · ',t'°\11'.;. .•. ,..,;;. ~ 

- 1"1!'~ .... f --.. ,.d>"t. ... l!,a- ~. loiii -:.- ·- · • In Evaluation, Performers Make the "Call," Asserting Outbreak ,, -- t: "'- - ---• In Operation, Earlier 'Alert' Will Be Used to Signal Epidemiologist 
+ Outbreak Determination 'Call' Is Then Assessed for Accuracy and Timeliness 

• Some Time Constant Needs Added to Oetermi'le % Deaths Saved 

• Response Assumptions Need Agr&ed Before. Recommendation: 
• 8 Hours to Confirm Diagnosis; 8 Hours to Move Stockpile; 12 Hours to Break it 

Down and Distribute It: 8 Hours Before Effective Immunity. 
• These Are Fairly Optimistic Assumptions 
• Assume NO Lives Saved through Subsequent Medical Treatment 
+ Overall: Suggest Adding 36 Hours to Performer 'Call' to Determine % Saved. 

•2 
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I -...11aa.w~ . I (I) ............... _ 
- - ~ 

• Use Non-Traditional Data Sources: Pass/Fall . 
• Make Earty Determination of Disease Outbreak: 25 Pts. . 
• Minimal False Alarms: 15 Pts . 

• Support Granularity (Spatial & Temporal): 20 Pts . 

• Multiple Coverage of Large Target Area: 10 Pts . 

• Differentiate Natural from Unnatural Outbreak: 10 Pts . 

• Technology Extensible to Other Regions 5 Pts . 

• Uses Advanced Technology 5Pts . 

• Active Personal Privacy Assurance: 10 Pts . 

100 Pts. 

• Depersonalization without Anonymity: Minus 20 Pts . 

• Release Patient Information on Internet: Minus 50 Pts . 

• Violate HIPAA: Possible Prison Term and Fine/ False Negative: ++Morbidity and Mortality 

Note: ROC Curve May Summarize Sensitivity/Specificity "Goodness" Using Simulation 

\3 

BACKGROUND 

.. 
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• Use Authentic Data for Outbreaks of Flu and Uncommon Diseases 
• No Data Modeling Is Required 

• However, Influenza Event Is Not a Point Source, Common Vehicle Outbreak 

• There Are Very Few Sufficiently Large Data Sets Containing Known Outbreaks 
• Needs Dates of Positive Laboratory Tests for Influenza. Perform Sensitivity Analyses. 

• Accurate Pd May Not Be Obtained, but Good Estimates of False Alarms Possible 

• The Use of Authentic Data Is Complicated by Both Privacy and Proprietary Issues 

• Simulating the Effects of an Outbreak on Authentic Background Data 
• Requires Acceptance of the Underlying Model 

• Permits Statistical Analysis of Large Numbers of Synthetic Cases 

• Limit Privacy/Proprietary Issues by Randomizing Background 

• Generate Epicurves of Daily Onset of Symptoms in Victims 
• Use Accepted Sartwell Lognormal Model for the Distribution of Incubation Periods 

• Need Reasonable Estimates for the 2 Model Parameters for Military Pathogens 

• Estimate the Effect of a Given Number of Clinical Cases on the Data 
• Demographically Differentiated Human Behavior. Difficult. 

• Estimate the Geographical Distribution of the Clinical Cases 

• Form a Testbed of Background Data. (eg., Inaugural) 

• Exercise Algorithms on BackgrQunds for Plausible Threshold Levels, P FA 

• Compute Sets of Simulated Outbreaks for Injection Into Background 

• Parametric Exercise of Algorithms on the Set of Simulated Outbreaks Injected 
Into Real Data. Generate ROG Curves. 

Page 8 
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Evaluation - Use ol Authentic 
and Simulated Data 

Veridian-Stanford 

(CMU) 

June 5; ~002 

D.Sieari 

• Use Authentic Data for Outbreaks of Flu and Uncommon 
Diseases? 

• Simulate the Effects of an Outbreak on Authentic 
Background Data? 

• Generating Epicurves of Daily Onset of Symptoms in Victims 

• Estimating the Effect of a Given Number of Clinical Cases on 
the Data 

• Demographically an~ Geographically Differentiating Human 
Behavior 



• Techniques applicable to both authentic and simulated data 
• Effective test of influences on individual and distributed sets of sources 

• Develop and assess quality of normalcy models 
• Applicable to validating authentic data 
• Compare effectiveness of characterizing bio-agent influences against normalcy models 

• Compare bio-agent based Kalman anomaly tracks against normalcy Kalman 
track conditions 
+ Compares performance between both fillers 

• Plot specificity vs sensitivity per source or over sets of sources 
• ROC curve 

• Two sets of examples 
+ Normalcy development 

• Water flow analysis 
• Spatial-Temporal Kalman filter (Anomaly vs. normal tracking) 

• School Absentees 
• Aspirin Sales 

• Determining normal characteristics 

• Hourly flow rate and pressure over a 24-hour period, averaged over 30 days. 

• 4 readings per hour, with 1 std interval (-+f-6 MGIDay) and upper 95% 
prediction limit 

10 

1: 
2S 

24 Hour Period 

.. ----- -- -----Average Pressure 
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• Blue - Raw series 

• Pressure and Flow rate subtracting average diurnal cycle 

• Green residual is zero-mean, unimodal series of numbers; 

• Std-6 Mgals I day for flow rate 
Pres.st6e Wiid T~Removed 

ao~-~-~-~-~-~-~--,---. 

~ -

60 ~~ 

100 200 300 400 500 600 ........ 700 800 

30 Day Period 

~l~~U,~ 
Average Flow Rate 

100 200 300 400 500 $()() 700 800 

• Validating Random Fluctuations 

• Water flow rate series: 
Autoregressive (order 2) 
treatment of both local and 
24 hour variability 

• Forecast residual series and 
Residual lag-1 correlation: cr-6 
Mgals/Day 

30 Day Period 
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G ' . 

• Compare bio-agent based Kalman anom~ly 
results against normalcy Kalman tracks 

• 
• 
• 

Baseline normalcy bounds ( +/- ncr ) ~- _ ~ 

Number of standard deviations defines intensity of 
0 

. . 4 
b10-agent attack over time • ,. 

Beta aggregation weights compare degree of 
contribution from each source 

Public Health Kalman Track (Nonna I & Anomaly) 

A - Evaluadon 
lKF liiomalV-.d 

• Compare bio-agent based Kalman anomaly 
results against normalcy Kalman tracks 
• Beta aggregation weights compare degree of 

contribution from each source 
• Non-disease and disease conditions 

• Give rise to spatial correlation and dustering 

Public Health Kalman Track (N.ormal & Anomaly) 
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J . 

Assuring Privacy 

I BM Research 
Yorktown Heights, USA 

Data 
• Health self-assessment (HR,Legal,IRB) 

• Age (binned), children, smoke, flu-shot, county of 
residence, work location, mass transit use 

• Badge recording at entry (HR,Legal) 
• ID, time of entry 

• Phone log (HR,Legal) 
• Orig inating PQOne, Number called, time of call 

• Web log (HR,Legal) 
• Source IP address, target IP address, URL 

• SDI (NOA) 
IBM 

z. F, I h-
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Health self-assessment 

• Applied k-anonymity model [Sweeney, 
Samarati] 
• (Uses generalizations and suppressions) 

• k=10 (specified at survey subscription) 

• Retained 4 attributes 
• Age ( <46, rest), Children (y/n), flu shot (y/n), 

work place (haw/y_kt) 

• 28 out of 387 suppressed 

IBM 

Our Extensions 
• Usage based metrics 

• Tailor information loss due to generalizations and 
suppressions 

• E.g., anonymized table used for predictive modeling 

• Allow more flexible generalizations 
• Intervals for numeric attributes, multi-level 

generalizations using taxonomy tree 

• Aggressive exploration of solution space using 
genetic algorithm framework · 
• Minimize loss metric while satisfying anonymity 

constraint 

lBM 

.-
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.,.. Example: Generalization 

Work-class 

IBM 

~ Accomplishf'!lents 
• Prototype system developed for 

anonymizing data 
• Applied to health survey 
• Tested using surrogate census data 

• Large search space (chromosome length = 157 
bits) 

• Anonymized solutions generated (O.SM 
iterations of GA) 

• Quality of some solutions validated 
Predictive modeling usage 

IBM 

.. 
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~ Optimizing LM .· 

--- -------- -

i'.5 0 .4 
~ 

OA ...J 
u u ·.;;; / ·.;; 
~ 

/ 

~ 
6 "' "' ·~ 0 

_J 

!E £!i 
]o.3 QJ 

c: 
(.) 0.3 ~ 

~ Reuse on new data: LM 

• 
• 

0 .3 0 .35 0 . 4 0 ~ 015 01515 
T e s t s et LM (opti m ization done on test set) 

0 . 0 
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Comparison With Noise + 1*. Swapping Approach 

• Generalization and suppression 
+Truthful relationships in each record 

- Handling many identifying attributes 

+ Handling categorical attributes 

IBM 

... Future Work __ 

• Inferential attribute disclosure 
• Sensitive attributes 

• Probabilistic notion of disclosure 
• Knowledge gain due to data dissemination 

IBM 
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TEAM 

Veridian/Stanford 

JHU/APL 

IBM 

Mellon Pitt 

. 
I . 

Privacy Method 
(Developmental) 

Extensions to k-anonymity 
model (implemented in 

prototype privacy module) 

For Data Type Advantages 

V ariouS data SOUTCeS with Usage based metrics tailor infonnation 
. . loss 10 pwpose for which data is being 

numenc and Categonca} data released. More Ocxible generalizations 

(e.g. health data survey expa.nd solution spm which is . 
' ' aggressively searched usmg a geneuc 

data) algorithm framework. 

Disadvantages 

The k·anonynuty based approach 
addresses the identity cxposun: issue 

but docs not address the attnoute 
exposure issue which is important to 
consider in the medical data context 

.. . 

·"·· 

f'.J 

TJ 

~ 



Enabling Data Sharing 
for Bio-Surveillance 

using Data Anonymity 

Latanya Sweeney, Ph.D. 
Drtttor. Laboratory for ln1ema1ion11l D•ta Privacy 

Asiisunt Professor of Computer Seiience, Technology and Palic.y 
Cam~Pt Mellon Unlvcnlly 

latanya@cs.cmu.edu 
bnp:lllab..pnvac.y.e1,emu.cdu.lpeople/1we.eney/ 

Laboratory for International 
Data Privacy at CMU 

Work with real-world stakeholders: 
- public health agencies 
- government agencies 
- private corporations 

Kinds of project.s currently underway: 
- health dat.a 
- web data 
- video surveillance data 
- genetic data 
- census surveys 
- crime data 
- grocery data, and so on ... 

http://lab.privaq.es.cmu.cdul 

Learning information about entities ... 

Data Linkage ("data detectives"): 

combining disparate pieces of entity-specific 
information to learn more about an entity 

Privacy Protection ("data protectors"): 

release information such that certain entity
_.'Specific properties (such as identity) cannot 

be inferred; restrict what can be learned 

Data Anonymity (new area) 

The study of computational solutions 
for releasing data such that the data 
remain practically useful while the 
identities of the subjects of the data 
are not revealed. 

"Useful AND Secure" 

8 Enabling Early-detection ;,,,,;.~~' 
BioSurveillance: \ ,, '} 

. ' .... / the STOP Project --· 

The goal of the CMU STOP project 
working with Essence II is to enable 
early detection bio-surveillance by 
providing tools and analyses necessary 
to acquiring needed data while being 
minimal invasive to personal privacy. 



"Can't release data" 

Accuracy, quality Dis1onion, anonymity 

Recipient 
Canjidentiality, Privacy, Liability concerns 

"Share data while guaranteeing 
anonymity" 

Accuracy, quality Distortion, anonymity 

Computational solutions 

Three Questions: 
1. What access problems do bio-surveillance 

efforts face when attempting to colJect non
traditional data? 

2. Does public health law provide sufficient 
authority? 

3. Do anonymity tools reduce the risk and 
liability? How do other instruments 
c~pare? What are the tools like? 

Bottom line: data anonymity reduces 
burden and better enables collection. 

"Privacy is dead, get over it" 

Accuracy, quality D1stonion. anooymity 

n 10/2/61 02139 cardl.c: 
• 7114/61 02139 ~ 

318/61 02138 q- ' 

Common Public Health reaction 

Three Questions: 

Holder 

L What access problems do bio-surveillance 
efforts face when attempting to collect non
traditional data? 

2. Does public health law provide sufficient 
auth<?rity? 

3. Do anonymity tools reduce the risk and 
liability? How do other instruments 
compare? What are the tools like? 

- Thistalk 

• Kinds of Access Problems 

• Public Health Law survey 

• Reasonable Cause Model 

• Distributed Surveillance 

• Examples of Very Non-Traditional Data 
Sources 
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Detect Early using Onset, 
Coordinate Deaths & Hos ital Admits 

1979 Sverdlovsk Anthrax Outbreak 

Time (In Days) 

Based tm results rcponed in Ou.illc:min, J999. 

Continuously Observe Behaviors 
to Detect Onset of Symptoms 

Prodromic surveillance: 

How many are acting ill? 

Unusual 
behaviors~syndromes? 

Not confirmed 

Access Instruments 

a cducalhl.D. 

~ laws 

~ooo· /ij"" s 
businesses assisted living 

~-
Jii/I anamals 

groceries 

How can we detect onset? 
How early on each can we predict? 
How does coordination help? 

1979 Sverdlovsk Anthrax Outbreak 

30 t,·~~!lii;;:#~l:F 

-Onset 
- Hospital Admi ts 
- Deaths 

Centralized Surveillance of Secondary Data 

~~B 
.. """"~~ 

a ~ -~· schools / - "" ---U. 
Q/ re ,.,. 

4Jiii animili 
busi~csses assisred living groceries 

Legal Access Instruments 

Here is a list of legal inscruments by which 
data could be collected and shared for 
biotcrrorism surveillance. 

• Public healch laws 

• HIPAA 

· contracts 

• education laws 

• new legislacion 

3 



Privacy Concerns 
from a Legal Perspective 

• Founh Amendment of the Constitution 

• Compelling stale interest 

• Reasonable expectation of privacy 

• Doctor-patien1 relationship 

• Adchtional uses beyond direct surveillance. 
leading to class action lawsuii& 

• Legal authority to share data (grocer to system} and 
also further secondary sharing (system to others} 

• Decisions made in ignorance regarding 
the identifiability of the released data 

Privacy Concerns 
from an Ethical Perspective 

·Hanns and benefits 

• Risks to socially-<lelincd groups 

• Ability 10 Opt OUI 

• Informed consent bas no role 

• "minimal risk" 

· Observation of public behavior 
versus observation of public through data 

Technically-empowered Society 

....... v, 2..' ''l 

I. r9w m t~# ~~· 
& • ~ acbve web r-~--- -~~ 
I: ~ servers ~··' d,"' 

~· . r-.:~·-• ~.l.t ~_ .. 
~ .-1 '" r. 

~;~,.: *"·C--Wftt~

t;r'~~, tl· '-
~:~: 1... -; ..... 1 ..... ·" ' 

,-.._, 'ju_ f ,,,..,~ Q?'f ~f; I !... 

~ 

I
:,__,., Growth in 
- ,__ available 
: I== disk 
l:~~orage 

~ 

'f'j }i< l' ... :it' ---· ,,,, 
• ~..-.i: .... ~ ........ ~~~ 

2001 

Privacy Concerns 
under Public Health Law 

• reponing versus surveillance 

• class action law suit risk in cases where global 
information is passed on for non·surveillancc use 

• relationship to HIP AA 

Additional Privacy Concerns 
specific to Research 

• Human subjects 

• Research funding source 

• Rolc'oflRB 

• Research purposes and secondary research 
on collected data 

•Secondary sharing of data 

Anonymity misconceptions 

• incorrect belief that de-identified implies 
anonymous 

• incorrect belief that linkage and mining are 
controlled by encryption 

• incorrect belief that security is the same as 
privacy 

• inability to enumerate all sources, users and 
uses of medical data 

4 



Anonymous data 

... implies that the data 
cannot be manipulated or 
linked to identify an 
individual. 

Hospital Discharge Data,fields 1-12 

! field dqcrtptipp ~ 
I HOS PIT Al. ID NUMBER 1 l 
2 PATIENT DATE OF BIRTH 
(MMDDYYYY) I 
}SEX I 
4 ADMIT DATE (MMDYYYY) & 
S DISCHARGE DATE (MMDDYYYY) 8 
6 ADMIT SOURCE I 
1 ADMIT TYPE I 
& LENOT!i OF ST A Y (DA VS)• 
9 PATIENT STATUS l 
10 PRINCIPAL DIAGNOSIS CODE 6 
11 SECONDARY DIAGNOSIS CODE· I 6 
12 SECONDARY DIAGNOSIS CODE - l 6 

Hospital Discharge Data,fields 26-37 

.• 

! t]df dnqiptlt1 SJK 
26MDCCODEl 
27 TOT AL CHARGES 9 
28 ROOM ANO BOA.RD CHA.ROES 9 
29 ANCILLARY CHARGES 9 
30 ANESTHESIOLOGY CHARGES 9 
31 PHARMACY CHARGES 9 
32 RADIOLOGY CHARGES 9 
33 CLINICAL LAB CHA.ROES 9 
34 LABOR-DEUVERY CHARGES 9 
JS OPERA TINO ROOM CHARGES 9 
}6 ONCOLOGY CHA.ROES 9 
l7 OTHER CHA.ROES 9 

De-identified Data 

... all explicit identifiers, such as name, 
address and phone number are removed, 
generalized or replaced with a made-up 
alternative. 

!
De-identifying information provides no I 
guarantee that the result is anonymous. 

JI.ME 97, NRC 98 

Hospital Discharge Data,fields 12-25 
l Fltld dncr!ptlon filB 
13 SECONDARY DIAGNOSIS CODE. J 6 
14 SECONDARY DIAONOSIS CODE. 4 6 
IS SECONDARY DIAGNOSIS CODE. S 6 
16 SECONDARY DIAONOSIS CODE. 6 6 
17 SECONDARY DIAGNOSIS CODE. 7 6 
l&.SECONOA.R Y DIAGNOSIS CODE -16 
"19 PRINCIPAL PROCEDURE CODE 7 
20 SECONDARY PROCEOUR.E CODE· I 7 
21 SECONDARY PROCEOUR.E CODE· 2 7 
i2 SECONDARY PROCEOUR.E CODE ·} 7 
2} SECONDARY PROCEOUR.E CODE· • 7 
2• SECONOAR Y PROCEOUR.E CODE · S 7 
25 ORO COOEJ 

Hospital Discharge Data,fields 38-50 
! FJdf dgtgfp!Jo• ill& 
38 NEWBORN INDICATOR I 
39PAYER ID 19 
40 TYPE CODE I I 
41 PAYERI029 
42 TYPE CODE 2 I 
43PAYER10 3 9 
44 TYPE CODE 3 I 
4S PATIENT ZIP CODES 
46 Patient Origin COUNTY 3 
47 Pllicnt O!'iiin PLANNING AREA 3 
48 Patient Origin HSA 2 
49 PATIENT CONTROL NUMBER 
SO HO SPIT AL JISA 2 

5 



Hospital D ischarge by State, Part l 
..,....... ..... ~"" .... _ .... ..,.k ... ..... 

---~ 

Health data (GIC example) 

Ethnicity 

Visit date ZlP 

Diagnosis Binh 

Procedure date 

Medication Sex 

Total charge 

Medic.al Data 

Linking to re-identify data 

Ethnicity Name 

Visit date Address 

Diagnosis Date 
Binh registered 

Procedure date 
Party 

Medication affiliation 

Medical Data . Voter List 

-.. Hospital Discharge by State, Part 2 

.-.-
y 

y -.-
- y . Y . 

y • ---.-
• y 
-.--~ ·-·--·-· -·-__ ._ 

.. __-:.!.:_ 
y 

Population data (GIC example) 

Name 

ZIP 
Address 

Date 
Birth registered 
date 

Sex 
Party 
affiliation 

Uniqueness in Cambridge Voters 

Birth date alone 
Birth date & gender 
Birth date & 5-digit ZIP 
Birth date & full ostal code 

12% 
29% 
69% 
97% 

Binh date includes month, day and year. 
Total 54,805 voters. 

Jl.ME97 
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Few characteristics make a person unique 

Binh includes month, day and year: 

365 days x 100 years • 36,500 possibilities 

Two genders and Five ZIP (5-digit) codes: 

2 • S • 36,500 = 365,000 possibilities 

But the Cambridge Voter list had: 

54,805 voters 

So in general, using 
(binh[mon,day,yr), gender, ZlP[5-digit]) 
provides a unique quasi-identifier. 

JLME97 

{date of birth, gender, 5-digit ZIP} 
uniquely identifies 87. l % of USA o 

ZIP 60623, 
112,167 people, 
11%, notO'!.i 
insufficient# 
above the age of 
SS living there. 

J .... fl' 11.U(J •U'U NIU t (i•JI t,\_l&U "'--

Uniqueness of Demographics in U.S. 
18.1% 

County i:: I 
i~ ~ -..: -

Town! 
Place t:L 

58.4"1. 

ZIP :... . ·: ~7.1% 
5-digtl ~: . I 

Geode1 Da~ ~78:@) -

1> 
; .. ~ I 

0.04% 

.. ..._ 

.··. 3.6% 

r .-

MonfYr Btnh 

0.00004%, 
i· •· 

0.()4% 
i· 
·~ L .. 

:- L.04% 
~- . 

. . ------
y car ;r-B1"1i 

{date of birth, gender, 5-digit ZIP } 
uniquely identifies 87 .1 % of USA pop. 

t '.~ J .. 
t '. , 

(Ut a 1l)I tii.l.@ ....... . .......... "'"--
{date of birth, gender, 5-digit ZIP} 
uniquely identifi es 87 .1 % of USA o 

i .• 
• J to 

L • • 

ZlP 11794, 54 18 
people, primArily 

between 19 and J 
24 (4666 of5418 
or 86% ), only 
13% . 

{Year of birth, gender, County}. 
uniquely identifies 0.00004% of U.S. o 

Loving County, - Texas, 

- population 107, 
53% unique 

1- Y cllowstone 

1: 
County, Montana, 
population 52, 
25% unique 

"'" King County, 
Texas, ... population 354, 
6%unique 
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Cancer registry looks anonymous 

IDia2nosis Dia2Date ZIP 
IK aoosi's Sarcoma 1/18/91 32555 
K aoosi ' s Sarcoma 5/ 12/94 37581 
Kaoosi 's Sarcoma 3/5/92 32172 
rKaoosi ' s Sarcoma 8/8/93 30158 
IN euroblastoma 4/3/91 39164 

Access policy as basis for metrics 

PR = (D, I, E, F) 

Gross DSP of a release 

Gros; Maximal Risk gross maximal risk= I• E 

Long-term DSP - 1:Gl5 '(P)- D • (£, + F1 + F1 .,. ••• .- F~,) 

Total storage 

Sv.""CUICy, L 2000. To...,,.tb t;J/ tlte tkJto on all tM pt'Ople 

Live Demo of Identifiability Server ---· -,, .. ,.......,thil.-~ 

"""'''"'°· '""'·\ •'- . ...... ....._. • ...,flili ... r .r..;••U•~ ..... 

Al 
T"""•Ulr ~••l•lw •• f "rd 

\~ 
-

-~ .............. "" ........ -- ·""""- •· .... '";i • DAlu,'olle-, l 'SA ..... _ .. - J 
~ .. - .. ~ .... ....... -·~ --- r.,.y. _..M. .. I- ·---~11\\ 
c....- ~ ~ .. . . _ ... _. ...... 

...!!!:!..l.llt.J i 
, __ , 

.,,_ --- . 

Kinds of Privacy Mechanisms 

<r Limited data SCIS 

.,. De-identification tools 

... ·Anonymity tools 

"£RB only 

.,. Legal authority 

.,,. Authorized agent 

.,. Data use agreements 

.,. None required 

Live Demo ofldentifiability Server -
o.i.;,, lllt. I ' ~ \ 

.......... .. ,. J 
°'~ ...... , ..... iu.._ _"i;-1,-·- r,,....,_.....,. 1~ 

. • ...... . -.. ..... 11 ••-

_,_ 

Identifiabilitx Server - Levels of acc!;ll'3c1. 
·--~...... . ... - - ii 
.- .• 9 JtWWe=e }«2 · J 4 

-·~., .. ......,.........,_... ... , ___ ,, ___ ........,._,__ ____ .. -·-: 
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Identifiability of Privacy Mechanisms 

" Limited data sets 

.,. De-ide.ntification tool 

" Anonvmitv tool 

"lRB only 

" legal authority 

~ Authorized agent 

,,. Data use agreements 

.,. None required 

varies 

better, but varies 

best 

varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 

varies 

Example: Gross Maximal Risk= I* E 

---
SID has greater risk. 

Precision Metric 

z,.1 .. ···1 

"' Z,•(021 .. I .,. 
t 

02 1 .. __....... ......__ 
Z1•102n•,021• · J 

"' 2.={0ltJS, 02139, 02141, 02142) 

0213• 0214° 

02fu ~39 0'41 ~142 
DGHzo VGHzo 

Access policy as basis for metrics 

PR = (D,1,E,F) 

Gross DSP of a release 
' 

Gl s(PR) = c • D • £ 

Gross Maximal Risk gross maximal risk= I • E 

Long-term OSP c :1:Gl5'(P) • D. (£, + F,. F, T ... . F.,) 

Total storage total s1orage(P. ,1,,1,) = Al,(P.,1.,11 } , • l 

Swcc:ncy, L. 2000. Towards all th' doto 011 all 01tt people 

Risk and Liability of Privacy 
Mechanisms 

.,. Limited data sets 

.,. De-identification tool 

,,. Anonvptjty tool 

"!RB only 

.,. Legal authority 

... Data use agreements 

.,. A ulhorized agent 

... None required 

varies 

varies 

minimal 

varies 

varies, future none 

vari es, but often high 

varies, future unsure 

none, future unsure 

Privacy Protection of Privacy 
Mechanisms 

.,. Limilcd data sets varies 

.,. De-identification tool varies 

" AnQQ:tmiD:: IQQI best 

.,. IRB only varies 

,,. Legal authority varies 

,, Authorized agent varies 

.,. Data use agreement varies 

... None required varies 

9 



- Thistalk 

-"Kinds of Access Problems 

• Public Health Law survey 

• Reasonable Cause Model 

• Distributed Surveillance 

• Examples of Some Non-Traditional Data 
Sources 

Centralized Surveillance of Secondary Data 

~ 
schools a 

businesses assisted living groceries 

I. Central Authorities 

Here is a list of poicntial central au1horitics for 
collecting and analyzin,g the data for bioterrorism 
SUJVeillance purposes under public health law. 

I. Pub&° health~ 

2.. Trus1ed broker gf ~lfc IJealth agency 

3. Co!po1J1tion (for P!Qfi\) : · • · 
., -~·- " .. 

~ unlvcrsity (no~fiti}.on-oom~_l9r) 

LegalSTOP: 
Public Health Law Survey 

~TLrP. 
T Ht FPT~ l llR GH )OU!l~Al 
· J Tr·- .,..i,. . ..... • '•"' .. ,,!, p -.• ,-. 

!~~~) 
\ - . . . , ,. .,. __ 

Survey 67 Questions in 6 Groups 

Central authority 1-4 

II Require non-traditional data 5-16 

m ~o.axing 17-28 

IV Further sharing 29-40 

V Other Internal uses 41-52 

VI De-identified 53-67 

Case 1: Public Health Agency 

··~···· ··~·\ ;· / "' 
~l.y prescn~m 

~~ .... ---
schools----~tCIS!! ~ 

~~ -------. / r '( ani-ls 
busmesscs assisted living grocencs 

All daa flows to pubhc h<1hh •J<ncy directly under Pllbb< Hcdh law. 

10 



Case 2: Trusted Broker (Competing) 
of Public Health Agency 

~;w, ""\ l /' 
~ ,. Y """'"""' 

----~'f1>2ii ... schools ~ 

~~~ / r ~ Mimals 

busmcsses assisted living groceries 

Exampk AU cb:ta Row1 to one compc111or by authority of public hc.alth agmcy. 

Case 4: Non-profit Corporation 

.,.... ''""\ l / .. 
~l.y '"""~M 

-.a;- ... 
school$------:~t§al ~ 

~~~ . / r ~ animals 

businesses assisted living groceries 
All data Oowt to a wu\·cn:C-y or ft0n•pt06t oraanrzation who has oo colq)Ctift& 
rdattOnsbip wilh tbt data providen ...... also. trusted broker orpubtic bulth. 

II. Require Non-traditional Data 

5. Does the Public Health Depanment have the 
legal authority to r equire a ll hospital visits 
be reponed to the Dept. even if it does not 
involve a reportable disease or some other 
limiting factor such as public health 
emergency? 

6· emergency room data 
1; ~hysiciM offices 
&- l!ledical labs 
9- death data 

10- prescription data 
I I • animal data 

I 2· over the counter, groceries 
I 3· video surveillance data 
14· assisted Jiving groups 
IS· business absenteeism 
I 6- school absenteeism 

Case 3: Private For-profit Corporation 

~"" ""''\ ; · /' 
~-~ --~ 

schools tdiill 
~~ / r ~ animal$ 

businesses assisted living grocenes 
AU d&ta Oows t.o a privately held company(for profic) whose bU$ine$.s i$ 
bi£1.larorism andfor heallh survci11anoe and" also 1 1rusted broker of public ht-alt!L 

I. Central Authority Questions 

I. Does the Public Heal!h Department (Dept.) 
have the legal authority to require data on 
the general population be r epor ted to the 
Dept.? 

2 . . . . ro 'an authorized agent ... 

3 .. .. to a for-profit corporation as agent ... 

4 .. .. to a non-profit organization as agent.. . 

III. Coaxing data and providing 
information in exchange 

Example. In order to get pharmacies to 
provide data on medications sold, the 
public health agency computes global 
information about the industry and then 
provides the aggregate information back to 

each pharmacy in exchange for being 
provided the data for bio-surveillance. 

Questions 17-28, data type specific 

11 



IV. Further Sharing of Collected Data 

Example. Suppose a grocer provides 
information to public health for 
bioterrorism surveillance purposes. The 
public health agency than provides the data 
(in fu ll or pan) to others. 

Questions 29-40, data type specific 

VI. Use of De-identified and 
Sufficiently Anonymous Data 

Using de-identified (or bener, sufficiently 
anonymous data) may reduce the privacy 
nsk and liability and enable more data 
sharing under existing laws. 

Questions 53-67, data type specific 

Overview 
by Question 

I Central authority 1-4 

11 Require daia 5· 16 

Ill Coaxing 17·28 

TV Funhcr shanng 29-40 • 

V Internal WU 4 1-52 l 
VI !>e-u~nllfied 53-67 

~
No 
Unccnain 
Yes 

V. Internal use for Other Purposes 

Data provided to public health for bio
surveillance purposes but then used by 

' public health internally for other reasons. 

Questions 41-52, data type specific 

Overview 
by State 

I Centnlautbority 1-4 

ll Require daia 5-16 

ill Coaxing 17-28 

TV Funhcr sharl~g 29-40 

V Internal uses 41 · 52 

VJ De-identified 53-67 

• No 
DUncenain 
O Yes 

Have case reporting authority? 

~
No 
Uncertain 
Yes 

12 



17 .... require reporting on non-traditional data? 

No 
Uncertain 
y.,,. 

-

Mechanical distortion 
decisions typically renders 
data useless 

'"' Sufficiently anonymous 

Sufficiently de-identified 

ldemifiable 
Jt::..- - ~... • .. --.';a ' .. 

Dat.afly ldenifiability 0 .. 1 

Unusual activity 

Suspicious activity 

Detection Status 0 .. 1 

A Levels of identifiability 
W matching detection status 

Sufficiently de-identified 

Identifiable 
:;':-iS...~ 

~ ,.. . .., .. . ,. ' - ...., .. ~ 

Datafly ldcnifiability 0 .. 1 

Unusual activity 

SU$picious activity 

'·"1·,;- ...... , ..... ,.. 

Detection Status 0 .. 1 

e Thistalk 

.l'Kinds of Access Problems 

' .l'Public Health Law survey 

• Reasonable Cause Model 

• Distributed Surveillance 

• Examples of Some Noa-Traditional Data 
Sources 

e Explicitly identified data 
generates privacy concerns 
which may ultimately 
prohibit data sharing 

Sufficiently de•identified 

Identifiable 

Datafly ldcnifiability 0 .. 1 

assisted living 

Detection Status 0 .. 1 

prescriptions 

groceries 

13 



• <>Automated Privacy Module 

data holder 

Model Interactions Between 
Clusters 

r Contact happens both 
within a cluster, and 
between clus1ers 
- Strong 'c:opptUca1 

companenc, both work and 
tc:sidenc:e 

- Model interact ions ~weoe11 
,tu.s:1as 

- Accurate modeling 
requires small clusters 
- Asswnt homogenous 

mixin& ... nm • ~lwler 
- Moa-.-O.b 

oonsidc:r individuatl or 
bousebold.s 

- Dau I privacy 1mplk.ataons 

8 Probable Cause Predicate 

Officer~ 

r 
~ 
I. Whal is the basis of 

the knowledge? 

Informant 2. Is the source l?clicvable? 

Levels of identifiability 
matching detection status 

Sufficiently de-identified 

Identifiable 
_""',..,~ ... ~;-:. ...... . . . 

Data.Dy ldenifiability 0 •• 1 

UllllSUal activity 

Suspicious actMly 
"""" .... ; ....... . . 

Detection Status 0 .. 1 

Dynamically Augment the Model When 
Surveillance Detects Possible Attack 

- Lower the privacy threshold when potenti&I attack de1eci<d 
- But bow often, how quiclcJy, 10 what level? 
- Can we take advanta1e of disease-specific processing? 
- Need to Omh out ideu by looking at data 

e Reasonable Cause Predicate 

.--.Data Holderi 

Detector~ ! 
r 

(Technology.PoJjcy) 
What is the minimal 
infonnation needed based 
on reliable knowledge 

{DataSource;} available? 

14 



__ .. 

A quick possibility to combat 
duplication concern ... provide 
encrypted values for identifiers 

BlITl rtils WOl!ld,all~sdeledor)O 
niak.ea11<11(1r.11il~of~i~~Wtiich 
could kad'io lbeir idCntlty. Mare 
thought occdCd.:: l'· 

Analyses based on data sources 

om:aoun-;..:;- -:£ .. 
hosptal inpatient daims 

} emergency room visits "tradiuonal" for 

physaan office visits biotcrronsm 

lab repor1s surveillance 

!!!:8SO"ll!!i!!!2S 
assisted living reports } extended list of school absentism 
busaness absentism sources 

animal r!!l!!!ns 
gr<>Cef)' purchases 

} web cltcl<slream data 
death data 

very non-

videos of public spaces 
traditional data 

GPS auto data 

Team Members on Video 
Surveillance 

• Luis von Ahn* 
• B. Joseph Barrett, J.D. 
• Manuel Blum, Ph.D.• 
• Elaine Newton 
• Latanya Sweeney, Ph.D. 
• Jic Yang, Ph.D. 

~~ 

a ' " .! .,_ ....... ' 

- Thistalk 

v"Kinds of Access Problems 
' v"Public Health Law survey 

J'Reasonable Cause Model 
v"Distributed Surveillance 

• Examples of Some Non-Traditional Data 
Sources 

• Video surveillance 
• Web use and medical claims 

Analyses based on data sources ~ i. ~(. ' 
... . .f 

Data sources ""---. ... ,,.-" 
t hospital Inpatient claims 

} emergency room visits "trad1uooal" for 

I physician olfoce .,,sits biotcrronsm 

lab reports surveillance 

t !!!8Scri!2tionS 
assistell liVing reports 

} extended I ist of school absentism 
t business absent ism sources 

animal ~&ll.!!rt• 
t grocery purchases 

} t web chckstteam data 
t death data 

verynoo· 

t videos of public spaces 
tradi tional data 

t GPS auto data 

VideoSTOP: Coughing Behavior 

The goal of this project is two-fold: 

I. In public spaces, count the number of 
people who are "coughing" by using 
existing video surveillance data. 

2. To accomplish #I in such a way that is 
minimally invasive to privacy. 
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For Data Type 
Poison center data 
91 1 data 
Animal data 
OTC data 

.. 

Privacy issues 
Data are deidentified by poison center before sending them to us. 

Data providers do not have deidentification capability. Currently investigating having a third party deidentify data. 

No privacy issues 

We only get zip code information 

i 
I• ,. 

Other privacy initiatives NOTE: We also are in negotiations with rBM to obtain the 'K-nearest' confidentiality software 

We execute a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with each data provider in order to describe the data we are expecting to receive and our responsibilities for 
handling the data and maintaining the privacy of the provider. Each MOU is tailored to fit the needs of each data provider and is approved by our legal council. 

The process of drafting the MOU and getting it signed by all parties usually requires extensive discussions between the parties and enough time to circulate the final 

Memoranda of understanding document among those who must sign. 
We require that every researcher, student, staff member that is part of our group review the data sharing agreements and memoranda of understanding with each 

Researcher agreements data provider. We then require them to acknowledge that they have read such agreements and agree to abide by them. 
The research protocols being used to analyze the various data sets have been reviewed and approved hy our Internal Review Board (I RB) to ensure that we are 

Interna l Review Board approval handling the data apromiatclv so as IQ •paintaining the security and privacy of the data. 
{b){4) ................................................................................... Thisisada·tabaseo : ·· ·· p epartment patient admission records used by researchers developing detection algorithms. Patient privacy is being 

preserved by deleting all identifying information (e.g., name, ssn, address) and replacing necessary fields with random values (e.g., patient id number). Patient 
location information maintained in the database is generalized so as to aggregate patients (e.g., latitude and longitude values are rounded to the nearest .005 degree 

Biosurv database which aggregates patients within a square 113 mile on each side). 
The goal of this project is to help develop a trusted data broker facility in I fundertheauspic~s·-of.a governing boar.d .corop.r:ised. 0.LY!.e®~ -
Department of Health and the entities providing surveillance data. The tasks include developing a hardware architecture, software architecture and the 

Trusted Data Broker accompanying policies to the board. 
Currently, the hardware architecture of the Trusted Data Broker facility consists of a Sun Enterprise 250 server running Solari~, an Oracle database and messaging 
interfaces to the data providers. It sits behind an Intel-based server running OpenBSD for fire walUng and intrusion detection services. Network connectivity is 

established through TPSEC VPNs and fractional Tl leased lines:. 
We have developed a database schema, messaging interfaces, message parswg engines, batch processing engmes, data warebousmg programs, and an encrypted 

for this project. The database currently consists of3 years worth of data comprised of 986401 records of people entering and leaving hospitals in 
The messaging interfaces connect to the Health Level 7 (HL7) message routers of each healthcare system to provide consistency in the data. 

g p wg engines parse the HL7 messages and store them in the database. Batch processing engines parse batches of hospital admission data for hospitals 
without HL7 and store them in the database. Data warehousing programs aggregate the data periodically for later analysis. The encrypted identifier API encrypts 

data using a public key infrastructure. All of the engines, programs and AP ls are implemented in Java. 

{ 
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For Data Type 
Poison center data 
911 data 
Animal data 
OTC data 

Other privacy initiatives 

Privacy issues 
Data are deidentified by poison center before sending them to us. 

Data providers do not bave deidentification capability. Currently investigating having a third par1y deidentify data. 

No privacy issues 

We only get zip code information 

NOTE: We also are in negotiations with IBM to obtain the 'K-ocarest' confidentiality software 
We execute a Meroorandum of Understanding (MOU) with each data provider in order to describe the data we are expecting to receive and our responsibilities for 
handling the data and maintaining the privacy of the provider. Each MOU is tailored to fit the needs of each data provider and is approved by our legal council. 
The process of drafting the MOU and getting it signed by all parties usually requires extensive discussions between the parties and enough time to circulate the final 

Memoranda of understanding document among those who must sign. 
We require that every researcher, student, staff member that is part of our group review the data sbaring agreements and memoranda of understanding with each 

Researcher agreements data provider. We then require them to acknowledge that they bave read such agreements and agree to abide by them 
The research protocols being used to analyze the various data sets bave been reviewed and approved by our Internal Review Doard (IRB) to ensure that we are 

Internal Review Board approval band ling the data appropriately so as to maintaining the security and privacy of the data . 
................. This-is-.a- databaseof·~ l Department patient admission records used by researchers developing detection algorithms. Patient privacy is being 

preserved by deleting all identifying information (e.g., name, ssn, address) and replacing necessary fields with random values (e.g., patient id number). Patient 
location information maintained in the database is generalized so as to aggregate patients (e.g., latitude and longitude values arc rounded to the nearest .005 degree 

Biosurv database which aggregates patients within a square 113 mile on each side). 
The goal of this project is to help develop a trusted data broker facility td liooer·the·auspices .. ofa.goveming.boantcompris.~ .ofth!; .. ~ 
Depanment of Health and the entities providing surveillance data. The tasks include developing a hardware architecture, software architecture and the 

Trusted Data Broker accompanying policies to the board. 
Currently, the hardware architecture of the Trusted Data Broker facility consists of a Sun Enterprise 250 server running Solaris, an Oracle database and messaging 
interfaces to the data providers. It sits behind an Intel-based server running OpenBSD for fire walling and intrusion detection services. Network connectivity is 
established through IPSEC VPNs and fractional Tl leased lines. 
We have developed a database schema, messagmg interfaces, message parsing engines, batch processing engines, data warehousing programs, and an encrypted 
identifier API for this project The database currently consists of 3 years worth of data comprised of 986401 records of people entering and leaving hospi tals in 

..... f Jne messaging interfaces connect to the Health Level 7 (HL7) message routers of each healthcare system to provide consistency in the data. 
Message parsing engines parse the HL 7 messages and store them in the database. Batch processing engines parse batches of hospital admission data for hospitals 
without HL7 and store them in the database. Data warehousing programs aggregate the data periodically for later analysis. The encrypted identifier API encrypts 
data using a public key infrastructure. All of the engines, programs and APls are implemented in Java. 



 



ASSURING PRIVACY 

Veridian-Stanford T earn 

2 nd Pl Meeting 

4-6 June ·2002 

• Allows processing of source data either locally or 
remotely 
- Light-weight data source client (eg: elementary school) 

• Raw data is sent to server to be processed 
• No custom software installed 

- Heavy-weight data source client (eg: hospital) 
• Raw data is processed locally 
• All data is stored locally on repository to maintain privacy 
• Only Kalman filter output: Normalcy Models and Anomalies are 

sent to server for fusion 

• Repository: 
- All data is converted to XMLJXML Schema 

• Allows easy integration and export of data 

- Repository can be either: 
• RDBMS or 
• Flat files 
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TEAM 

Veridian/Stanford 

Veridian/Stanford 

JHU/APL 
IBM 

Mellon Pitt 

·' I 

Privacy Method 
(Developmental) 

Distributed processing 

Incorporation of methods 
developed by others 

{ 

For Data Type Advantages Disadvantages 

within confines of Only abstracted data 
CHCS institution available elsewhere 

Cost savings, benefit 
from experts in 

Medical records privacy field none 
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Briefing Materials concerning TIA BIOALERT 1 

STATUS UPDATES 

• 2.G.la EpiSPIRE Project Update 

• IBM T.J. Watson Research Center 

•John Hopkins University 

•SDI Inc. 

• 2.G.lb Scalable BioSurveillance Systems 

• Pitt-CMU 

• 2.G.lc Veridan-Stanford Team Project Update 
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EpiSPIRE Project Update 

IBM T. J. Watson Research Center 

Johns Hopkins University 

SDI Inc. 

• IBM T. J. Watson Research • Johns Hopkins University 
- Prof. Greg Glass (co-I) Center 

- Sankar Basu - Elaine Florio 
- Murray Campbell 
- Yuan-Chi Chang 
- V. Guruprasad 
- Vijay Iyengar 

- Rebecca Freeman 

• SDI 

- Andrew Kress 

- Mahesh Joshi 
- Chung-Sheng Li (Pl) 
- Milind Naphade 
- Ed Pednault 
- Jeanette Rosenthal 
- John R. Smith 
- JoelWolf 
- Kung-Lung Wu 
- Philip S. Yu 
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ft -
Objectives and Performance Goals 

•Provide real-time access of heterogeneous 
data sources 

•Leverage multi-modal data sources to 
wn+.,..•improve precision of bio-surveillance 

Accomplishments 
•Site-specific simultaneous active and passive 
surveillance 

•Leverage environmental data for baseline 

•Feature extraction and event detection from 
non-traditional data 

•Model-based fusion of infonnation among 
structured, semi-structured and non-structured 
data sources 

a • • Methodology 

•Improved learning speed with few training 
examples 

Programmatlcs 

•05102: Envfroomentaf modclln& of flu-ffke dlseue, 
completion of data acqullltlon, Initial enluadon or 
detection al&orlthm, complete privacy lnfrutructure 

•08102: Complete evaluation of deiectloo al&orltbm 

•12102: Vaffd adon of end·t-nd system, lnte&ratlon 
wilhJHU/APL 

•02/03: Technology available for transition 

Site-specific simultaneous active and passive surveillance 

Use of real time environmental data in preparing the baseline of 
disease modeling 

• Data gathering 
Develop survey techniques for active surveillance 

Use of outgoing phone and web logs (as opposed to incoming web 
log at the web site) 

Automatic car counting through surveillance video 

• Advanced Analytics 
Differential detection technique 

Use of multi-dimensional demographic profile of patient population as 
discriminator 

Multi-modal/multi-channel techniques 



~ 

""" •Comprehensive catalog of all site-specific data sources 

•Use of simultaneous active and 
paaalve surveillance techniques. 
validation through In situ site
specific data gathering 

•Detectable 1cenarlo1 

·Respiratory Infection .£~~ 
(ground truth based on ~ =t _u 
SDI) I 

-Survey 
-Phone records 
-Proxy log 

•Anthrax for site 1peclfl 
attack with sufficient slz, 

-Simulated attack 

- Emulated signature on 
multiple channels based 0 1 

the behavior model 

M11ps 

DEM 

Hydrology 
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• ' . 

________ __,[ s!~7a1 ]· 
. Analysis . 

Ontology 
Definition 

•Tradeoffbetween precision 
and intrusiveness (and thus 
drop-off rate) 

•Through survey of the 
"sampled" population 



•Alert generation through passive monitoring of data 
sources 

Event 
Detection Detection 

Model-based Anomaly Detection with Leaming 

Intelligence Biosensors Traditional 

~ 

Feature 
Definition 

Event 
DlfSCriprion 

. 
M • 

Environmental Human Behavior Nontraditional Uses Medical 

Temperature 
- Precipitation 
_ Wind speed, 

direction 
- Pollution 

Survey 

- Attendance 

- Web queries 

Phone calls 

-oTC medications 
- Utility 

- Cafa cna 

Couiti 
- NC" SifOllps 

Lab tests 
Prescription 

Diagnoses 

10 



• Hypothesis: the 
increase of potential flu 
outbreak can be 
detected through active 
surveillance 

• Methodology: 
- surveying employee at 

Watson Research Center 
from Westchester county 
for their well being 

- Each employee is 
expected to respond with 
normal, worse than 
normal, much worse than 
normal 

• Validation Strategy: 
- Validate a ainst SDI data 

·····t···-······ · ·-·?····· ·· .. 

11.. ... . . . . . . ; . 

f 
cf• . ···········: 

I . --- . . . . . . . .... .... L ..... 

G Badge Da~ « ' 

• Hypothesis: 
occurrences of 
potential flu outbreak 
can be detected 
through data mining on 
the badge access 
pattern. 

• Methodology: 
- we have start 

archiving badge 
access of Watson 
Research Center 
since Dec. 13. 

- The badge access 
data set contains 
unique entry record 
of Watson premises. 

• Validation strategy: 
- Validate against SDI 

. . 

1: ···••••··•···········•1 r•r r•·•····· - . . . 
000 - . • . .. . ·-·. .. • .......... ...... .... • •.• •••• ·-·-··· · -· -· · · . .••..••••.• 
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~ - ····· ··· ... ·····-·················•··············. , ' I . i . 
-00 • ·• • · ··· ···• • •·•·•• · -··· ... . ......... , ........ .... , .. •·•·• .... . ..... •·•·• ·-··· 

i : : : I 
I ; I : 

·~-~~~~~~~~--. ~~-~~~--,~~ 
O • t• 
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Hypothesis: occurrences of 
potential flu (and other disease 
outbreaks) outbreak can be 
detected through the mining of the 
proxy server log traces and phone 
records 
Methodology: 
- We have started archiving Watson 

proxy log trace since end of 
December. Each record in the 
proxy log trace contains the 
source and destination IP 
addresses of web access, as well 
as the URL access record. 

- We identlfied unique access 
records of those URL's and phone 
numbers which are related to a 
few pre-established medical sites 
in westchester county 

Valldatlon Strategy: 

1,400 

1.200 ·-.... 
600 

400 

100 

Validate against SDI data for 
Westchester county 

soup 

= j:) ;; h ~ . :l ;;; ; /:! " . 
Total beverage 

~ :I 

i. . .. .. ··:······ ;· ........ . 
i· .. . - ... :····· . ... .. •.. ·r······· ····· 

.... . . ... ·1--···-· ..... ··· 1···· . . ... . 

~ 

Fountain juice 

= ~ ~ ;; h " . :l ;;; ; /:! ~ :I " . . 
Fresh fruits 
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Technical Approach 

ccomp 1s men s 
Data sets!test beds: Biosurv2, ~l l; poison 
center. Pittsburgh and Utah test beds. 
Detection software: WSARE, Fast spatial 
scan, PANDA, and SecondStage 
Simula\ion software: BioWar and economic 
model of anthrax release 
Evaluations: Initial Bio War-based evaluation 
underway 
Pitt-CMU 

Pitt-CMU 

Ddt<lloo 
Grq Cooper MD. Phi> 
Ar'6r~Mocn.l'bl> 
Mlh WllJI«, MD. l'hl>. 

ltltb Tiil. "'° w..,, 1<amw..,, 
Y'1<Jiall Dalo Ml> Ml'!! 
Wilfitdl Hoplo. MO, MS 
EdKr-
Wcody~l'bD 
ti o ...... m. "'-D. 
1.....,.1 U;>ioo MD 
xi-log ZmJ MD 
Olq .,._MD. Ml'H 
llooopG U. MS 
- . ! __ , .. 

Poboa Canu ProJ«t 
Ed Ktcmelok PbannO 
RilaMnwRN 
Xiooming Zaig ~m 

Co11nly Hu l1b Drpl. 

Da'~ Piposzar MPH 

Objectives and Performance Goals 
-Decision-theoretic surveillance system 
using passive and active data collection 
-Bio War: Agent-based simulation 
Economic modeling for decision models 
-Multiply number of data sources by 5 
-Use historical models to reduce FPs 
-Detect small outbreaks, use non spatial 
-Fusing individual data with aggregate 

Programmaties 

Evaluation Milesloncs: Ongoing tests using 
semisynthetic data. August program 
evaluations 

Deliverables and Transitions: Detection and 
simulation software to DARPA contractors, 
PA and Utah 

Sharing: WSARE and Bio War data=>Veridian 

Slm•IMJoe 
Kalecn C.noyl'bl> 
Doos,,_.MD 
M.n-..MD.MS 
Saia llrab..-ok<. Ml> 

,,.,...,, 
~Sb .... ?l>I> 
Gmri< I>ac..11 l'bD ...,,.,_"'° 

Hoopii.ti lnC«tloa 
Coarrol Projca 

RkhTavLPhD 
Carlene Mwo, M 0., MS 
hnoo OwysanahiJ PllO 
llaobo Ma ?-ID 
Bm Pasculle, DSc 

f"11rrsru f1t1Hh·n; l>ABCA. AflllO ('l)C". ?\LM h1ejui11g 1•r111ntl 
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• What Are the New Ideas? 
- Algorithms 

- Bayesian/decision theoretic, economic models 

- Agent-based simulations (Biowar) 

- SecondStage 

Pirt-CMU 

8Algori¥ 
Method HasPitVCMU Trtedbu\ Trtedand Under dl!llelopmenl Mutovanate 

lrtedll? llltle used used slanal tracklna? 
Tlme-welg,led averaging Yes Yes 
Serlling Yes Yes 
ARIMA Yes Yes 
SARJMA + External FactOtS Yes Yes 
Univariate HMM Yes Yes 
Katrren Alter Yes Yes 
Recurs<ve Least Squares Yes Yes 
SupPOrt Vector Machine Yes Yes 
Neural Nets Yes Yes 
Cu SUM Yes Yes 
Randorril.llllon Yes Yet Yes 
Spallal Scan StatisUcs Yes (wl Howard Burl<Om) Yes 
Bavesian Ne!wotlcs Yes Yes Yes 
Contingency Tables Yes Yes 
Scalar OuUler (SQCJ Yes Yes 
Multivaliate Anorrelles Yes Yes Yes 
Cllange-polnt statistics Yes Yes 
FOR Tests Yes Yes Yes 
WSARE (Recent pattemsJ Yes Yes Yes Yes 
PANDA (Causal Model) Yes Yes Yes 
FLUt.100 (space!T1me HMM) Yes Yes 

Spatial? 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Oetr111S of these methods and blbllography aval/able from "Summary of 8/osurve/llance·relevant 
stilt/st/ca/ and data mining techno/09/es' by Moore, Cooper, Tsui and Wagner. Downloadable 

Pin-CMU (PDF format) from www.cs.cmu.edufNawmlblosurv·methods.odf 
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• Inputs: 1. Date/time-indexed 
blosurveillance
relevant data stream 

• Outputs: 1. Here are the 
records that most 

3. And here's 
how seriously you 
should take it 

Taking into account all the patterns 
1--+=~i==:::::i::==:::::i::==:i:::::==~=:i:=:i=-~ I've been searching over, there's a 

Pitt-CMU 

20% chance I'd have found a rule 
this dramatic just by chance 

2 years I year I month I week now 
ago ago ago ago 

M \--1 -+-I --+---+--+<[\ \~1--lf---l--+----+----ll 

I "J-"'"'"'-""' ,.ro_&_relo'3nJ. <u•pid•u:~l:lnd 
data_collection_start 

Pitt-CMU 

Ask whether a Bayesian predictive model learned from a 
'safe and relevant period is the best predictor of current 
activity OR whether 2 models are better 

Compute the likelihood ratio of 2 models versus one model 

Ask that question for all recent time intervals exhaustively 
and pick the one with the biggest ratio . .. 

•• 
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PROJECT UPDATE 

Veridian-Stanford T earn 

2nd Pl Meeting 

4-6 June 2002 

• . 

Accomplishments 

• Designed prototype for integration of statistical 
detection algorithms with Stanford knowledge
based methods 

•Tested prototype spatio-temporal Kalman filter 
module in map-based GUJ 

• Signed MOU to acquire non-traditional data from 
City ofNorfoll.: 

• Performed exploratory analysis of city water data 
for Norfolk 

Objectives and Performance Goals 

•Achieve early detection of outbreaks by use of 
behavioral, pre-diagnostic clinical, and animal data 

• Improve detection and characterization of disease 
outbreaks through fusion of behavioral and medical 
indicators 

• In initial tests, demonstrate potential of2S% lives 
saved; measure detection sensitivity, specificity and 
timeliness 

• Improve ROC curves and timeliness of detection 
with non-traditional data sources and methods 

Programmatlcs 
Start Design Initial Functional 

1 
complete prototype prototype 

I j I l I l 



• What Are the New Ideas, How Achieved? 
Cough detection as a non-traditional indicator of public 
health 

• Install audio system in low-noise environments such as 
classrooms 

• Use frame-based audio classification via feature analysis 
• Analyze coughs/person/unit time across multiple locations 
• Develop normalcy model accounting for air quality 

Utility usage as a non-traditional indicator of public health 
• Have established real-time collection of water usage data at 15 

min intervals for Norfolk 
• Will detect aberrations against a dynamlcal "normalcy" model 

for diurnal and weekly cycles 

Spatio-temporal Kalman filter for aberration detection 
• Explolt temporal methods from econometrics and radar 

technology 
• Improve event detection by utilizing spatial correlations 

• What Are the New Ideas, How Achieved? 
- Integration of statistical and knowledge-based processing 

• Develop ontology for bio-surveillance data sources and 
associated Problem Solving Methods (PSMs) using Stanford's 
Protege 2000 

• Utilize ontology to structure the RPHD system and invoke 
PSMs In real-time operation 

- Anomaly detection based on automated forecasting with 
dynamical models 

• Build adaptive background models in the Kalman filter 
detectors 

• Provides dynamically adjusted normalcy models for optimum 
aberration detection 

- Multiple hypothesis tracking 
• Utilize multiple Kalman filters to simultaneously evaluate 

alternate hypotheses regarding the state of the population 
health 



• What Attack Scenarios Could be Detected? 
Qualitatively 

• Aerosol/Large area - - can be detected early 
• Neighborhood/campus - - Small attacks can be detected in a limited 

geographical area if those affected do not disperse 
• Detection generally good for all vectors unless victims are widely 

dispersed spatially and/or temporally 

Quantitatively 
• Detection probability depends on relative effect size as well as on the 

false-alarm rate that can be tolerated 
- Depends both the anomalous activity level lollowlng a partlcular attack and 

the nonnal vartablllty distributed across all data sources. The fonner must be 
estimated by slmulated attack data; the latter by time-series forecasting of 
multiple sources. 

Specific estimates of the size of detectable attacks and the timing and 
reliability of detection will be estimated for Norfolk by Monte Carlo 
testing. 

• What Are the Non-traditional Data Sources? 
I R•mpton Ro1ds Data Sources I 

I 
I I Noa· Traditlonall 

D1t1 Sour«• I Hullhcart S)'lttau I 
I 

I I I 
AD.i.m.al H11m1a l!sbnfac ~no·Trt1d!!lona( !l•i;i 

•Blrdt -Coup dettctlon •Nune help lines 
•Mosquitoes •AbKatttllm •911/EMS Data 
•Ap1c1dturt1l -OTC dn11 sales •Nunc Trusc Dae. 

•Wakruuae •Tuts Ordered 
•Wukw11tr •PretCriptlom 

Enlc11omu11I 
•Pollen counts 
•Humid icy 
•Alluv index 
•Wattr quality 
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- What Non-traditional Data Have You Selected, Acquired, 
Characterized, and Analyzed? How? 

• Water usage at 15 minute intervals from Norfolk plant via e-mail 
data service (see next two slides) 

- How Do They Serve as Leading Indicators of Outbreaks? 
• They are relatively direct consequences of the documented 

signs/symptoms of illness 

- On What Are They Based (e.g., empirical analysis, 
behavioral hypothesis/research, etc.)? 

• Relevance as leading indicators is based on the progression of 
illness for blo-agent-induced disease 

• Detectability (SNR) is being analyzed 

Moore• Br1dge1 v. .. r F1o'MPrauura 

, ___ ......... ~-1 5 days @ 15 minute intervals 

~ g 8 ~ g ~ 8 = g ~ 8 ~ = g ~ 8 = g ~ 8 = g ~ 8 = ~ g = g ~ 8 = g ~ 8 ~ R ~ 8 
• ~ : ~ ~ ~ n • ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ • ~ = ~ ~ ~ • ~ = ' ~ ~ ~ o ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ N ~ • 

llJIIl~~llllllllllllllllllllllllllllf II 
01• IThne 
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30 Day Avg Flow Rate and Pressure (4 Readings Per Hour) With 
I std interval (-+/-6 MG/Day) and Upper 95% prediction limit 

L·OCaf Time 

Population of Norfolk/Portsmouth is over 330,000. 

Rough Calculation 
100,000 people ill with 5 flushes (2 gal ea.) extra over 8 hours is about one standard deviation. 

• What Advanced Analytics are being Used/Developed for 
Detection? 

Knowledge-based processing of pre-diagnostic data 

- Spatio-temporal Kalman Filter (next two slides) 

- Cough .detection by clustering techniques 
- Tightly integrated architecture 

• Characterization? 
- NBC CREST will be used for attack and weapon characterization 

" 



State Vector: 

x, =[!] 
T, = Populafon fever distributim 

G, =Gastrointestinal distress index 

R, = Respiratay distress index 

Measurement Vector: 

[

(OTC1),l 
(ABS), 

z, = : 

(CD1 ), 

OTC, = OTC drug sales, location i 

ABS1 =Absentee counts, location j 

CDt = Cough rates, location k 

State Vector: represents aggregate state of population health 

Measurement Vector: current observations related to population health 

Also Required: 
1. Measurement equation: z, = /(x,,t) 

Relates aggregate health parameters to behavioral data (as in CMU 
Bio War). Can be function, result of numerical integration, lookup
table output, etc. 

2. State update equation: x, = g" (x,_1) 

Updates state vector based on normalcy ( µ = 0 ) or known 
dynamics of disease µ . 

3. Estimates of errors associated with measurements and disease 
models. 

" 



• What New Privacy Protection Techniques are Being 
Developed ? How will they be Used ? 
- The Veridian-Stanford Team has not initiated any 

development efforts for privacy protection 

- Privacy protection will be assured by: 
• Utilization of privacy protection technology available from others 

• Developing a distributed architecture for RPHD that will work with 
the most sensitive patient data inside the originating institution 

- Takes advantage of a distributed network of local experts/custodians 
responsible for and familiar with each data source 

- Will export only abstracted/aggregated data to central public health 
site 

• What Metrics will be used to Measure Progress? 
- Sensitivity, specificity and timeliness will be used to 

evaluate progress on RPHD 
• Sensitivity (detection probability for assumed attack) 
• Specificity (complement of false alarm probability) 
• Timeliness of detection relative to time of bioagent attack 
• Next two slides show Monte-Carlo method for determination of 

each 
- Can be done entirely with synthetic data 
- Can be done with simulated attack against real background data 
- Can be done against historical data with real outbreaks 

- Progress measured by incremental improvements in area 
of AOC curve 

• By adding data sources 
• By adding or improving analytical methods 

,, 
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Fix scenario 

Simulate human 
response 
•Norm•I 
•Outbreak-Induced lllnen 

Analyll.!2.c 
•detection probability 
(sensitivity) 
•timeliness of detection 

0 . . . 

Fix scenario 

Simulate human 
response 
•Normal 

AoajyztlQ! 

•Set geography and demographics 
•Choose length of scenario 
•Set RPHD operating parameters 
•Set Intensity, liming and e.xtent of biological attack 

l 
For each lime increment t = 1 ... T, 

calculate disease state of population 

For each data source k = 1 ... n, 14'-

calculate observables of Interest (drug sales, 
absentee rates, cough rates ... ) 

1 Repeat 
Run RPHD and record: N times 

- • # of detections 
• time of detections 

•Set geography and demographics 
•Choose length of scenario 
•Set RPHD operating parameters 
•Assume normal population health 

l 
For each time Increment t = 1 ... T, 

calculate disease state of population 

For each data source k = 1 .. . n, fo-

calculate observables of Interest (drug sales, 
absentee rates, cough rates ... ) 

1 Repeat 
N timea 

•false detection rate (Id 
(specificity = 1. · fdr) 

r) 
Run RPHD and record: 
• # of detections 

I 
I 
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Q f . 

• What Internal Evaluations Will Be Performed in Addition to the 
Common August Project Evaluation? 

Propose to use synthetic data for August evaluation 

- Addlttonal evaluations will be performed as data sources are added 

- Will begin using real background data for evaluation in FY03 

• What are the Performance Goals and Technical Milestones ? 
- Expect to demonstrate potential for 25% lives saved relative to traditional 

surveillance in August tests; double that figure within one year 

- Further goals are to increase number of non-traditional data sources and 
analyze contributions to timeliness of detection in FY03 

• What are the Tradeotfs Between Sensitivity, Specificity, and 
Spatlalrr emporal Coverage/Granularity? 
- Increased spatial granularity (resolution) will generally improve sensitivity 

through cluster analysis with modest loss in specificity 

Qualitative characteristics of data sources listed in table below. 

Data TYP• : Tlmellnn1 Detectablllty (SNR! Granularity Sp•clllclty 
W•ll'J D•ll!!~~ . __ P~trno.<!e!.•!8.~!L ____ .. _ k>"?V ___ • _low •••• • 
School Abaenle9 moderate moderale moderate low 
QT_9_0~g •. ~ ·- _ p~~-~-~~r.~te .~.•.k . _ _ high, ·- ~moJ!Jlr~!!_: 
Cinl~~ppt Cali poor strong high _moder!.te , 
.Y':!~~k ~Hn!!e . __ _!11¢era~ __ strong···-- _ _ modJII.•.!! low 
Cough Rate (1chooQ .moderate weak-moderate moderate modorite 
CUnlc Vlslt (Flu Llke) ·poor strong · · hlQll high 

., 
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• What Are the Key Deliverables and When Will They 
Be Available for Integration And/or Transition? 

n w 

-·---
TK llno/OfilY DucrlptJon 
Produ~t 

RPHD Real-time Population 
Heallh Detector 

I_ 

I 

Pot.nU.I D•t. of 
Cu•tom• ta Av• ll•bll/ry 

l Naval Medal FebNaty 
Center, 2004 
Portamoull'I lundional 

prototype 
Hampton Roads 
R&Qionll Deeembar 
Epidemiologist 2004 fully 

deployed 

__J 

• What Are the Key Deliverables and When Will They 
Be Available for Integration And/or Transition? 
l Ttollno/o;y--1 -
I Produn 

I Cougll O.t.ctor 

I 
' 1 

W1t.rUaage 
An• lyala Too/ 

w .. , . ... , ,. , 
An• lyala Tool 

Onto/oglff 

A component cl RPHD ror tile 
detection the sound• or coughing 
In a domesUc, bu•nen, ot 
daattoom environment ualng 
frame-baaed sound d11.,ftcatlon. 

A component or RPHD to 1nelyze 
-ltr u11ge dalll 11 an 1ndlc:at0< 
or populaUon health. 

A component of RPHD to analyze 
-llewator data as an indu:1tor or 
populeUon htalll'I. 

Ontologies autl'IOl..i In Prot6g6 
2000 fOf slandard deta lonnata 
auell u NEDSS LogittiClll Data 
Mod.t (NLDM). 

Any Bio· 
SurveUlanee Data 
Colleaion System 

Any Bio
Survellanee Data 

' Collection System 

Any BJo
Surveillenee Dalt 
Colledlon Syaltm 

-
Bio-AltRT Program 
partidpanlt 

D•t. of 
Av11/1blllry 

January 2003 

Aprlt 2003 

June 2003 

Oec2002 
. , 

I -·----- ---·------- -----------· 
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(b)(4) 

• What Has Been Accomplished So Far? 
- Negotiating data agreements, some data collection 
- Software development 

• What Obstacles Have Been Encountered ? 
- Arrangement of MOUs and agreements 
- Scheduling meetings 

• Where Has Progress Exceeded Expectations? 
- Uniformly positive expressions of support and 

cooperation from both military and civilian leaders, 
medical, public health personnel in Hampton Roads 

• What Lessons have been Learned? 
- Get to the legal department early 

• What Specific Transition Opportunities Have Been 
Identified And/or Exploited? 
- Who is Using Your Product Now? 

• BASIS component is part of DARPA Syndromic Surveillance 
System 

--~--~ Who has Committed to Usjno ii il the Future? 

- What Other Opportunities are there ? 
• Additional jurisdictions in Hampton Roads area 

• Additional hospital systems 

11 
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• What Specific Transition Opportunities Have Been 
Identified And/or Exploited? 

M RPHO ...,,pononi fa< 11.uwn11oa 
... u.uca1 mor1~~ o1 , _...,. 
mocScol-Ulll"G •• ...... -

~ ~ thll •rts UMtS tO 
ll.Ulllalty tlgrltlcont d"""11a... from 
• lt•ndardb&M1M. 

Regional Medical 
Facilities 

LAN-Based 
Servers at PNMC 

Ault>mattd Analysis I 

·-----, 
O• IO ol 

AvoJIMlllty 

Fobn11ry 
2002 

s~ 
Pond!~ 
ccm?11Sono1 
MOU -AFRl Romo 
lll!dNMCP I ----· 

Regional Medical 
Authorities 

I ·1 ·fMI. I :·t;; 

Standard data 
entry to CHCS 

• t~ 
Patients by Syndrome 

1 .& D 
t I !!::I , 1111om11tl'1I 

1 
~ q111•rits 111 

1 t PNMC I 

LCHCS Database J : 

Examine data l'itt 
hll!b browser 

n 
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(b)(4) 

(b)(4) 

(b)(4) 

(b)(4) 

(b)(4) 

--.-... _ ·-·-----

• Identify Current Project Plan, Including Key 
Milestones for Evaluations, Deliverables, and 
Transitions 

Start Design lnltlal Functlonal 

l 
complete prototype prototype 

I I I l I l 

- Phase 11 details on next slide 

••• •••••••••••••••••M•-"">•••• ............... , .............. _ 

• 
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• What Else is Needed? 
- Data Sources to be Acquired, Characterized, and 

Analyzed? 
• Data involving known outbreaks for performance assessment 

- Other? 
• Data de-identification software such as Datafly 

• Behavioral models predicting observables based on illness 

• What, if anything, Has Changed From Your 
Original Plan? Why ? 
- Because of the availability of BioWar, have spent less 

developing simulation 

- Improved integration of Stanford and Veridian 
components in composite software architecture 

- Driven toward more distributed processing by privacy 
concerns 

,, 
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a w 
• How are you Sharing with Other Projects? 

------
Tu /1110/ogy o .. orlpUon Por.11U.J D• r. of 

Produc t Cu• tom.,. Av• ll• bll/ty 

AM1dN Modi /• Consequenc:. Anllydc Tools tot CMU BloWat Provided lo CMU 
NBC Operalion1: Vgjume 1 - February 2002 
Biological A09nt Ef!ecu lllld 
Degraded PetSOMel PerfonnanQ 
for Tularemia, Slaphytoc:ocal 
Enteroloxin B (SEB) and O·Fever. 
Blgjogic:al human re1ponM models 
f0t anthnlX, pl.gue, botuiiam. VEE. 

j 

I 
I 
I ---- --- --- --- . 

HBC CREST Medi<* planning tool f0t NBC DARPA Bio- June 2002 
e1t1c1<1 that win 1valu1t1 the lmpaCI Survemanoa Teem pending releese 
of prophylactic 1r11tment on Valldadon lot 'Uv11 by OTSG 
morbidity 8Jld mortality ea a !unction $1v1d' by ellly 
of Ume of admlra1tr1tion •• detection 
developed fot U.S. Anny OTSG 

- - - - --
•~•m ] Protfg• 2000 A tool lot development and Developers wishing 

I management of on1gjog!11 thal to model dai. 
defiM conceptual dai. modefa. souroaa Ind 

knowledge req'"'9d 
to lnterprat data. 

• How are you Collaborating/Sharing with Other 
Projects? 

Have provided background material on models of bio
agent-induced disease to CMU 

Have acquired BioWar from CMU 
• Tested code 
• Generated data for simulation 

• Provided constructive feedback on BioWar 

- Acquired WSARE by CMU for testing 

" 
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Backups 

Demo 
Prototype spatio-temporal Kalman filter module 

·' 

II 
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• Simulation data generated using CMU BloWar software (5{1/02 
delivery) 
- Current release has software bugs that prevent correct execution (e.g., 

run with only 3 schools) 

• Experiment 1: Norfolk Simulation: 
- 3 schools 

• Monroe 
• Larchmont 
• Taylor 

- 3 drug stores each selling 5 OTC drug types 

: g~~~~ I Cold l Ru phtOty (• 11 lhrH typu comblntd Into OM,.,., typ•) 

• Cold 
• Aspirin Ftvw 
• lmodlum Gu trolntutln1/ 

- 364 days worth of "historic" data generated to provide statistics for 
normalcy models 
366 days worth of simulatlon data 
1 disease strain (plague) -- no background diseases (e.g., influenza) 

17 



• Bio-attack (Plague) occurs on day 155 
• Attack occurs near Taylor school 
• OTC drug sales rate increases at the closest pharmacy to Taylor 

(Pharmacy #2) following attack 
• Absentee rate increases at Taylor school following attack (proceeds OTC 

drug sales increase) 
• Disease begins to spread to neighboring area (Monroe school district) 
• OTC drug sales begin to increase at pharmacy closest to Monroe 

(Pharmacy #3) 
• Absentee rate increases at Monroe school 
• OTC drug sales begin to increase slightly at Pharmacy #1 as simulation 

nears ena 
'\. :-.o' ~C::. ..._-."". "> ,o" ,~ {- C-. ~o<' 

q_'<>'ti ~· ~~" ..... 

• ~'" ~Q 

~ . ~ ~ ~ :.. .. ~ '/,..,.. ..~ v .,'" 
r11'>"' :::.. 

rw'-~ ~~..., 
; ,'I' ~' .... 

~':t;"!) ~(i . ~.$-
">'$ ~~~ 't".,q~ .. ~ .~ " ,,. ,,,, ;f .,If ; ,;f ,.. ~ •'' ... ... . ,,. ,.. ,. .. ~· ,'I' (; G-"' 'I><; 

""' H 5 ,\, f (( .,,. 
q_ ~ ... 

"' "' "' f 5 5 

~ ..,..~ 1 ~., 

Red lines arc 
attendance zones 

185 
I· 

354 364 " 

Three Schools: .6. 
1) Monroe 
2) Larchmont 
3) Taylor 

1bree Pharmacies:* 
• Each covers l school 

zone 

Bio-attack: Bubonic 
Plague jf 

:)l 
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4 Transition Prod~ts 

IBM TJ Watson Research Center 

-ii. Video Car Counting 

• Count auto/truck traffic from video 

• Useful for 
• Site entry/ departure 

• Regional traffic levels 

• Disease spread models 

• Available for aownload, as of June 30, 
via alphaworks 

/1 



High Resolution ·'i!. Environmenta~ Data · 

• Real-time and archived temperature and 
precipitation data from weather stations, with 
interpolation using satellite images 

• Useful for 
• Modeling effects of weather on normal disease 

• Effects on attacks 

• Available now for Northeast 

-4 Privacy Ck-anonymity) System 

• Anonymize sensitive data, using abstraction 
and suppression, to satisfy k-anonymity 
constraint 
• Usage-based metrics, more flexible 

generalizations, genetic algorithm search 

• Useful for data with linkable fields (e.g., 
zipcode, DOB, etc.) 

• Prototype currently running at Watson, can 
be made available, conditions TBD 

2 



Application Roaming 
Frame rk 

--~ 
/ NOAA 

/ mpl'rature 

~d surface temp 
USDA ~ 

USDA We server _____ _,, 

NASA ESIP Fire ant scenario 
Client 

EpiMALM: Multiple Abstraction Level 
Mining of Time Series 
• Expression of time-series 

behavior in terms of 
semantic labels at multiple 
abstraction levels 
• Content-based search based 

on time-series relatively 
unexplored 

• prior work on EKG, stock 
prices 

• Extraction of time-series 
from imagery ' 

• Extension of t ime-series 
language to permit 
expression of both intra- and 
inter-series and intra- and 
inter-object constraints 
(spatial and temporal) 

• Example query: 
- Locate well logs sections 

which contain the pattern 
sharply rising segment follow 
by flat segment follow by 
sharply falling segment 
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Transition Products List & Schedules 

C{l 
1""''1'~~;;,'\~~li·Ptod ·' I ~ D _\"::· :;;;:,::·_,._·.~~ .. ~:,~IQ·!ITU'..G~~f''i:i'!:;' ~~ .. 

Now· generally available lhrouQh 
IBM Video C.r Counting www.alpl\aworks.lbm.com: 30 June Belle Tesng/ John R Smllh 

0 -· 
~ -

IBM Appl/cation Ro•mlng Fr•m•wollt Now· generally available through Yuan·Chl Chang 
WWW. I ' Ow s: 

IBM Tool for lnterpol•llon of Dally 
Temperature •nd Moisture Data though Now Yuan·Chi Chang 

use fAVHRR 

IBll MALM Tool IOI' search specific tetrl>Ofal pattern based on rrultiple abstractions ol 
Now Yuan-Chi Chang 

eat 

\'1 
IBM Phone Record, Proxy Log Detector, 

Cltfeteria Dita Detector, Sewage Dau Estimated availability: July 2002 Murray Ca!Tllbell 
r 

IBM Active Surve//lance Estimated availabilit : Jul 2002 Murra Ca bell 
IBM K-anonlmlty Privacy Protection Estimated availability: September Vijay Iyengar 

M d 200 
IBM Multi-Data Source Fusion Module Estimated availabilit : Jul 2002 John R. Smith 

A dient-server Java COfTllOnent that can be embedded into existing systems. 
The main lnWal luncllons are c:orrrnunicating requests to data collectors and 

MP Second Stage Detection investigators ol epdenics, providing forms with dynamc questiorn119 Version 1: Jone 2002 all contractors. 
strategies IOI' data conectors, proviSlon ol statistical output '°' dynanic NEDSS 
questioning strategies IOI' data cotlectOtS, provision of statistical output IOI' 

Version 1: January 2002; 

MPWSARE "Whet'a strange about recenl events• 
Version 2: April 2002; 

all contractors 
Version 3 (environmonl sensitive): 

Jut 2002 
At mlnlrrum, 

MP Spatial Scan Very Fut Algorithlms JHU and 
Joint WOik with Howard Burkhom ol JHU/APL Version 1: July 2002 Pitl/Metlon: 

for CJus/c Scan prObably all 

The PANDA (Patlont·based AnOmaly Detection and Assesment) system will ' use a Bayesian approach to event detection. As such. It will derive posterior 
probabllltlas of many possible causes or the data being observed by the 

PANDA system. Such probabilities will be useful In directly asses.sing the eUologles September 1, 2002 All contractors 
acting In a given regional population. Morever, these probabllllles can be 
part of a decision theoretic system that determines wllen to activate an alarm 
and then recommends wtiat additional data to collect. PANDA will use 
Bayesian nelw0t1<s as its core representaUon. 

Coty level rrutU-agent network model for examning weapon1Zed blofogical Data available to other contractOl'S: 
attacks. It can be used to aid detection by providing realistic data and to aid rrid July 2002. Esbmated 

MP BioWAR Slmulatlon intelligence by providing undetStanding of how weaponized attacks might availability or version to be used by 
play out. Addlt1onally, it can be used lo aid response training by pro"1d1ng other contractors in stand-alone 
health workers with a system ror learning wtiat they might expect. fashion: November 2002 

We have developed a general purpose markov model of an anthrax blo 

MP Bioevent Economic Models terrorism attack that models different attack characteristics, and response Version 1: July t, 2002 All contractors 
strategies. The model Is sensitive to tlme·dependent charactenslics or the 

I h 
Verldlan RPHO FebtlJaly 2004 lunttion'11 PIOICJlypo Navol-

Center. 

Oecembet 2004 llA!y dtl*>v«I 

Verldlan Cough Detector A comp0nont ol FIPHO for Ille dotec:llon •Ile IO<Jnd• or coughing In a dOme•llc. bli11M.1. or 
CIHllOOITI environment ualng lram•1>a11d aouno c1aa1lfiCllli0n 

J.,,.0) 



Veridl1n Water Usage Analysis Tool A com- or RPHO io anllyU waoer uuo• o .. .. an lndicalot ol PoPUlllJon noa1tn ... pr.()3 

Verldl1n Wutewator An1lysls Tool A component or APHO 10 11t111y'le wutewattr da11 •• 111 lr'CjlC'llOr or panu1D1i0tl health. Jul\-0:9 

. 
Verldl1n BASIS An RPHO oomponent f0< aUIDmattd •tlllollc:al monitoring of electronic medical teOOld1 Feb-OZ -

uting gn adjustable thrHl'IOld lhiM ;Martt uaera to 1t11ltllcally algn!flcant devl;llons from I 
11.andara basellne 

Status· POllOing CDmjlktJOfl ol MOU at 
NMCP 

Veridlan AMedP·ll Models C-Allalytic; Tool>!<>< Nee°'*""""'· v-... t - ~Agent Eftecb an! Pn>vodtd to CMU F-.aty 2002 
Degtlodtd p.....,.,.,.. Perfoonance torr ........... ~ Ert...coxin B (SES) ind 
().f-·-
~- tunan l"9<l'WVKA models fat an&:rw'M VEE. 

Verld/an NBC CREST Mtdlcal planning..,. for NBC attacks that ..ui ev-• lht lmpaa of pmpllytaalc tr•- Joot 2002 ponclil1g relene by OTSG 
on motbldity and """1ali!y .. • function of lime of IOrnlnosuaolon - • devl!Oped for U.S. 
ArmyOTSG 

ESSENCE World View Provktu reai..tfme estimates of abnonniM 1yndrom1 leveta for ail mllitary mecHcal facilities 
wottd wide. Gives preventive medical officers a head• up for potenoaJ olftbreak• at the1r 
I 001t I f acilitv v.ith detailed infonnatlon to narmlt an ln'llHtlnatlon, CurrenU11 o .... raUonal 

~ Automates the collection of chier c:omplalnt data and conversion Into syndrome groupings Cu"ently oper!Mlo,,.I for Mon1oonery 

ESSENCE II ER Comolaint Classlner 
County HospKIM• 

FOtml dU$111t1 ba&td on higher lha<l notm!M lavtto Of diftNt pruent In a geogfallhlc arta CUf1'1ntly o-lonal 
uainO Oat• 1Utam1 from stvttal d~ 1C<NC1s 

ESSENCE u Snatio -Temooral Detector 
The ESSENCE IJ wotch l>OarU ptOVldts 1 ,..._,..,. •iewol!"' SlllUS of lheclala colltdion 

"'° °"""'"' Olteaion - lorlht NCA 

c .... tn11y_1UON11 

ESSENCE II Watch Board 
P"'10tmt tSlilTlatH of d-tavtlt at v*'- aplMJOI rtOOMiOnl In lht NCA The !Mlolviltllonll currlfllfy-lllon. blA upg-• ttt .. Ptdtd to bt oompleted by 

the end ol lht fioc.ol ytar 

ESSENCE II Temnoral Detection Suite 
Scrubs rWJ di:na to remove er modify data firlds to r>rot1c1 lhe privacy of individuals Q1l0r11Clonal 111ne end of FY02 

ESSENCE II Dataflv 
ESSENCE II Me6Saging i• needed for the 1ndlvld~I oomponents of tile sl.fVeillance system Messaging 11 nearing oompletlon "'1d wUI be 

I 
to ooerate ln a coordinated fastlfc)(j. II provklff the bu&lnlH rules r.eeded for the system kl avallabt1 11 tht OllO of FY02 

ESSENCE II Messaolnn 
tuncciotl and can be used as a foundatJOf\ lot the O.Veklpnienc of variant sorvlilance 

1 ..... ,_. 

Air/ Blo· 
SuN..,.anceo ... 
Colt~lon Sy"em 

Any Bio· 
Survtll1"'1ce Olla 
Co111c:Oon Syat1m 

.....__., -
Naval Medical 
Center. 
Po11Jmouth 
Othe<medlcal 
lrtatmlflC faQl,tltl 

CMUS.OWa< 

DARPA-
Sl.lrVeilance T earn 
Validation for 
"Llves Saved' by 

l11toart .... • tMlon 
All mlOtary medica 
facltl1ies 

DoO-OEIS & Alt 
nospltals In U1t 
Nr. ... 
ODO-GEIS & All 

"" pWlic health 
jurisdidlons In "" 
I~ 

..;it-to 
OOO-OEIS In FY04 
& OHMH In ,Y03 

DIAIMscurr..-cty 
beingprovldtdlO 
Maryland 
jufisdletions will 
Cl'Wlsltiort to OoO· 
GEIS In FY04 & 
'-"." lin Fvn• 
Move from CMU to 

JHUAPLfor 
integrlition earty ~ 

FY03 
W~I be u•ed In the 
Maryl- & GEIS 
$)'stem$ 

- -

MAJ .•uli• PavRn 

Rlc:llWoldk 

........... ButllOln 

ow.w ....... 

, 

Howlltd B•,..nm Euoene Elb8" 

LalanvaSW11•nev 

Rlc!!W"""' 

i 
' I· , 

: 

-

-~ 
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Transition Products List & Schedules ·-I 
d!J'!t'l1".~"~~Pr'.OCl~NllifNi ti ' 

IBM Video Car Counting Count car/1/uck traffic lrom video. Useful for site entry/departure. regional Available June 30, 2002 at 
All Belle TsenQIJOhn R. Smith MP 

1rafflc 1--'• d joa ... ·~••A mod-'• 1---~ 

IBM Appllc•tlon Roaming Fnmew~. Fremewotk tor Integrating disparate clala 1ources. 
Currently available at 

All Yuan-Chi Chang All contractors 
WWW. lbm.rnm 

IBM Tool for Interpolation of Dally 
Temperature and Molllure D•t• though High resolulion enlAronmenlal data, currently available for Northeast. Now All Yuan-Chi Chang All contractors 

useofAVHRR 

IBM MALM Tool tor search speclflc 1er11>0/'8l pattern based on ITl.lltiple abstractlons ol Now All contractors Yuan.Cho Chang JHU/APL 
'""lures and •~ntlcs -

Currently o research prototype. Can 
IBM Cough Derector Detect cough.s trom audio. be made available to other All contractors Milind Naphade Verfd1an 

contraclors. 

IBM k.anonymity Privacy Protecllon Anonymize sensitive data using k-anonymity model. Usage-based metrics, 
Currently a research prototype. Can 

be made available to other All contractors Vijay Iyengar Veridian 
Module more flexible generall:r.ations. genetic algorithm optimization. 

~tractors. 

IBM Multi-channel detectors Anomaly detectors In ITl.llti-<:hannel data. Currently under evaluation. 
Estimated availability: Sep1etrber 

All contractors Milind Naphade All contractors 
2002 



 



ESSENCE II Transition Products 

Initial Transition Products Only 

ESSENCE World View 

' 
' f 

ER Complaint Classifier · 
Spatio -Temporal Detector 
Watch Board 
Temporal ·Detection Suite 
ESSENCE II Datafly 
Architecture Messaging 

~ 
-;;::: 
1-

(> 
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ESSENCE II Transition Products 

Gtb0!'~-·1w;mer::at..Ma~••a 'G mr==e"i'l!lllDIJ.t'Mtt""5' mmrm r • e·e '&m' r nn)n MMnn=·m=PW r =oPMsiaa..&••·• 
~,l;.l~ ''· ' • JllW.~Ulll~~- h:AWWW - ·IW!!l'J!ltmm+ l!l!!ft~.l'llil~U41 

ESSENCE World View Pro"1des real-time estimates of abnormal syndrome levels for all military medical facilities 
world wide. Gi-..es pre-..enti-..e medical officers a heads up for potential outbreaks at their 
post I facility with detailed information to permit an in-..estigation. 

Automates the collection of chief complaint data and con-..ersion into syndrome groupings 

ESSENCE II ER Complaint Classifier 
Forms clusters based on higher than normal le-..els of disease present in a geographic 
area using data streams from se-..eral disparat sources I 

'· 

ESSENCE II Soatio -Temooral Detector 
The ESSENCE II watch board provides a real-time "1ew of the status of the data collection 

. and outbreak detection processes for the NCA 

ESSENCE II Watch Board 
Performs estimates of disease levels at variable spatial resolutions in the NCA. , 

I 

ESSENCE II Temooral Detection Suite 
Scrubs raw data to remo\ie or modify data fields to protect the privacy of indi"1duals 

ESSENCE II Datafly 
ESSENCE II Messaging is needed for the indi...;dual components of the suMillance 
system to operate in a coordinated fashion. It pro...;des the business rules needed for the 
system to function and can be used as a foundation for the development of variant su 

ESSENCE II M essaging 



• . 
PRODUCTS 
WSARE vl 

v2 
v3 

~. f'_;~: ~ -C"~ 

· ·sit ~ Tran,,~ ·d~w;: 
: .- = .'/~ ;._~~· 

IN USE BY 
Veridian 

FAST SPATIAL SCAN 
PANDA LR version 

Bayesian 
RODS* Utah, PA 
BioWar Data Veridian 

stand-alone 

SecondStage 
Economic Model 

Dates Available 
Jan 2002 
April 2002 
July 2002 
July 2002 
9/1/02 

late fall 2002 

Now 
July 2002 
November 2002 

Now 
Jul~ 2002 

*RODS development supported by NLM, AHRQ, CDC 

• . w.s~ 

Description: Detection algorithm based on brute 
force search of medium dimensional spaces especially spatial 
and temporal 

Date available: 

Version 1 available Jan 2002 
Version 2 available Apr 2002 

Version 3 (environment-sensitive) July 2002 

Transition customers: 

All contractors 

Contact: awm@cs.cmu.edu 7 

' 
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• 
Description: 
Spatial Scan Very Fast Algorithms for Classic 
Scan 

Date available: 

Version 1 available July 2002 

Transition customers: 

At minimum, JHU and Pitt/Mellon: Probably all contractors 

Contact: awm@cs.cmu.edu 

• - . 

Description: 
Data collection system, interfaces and 
algorithms. Health system resident 
detection component. 

Date available: now 

Transition customers: 
Already Utah, PA . Potentially Indiana 

Contact: jhutman@cbm.i.upmc.edu , 

, --· 
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Q 
Description: 
City level multi-agent network model for examining weaponized biological 
attacks. Can be used to aid detection by providing realistic data, to aid 
intelligence by providing understanding of how weaponized attacks might play 
out, to aid response training by providing health workers with a system for 
learning what they might expect. 

Date available: 
Input/Output list for customization by June 2002 
Data available to other contractors mid July 2002 
Version l to be used by other contractors in stand-alone fashion est. November 
2002 (depends on getting list of data needs from contractors and having servers 
arrive on campus). 

Transition customers: Possibly other contractors, or software support 
firm like Aptima, or various government agencies. 

Contact: carley+@cmu.edu , 

Q 
Description: 

The PANDA (Patient-based ANomaly Detection and Assessment) system will 
use a Bayesian approach to event detection. As such, it will derive posterior 
probabilities of many possible causes of the data being observed by the system. 
Such probabilities will be useful in directly assessing the etiologies acting in a 
given regional population. Moreover, these probabilities can be part of a 
decision theoretic system that determines when to activate an alarm and then 
recommends what additional data to collecL 

Date available: 
Likelihood-ratio version of Panda· wiIJ be available to all contractors on 9/1/02 
The Bayesian version, will be available later in the fall of 2002 

Transition customers: all contractors 

Contact Greg Cooper gfc@cbmi.upmc.edu 

.. 
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PRODUCT TRANSITION 

Veridian-Stanford Team 
2 nd Pl Meeting 

4-6 June 2002 

• What Are the Key Deliverables and When Will They 
Be Available for Integration And/or Transition? 

Technology De$cnption Potential ~teof 

Product Customen Availa/JDity 

RPHD I Real-time Population Naval Medical FebruatY 

Health Detector Center, 2004 

I Portsmouth ' functional 
prototype 

I 
HaltlllOll Roads 
Regional - December 

I Epidemiologist 2004 fully 
deployed 

1 
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• What Are the Key Deliverables and When Will They 
Be Available for Integration And/or Transition? 

Technology 
Product 

Cough Detector 

water Usage 
Analysis Tool 

Wastewater 
Analysis Tool 

Onto/ogles 

A corT'4>000flt al RPHO for Che 
detection the soonds at coughing 
In a domestic, business, or 
classroom environment using 
frame-based sound dasslftcation. 

A co~ent al RPHO to analyze 
water usage dala as an indicator 
of p()pUlalion health. 

A component al RPHO to analyze 
wastewater dala as an indicator of 
population health. 

Onlologies authored in Protege 
2000 for slandard dala formats 
such as NEDSS Logistical Data 
Model (NLOM). 

PotentRI 
CustometS 

AnyBio
Sutveiltance Data 
Collection System 

Any Bio
.SuM!illance Dala 
Collection System 

----·· 
Bio-ALIRT Program 
partldpants 

Date of 
Availability 

January 2003 

April 2003 

June 2003 

Oec 2002 

• What Specific Transition Opportunities Have Been 
Identified And/or Exploited? 

fSAslS-

1 

An RPHO cximponenr lo<....,,,,_ 
Slallslical moo[!Dring "' -
medical reconls using an ICljuSl
ttires~ that alens users IO 
i.tatlslicallysigr1ificarl-t""" ·--

Naval Med!Cal 
Cetw«. Pcn$mo"'1 

Other medial 
...-1ac11.t1a 

l ___ J_ __ --- - _:___ __ 

-- l Da•ol 
Avall.tl>lllty 

FebfU81'Y 
2002 

SUllus; 
Pen:!ing 
oomple<lonol 
MOU -... 
AFRL RQr11e 
-NMCP 
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• 

Re2ional Medical 
Facilities 

LAN-Based 
Servers a t PNMC 

Regional Medical 
Authorities 

Standard data 
e11t1:r to CHCS 

Patients by Syndrome 

t 
~ A11to1~ated 
IL:iiii!J q 1u:T1eS U I 

t P\MC 

Qittcs Database "J 

Examine data via 
web brn•1•ser 

•

• .!::~::;""~ '~a.. . .... _ -
~ -- - .. _ r....-•• ,.._ 

How are you Sharing with Other Projects? 
Technology Description Potential I Date of h Product Customers Aval/abl/fty 

AM~P-8 Models Consequence ~c Tools for CMUBIOWar Provided to CMU 
NBC Operations: Vctume 1 - February 2002 
Biological Agent Effects and 
Degraded PetSorlllel Pedonnance 
for T!Aarema. ~ococ:cal 
Enterolaxin 8 (SEB) and ~~. 
Biological human response roodels 
for anthrax. plague, bolU1sm. VEE . .___ -

NBC CREST Medical planning tool for NBC DARPA Bio- June2002 
attacks that win e1181uate lhe i"l)act Surveiuance T earn 

I 

pending release 
of prophylaellc trea~t on Validation for "Lives byOTSG 
morbidi ty and monallty as a function Saved" by early 
of time of admnistraflon •• detection 
developed for U.S. Army OTSG 

I 

Prot6g6 2000 Atoolfordevelopmentand Developers wi.shing 
i• -

Immediate 

[ ___ 

management ol ontologies that 10 model data 
define conceptual data rrodels. sources and 

""°""1edge reqtired 
to ontetpret data. 

.. 

.. 
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Nuclear, Biological and Chemical (NBC) 
Casualty and Resource Estimation Support Tool (CREST) 

NBC CREST demo 

·:. 
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n Scalable BioSurveillance System!), 
!!•""""' ... . ,,.. 

~ 

~ Organization: Pitt-CMU Pl : M.Wagner'. co-Pl K. Carley 

~-·"' 
Technical Approach 

ccomp s mens 
Data sets/test beds: ED registrations, HC-4, 
911, poison center, OTC, agribusiness. 
lndian-P A-Utah test bed. 

Objecti~es and Performance Goals 

-Decision-theoretic surveillance system 
using passive and active data collection 
-Bio War: Agent-based simulation 
-Multiply number of data sources by 5 
-Use historical models to reduce FPs 
-Detect small outbreaks, using spatial 
and non spatial analysis 
-Fusing individual data with aggregate 

Programmatics 

Evaluation Milestones: Studies using real , 
semi synthetic, and synthetic Bio War data. 

. . 

Detection software: WSARE, Fast spatial 
scan, PANDA, BARD, and SecondStage 
Simulation software: Bio War and economic 
model of anthrax release 

· Deliverables and Transitions: RODS, WSARE 
and CoCo (natural language processing) 
released under free license. Simulation 
software to DARPA contractors, PA and Utah 

Evaluations: with real and semi-synthetic data, 
afldtll(ttt(~thetic Bio War data 

Sharing: WSARE and Bio War data=>Veridian 

Q outline 

Pitt-CM U 

ACCOMPLISHMENTS from FY02 

What's Working and What's Not? 

Nontraditional Data: How Much Earlier Detection? 

PLANS for FY03 
Quantitative Goals 

Transition Path for the Technology 
Ideas on Accomplishing Pathogen ID and Attack Characterization 

Other Funding Sources and Division of Labor (if appropriate) 

Further EvaluationNalidation Plans 



0 ACCOMPLISHMENTS from FY02 (I) 
~ .S'.11n•"' 

• RODS Winter Olympic and continued Utah 
Surveillance 

• RODS Pennsylvania Surveillance 

• Algorithms: 
WSARE 

BBF and PANDA 
Fast Scan 

BARD 

• Use of BioWar in the summer evaluation 

• Data Sources/N= 18 Study of Electrolyte Sales 

Pitt-CMU 

0 . · .· RODS Winter Otympic Surveillance~ w ~ 
·1 

~-~.-~.~ •• ~r~------~·.•,•,--------="""":ti 
·- · ;i91111y+ . ~~ ~; 
' . 

Pitt-CMU 

Real-time Outbreak and Disease Surveillance (RODS) 

• Real-time collection of chief complaint data 

• From> 70% of all ED and acute care visits in Utah 

• Natural language processing into prodromes 

•Servers located at University of Pittsburgh 

• Implemented in under 6 weeks 

• >2000 uses in 2 weeks 

Ors. Wagner md Moore giving a livedcno of RODS to 
Prcsidcot George Bu.sh.. Secty, Tbompsoo. Govemtif Ridge "'1 
RODS Lab 2/5/'02 

Key Contributions 

• Prodromic 
surveillance from 
free text now being 
deployed by most 
states 

•Use of HL7, VPN, 
Internet, NLP, 
advanced algorithms 

2 



RODS Pennsylvania Surveillance 

• Chief complaint coverage 

Southwestern PA 50% 

Harrisburg 100% 

•Retail data: 16% statewide (evenly 
distributed) 

• Poison call center: 1 OOo/o statewide 

Pitt-CMU 

~BioWar 
• Kathleen Carley will discuss at 2:15 

Pitt-CMU 

OO
i""'"''''~ tf . . 
*.ir.-«:•ff' 
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What Advanced Analytics Are Being Used/developed 
for Detection/characterization? 

Method Has PitVCMU Tried but Tried and Under dev\jlopment Multivariate 
tried It? litUe used used slonal trackinQ? 

Time-weighted averaging Yes Yes 
Selfling Yes Yes 
ARIMA Yes Yes 
SARIMA + External Factors Yes Yes 
Univariate HMM Yes Yes 
Kalman Filler Yes Yes 
Recursive Least Squares Yes Yes 
SupPort Vector Machine Yes Yes 
Neural Nets Yes Yes 
CuSUM Yes Yes 
Randomization Yes Yes Yes 
Spatial Scan Statistics Yes (w/ Howard Burkom) Yes 
Bayesian Networks Yes Yes Yes 
Conbngency Tables Yes Yes 
Scalar Outlier (SQC) Yes Yes 
Multivariate Anomalies Yes Yes Yes 
Change-point statistics Yes Yes 
FDR Tests Yes Yes Yes 
WSARE (Recent patterns) Yes Yes Yes Yes 
PANDA (causal Model) Yes Yes Yes 
FLUMOD (spacemme HMM) Yes Yes 

!>"n1e1,,,. 

~ 

.. .., ....... 
Spatial? 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Details of these methods and bibliography available from "Summaty of Biosurvei!lance-re/evant 
statistical and data mining technologies': by Moore, cooper, Tsui and Wagner. Downloadable 

Pitt-CMU (PDF format) from www .cs.cmu.edu/ Nawm/blosurv-methods. pdf 

. . 

@wsAREv2.0 @~!i;·· .. . 
... . . . . 

$.ll•t•"' 

• In puts: 1. Date/time-indexed 
biosurveillance
relevant data stream 

• Outputs: 1. Here are the 
records that most 

Normally, 8% of cases in the East 
are over-50s with respiratory 

problems. · 

2 .. Time Window 
Length 

3. Which 
attributes to use? 

3. And here's 

Many 

Taking into account all the patterns 
I've been searching over, there's a 
20% chance I'd have found a rule 

this dramatic just by chance 

e .. . ) 
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Pi 

BBF (Biosurveillance using 
Ba esian and Pre uentist methods 

2 years I year I month I week now 
ago atlo ago ago 

~\~ll-----+-1 ---+----+-~~\~1 -1--+--1-I ~~~1 ~1 

r ,,fo_L'"'"'-'"rt "fo_&_rnl" '"'-1 Su•p io iou:~:L.L 
data_collection_start 

Ask whether a Bayesian predictive model learned from a 
'safe and relevant period is the best predictor of current 
activity OR whether 2 models are better 

ikelihood ratio of 2 models versus one model 

tion for all recent time intervals exhaustively 
ne with the biggest ratio ... 

BARD: Temporal-Spatial Analysis 

5 



·r . Non traditional Data Sources 

- Data Sources: How Much Faster Does Each One Serve As 
Leading Indicators of Outbreaks? How Do You Know? 

Pitt-CMU 

Pitt-CMU 

Retail Sales of Electrolyte Products vs. "All" 
Pediatric Respiratory and Diarrheal Diseases. 

" 

tl 
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Timeliness 

HC-4 
(gold 

standard) 

OTC 
Electrolytes 

Pitt-CMU 1 2 4 

!" i I ~ 
5 6 week 

Mean Earliness at Different Sigma Detection 
Thresholds 

Detection Earliness Earliness 
Threshold {weekst 95%C.I. Sensitivit~ Specificity 

2.0 2.8 (1.9-3.7) 100% 100% 
2.5 2.8 (2.0-3.6) 100% 100% 
3.0 2.7 (1 .8-3.5) 100% 100% 
3.5 2.7 (1.8-3.5) 100% 100% 
4.0 2.9 (2.1-3. 7) 100% 100% 
4.5 3.3 (2.5-4.2) 100% 100% 
5.0 3.3 (2.5-4.1) 100% 100% 
5.5 3.3 (2.4-4.2) 100% 100% 
6.0 3.3 (2.4-4.2) 100% 100% 
6.6 3.1 (2.2-4.0) 100% 100% 
7.0 3.6 (2.7-4 .6) 100% 100% 
7.5 3.8 (2.8-4 .9) 100% 100% 
8.0 3.9 (2.9-5.0) 100% 100% 
8.5 3.8 (2.9-4.8) 100% 100% 
9.0 3.8 {2 .7-4 .9~ 100% 100% 

Pitt-CMU • n=18 outbreaks 

20 

2o' 

,, 

" 
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08 

Sensitivity of OTC Electrolyte Sales: Analysis 
Using Semi-synthetic Data 

Measured Sensitivity of OTC E.lectrolyte Sales as a Function of Outbreak 
Size (Using Semi-Synthetic Data) 

- 1day seositi"'y 

~ 3cSays sensitMty 

~ 08 .i!: 
.t ., 
c .. 
II) 04 

02 

N ; ~ ; ~ ~ ~ 2 i ~ ~ ~ ~ : @ ~ ~ ~ ! ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
Sales 

. Detection from Chief Complaint Data 

1::DrD1::D1::D •• °' u Of .. 
0 1 t• OA 

" ., o:z u 
cw. ~ ~ oo o .... ~ 

eo 00 H 00 O t U 00 Of 10 

00 ., ·~ •• ~· 0.0 .,. u °' ~· •• u ... .. ::......:.· ·~ 

1~0 1:01::0 
• • u .. ~ .. ~ .. ..... 
.. tt O.. .. .. 10 tt Ol' .. 00 U 11 o• •I t • 00 ............ " ............ .........._ 

Pitt-CMU 16 
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Accuracy of Natural Language Parsing of 
Chief Complaints into Syndrome Groups 

0.8 -+---~-

~ 0.6 

<C 0.4 

Botul Const GI Hem Neurol Rash Resp 

Syndrome 

• M+ 
DNB 

ICD-9 Chief Complaint 

Sensitivity 0.32 0.50 

Specificity 0.99 0.92 

PPV 0.37 0.09 

NPV 0.99 0.99 

AUC N/A 0.75 

Pin-CMU •• 
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Long Story Short: Free text chief complaints 
are panning out 

Acute infectious gastroenteritis and chief complaints 
Primary Children Hospital, Salt Lake City, Utah 

5 ,-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ .......... 
4 
3 
2 

~ 1 

-~ f-\~~-::D'~~~"iliA.~"OO'i/JdJ~f--=~J;rrV-~'fl"'~~ 
-2 
-3 

~ ~ ~ 
:: ::: ::: 
:; ~ ~ 

!Aile 

Leading Indicators: Detection Timeliness and 
Minimum Detectable Outbreak Effects 

Lower bound eatlm•t• of 
lndic.ator Disease Samollna % Earllneaa <Mtoct.bllltv Surrogate for: 

Pediatric ' 95% 2 .3 weeks 
respirator sampling 30 unK 1a1os over base11no 

earlier (ol 20 In Allegheny 
y and of six (J.4-3.4) County, POP. t 3M) . Wllh 

OTC electrOiyte diarrheal counties geographlcaly localized Cholera. 
sates· outbreaks ~lblv fewer salmonella 

25 unK aalee ~ baseline 
Pree- (ol 35 In Allegheny 
hoapltaNzation County, POP I 3M) Wl11l 

OTC respiratory Respiratory 50% &-county XC •di lurlher geograpl\lealy IOc:allzed 
1_.,,,,enl' S~al Vrus j19Q1on stud- needed outt>l'eaka. oou_I_ Antlvax. Dlaaue 

200 uM lncteaae In aaly 
Precedes ED aaleo (Wl>ICll are 600) In 

OTC cough and 50% 6-c:ounty regio trallona wlnuw. 60 (Ol 200) In 
c00· lnlluenza lreaion XC3"~··• eummer Anllvax . .. _~ 

Precedes 
EOcNel 15% 1 ' county Pneumoria&lnft 
(Omptaonl$ !POP<'atiOn ' 3 uenu llMl!lt.. 
lcodecll " Influenza Ml XC2-1 AnUvu . ... ~~ 

1nc11-. .. caae OeUICIAOn 
N.~ ~30-50% 
(butOJ<Tenlly Not AdclotiOnal analyols 

O.armea1 ana 70% 1 county measuredllealll reQUirecl IO tranalate Into Olan'heal and 
ED free texr '"'"""'""' 50% MSA) bili"'oroven tower bounO .. 11mate MMlratorv 

Pitt-CMU 
· ·N 9 . MCISVCS .-c SlNGl..E ma11arcm_mt1. to c:oo6dcnu iDlcrvall Cao.DOI be compu1od me! rcalu •c biJbl)' prCMllOHI 

• • Different lftll)1:~ mdhod •siQa cktectioa perlOrmaoce for indi¥id.al Cutf 
•• • By ~piibliJhcd -~ of 1999--2000 outbreak 

" 
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Q Data Sources 

Intelligence Biosensors Nontraditional Traditional Gold Standard 

~ 
Animal Human Behavior Nontraditional Uses Medical 

- PB Ms City Buses 
Tests Ordered Test Results 

ab Results 
Vets OTC Meds 

Complaints Diagnoses Sentinel MD 
- Zoos - Absenteeism 

- Animal Cntl - Utilities - Poison Cntrs 

-Agribusiness I - Phone traffic - 911 Calls 

--Agribusiness 2 - Web Queries - EMS Runs? 

Calls to ER Visits 

triage center -Radiograph reports 

Pitt-CMU 
Legend: Red: we have; Blue: under contract; Black: we have 
investi ated or are investi atin 

~ Notes on Data Sources 

PA HC-4 
Discharge 
Diagnoses 

• Nurse call centers: one study with Influenza 
• Poison call centers: not much evidence that 

they are useful for diarrhea or respiratory 
outbreaks, but there are so many threats 

• Phone call volumes: still pursuing 
• Agribusiness: goal for next year 
• NLP of radiographs: ongoing 
• Pittsburgh Bus System: ongoing analysis 

Pitt-CMU 

21 

22 
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~ PLANS for FY03 

• Quantitative Goals 

• Transition Path for the Technology 
• Ideas on Accomplishing Pathogen ID and Attack 

Characterization 

• Other Funding Sources and Division of Labor (if 
appropriate) 

• Further EvaluationNalidation Plans 

Pitt-CMU 

Q Quantitative Goals 

• DATA: Obtain 80%, five year data sets in the 
INDIANA-PENNSYLVANIA-UTAH testbed for at least 
two other types of data 

• ALGORITHMS: 

Pitt-CMU 

- Cohort threats: Utilize spatial and other 
information to move up the time of detection to 
within 2 days of 'when-they-first-wake-up sick' 

- Smaller outbreaks (as small as one case) 

23 
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· . Transition Path for the Technology 

• ASP model: PA and Utah already, Delaware next. 
Indiana likely 

• Click-license model: 
- RODS 

- Coco (complaint coder) 

- WSARE 

• For-the-asking 
- BioWar 

Pitt-CMU 

- Fast Spatial Scan 

- SecondStage 

Other Funding Sources and Division of 
Labor (if appropriate) 

• Other funding: Commonwealth of PA 

• Division of labor: 
- Completely new: 

Pitt-CMU 

• Applied work developing early warning public health 
surveillance system in PA 

• Health system resident component 

• Clinical data work 

- Complementary: Basic research on data and algorithms 

- Highly synergistic: e.g., value of the Pennsylvania HC-4data 
set as a gold standard 

13 



Ideas on Accomplishing Pathogen 
ID and Attack Characterization 

!i•'"'"'''~ .. • . . 
ti•«-•"' 

' 
- There are important characteristics outbreaks that are difficult to 

characterize completely from routinely collected data alone 
• Pathogen 
• Source 
• Scope (people, animals) 
• Environmental scope 
• Route of transmission 
• Host factors 

- SecondStage Version 1.0 
• XML and Java 
• core functions to support epidemic data collection and storage 
• Available now 

- Version 2.0 Data collection about individuals driven by population 
data 

Pitt-CMU 

Q Summary: Technical Approach 

• What Are the Key New Ideas? How Are They 
Achieved? 
- Bayesian method for fusing individual observations when 

available with aggregate data (PANDA algorithm) 

- Multi center trials are required for evaluation 

- Brute force search over large variable spaces is critical 
(WSARE algorithm) 

- Agent-based simulations are a component in evaluation 
(Biowar simulator) . 

- Rapid computer-assisted investigations are a critical 
component of a detection system to reduce false positives 
and adequately characterize an outbreak (SecondStage) 

Pitt-CMU 

21 
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~ Summary: Objecti~~s ~nd . 
W Performance Goals . . 

!i"""''"~ 
~ 

"'".-t:•tt' 

. . 

Key Metrics We Use 

-Timeliness and false alarm rate 

-Size of outbreak detected 

Data Sources We Have 

Chief complaints(2 states) 
Cattle (I feedlot) 
911 ( 1 city) 
OTC (3+ states) 
Poison call ( 1 state) 
Health dept (1 HD) 
Nurse calls (2 urban regions) 
Hospital admits (3 states) 
Clinical data (3 states) 

Pitt-CMU 

Performante Goals and Technical 
Milestones 

DATA: Multiply number of data sources 
we are using by factor of 2 (see side bar). 
Expand data coverage sufficiently for N 
of 15 studies of chief complaints and at 
least 2 other types of data. 

ALGORITHMS: Utilize historical models 
to reduce false positive rate by 50% 

Detect outbreaks of 50% smaller size by 
using non spatial associations 

Key deliverable: WSARE 3 

Key deliverable: Multi attribute Bayesian 
version of Panda 

15 



 



EpiSPIRE Project Update 

IBM T. J. Watson Research Center 

Johns Hopkins University 

SDI Inc. 

• IBM T. J. Watson Research • Johns Hopkins University 
- Prof. Greg Glass (co-I) Center 

- Charu Aggarwal - Rebecca Freeman 
- Murray Campbell • SDI 
- Yuan-Chi Chang 
- Vijay Iyengar 

- Andrew Kress 

- Mahesh Joshi 
- Chung-Sheng Li (Pl) 
- Ching-Yung Lin 
- Milind Naphade 
- Ed Pednault 
- Jeanette Rosenthal 
- John R. Smith 
- Belle Tseng 
- MinWang 
- Joel Wolf 
- Kung-Lung Wu 
- Philip S. Yu 

;J 



n EpiSPIRE . . .. 
- IBM/JHU - PI:Chung-Sheng Li 

Technical Approach 
Detectors 

0 
Pub/Sub Server 

Accomplishments 

•Comprehensive study of site bio-surveillance 
•Cataloging and iriitial evaluation of site
specific data sources, including active 
surveillance 
•Special ized site-specific detectors 
•Prototype surveillance system 

•Initial evaluation of detector technologies 
•Leverage environmental data for baseline 

Objectiv'es and Performance Goals 

•Validate data sources against ground truth 
•Lag studies versus physician office visits 

•Validate detection algorithms 
•Evaluate on real and synthetic data 

•System for real-time access to heterogeneous 
data sources 
•Leverage multi-modal data sources to improve 
precision of bio-survei llance 

Programmatics 

•Ongoing: Evaluation of non-traditional data 
sources. Evaluate in both site/non-site contexts. 
•Ongoing: Development and testing of detection 
algorithms with real and synthetic data . 
•6/03: Deployable site surveillance infrastructure. 
Begin deployment to candidate sites/bases. 
•I 2/03: Model environmental effects on disease 
processes. 

Technical Approach: Main Results 
j ~

~~ .. 
~ . . .. .. . . 
•".c-•J'11 

• Site-specific prototype bio-surveillance system 
Comprehensive active and passive monitoring of site-specific non
traditional data 
In conjunction with regional and environmental traditional and non
traditional data 
Establish single and multi-channel detectors for early anomaly 
detection 

• Implications: 
- Appl icable to sites with a captive population (such as military sites) 

• Validation: The prototype system has been validated by using 
IBM T. J . Watson Resear ch Center (located in Yorktown and 
Hawthorne, New York) as the surrogate site 
Medical insurance claims (SDI) for Westchester County as "ground 
truth" 
BioWar attack scenarios 

.· 
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~ Technical Approach: New Ideas 

• Methodology 

(l)
!i':'~'"'?'~ 

~ . :.itl¥:'~ :. 
· ~~·· 

·.£1"•£•"1 

- Site-specific simultaneous active and passive surveillance 
- Use of real time environmental data in preparing the 

baseline of disease modeling 

• Data gathering 
- Active surveillance (survey), outgoing phone, outgoing web 

logs, and attendance characterize worksite 

- Automatic car counting through surveillance video 

• Advanced Analytics 
- Detectors: Proximity based, Holt-Winters, directional, 

differential, adaptive threshold, incremental clustering 
- Privacy: Extended k-anonymity model to allow more flexible 

anonymization 

.~~!i~.'~ ~" · , . .. " - ·- ~ . . . 
y ...... 

EpiSPIRE for Site Specific Bio-surveillance 
•Comprehensive catalog of all site-specific data sources 

O~ff 

Maps 

mographi'!----+l<tll 
Info 

DEM 

Hydrology 
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n Reverse Engineering of Human Behavi~ 
~from Information Integration ~ 

metaphor 

concept 

c 
semantic :§ (QC, 

.;§.c 
c,O 

feature 

raw 

capture 

~ 
~ 
.0 
co ~ 

& 

heterogeneity 
Structured Semi- Non-
(relatlonal) structured structured 

(XML, HTML) (Text, image, 
video, audio) 

~ Technical Approach: ' ~ · . 
'W Event/ Alert Generation- System View 

t~ 
~ 

•u.tef11 

'• 
vent/ Anomal 

Detection 

,, __ ____,.! Ontologyl 
~anageme' 
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TechnicalA.pproach 
Model-based Anomaly Detector 

•Alert generation through monitoring 6f data sources 

lndexin 

Event 
Detection Detection Detection 

Model-based Anomaly Detection 

Technical Approach: 
Non-traditional data sources 

Intelligence Biosensors Nontraditional Traditional 

Feature 
Definition 

Event 
Description 

~ 
Environmental Human Behavior Nontraditional Uses 

Temperature 

- Precipitation 

_ Wind speed, 
direction 

- Pollution 

Survey 

- Attendance 

- Web queries 

- Phone calls 
' 

- oTC medications 
- uiility 

- Cafeteria 

Cough 

- Newsgroups 

Lab tests 

Prescription 

Medical 

Diagnoses 

10 
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~ Sensitivity and Latency of Data 
~ Sources ... _ ... "" . ., 1 ~ .. 

!i""'""'~ 
~ 

• Size of detectable outbreak at Watson (with 
99°/o confidence): 4-10°/o of site population, 
depending on data source 

• Leading early indicators for site-specific 
surveillance (validated during winter 2002): 
- Active surveillance (survey): 3 days 

- Phone records: 4 days 

~ N~ntradi~ional Data Sources: 
~ Active Surveillance · 

• Hypothesis: 
- A disease outbreak at a worksite 

(or the surrounding community) 
can be detected through active 
surveillance 

• Methodology: 
- Regularly survey employees at 

IBM Watson worksite, asking 
them to self-assess their health 

- If feeling ill, employees describe 
symptoms 

• Validation Strategy: 
- Lag study between survey ' 

illness level and medical 
insurance claims (SDI) for 
surrounding area 

- Peak correlation of .82 suggests 
survey provides three days of 
lead time over doctor visits 

- ,. ........ 
""" 

I·· / 
/ 

:r 
\ 

\ 

$'11•C•rf' 

. . 

11 
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Nontraditional Data Sources: 
Worksite Attendance 

• Hypothesis: 
- A disease outbreak at a 

worksite (or the surrounding 
community) can be detected 
by monitoring worksite 
attendance 

• Methodology: 
- Use badge entry system to 

monitor worksite attendance 
at IBM Watson site 

• Validation strategy: 
Lag study between worksite 
attendance level and medical 
insurance claims (SDI) for 
surrounding area found no 
significant correlation 

- Conclusion: Worksite 
attendance appears to be 
insensitive to mild illness 

--'----~~~~~~~~~~~~~--' 

O• t• 

Nontraditional Data Sources: (I)·~~ 
Firewall Server Logs 

Hypothesis: 
- Occurrences of d isease 

outbreaks can be detected 
through the mining of the proxy 
server log traces 

• Methodology: 
Use proxy logs to monitor web 
accesses. 

- Identify a set of destination IP 
addresses which correspond to 
medical websites. 
Additional specificity may be 
available with full URL logging. 

• Validation Strategy: 
Lag study between medically 
related web accesses and 
medical insurance claims (SDI) 
for surrounding area was 
inconclusive. 

. :Jr.~· . 

I) ...................... .......... ............. ... . . . . ... . . 

; 

I) ••• ' 

I 
§" '"" . .... . .................... .... ............ .. . 

'4 .....••• 

... 

. . . . 

,_, 
Ol!t 

:&f•t•"' 

.. 
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g Nontraditional Data Sources: @ . 
~ 

Phone Records 
. 

At-<•"' .. . Hypothesis: '!I 
- Disease outbreaks will be ,., ~.,,.. .... •,v. . - Iv I J 

detectable in the number of calls r' i 1' \ J ' 

(callers) to medical facilities in the r 
., \{ I .. I 

geographical area around I 
'.r./\ 

impacted work sites. - I 
I 

• Methodology: ~~ "1 

- Monitor phone calls to medically 
• ~7- I ~l,J"f°'v\,...,..1 

I .. --
related phone numbers from IBM \ -=-~ ,._, 

i,:; - - - .. - ... - ~ 

Watson site. ""'• 
Validation Strategy: '" 

l ... - e.. . .. -
' . .----

l ... ~~ ' - Lag study between callers to ,..-~ ' .. / ' 
medically related numbers and 
medical insurance claims (SDI) for 

.. 
surrounding area 1·· - Peak correlation of .72 suggests 
survey provides four days of lead ·- ' 

' time over doctor visits OU 

' ... . . . ; ; ; -;--.. 

Nontraditional Data Sources: 
Cafeteria Data (Jan-Mar, 2002) 

120 ---r- -~ 

100 
. l 

~1 - I :A 00 "' L II I 
u I \I J 

II 
J YI ' 

, .. ,_ 
I 

.a 

10 

~ • : ~ ~ - " X ; t ; a ; I ~ i ; I 

soup 

Total beverage 
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• $ +---""--'"--·- "'-
•o +-~-··-· -·-···---·-·--· ---+----1 
>S +----'~" ---------· -+-----1 
30 +-------~----*-~~~ 
2$ +-,--~-----·-+-----....,..++-o-+~ 
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I'll " . . ... . 

Fresh frui1s 

•' 

... , 
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IS 
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Nontraditional Data Sources: 
Cafeteria Data (Jan-Mar, 2002) 

•correlation is weaker than for our ... -7--...... - ..... -·._ 
\ I =-other data sources (.66). , ,1,..). v' "· 

•We consider the lag study to be "" '>! /'.,,, " V···'\" ! 
inconclusive, as the largest peak in .,. ,, \,..., / 
correlation is found at 19 days, J 

1

i" , r;·\ 
which is beyond what we believe to f ,.. 1 

'. 1J \ 
i 

1
\ ,..~..! I 

be reasonable. a ,~. "'· \ \[ 'L'''\ 

Nontraditional Data Sources: 
Utility/Cafeteria Data 

• Hypothesis: Occurrences of 
disease outbreaks can be 
detected through the mining 
of the utility and cafeteria 
transactions data 

• Methodology: 
- We have obtained access to 

the utility data of Watson 
• Electricity 
• Water 
• Sewage generation 
• Cafeteria transactions 

• Validation Strategy: 
- The data will be correlated 

with medical insurance 
claims (SDI) 

25 -f--ifttr-tt·~;t:-~~li-.ltn-

2 tf-<ffftll-ilttH'tl--fi 
1 s fHltlH-flllH!I 

05 

o ~-...-;;;;;:s;;;m;;;;:=r;;; 

- i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 5 z ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ § 

1 5 

05 

0 

Sewage (2001111-2001/ 12) 

- ~ ! a ~ ~ t ~ i 1 ~ ~ 1 i ~ ~ ~ ~ a 

17 

Sewage (200210 1-2001 /02) " 
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n Nontr~ditional D~ta Sources: 
~ Surveillance Audio . · ~

f>'.":"''~~fb 

~ ·~· · ·-- ... . . . 
·Jl•t•ff' 

• Hypothesis: using audio data collected at public 
gathering to predict the well being of the population 
and the potential disease outbreak 

• Methodology: 
- We have collected audio data at public gathering locations 

including lobby, cafeteria, and seminar 

• Validation strategy: 
- Although we have verified the technical feasibility of cough 

detection, its usefulness limited by: 
• Very low frequency of coughing 
• Difficulty in distinguishing individuals 

tr;Ja Nontraditional Data Sources: 
~ Video Surveillance Auto Monitoring ' 

• Hypothesis: video 
sources can be used to 
augment the badge data 
(people leaving facility) 

• Methodology 
- Collect streaming video 

of the webcam of 
vehicles leaving site 

• Validation Strategy · 

-· • _:..., 'f" , • r._~ ·~._, 

: . 
~ 

. . 

- we will validate the 
feasibility of extracting 
traffic volume from 
streaming video • 
completed Inbound 

(AIM) 
Outbound Precision 

(AIM) 

Clip004 2417 106/95 106/100 91.3"!. 

Cllpoo7 3856 33/32 45/44 97.4"/o 

Clip021 5460 143/143 62/65 98.6"!. 

Total 11733 2821270 213/209 96.7"!. 

19 

20 
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Nontraditional Data Sources: 
Environmental Model 

• Objective: 
- To establish the impact of 

environmental variables on 
disease 

• Environmental data: 
- ongoing progress of collecting 

satellite images, 
- EPA readings of air pollution, 

and 
- weather station measurements 

of the northeast region 
(including DC, Maryland, and 
NY state) 

• Validation plan 
- We are validating against 

medical insurance claims 
(SDI) 

,. - ·-. .. . . . ~ 

Humidity 

Nontraditional Data Sources: 
Environmental Data and Flu Cases 

Te""'°'ohn. hurridity, and CDC It.I coses 

-· .... . ..... 
=~··:. : ::-:: 

..... -··""' : :::.i 

·
10

0 10 2Q 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 

Weather data retrieved from period Nov.18, 2001 to Feb. 23, 2002, LGA, New York ., 
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Traditional and Nontraditional Data Sources@: ;j? 
SDI . · .. ·· 

lf•t•fl' 

August 2001 through May 2002 
ICD9 codes 001-139 (Infectious 
diseases) and 460-519 (Respiratory) 
NY, Pittsburgh, DC areas 
Includes anonymized patient 
identi fier, service date, process date, 
up to 4 ICD9 codes, age, gender, 
zipcode 
1.2 million claims 
SDI data covers nationwide back to 
1998 
Other 

• OTC medications 
• National coverage, store level 
• I day lag 

• Lab tests ordered 
• National coverage, by zip code 
• 1-3 day lag 

• Prescription medications 
• National coverage, by zip code 

• Near·real·tlme possible 

Westchester County 

Time line for advanced detection of anomaly 

Symptoms 
Incident Symptoms show on a First person Multiple persons 
outbreak show on the number of checked into checked into 
zero time first person persons hospital hospital I 

[Sch~~uledISch~uled Sch~~uled Sch~~uledISch~~uledISch~uled Sch~ul 
mmmg mmmg mmmg mmmg mmmg mmmg IJlmmg 

Sch~~uled1 
mm mg 

~ 
( Alert ] 

Generated 

Outbreak 
declared 

~ 

~ 

unusual and uncl<plainable trend 
Possible advances an 

time instani for warning 

23 

I 
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gDetectors 

Combination signature detector: Builds model of multi-channel 
attack signature 

- Supervised approach 
Adaptive Threshold: Forecast normal behavior, alarm on sufficient 
deviation 
- Unsupervised approach 

Site detectors: Detect departures from normal tracking behavior 
between sites 
- Unsupervised 
- Outperformed our general detectors on BioWar si te attacks 

Fusion detector: Combines two or more detectors into a single alarm 
- Combined combination signature and adaptive threshold detectors in 

August Challenge: slighUy outperformed both 
Stadium attack detector: Detect signature of attack that disperses 
throughout an area 
- Unsupervised 
- Not used in August Challenge 

g AMOC Curves for August Challenge 

AMOC CUNH tor Ail Chetenge Sets 

'.! 

~.:F ' 

l 12 . 

,. ~ 
10 

- Supervised t.Mlh ER 
- U~sed with ER 

18 . - Fusion 
- Supervised 

200 
Un5\.C)Ol'\o'6s~ 

" s e & s 10 
Fltle AMrm Re'• (0.if)") 
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g Privacy Protection Techniques ~ 
~ 

•Jt•teff' 

IRB for active surveillance 

Data sharing agreement with SDI as well as data providers for SDI 

Anonymization of survey, phone and proxy log 
A new privacy module has been developed and used 

- Extended k-anonymity model based techniques 

Usage based metrics: Tailor information loss due to anonymization 

- e.g., anonymized table used for predictive modeling 

Allow more flexible generalizations 

- Intervals for numeric attributes, multi-level generalizations using taxonomy tree 

Aggressive exploration of solution space using genetic algorithm framework 
- Minimize loss metric while satisfying anonymity constraint 

- Applied prototype to survey 

k=10 (specified at survey subscription) 

Retained 4 attributes 

- Age (<46, rest), Children (yin). flu shot (yin), work place (haw/ykt) 

- 28 out of 387 suppressed 

- Applied prototype to SDI data with k=1000 
Our flexible anonymizalion produced abstractions adapted to the characteristics of patients 
in various zip codes and age groups 

- e.g., Zip code abstractions 0070xx (had 10464 patients). 04451x (had 2100 patients) 
27 

@objectives and Perfof!l!ance Goals (l)~
f,~':'"'~ . . 

~ . ' .. . . . 
'Jin•"' 

• Key Progress Measures 
Data Sources: Which data sources show promise 
in anticipating disease outbreaks? 

• We have used lag studies versus ground truth (physician 
office visits). 

Detection algorithms: Which algorithms can 
detect an attack early with minimal false alarms? 

• Synthetic data (BioWar): attack detection, localization 

• Real data: evalwate non-attack behavior of detectors 
• Combined real/synthetic data 

.· 
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Objectives and Performance Goals: 
Key deliverables 

• System: 
EpiSPIRE 

• Prototype anomaly 
detection system 

• Availability: end of year 

• Data products: 
- Environmental data for the 

entire northeast region of 
us 

Infrastructure Modules: 
- Detectors: 

• Single and multi-channel 
anomaly detectors 

• Availability: now 

- Privacy module 
• Availability: now 

- Application Roaming 
Framework: 

• Availability: now 

High spatial and temporal 
resolution temperature and 
moisture 

- Multiple Abstraction· Level 
Mining (MALM) of time series: 

• Availability: now 

Availability: now - Video car counting module: 
• Availability: now 

0 Accomplishments 

- Information exchange: 
• Availability: now 

• Comprehensive study of site bio-surveillance 

(i)
f!~. 

~ . . ·-· .. . . . . . . 
.sun-•"' 

- Catalog and initial evaluation of site-specific data sources 
- Specialized site-specific detectors 
- Prototype site surveillance system 

• Detectors developed 
- Initial evaluation using synthetic and real data 

• Privacy protection system 
- Extended k-anonymity technique 

• Described in: V. Iyengar, "Transforming Data to Satisfy Privacy 
Constraints", in KOO 2002 

• High resolution real-time environmental data made 
available for baseline modeling 

15 



Accomplishments: 
Lessons Learned & Transition Opportunities 

Full support from the parent 
organization is of paramount 
importance - and fortunately we 
do have full support from IBM 
It is easy to underestimate the 
waiting period for going through 
IRS 
- It took us 3 full months from the 

initial requests to get approval 

Establish vehicle(s) for sharing 
technologies with other projects 
could take a very long time 

- It took us 6 full months to 
establish JSA with JHU/APL 

Bridging data on paper and 
electronic data is painful 
- It took me a whole weekend to 

enter the cafeteria data 
manually 

• Collaboration with local health 
facilities is more difficult than we 
think 

Q Programmatics 

• Project Plan 

• Who has Committed to 
Using 'it in the Future? 
- JHU/APL ESSENCE II: 

• environmental data, 
• shape based detectors 

(MALM), 
• web event detector 

- Mellon-Pitt 
• Environmental data 
• Video based car counter 

- Veridian 
• Privacy module 
• Cough counter 

• What Other Opportunities 
are there? 
- Profile detector 
- Differential detector 
- Environmental data 
- Privacy module 

- Ongoing characterization of nontraditional data sources 
versus gold standards 

• Evaluate promising data sources in non-site contexts 

- Ongoing development and evaluation of detection algorithms 
• Evaluate on real and synthetic data 

- Ongoing development and testing of site surveillance 
prototype 
6/03: Deployable site surveillance infrastructure 

• Begin deployment to candidate sites or bases 

12/03: Develop model of environmental effects on disease 
processes 

,, 
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~ Programmatics: 
~ Additional requirements, Evolution, and Collaboration fl)

"~':""?~ 
~ . :~ . .. 

·~~~· 
'llR•r" 

Additional data sources 
(optional) 
- Animal data of metro NY 

(working with Dr. McNamara) 

Ontology (both qualitative 
and quantitative) 

- For defining temporal, spatial, 
and spatio-temporal "trends" or 
"patterns" 

Project Evolution 
- Focus on site-specific 

surveillance 
• IBM Watson site is 

selected to emulate captive 
population scenarios such 
as Pentagon, military 
bases and other military 
facilities 

- Active surveillance being added 
as part of our project since the 
kickoff meeting 

Collaboration with other 
- JHU/APL: 

joint study agreement to 
delivering technologies for 
validation 
Jointly define evenValert data 
structure for communication 

- Veridian: 
• Cough counting 

- Mellon-Pitt 
• Plan to share video car 

counting tool (through 
alphaworks) 

Collaboration with other 
Testbeds 

- NASAESIP 
- CDC 
- IBM Sphinx: Spatial Health 

Information eXchange 

Other potential funding 
source(s) 

- NIH 33 
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The ESSENCE II Bio Surv~. i.llan~e ·System 
Pl: Joe Lombardo, JHUAPL "· CO-P.I: · LTC Julie Pavlin DoD_GEIS 

,;,.•. 

Technical Approach 
Shared 

Information Hypothesis Non-Traditional 
Sources Acquisition Space Rapid Analysis 

Privat{~~ 

Public{.___ __ __. 

Privacy 
onymlt 

& 111111 ... , 

Accomplishments 

.~.- - . -

Situation 
Estimation 

& 
Attack 

• Operational deployment to global military health officers 

& local health departments 

• Work with local health departments and health care 

agencies to use the technology for local exercises. 

• Spatial I temporal outbreak detector development 

• Automation of the collection and archiving processes 

• Begin the process of transitioning the DARPA technology 

to the DTRA and PEOCBD programs. 
·', 

Objectives and Performance Goals 
• Provide the capability to identify abnormal health 

state due to release of pathogen days before traditional 

methods 

• 2417 autonomous surveillance, early detection & warning 

• Integrate across military & civilian non-traditional data 

sources to identify abnormal health conditions 

• Provides quantitative measures needed for a rapid 

response for both military and civilian public health officers 

Progra, ........ ,.. 

Component 
Development 

ConceptualJ 

1 
---------

Doslgo I s..,,,.;1~0~ 
Full Scale~ I 

De'<lopme~ 

Demo 
Simple 

Prototypes 

ance • 
Evaluation 1 

NoO:-faciTtJOnaf! 
l>Jl1~~~Q!Li 

System 
Development 

FV03 

Operationa 
Deploymen 
NCA&AB 

Operational 
Evaluation I 

Mods 

Transition 
to other 

cities 

FV04 

Hypothetical 
Event 

Exercises 
'< 
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Traditional 

Nursing home 

Non-Traditional (clinical) 
Lab test requests 
Emergency room 
Civ. I Mil. electronic claims 
Prescription medications Mil./Civ. 
Nurse hotline Mil. I Civ. 
Electronic vital signs 
Animal Health Vet. Hosp./Clinics 
ME (Unexplained Deaths) 

Acquired daily and used for surveillance 
Acquired, but not used in daily surveillance 
Previously acquired and analyzed, but should be revisited 
Acquired but not analyzed 
Analyzed, but not currently used for surveillance 
Trying to acquire 

Non-Traditional 
Absenteeism 
Over the counter meds 
Poison center calls 
Metro rider sh ip 
TV viewing 
Health care websites 
Video surveillance 
Wildlife Centers 
Animal Auctions 

. . 
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Hospitals 
r--- ----- -------------- ----------- ---- --

I 
I 

Electronic 
Medical Records 

Capture , 

Automated 
Surveillance Query 

ER Chief Complaint 

~ - - -- - ---- - -- - --- - -- - -- ----------------- -

I 

' 

Secure 
FTP 
Site 

r- - - - - - - -- - -, 

Hosp. 
Dir. 

Sufficiently 
De-Identified 

Data 
Elements 

ESSENCE II r----------------------------------1 
Users 

Outbreak 
Detection 

Algorithms 

D 

D 
Automated 

Coding 
Process 

O> 
c 
·c CJ) 
co Q) 

..c "(3 
(f) ::.:: 
co 0 ....... a_ 
co 
0 

I 

I r-- -------- -- --- ---, 
I I 
I I 
I I 

:Encrypted : 
: E-Mail 
I 

I 

State 
Health 
Dept. 

i , County 

[~Health 
: : Dept. I 
I 

I 
I 

~ 
I 
I 

: Hospitals 
I 
I 

- . : 
• I 

Sufficiently 
I 

Anonymous- ----------------
I 

Data 
----------------------------------· Elements 
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Alternative National· 'D.ata .Sources 
,·-";;>c-·: I "-:--· . 

Eva I uati.ofi-1 ·· 
:-.. 

1) Surveillance Data Inc. (Prescription claims, Physician Office Claims) 

2) Quintiles Transnational (Prescription claims, Physician office claims, ER Data) 

3) WebMD (Prescription claims, Physician office claims, click stream data etc.) 

4) HMO's (hotline calls, PO claims, Hospital Claims, Prescription claims, Labs, Imaging, 

Click stream, Patient demographics & history) 

ISSUES: 

Value of national data sources for non-traditional health indicators for real-time 
Surveillance? 

a) Timeliness 
b) Coverage for jurisdiction of interest 
c) Privacy and dual coverage 
d) Contractual arrangements to obtain continuous data stream 

6 



Privacy Addre$,se.d .~y~ CIVIU's 
Reasonable ·Ca'ti~e~:.Model 

Levels of identifiability matching detection status 

Sufficiently de-identified 

Identifiable 

Datafly ldentifiability 0 .. 1 
' 

Unusual activity , 

Suspicious activity 

Detection Status 0 .. 1 7 



Algorithms are broken down by temporal & spatial features: 
Temporal , Spatial 

Automated Exponential Weighted Spatial Odds Ratio 
currently in use Moving Average (EWMA) 

' Auto Regressive 

Manual applied EWMA&AR .Sat Scan 
- single source 

Early Aberration - multiple source . 
Reporting System (EARS) 

In development Multivariate Improved source integration 
- regression Spatial source estimation 
- process control models 

Note: Algorithms are currently tuned to data streams from the NCA & ABQ 

·' I 8 
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Temporal Performa·nce Again-sfABQ Data 



Improved Clu$~·er Recognition 
Using M~lti.ple-·so.urces 

Non-significant cluster in 
analysis with PO visits only 

#observed= 14, #expected= 4 
p-value = 0.093 

Significant cluster found: 
PO visits + anti-:flu sales 

Visits: #obs = 40, #exp = 25.5 
Sales: #obs = 60, #exp = 34.4 

p-value = 0.001 
10 



Non-Traditional 
Sources 

OTC Sales 

Situation Estimati:onrApproach 
.. 

Web sites 

Mitap 
Phannacy School 

Weather! I Chain Board 
Promotions Info 

a , Data Streams NT Residuals 
Absenteeism 

PO Visits 

~I 
Etc. 

I ~ 
Source 

Estimation 
Models 

I ~ 

ESSENCE II Situation Assessment View 

~--rt.'ei~ 

..._~~"~· . - ~ ""· . ~. ~ - • "! .. ·,1 
t • . . . . .. 
~ 
.su~ff' 

Integrated 
Spatial 

Anomaly 
Detector 
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Seasonal Trend' Removal 
' . - ~ - ·' ~ 't,.. ~ .. ; :, • 

PO Visits / IC.09 Co.des 
.•. 

Standard Normalization Seasonal Trend Removed 

Billing Codes 

04101I02 

07/81102 

1GJG1102 

• ... 

Z.A 

ACUTE URI 
·...u&.TIPlE 
SITE'S 
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Attack Characteriza.tiOri·-·Approach 

Raw & Processed 
NT Data 

GIDEON 

c ! 

Rapid Investigation Toolset 

Transport I 
Dispersion 

Models 

'.~ - ... :..!_.&.: . .. ' • ~ •• -

-
-·-·- . -.""" 

... ....... l".t ... u.:t::.t 
..,., ... a...w~;-!Jrr,.--- -·· 

Bio Wars 
SIM 

Integrated View of Situation Predictions 

Epidemiologist's 
Experience & 

Judgment 

~
Completed 
In development 
Supplied by others 
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Performamce~ l:s·sues 

What is working and what is not? 

Working: 

1) Collaboration with DoD-GEIS & local health departments 
2) Interest in transitioning technology to other DoD programs & CDC 
3) Developing an understanding of how to conduct surveillance 

with non-traditional data sources. 

What is not: 

1) It is difficult to perform development and conduct surveillance 
at the same time. 

2) BioWars as an evaluation tool is not working well 

Needs Improvement: 

1) Collaboration with other investigators both on the ESSENCE II 
team and on other teams. 

2) Capture and continuity of data sources 
15 



Perform·anee,.. lss·u.es 

Non-Traditional Data: How Much Earlier? 

Function of the length of time between disease onset and acute phase! 
Average of 5 MD Counties 

1.8 . ---- ~- __ , 
- OTC-Flu 

1.6 ' 
- ER Visits-iii 
- PO Visits-in 

1.4 -
rlJ ... 
= = 1.2 . c 
u 
= 1 · ~ 
Q,> 

~ 0.8 -~ c 
Q,> - 0.6 -Q. ·-... on hand -= 0.4 f ~ Stocking up 

0.2 -

0 ' 
09106/01 10/26/01 12/15101 02103102 03125102 05/14102 07103102 08/22102 16 



ESSENCE II Acco-lnpli_sh,m·ents FY02 
~· 

What Has Been Accomplished So Far ? 

1) Performing surveillance for the NCR & world wide using technology 
developed under this program. 

2) Gained significant support and collaboration with the local public health 
jurisdictions. 

3) Assessed the value of different non-traditional data sources as early 
Indicators of disease. 

4) Surveyed prevailing laws and liability issues in~erent in sharing 
non-traditional data sources and developed anonymity tools to reduce 
privacy risks and liability. 

5) Have demonstrated the ability to identify naturally occurring outbreaks 
using the DARPA technology. 

6) Have acquired new data indicator sources including the development of 
seeds for a national animal surveillance network. 

7) Developed new visualization and drill down user interface for military 
surveillance. 

8) Developed and implemented improved temporal & spatial detectors: 

9) Matte significant progress in automating the collection and archiving of 
daily indicator data. 
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Further Evaluati:<>-n~~:~Plans 

.. 

Maryland Health Department Blind Evaluation 

Synthetic 
Outbreaks 

Large 
Medium 

& s.- MD User 
Evaluation Team 

1 
NCA I q f.\ c=) ESsENcE ~ ESSENCE I q IR rr 

Data Streams \:!:.) Archive \r--V Processes epo ing 
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FY03 P]ans 
·' 

1) Acquire automated HIPAA approved data sources in real-time 

.. ~~A!!i'./.J: 

~ 
~ 
.SJiwtef'f' 

2) Determine performance of existing algorithms against BioWars data 

3) Analyze existing sources to develop models for the SE module 

4) Determine the impact of real-time capture on existing system 
processes 

5) Continue the development and integration of temporal & spatial 
detectors to improve the alerting time and false alarm rates 

6) Assemble the components needed for evaluation of SE and 
attack characterization modules 

7) Continue the integration of components into a deliverable ESSENCE 11 
system for NCA users 

8) Continue daily surveillance of NCA data 

9) Continue to measure the performance of system components . · 

10) Work' with all of the health departments in the NCA to develop a 
collaborative surveillance environment. 

19 



-~-

1) Move ESSENCE II Technology into ESSENCE I 

2) Deliver basic ESSENCE system to Maryland Health Dept. 

3) Provide ESSENCE Technology to DC Health Dept. & 
support their surveillance activities. 

4) Work with MWCOG to develop CON OPS for integrated 
NCA surveillance. 

5) Develop data sharing policies suitable for Northern VA. PH Depts. 

6) Work with the Northern Virginia Hospital Alliance 

7) Support the DTRA SDI initiatives 

8) Support PEOCBD sensor integration activities 
" I 
' 

. . 
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Bio-ALIRT Data Ontology 

Mark A. Musen 

Zach Pincus 

Stanford University School of Medicine 

December 4, 2002 

Q Ontologies are nothing new 

Supreme genus: 

Differentiae: 

Subordinate genera: 

Differentiae: 

Subordinate genera: 

Differentiae: 

SUBSTANCE 

materiar- "rmroaterial 

"" "" BODY SPIRIT 

anim~ "'inanimate"' 

""LIVING MINERAL 

sensitrv;- ""insensitive 

"" "" ANIMAL PLANT 

ratio~ "'irrational 

'"" "" /U\~ BEAST 
Socrates Plato Aristotle ... 

Proximate genera: 

Differentiae: 

Species: 

Individuals: 

!i""'""'"--"'- "" ~/. . 

.S'£r.t•ff1 

. . 



~ An ontology 

• Provides a domain of discourse for characterizing 
some application area 

• Enumerates concepts, attributes of concepts, and 
relationships among concepts, thus defining a 
structure for the application area 

• Defines constraints on relationships among concepts 

• Is a conceptual entity, that often is encoded in a 
frame-based or object-oriented representation 

g Bio-ALIRT Ontology 

r BmAl Ht f Md.111.11.t •,1.11111,1111 I b P111tcy1._· 2000 IC \WINN I \Pwl1h·~\111tu 1n\l>1·~ .. 11111\H111S JOHM VSSUIH\ll1uAl IHI M1 1,uf.1to1 C,t.md.ud I 

Project Edi 'Mldo• Hetp 

~@]if li]jJ -
f@a.-mrtiijjil'1E?MMRM 
~11:111p ~- • V C I> X : i'?.>._r>M_a_._SGur __ ce __________________ -1 

~£~1 -TH-l~-G....;:..J._...~~~~~~--',__.__&-"'-"! N.tone 

• <f) 5YSTCM·CLASS " I 
' @;o~s-t... o~SOIKCI 

@• schOOI 
@ Emotoytr Oucumen•.ttOn 
(£1 Pnarmaey Data SOUJct Is an enlltythat produces data • 
• S' Emergency_Room poclflc ally, a "data Source" ls expeclA!d to 

' f .1 1ndlvldu11_P1titnl 1oduc1a11r1am o'•maasurement:S- (atomic 
~· Schoo1_01sn1e1 ala tlaments). 
~Computer_SimulatJon 1·11011· below provide a location to enter 
(~J lnsuranct_Clalms pproprlate metadata necessary to 
@ Re1tarch_Cl1oup onlll<tualtze • dala source and provide a list 
© emergency.911 _c111_cen1e1 

f (c) Hosp1al 
©v~o1pna1 

N1m1 

-_ .... 
camtt-· v c + [---==! 

• '£1 MlllUrtd_Proptny 
@M111urem1nL8Pt<l~caaon S T1><l_N1m1 rtQulroo 1lngl1 

~ (§1 LOINC_Sptc.-!utlon_Component 
(£'1 Measurement 

CS• Oaium 

Unlqu1_101nLn1t Stt1ng ttQulrtd slnglt 
,SJLocllllon_ol_Oata_Coaewon lnslllnte s ingle 

SpecM<dons_oLMeasurtrr .• Instance mutliplt 
_s_ M111ur1m1nLStrt.am l Instance multiple 
S lnltmat Data Soun:es 1 lnslame mullpl1 

clu11s:tLoca~on} 
cJ11sts:{Meas.ureme 
c11111ss1weasurement} 
CllHU•(OaUI So1Kca) 
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~Potential purposes of the 
~ Bio-ALIRT ontology: 

• Aid Bio-ALIRT program in enumerating and 
categorizing data sources available from 
individual projects 

• Aid individual projects in building surveillance 
systems that access diverse data sources in 
a straightforward, uniform way 

• Allow diverse surveillance systems and 
diverse data sources to interoperate 

Major Bio-ALIRT ontology 
elements 

• Data sources: Entities that supply data (e.g., 
pharmacies, schools) 

• Measurement streams: Kinds of data streams 
(e.g., OTC sales, absenteeism rates) 
available from a given data source 

• Measurements: Specific data from a 
measurement stream 

• Measurement specifications: LOINC 
metadata terms for describing measurements 

3 



g An important distinctiO~ 

• The ontology defines generic properties of 
data common to all data sources and data 
streams within the program 

~··"'""~ 
~ . 

'*.fin .elf' 

. . 

• Instances of concepts of the ontology define 
project-specific data sources, data streams, 
and actual data 

~ ~io-~I~T Data Source_s Ontology 
~ 1n Protege-2000 . · 

. Projilct Edit Window Help 

iID~ ~[j] 

c :THINO" 
. ~ © SYSTEM·CLAssA 
1 ~ @ Data_Source A 
~ © Measured_Property 

© Measurement_Specificatlon 
~ © LOINC_Specificatlon_Component 

@ Measurement 
@ Datum 

i Ooc001entatioo 

:: Template Slots 

~~~ .. ':-~ ... • •. ' . t . . . 
'll•t.• '1' 

Coo 
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~ Classes of Data Sources 

Protect Edit Window Help 
~iJ!i][j]=-~~--~~~ 

(@>Classes lls 11 LW 
l Relationship Superclass • V C fl 

C :THIN()A 
<!>- @:SYSTEM-CLASS A 

~ © Data_ Source A 

©school 
@ Employer 

© Pharmacy 
© Emergency_Room 
@I 1ndlvldual_Patient 

© School_Districl 
@ Computer_Simulation 
© insurance_ Claims 

© Research_ Group 
© Emergency-911_Call_Center 

~ @Hospital 
(C)vA Hos ital 

Data Source Is an entity that produces da 
pacifically, a "data Source" ls expected to 
roduce a stream of"measurements• (ato 
ala elements). 
he "slots• below provide a location to ente 
pproprlate metadala necessary to 
ontextuallze a data source and provide a Ii 

Template Slots 

. An Instance of a Data Source ® 
Ollla PrOVilte< Name Data PrlMdar Unique ldentife 

!veterans' Mairs Hospital System I .._ls_ta_n~_or_d·_oo_• _ ___ __, 

Parctlt Data PrOlllder ~ 
-:;. Stanrord 

. -

lnCOfnal 0<!4a PHM<lerS V C + -
Menlo Park VA 
San Francisco VA 

10 
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g Each Data Source 
. 

associated with (i) IS 

number of Measurement Streams 
. 

a .SJl.r• "' 

~. - .. ·-· --·· . ... 

- " x 
·~ l e x •. . 

Data Pr!Nicter Name Data Provider Uni11uo Identifier 

jMenlo Park VA I jstanrord·002 I 
I 

i 

rv1 c·r +( - 11xf-.: ·' Specifications of Measuremetlls Produced 

Name 
,§tanforCQ VA Conditions Data Orot,Je__ . ___ ..... ---·-·· ------· . --··------···-----···-·-··--·-------··- . . 
_§_lanrord) VA DemOQ!~.P!'1C.S Q!~ ~.9UP - -----·---·--·-----··---·--·-·-··------- .. -
Stanford\ VA Encounters Data Group ·------
S!a~~A Pr~~£fiE.1i!l!l.~ Data_O!~~ __ - ---- ·- -
Sta111q~ YA...Y~~~!?~~Qr.".''L .. __ .... .. - ····- -· - --····- ---·-···-·---. .. 

Data Collection LocaUon !1 wlues) [~! c l1 •G 
Location Name 

~ddre::~~~~~~-~'.:'.>:. _____ ---·---··----··-·-·----··--··-···----··-----··--···· I 
Street llddfess Street Nan>e Cto'ss Street tlame 

I 2456781Foolhlll 81vd I 
. 

I 
CttyNaine Zip Code 

!Palo Alto I mos I 
. . •. , 

Pare1~ l)afa ProWlm Ii] c l + ~_:] 
1,p Veterans' Mairs Hospital System i 

An instance of a Measurement 
Stream ' 

I I • • . 
.~ lcHx 

Me<lSuremenl Speclficat!On Name . 
lcstanford) VA Prescriptions Data Group I 

Lo1Nc rernits1 1v@G!=-I~Jili 
Name Prone"" Measured Klnd-01-Prone"" Measu .. Time Asnect of Measu .. Scale of Measurements 

Prl?~~er ~am!_ ..••.• _. [P.r.ovider_l\lame • ext Pplnt in Time •. ~arralive Measurement 
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n 
~ 

. @ 

An instance of 

rexaHrtme 

jRl_Number 

Seate CW Measurements 

·~ Weasured in Integer$ 

t 
' ~) Menured_frooertv 

f @ Nonmedicat_Data 
• © Resource_usage 
• @> Human_9ehiMor 
• •:5'.> e>ctamal_Measure 

f <£) Medical_lnforma!ion .· 

• (f:;. Spec"'c ... Oiagnosls 
• 1E.)No_o1agnos1s 
f t]}Prescrlption_Ordered 

\f)~Numbtf 
:901spense_oa1e 
:~IOrug_IO 
i°©lngredient 
S,I Orsplay_Name 
~SJ orug_ Ouantitt 
... ~ Spec1a1_1nstruct1ons_Orven 
l~) Expl1e_Oate 
<~JSmrlly 
r?•necttd Med 
@1 tasLFlli_oa1e 
@ O,ys_Supoly 
(9 oa1ty_oou 
@ Fill_ Type 

• (§> Medical_Pratlice_lnformatlon 
f t?i Oemoo11phlc_1nrormaton 

(t) Resh:lence_Zip_Code 
(t?) Work·School_lip_Code 
cg•Aoe 
tf)Gender 
.@ Pr9"1out_Loc auon_ztp_ Coda 
(£1 Social_Security_Number 

·:9 Vnique_IO _Number_(Not_othelwln_idenllfvln.g) 

i:?> Oate_of_Slrth 
.~. -

Potential purposes oftne 
Bio-ALIRT ontology: 

• Aid Bio-ALIRT program in enumerating 
and categorizing data sources available 
from individual projects 

• Aid individual projects in building surveillance 
systems that access diverse data sources in 
a straightforward, uniform way 

• Allow diverse surveillance systems and 
diverse data soorces to interoperate 

13 
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C Advantages to the Bio-ALIRT 
~ program {· --~ ..... \: .. , 

(l)
!j~~Ve/!/~ 

~-~" .: : , .. .. ' 
•&1.r.•"' 

• Common location for enumerating available data 
sources in machine-processable form 

• Common language for describing nontraditional data 
sources, for which no standards currently exist 

• Extensible framework for incorporation of new data 
descriptions as new surveillance targets are identified 

• Use of metadata consistent with LOINC standard 

• Ability to translate conceptual ontology contents into 
a variety of syntaxes (e.g., NEDDS) 

15 

~ Potential purpos~s of the 
W Bio-ALIRT ontology: ~~~: : 

~~ 
'll•t•"' 

• Aid Bio-ALIRT program in enumerating and 
categorizing data sources available from 
individual projects 

• Aid individual projects in building 
surveillance systems that access diverse 
data sources in a straightforward, uniform 
way 

· • Allow diverse surveillance systems and 
diverse data sources to interoperate 

16 
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. Ontology serves as a Data Broker 

• Ontology offers a consistent interface to 
diverse data 
- Data are accessed by analytic problem solvers 

using general-purpose routines that rely on the 
ontology to map generic queries onto particular 
data resources 

- Surveillance algorithms need to know nothing 
about original, raw format of data 

• Data sources and data flow can be managed 
on an abstract level 

-- .. 0..- 1/111m1'11 C9PM ......,.._ 
- 711lD 

-

'1/ UI021:1U5 PM 
"111m1:l1:49F'M 
11/W ll2 1H950PI 
S/1 1/02 1 2l:24 PM 
11/1~l00:19AM 

~STATUS -~~-~ 
MA. J Ot _ SCOAC n • 
INOOENT_NJMEl(A "..or,. ' 
llAIE - I 'i' 
r.AU...URGCNCY •"""' 
CAU.._T"rff:_MAIH "~ ~ 
r.AU,. rm_MOOHA ........ I" 

11 

" 
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~ 
~ 

Ontology defines how data should 
be accessed from the database 

Ei!Slanford) Eme1gencv 911 Call Dala G1oup (Measu1ement_Spec1facahon) 

Measurement Specification Name 

(Stanford) Emergency-911 Call Data Group 

LOINC Term(s) 

Side ategorfcal Measure !Point In Time 

1 
GIS X·coordinate eal Number Point in Time 
GIS Y-coordinate eal Number Point In Time 
Incident ID Code ncident ID ext Point in Time 

Date - -- · -=_ ·-·~=---- __ _: --~~~[Vis it -===~ ~ale --=~=--=~-=--=-==.=;-~int_in_ Ti~~-------· 
Siie os ital Address · ext Point in Time 

rea Coding eal Number Point_in Time 

Q Data Broker AppfORch 

Original 
Data 

Relational 
Database 

Mappings 
Between Analytics 

Bio-ALIRT And Ontology 

Analytic Problem 
Solving Methods 

20 
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Use of the ontology as a mediator 
makes our s stem extensible 

• When new data come along, analytic problem 
solvers do not require any additional 
programming! Only new mappings are 
required. 

• When new analytic problem solvers are 
implemented, access to existing data sources 
is no big deal. At most, new mappings are 
required. 

Potential purposes of the 
Bio-ALIRT ontolo 

• Aid Bio-ALIRT program in enumerating and 
categorizing data sources available from 
individual projects 

• Aid individual projects in building surveillance 
systems that access diverse data sources in 
a straightforward, uniform way 

• Allow diverse surveillance systems and 
diverse data sources to interoperate 

21 
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Evaluating Alternative Analytic 
Problem-Solvin Methods 

PSM • Problem-Solving Method " 

Possible approach for next year's 
challen e roblem 

• Use ontology to mediate between analytic 
methods and data streams 
- For each group, compare performance of that 

group's analytic method(s) on some standard set 
of data streams 

- For each group, compare performance of that 
group's analytic method(s) on real-world data 
streams from the other groups 

• Use this approac;h within groups to assess 
alternative analytic methods 

24 
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. Next steps for the ontology 

• Stanford will be making another round of 
revisions to the ontology in the next few 
weeks based on the group's feedback 

• All program personnel should continue to 
make suggestions to Stanford for extensions 
necessary to accommodate existing and 
forthcoming data streams 

• Projects should use the ontology to catalog 
their particular data sources and data 
streams · 

Potential purposes of the 
Bio-ALIRT ontolo 

• Aid Bio-ALIRT program in enumerating and 
categorizing data sources available from 
individual projects 

• Aid individual projects in building surveillance 
systems that access diverse data sources in 
a straightforward, uniform way 

• Allow diverse surveillance systems and 
diverse data sources to interoperate 

13 



 



Dimensionality Reduction of Multiple 
Time Series Data 

Ron .Bloom 
Veridian, Los Angeles 

Rationale for Grouping @~···· -
,~~·· 

tr.-ta"1 

• Make multivariate model building and 
prediction more tractable (reduce number of 
model parameters). 

• Improve statistics in low count rate series. 

• Simplify interpretation of input/output using 
aggregate quantities. 

• Reduce confounding due to promotions and 
shelf re-organization 

10 



Combination methods examined 

• Rational grouping according to spectral 
features (common weekly cycles). 

• Hierarchical linear aggregation based on 
correlation matrix (common seasonal/annual 
behavior). 

• Principal Component Analysis (PCA) 
(common monthly trends). 

• Aggregation according to common short time
scale behavior. 

A Candidate For Dimensionality Reduction: 
51 OTC Drug Types at Norfolk Area Exchange 

Seasonal { 
Pattern 

Common 
'Shocks' 

Seasonal { 
Pattern 

Data also contain a weekly cycle buried in these fluctuations 
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tr:!& w 

Method 1: Aggregation by Presence 
of Weekly Cycle 

0 

-5 

256 Day Power Spectrum 
Averaged Over 3 Years, Logged 

· 7 Day Period 

/ ·· • . . . / . Harmonics 

10 . 
Category 

0.5 ° 
Cycles P« Day 

Power Spectra Clearly· Resolves 
Presence/ Absence of Weekly Cycle 

60 

~#
~~'':'"'~~ 

~ . . ; ' . . ' .. 
• # •• 

$.if.r:ef11 

Colored cells show significant power at the 5% level by local F-ratio test. 

Grouping by presence or 1bs.ence of 7 01y Cycle . ' ' . . 0.05 

45 • 0.045 

40 0.04 

35 0 .035 

O.D3 

0.025 

0.02 

. ·- - .......... . 

~5~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 1 Cycle/week= } 10 I 
0.143 Cycles/day 

5 

0.1 0.11 0 .12 0.13 0.14 0 .15 0.18 0 .17 0 .18 0 .19 0 .2 

0015 

0.01 

0.005 

0 

Cycles Per Oay 

.. 
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n w 
OTC items grouped according to 
7 day cycle in purchase volume 

7 Day Cycle Present? 

Category: Yes No 
1) Pain/Fever Only 7 2 
2) #1+ Flu SS 5 0 
3) Cough DropfThroat Only 14 1 
4) #3+ Flu SS 0 1 
5) Antihistamine/Slnus/Decong. 4 3 
6) Stomach/GI 5 3 
7) Skin/Rash/Itch 0 5 
8) Child 0 1 

C::!JA Other Influences on Weekly Cycles? 
"W Some evidence for the .following: 

1. Generic drugs: more likely to show 7 day cycles . 
2. Large package sizes: less likely to show 7 day cycle. 

jj&Ja!'!//~ 
.~~· · · .. ,~ ~/. . .4 .... . . 

'll•E•ff' 

3. Total Sales: low volume items less likely to show cycle (see graph). 

Tot•• S • •• por Hem. 7-~M) Uvough 7·02 
9000r--.-.1~~~~~~~----r;;~•~=·~~.-..~1=~v~~~cle 

- 1toms with 7-0. eycle 
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~ Method 2: Seasonal Trend Grouping Using 
i;11rve11,~ 

~ 

~ Hierarchical Aggregation Algorithm 

1. Low-pass filtered data used to ca'iculate correlations with 
wavelengths longer than 90 days. 

'11•-C•"' 

2. Correlation value used to merge individual time-series in recursive 
clustering algorithm. 

3. 7 distinct groupings obtained from 51 Norfolk OTC drug categories 

Lon~wavelef9h (>90 d) l1~zero cros..Correl1Uon between Item Coctes 

15 ~ 

Cough { 1o 

Drops 
5 

~ . . ... 
· ~·· ·· ~ •...•..•• ~- . . ... ..... . . .. . .. ·-... .... ..... . . .... ··~ ·····~· = ·= . k. ~ == = == ~ : • : 
! :E~· ·= ·~·· ··:: • •• • • ... ~ · ·~·· ..... . . · ·~ .. ~ . 
==·=====·====·==· .. .... . .... . .. 

5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 

0.8 

08 

0 4 

02 

0 

-0.2 

Full matrix used to initialize recursive clustering algorithm 

. 

10 
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g 
, .. ., 

Season 

Dimensionality Reduced from 51 to 7 
on the Basis of Seasonal Correlation 

~., 

/ 
~ ,.. 

100 

F 

'- ......... ·v- "· ,-/' 
., 

'-·- '\"~ 

.• ;'''-.I 
....... v / 

Group E: Irregular; Pain, GI, 
Allergy (5). 

--....... ~ .,. Group D: Winter Peaks: Cold/ 

" 
;""''·" ' .. ,.;-" '- .. _ _,.. 

""'-·- Flu, cough drops (24 ). 
._,/"/ ' ·' 

~- ,., . Group C: Spring/Summer Peaks: : / ... r·,_ 
·"---

.. , 
Benedry1, Ibuprofen, anti-
Diarrheal (3). 

Group B: Irregular, One Spring 
Summer Peak: Various drugs (8). 

Group A- Irregular. various 

200 300 400 500 eoo 700 aoo 900 
drugs (3). 

Cloys Alter 711J99 

w Sp Su F w Sp Su F w Sp 
" 

.. ~~ 
Grouping by Seasonal Trends 

.Cl)~·---,~ ... /. . . . 
.-.. . . . . ' 

··-A ; 
1 MOTRIN TABL.ETS 2 •'S 00001 707 

15 C/S IMOOIUM AO CAPU!T 6 CT ooooesse 
17 TYU:NOL.PM CAPL.E!T2•S 0001192e 
22 TUMS ASST FL.AVORS 3 ROL.l. PACK 00013906 
31 NEX ANTACID TAB Fl.AVO RE!D 100CT 00023"'65 
BJ 
2 MCTRIN l!ILISTI!!R PK llCT 00001 769 
3 BANOAID Pl.US W/ MYCITRACIN ,6Z 00001811 
.. CALAORYL l.OTION lloz 000011127 

19 CORTIZONE! 10 CR~ 1 .311 OZ 00013008 
2B AL.eve TAB 2•CT 000229111 
32 N E!XTHIN-COATASPIRIN 100 TABS IJ00231512 
• 7 Bl!:NADRYL. ITCH ReueF STCK 1"ml 0007•711 
61 EXCEDRIN MIBRANI!: CAPL.eTS 2A CT 001~10 
c 
5 CIS EIE!NADRYL"'""LGY/C-Sl.S :HS mg 00001-

28 N ex IEIUPROFEN TAB 200M0 60 CT. 00023312 
35 Nex ....,.,,.._DIARRHl!!;llL CAPU!TS B'S 00023636 

0 
8 ~ COUOH DROPS BAGllCl!CUl!IEB 00001936 
7 CIS HALLS COUBHDROPl!I HONl!Y Ll!M 00001M2 
e CIS HAU.& COU OH DROPS l!IAO XI'• 00001""9 

.,_.,.. 

Drugs With Winter-Time Peaks 9 HALLS COUOH DROPS HONl!Y Ll!MON 00001967 
10 HAI.LISI COUOH DROPS ST>< CHl!RAY 00001-

<11 ~ COUOH DRP sn< ICI! Bl.VI! OD001W7 
12 ~COUGH DROP STI< M E!NTLYPTII 00001988 
1~ HAU..B vrTAMIN C DROPS 00001997 
1" AU<A Sl!:L..D:R N IOHT TIMI!: 201!1 00009129 
16 CIS IMODIUM AO CAPU!T B CT ~ 
16 CIS HALLS COU BHDROP BAO CHl!RRY OOOOll6CM 
111 Pl!!D~I! C°""CD LO UQ .. OZ 00011SWO 
20 CIS ROBITUSBIN OM SYRuP • oz. 00013••2 
38 Nl!X MAXS'TR NIA SINUS 2"' CAPS ~ 
37 NE>< NrTe TIMI! COLO MEOCN 10 OZ OOU23680 
3B NEX LONO I.ABT NASAL SPRAY 1 OZ ~30 
39 Nl!X TUSBIN OM COUOH SYRUP II OZ 0002-"° NI!>< NITI! TIMI! COLO CHl!RRY 100Z 0002-
"1 Nl!X SUPH EORIN Dl!CONO TABS 2""19 0002"819 
• 2 NE>< APHEORID TABS 2•-S 0002-
"3 N E!X MENTHOL. l!!UCAl..YP DROPS •O'S 000"1.000 " 
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Method 3: Principal Component 
Analysis (PCA) 

• Diagonalization of covariance matrix for 
multiple time series 

·~~~?'~ 
·~~·· 

..r:ellf' 

• Yields uncorrelated linear combinations of the 
raw data and associated variances (the 
eigenvalues of the covariance matrix). 

• If a small number of linear combinations 
dominate the overall variance in the data, 
these are taken to be the new data with 
reduced dimensionality. 

PCA of Month-Scale Variations 

Step 1: Remove weekly variation (where applicable) 
Averoge 7 day cydng group, 7/1/99 • 711/00: Shows PhHlng with Weekend 

.i ffM"11WN~-~ rrrtffmffl 
0 50 100 ' 150 200 250 300 350 

ll 

@ ... 
.. ' .. . . . 

U.-tef'f' 

·:~~~~~r~l 
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 

Conse<:Utive O.ys : 711199 • 711/00 

" 
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n 
~ 

PCA of Month-Scale Variations 
(continued) 

!j..u:>'.e/"•~ 
-:$ ""' ~ 

•..tt.i:•"' 

. . 

Step 2: Find eigenvalues of (singular) correlation matrix of consecutive 
30 day data segments 

~ -

·~l
1

i I I 
I I 1 

2 I I I I I 1 

0 I f I I I I I I I I I l I I • -

~ 10 15 20 25 30 _...._ 
F~ction of V•rianc;• ·~ed for bV Principle Componencs 

l I I I. I I. 

o & . • I I f I I I . 
o.6 • j I 

. . i I 
o.• , j I 
02 I I 

10 15 20 
PCA. N~1,c>IN014'N 

PCA analysis of does not reveal any dominant eigenvalues 
No groupings are evident for month-scale phenomenon 

PCA analysis on longer scales again 
shows seasonal grouping 

PCA analysis of 3 years of 51 dimensional OTC data with 
variation on timescales < 90 days removed 

IS 

~
~~~ .. .. . . . . . 
,,g.,.., 

16 
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~ Method 4: Aggregatio·n acco~ding to 
~ common response on short timescale (Ip

~~·':'"'~" 
~ . . . . ... ... . . ~ .. 

•&1.r.•"' 

Standardization to unit variance: highlights local transients 

Brackets show 
examples of 
transients 
common to 
multiple series 

l>J Exchonges. Drugs 1·51 
500"'":'- .,.-..... ..... -.-... -

i--------- .........---

400 ----
~-

~- --- -~ ·----- __,__::::::; - .. -
---~ --
--

100 200 300 400 500 soo 100 eoo ooo 1000 

~ 
'WI 

Days Begi<ring 7/1199 

Aggregation according ·to common 
' . 

response on short timescale (continued) 

Transient 
OTC Category: A B 

1) Pain/Fever Only 2 3 

2) #1+ Flu SS 0 1 

3) Cough Drop/Throat Only 0 0 

4) #3+ Flu SS 0 0 

5) Antihistamine/Sinus/Decong. 1 2 

6) Stomach/GI 2 2 

7) Skin/Rash/Itch 0 0 

8) Child 0 0 

Transients related to naval deployments? 

~
!>~,~~ 

~ .~ .... .. . . . . . 
.SJt.esfft 
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c 
~ Conclusions 

• Specific statistical methods can identify drugs with 
and without particular temporal sales patterns 
- Power spectral analysis can identify 7-day trends 

- Hierarchical aggregation algorithms can identify seasonal 
trends 

• Certain temporal trends were significant, while others 
were not 
- Significant: 7-day, seasonal 
- No significance: Monthly 

- Potentially significant: Short-term spikes 

Future Direction 

• Group OTC drugs using expert knowledge 

• Analyze temporal patterns within and 
between groups using the methods described 
here. 

19 
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Are Knowledge-Based Approaches 
Extensible? 

Mark A. Musen 

Stanford University 

~ Ho~ extensible a~e sofuYare· 
~architectures that .support 

i l'1· I'/ IC ·l~ c ([) 

OO~
!!~'':"e?,~ 

~ .. . . . . ..- . 
' .. 

•11·r:•"' 

.(f)~~i;::·~ .. ~/. . .. .... ... . . . 
'll•'f:•"' 

• Incorporation of alternative, modular, analytic 
problem solvers 

• Incorporation of control knowledge for 
deploying problem solvers using an explicit 
knowledge base 

• Potential for parallellization of problem 
solvers 

• Access to arbitr~ry. real-world data sources 
via a mediating ontology 

/v 



Modular Problem Solving 
Architecture 

• Allows intergration of both knowledge-based and 
statistical problem solvers 

• Facilitates application of best available method to the 
data 
- We can declare in a knowledge base (or determine 

dynamically) which methods should be used for which data 
sources (e.g., EWMA vs. CUSUM) 

• Enables controlled evaluation of different methods for 
a specific task in a larger architecture 
- We can identify influence of forecasting methods for 

individual data streams on overall system performance 

• Takes advantage of common data interfaces, 
minimizing software development 

Modular Problem Solving 

Original 
Data 

Relational 
Database 

Mappings 
Between Analytics 

Bio-ALIRT And Ontology 

Analytic Problem 
Solving Methods 

PSM i 
(Task I} 

2 



How extensible are software 
architectures that su ort 

• Incorporation of alternative, modular, analytic 
problem solvers 

• Incorporation of control knowledge for 
deploying problem solvers using an 
explicit knowledge base 

• Potential for parallellization of problem 
solvers 

• Access to arbitrary, real-world data sources 
via a mediating ontology 

• Integrates domain knowledge, data streams, 
and analytic problem solvers into a coherent 
run-time system 

• Provides dynamic control structure to: 
- Add and remove analytic problem solvers and 

data streams 

- Reconfigure data flow and problem-solver 
invocation 

3 



n Extensibility in choice and 
W deployment of problem solvers 

~ 
~ 

... Jla-t•"' 

• Each problem solver is designed to access a 
common ontology describing properties of the 
data 

• An explicit knowledge base stores 
- The capabilities of each problem solver 
- The kinds of data on which the problem solver 

might operate 
- The kinds of data that each problem solver may 

output 

• The result is a flexible, ·extensible architecture 

n Mo~ular data sources~ prob~em 
'W solving methods (PSMs), and KBs (I)

'~ .. 
... . . .. .-

' . .,.i-.ff' 

Data 
Sources 

-.+ 

/ 

\.. 

' • Problem 
Solving 
Methods 

\J 
0 ' 
0 • , 

I rJ Ej El] 
Knowledge 

Deployed 

[iJ 
System 

+ - -*.#' -

~ 
~ 
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n Current BioSTORM knowledge 
~bases 

PSM Knowledge Bases 
Domain Knowledge Bases 

• Syndrome Definitions 
• Population Modeling 
• Disease Modeling 

Control Knowledge Bases 

. Spatio-Temporal Abstraction 
·Kalman Filtering 
- Fusion 
- Normalization 

Data Source 
Knowledge Bases 

~ LJ ~ EJJ 
- 911 Data Sources 
• Clinical Data Sources 
• Absenteeism 

ment 
Control 

Knowledge 
Bases 

Source 
Data 
Streams ... 

Data Source 
Knowledge 

Bases 

.... 

- Data Sources Interfaces 
• PSM Interfaces 
• PSM Configuration 

PSM and 
Domain 

Knowledge 
Bases 

(I)~~~~ 
, . .. . . . 

ll•t•"' 

,.M. e oo u o o I 
10 
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ment 

Control Data Source 
Knowledge Knowledge 

Bases Bases 

Source 
Data 
Streams 

0 .. 

• 
~·-

Control 
Knowledge 

Bases 

Source 
Data 
Streams 

I .,, .. oe 

ment 
Data Source 
Knowledge 

Bases 

PSM and 
Domain 

Knowledge 
Bases 

0 • 

PSM and 
Domain 

Knowledge 
Bases 

0 .. 0 ., 
.... o ........ s. 
~o- y -

0 I 
" 

,~~ 

(l):iaiii::~ 
· ~~·· 

'11.t•"' 

I 
12 
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C How extensible are .software 
~ architectures that support (l)

~~':'e':~ 
~ . . . .. ... . . . 

•.il•terf' 

• Incorporation of alternative, modular, analytic 
problem solvers 

• Incorporation of control knowledge for 
deploying problem solvers using an explicit 
knowledge base 

• Potential for parallellization of problem 
solvers 

• Access to arbitrary, real-world data sources 
via a mediating ontology 

n Each problem solver contr~~utes a 
.. "chunk" to the overall solution 

Knowledge ~ Knowledge A Ej A Domain ~ Control [[i DataSource ~ PSMand ~ 
Bases Bases U LJ Knowledge c§b 

Bases Jb cfbO 

Source 
Data 
Streams 

o .. o o...__ 
~o .... o o .... Oas _... .... o ..... _ ..... 
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• 

Example: Parallelized 
Respiratory Syndrome Abstraction 

Oxygen Sa1ura1ion (sp02), 
Temperature 
Data Values . • 
•• • .. .. 

• 
t,, Time 

(a) 

..... 
••• 

0 

.. 

Temperature 

••• 

•••• 
• 

Time i_ 

G 

Abstracted (sp01). Abstracted Respiratory 
T cmpcraturc Illness Int crva ls 
Level Intervals 

Temp 

l=-- i ·~· l Elevated 
c::z:ZI ~"' '"''"" 

N0rm1J Decrtncd 

• 
t,, 

High 

~Medium 
~ 

Low 

Time: .. 

A bstractcd (sp01) 

Level Intervals - --
Time 

Abstracted Temp 
Level In tervals 

-
t,, Time 

t,, Time .. 

IS 

@~ .. ~ ·~~·· 
'llirt•ff" 

Time 

(c)Q 

Generated 
Abstractions 

Temporal I -& I 
Abstraction --
Generator 
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C Knowledge-Based Parallel 
~ Processing Architecture for PSMs 

• Each abstraction processor can be 
responsible for a single abstraction 

• Other configurations possible, however: 
- Single processor per abstraction type 

- Different processors for different parts of the 
timeline 

- Single processor per spatial region 

- Single processor per spatial region, per timeline 
portion 

~-~:-·':""~'~ . . . . 
' .. 
•Jf.r•"' 

17 

n Real-time surveillance of thousands ~ 
W of data streams requires will reguire ~ 

• Supercomputer clusters 
• Grid computing 

• "Bio-ALIRT at home" 

18 
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n Ho~ extensible are software 
~ architectures that support (l).~;i,~ 

~~~· · 
'.fl.-t•"' 

• Incorporation of alternative, modular, analytic 
problem solvers 

• Incorporation of control knowledge for 
deploying problem solvers using an explicit 
knowledge base 

• Potential for parallellization of problem 
solvers 

• Access to arbitrary, real-world data 
sources via a mediating ontology? 

g Without a mediating ontology . .. . 

1$ 

Outbreak 
Detector 

Alarm 

Central High 
Absenteeism 
Excel Files 

E-mail of 
absentee counts i---- ~ ustom parser for 
from St Loyola St. Loyola Data 

All knowledge of 
how to process 

data streams must 
be hardcoded in 

the outbreak 
detector 

lO 

10 



g Without explicit know~edge !it>':!:'."'''~ .. 
~ . . 

·if•t•'*' 

• Adding new data sources is time-consuming 
- Developers need to write a parser to deal with 

each new data source 
- Outbreak detector code needs to be changed to 

deal with each each new data source 

• Specific data analysis methods are written for 
specific data 
- No easy way to test all analysis methods on a 

given set of data 
- No easy way to test all data on one method 

Q Data Broker Approach 

Original 
Data 

Relational 
Database 

Mappings 
Between Analytics 

Bio-ALIRT And Ontology 

Analytic Problem 
Solving Methods 

21 
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n Key Points of the BioSTORM 
~ Architecture 

• Extensible mediating ontology for providing 
computational access to data sources 

• Flexible knowledge-driven problem-solving 
architecture 

• Scalable problem solving approach 

0. Ho": extensible are software 
~ architectures that support 

• Incorporation of alternative, modular, analytic 
problem solvers 

• Incorporation of control knowledge for 
deploying problem solvers using an explicit 
knowledge base 

• Potential for parallellization of problem 
solvers 

• Access to ar_bitrary, real-world data sources 
via a mediating ontology 

2• 
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• I 

·ll"•t•"' 
Q NTData ) 

Outline 

• Overview 

• 911 Call Data 

• Wastewater Data 

• Cough Detection 

• School Absenteeism 
• OTC Data 



~ 
~ 

What Are the Non-traditional Data "IJ • • · " (!.)~
!>~"'!~~ 

• • • + 

Sources? . . . 
"'--"' 

Data Sources I St1a.1 e.£D.1ta 
Real-time Population Health Detector •Jo-band 

·CHCSIADS 

I •In prOlrtSS 

Non-Traditional I Healthcare Systems I 

I I I I 
A.II.Im.al HllWID lkbll!.i!IC l'.i11a-Iudlll11aal 111~1 ~ 

·Birds •Cough detection ·911/EMS Data •Chief complaint 
•Mosquitoes •School absenteeism •Nurse help lines •Diagnoses 
•Agricultural ·OTC drug sales •E.R Syndromic Surveillance •Diagnoses - - civilian 

•Water usage •Tests Ordered •Reportable diseases 
•Wastewater •Prescriptions •Influenza Isolates 

•Unexplained deaths 

ED:!:ICllDW~Dlll 
•Pollen counts 
•Humidity 
•Allergy Index 

2 



"NT Data 

Outline 

• Overview 
• 911 Call Data 

• Wastewater Data 

• Cough Detection 

• School Absenteeism 
• OTC Data 

3 



Q Overview of 911 Data 

• All calls in the city use a common dispatch center 

• We have records for 1999 and are in the process of obtaining 
data for subsequent years . 
- Potentially available in real-time, possible lag (hours) for paramedic 

to verify or enter codes. 

Each record is for a call to 911 
- We focus on the subset requiring an EMS response 

Fields for each call include 
- Date (currently to the day, time may be available) 
- Location (street address - geo-coded to at least Block Group) 
- Urgency (3 levels) 
- Reason for call (two part code: 26 main codes. and - 10 secondary code for each 

main code) 
- Disposition (hospital patient taken to, cancelled call, ... ) 

4 



Annual Number of 911 C~lls by Main 
Call Code ' 

Uncon•clou• I un,.1pOn.tY• I Syncot» l:J:i:::::::=CJ=:::i::c::;:::::::::=rz::::::i:;:=::::c:::::::======:, 1130 

Sick (Unknown) I Other 10$8 

Falls / lndustrl•I A«lct.nla I Cuti I Bump• I Bn.11-H• p:;::::::::=:!l:!*l?l::::!!:~?:::::::::::::¢:::::z;Z::====::::i 7639 

--- BrHthing Ottriculty p:t?!i:!::!:!l~~Ell5:!:2p:C?::EC:::::;:;:::::!:::::::::::==ina. 

AaMult I Traum• 7"7 
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Ch .. t Pain I Dla.comfC>r1 / .... art ProbtM\a )::D::::::::!:::::Z:::::::ii::::;=::::J:::::=C:::;:::J5471 
•• ,,.. ... 1=z::.:::::::s:::!:::¢z:::::::;.::l:l!:!:::z=i .,~ 

Qv9rdoM I Poiaoni~ / lng1HUon l=:::::!:!::=::::::;i:=:::::;::::?!l::=4142 
Abdomln11I Pain I Back Pain j::::C:::?:::C!!::!!:¢::3:::JJl34 

Bl"ding {Noo-tttiumatic) 1~1 ! 
Strok• (CVA} / Tr•n••nt I.chemic Attack (TIA) )::=::::::?:!z::l14t1 

Diabetic 1170 ! 
Mant.1 I Emodon.I I Psychological ! 

C.rdllc Amat 
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N•urologfoa1 / H9ad Injury I AllilNd Mantal Su.tu.a 

Envlronmantal EmarganelH 
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Annual Number of 911 Calls by 
Dis osition 

- ,,_... ..... .,..,,._ ••••••111•••••m 
uc M•dkal c.nw (505 Parn .. u. Av.J •1:1mimmlll'1illli1":mm ... 2 
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n Spatial Distribution of Annual 911 
~Calls by Census Block Group 

zoo 
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Groups 
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Pwc-4 
•fl'1 
Colo 

'9' .. IMtMory' 

Respiratory 911 Calls and 'Flu' 
Admissions 

........ ,....... .. t.........,Cllt 
____ .,.,_ 
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..• 

Lagged Correlation Between 911 
Calls and 'Flu' Admissions 
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c~•·• 
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,,,. ,____ ____ ~--------~--~ .. .. 
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.... Ftwtdu• 111 ........ .ilM)t c•i. 119 ~ C•"-"I• Fti. .\dnll ......... 
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.• 

~ Observations on Relatio~sh~p Between 
W 911 Calls and 'Flu' Adnuss1ons 

• Peak correlation between series occurs when 911 
calls are moved forward -2 weeks relative to 
admissions 

• Epidemiologically plausible lead time if 
- Respiratory 911 calls may not result in transport or 

immediate admission 
- Later stages of illness and public awareness of epidemic 

increase likelihood of hospital admission for "flu" 

• Suggests 911 calls may be an early indicator of large 
scale respiratory illness in population 

• Caveat - this is only one year of data! 

IO 
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Q Next Steps in Analysis 

• Repeat analysis with additional years of data 
and daily time resolution , 

• Examine other groupings of call codes and 
urgency 

• Analyze time series by spatial sub-regions 

• Validate diagnostic codes with chart audit 

11 
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~NTData 
Outline 

• Overview 

• 911 Call Data 
• Wastewater Data 

- Test Case -- Metropolitan Milwaukee Sewerage 
District Data during 1993 Cryptosporidium 
Outbreak (-400,000 people infected) 

• Cough Detection 

• School Absenteeism 

• OTC Data 

12 
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. Cryptosporidium Outbreak Time lime~ 

Water turbidity rising 
Complaints to water works 

Waste water phosphate & ammonia decreasing I oticeable rise in ER visits 

I 

3125 3127 3/29 3/31 412 

!
pike in nursing home symptoms 

Health Department Awareness 
School absenteeism rise 

l Rise in confirmed crypto cases 
! 

4/4 4/6 4/8 4/10 4/12 

POTENTIAL LEAD TIME FROM WATER CHANG E TO HEAL TH 
DEPARTM ENT AWARENESS 

March 25-27th - Water turbidity on rise waste water phosphate & 
ammonia decreasing 

March 29th - Complaints to water works 

March 31st - Noticeable rise in ER visits 

April 3rd - Spike in nursing home symptoms 

April 5th - School absenteeism rise 

April 5th - Health Department Awareness 

April 12th Rise in confirmed crypto cases 

.• 

" 
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~ Metropolitan Milwaukee Sewerage 
~ District (MMSD) 

• Two Waste Water Treatment 
Plants 

- Older facil ity is Jones Island 
• historic port, central location 

- Newer facility is South Shore 

• Jones Island 
"Low-level" collection system 

• urban core (subsystem 7) 

- "High-level" collection system 
• urban area (subsystems 5 & 6) 

• South Shore 
Serves additional parts of Milwaukee 
and outlying municipalities 
(Subsystems 1-4) 
Diversion from Jones Island 
conveyance lines 

.. -....t-·~~ 
~'"l(.tM...-""¥'.1 .... 0 

MMSD treats sewer for all Milwaukee except for South Milwaukee. 
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n Routine Systei:i Monitoring -
- Flow & Chemistry ,,, :u"t .. 

_..,@~~~';"e/~1~ ... 
~ft •• ~ 

.... ,.__ ' ... .. ". 

'lltn•"' 

• Influent Flow 
.- Millions of gallons per day (mgd) 
- Reported separately for each collection system (until 10/96) 

- Jones Island Low-level, Jones Island High-level, South 
Shore 

• Constituent concentrations 
- Automated, composite flow-proportional sampling provides a 

few liters of wastewater representative of each 24 hour 
period (midnight to midnight) 

- Analyzed each day around 6:30 AM 
- Selected quantities related to human sanitary waste 

• Suspended solids (SS) 
• Biological oxygen demand (BOD) 
• Phosphate (Phos) 
• Ammonia (Amm) 

Influent flow before any filtering or treatment or co~positing from different 
flow lines. 

About 10 parameters usually analyzed. 

15 

Low-level, high-level, & ISS are all into Jones Island Plant. Started operating 
ISS about 4-5 months after outbreak but it took about 8 years to design & build. 
From 111190 to 10/11/96 separate analyses were performed on influent from low
level & high-level. To cut costs, after I 0/11/96 the high-level, low-level and ISS 
samples were composited and only one set of analyses run for Jones Island. 

15 



Q System Operations & ~onitoring ~
~"'-lk.. ... ~/. . ~. . . .. . . . 

ti.et•"' 

• User data including amount of use is available through billing 
records on a monthly or quarterly basis 

' 
• Jones Island has higher percentages of commercial and 

industrial users relative to South Shore 

• The downtown and surrounding area is a combined sewer area -
storm water is commingled with waste water. 

• Flow, pressures, chemistry, diversions, and bypasses are 
measured in numerous monitoring stations and other points 
throughout conveyance system 

• Environmental conditions are measured in -20 met stations, 
numerous groundwater monitoring wells and piezometers, and 
surface water monitoring stations 

This slide shows the complexity of the system & t.he abundance of data 
sources to evaluate this complexity. 

16 

Larger users have monthly use measured; smaller users have quarterly use 
measured or estimated. Billing address and sewer service area are supplied for 
1330 clients. Also some users have BOD and TSS measurements at inlet. 

Jones Island serves the more industrial area around downtown. 

Other points in conveyance system are classified as diversion chambers, 
approaches, junction chambers, open channels, flumes, tunnel, bypass, river 
measuring points, pumping stations, cutbacks, normal pipe in system and others. 

Bypasses are direct releases ofraw or partially treated sewage to rivers. 
Diversion is generally from conveyances that go to South Shore rerouted to . 
Jones Island. 

Wells & piezometers are used to measure the water table elevations. Samples 
for chemistry are also collected from wells. Flow rate or river stage (height of 
water) and samples are taken at surface water stations. I believe these stations 
af:e on Milwaukee, Menomin,ee, Kinnickinnic Rivers, Lake Michigan, and some 
creeks. 

Met stations measure mostly precipitation possibly on hourly basis, maybe 
continuously. Report this to city and state agency, Dept. of Natural Resources. 

16 



n Flow from Low and High Level Area(i) 
~ are Correlated $Al_ .... 

0 20 40 60 80 100 120 140 160 180 

Hlgh·level lnnuent, mgd 

17 

We started with Jones Island data because it was consistent through this period 
& flow rate data were available electronically. Flow data were not available 
electronically for South Shore. 

Low-flow rate, mgd is really flow rate for low-level influent. Same for high. 

17 
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Flow Increased Puring· Outbreak 

Influent Weekly Flow · Oct 92 through Sept 93 

Normalized to zero mean and 
w1it standard deviation for S 
mo. baseline Crom 7 Oct 92 
through 23 Mar 93. 

-+-High level ....,... Low Level 

1113 12/J 12129 1126 2123 3/23 4/20 5118 6/15 7113 8/ 10 917 

Day of year 

~(i.)'*!O~e/:~<' ""·· . ·"' . . .. . . . 
.,,.t•"' 

Initial look indicates that flow is 1.5 to 7 SDs (low-level system) and 0.8 to 4+ 
(high-level-system) higher than the mean for the 4 weeks during outbreak. 
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n Precipitation was· Hig:p during 
~ Crypto Outbreak . 

High-Level Influent & Airport Rainfall 
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Example of major confounding factor is precipitation. Shows clear affect of 
rainfall on influent to the Jones island high-level feed. 
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~ E~amine Load or "Mass" ~ssociate~ 
~ With Measured Concentrations ~ 

• Multiply flow rate times measured 
concentration for: 
- Suspended solids (SS) 

- Biological oxygen demand (BOD) 

- Phosphate (Phos) 

- Ammonia (Amm) 

• Separate calculations for high level and low 
level influent 
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~SSMasses 
- InOuent SS Weekly Mass - Oct 92 through Sept 93 
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Suspended Solids: High-Level mass is .8 to 2.5 SDs lower, low-level .4 to 2.4 
higher during outbreak 

Avg. suspended solid concentration * avg flow for that week. 
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Low-Level BOD mass decreased 
during outbreak 

Influent BOD Weekly Mass - Oct 92 through Sept 93 
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Biological Oxygen Demand: High-Level mass is 2 to 3 SDs lower, low-level .2 
to higher .8 lower during outbreak 

More storm water in low-level than high-level. 
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High-Level Phosphate Mass 
Decreased During Outbreak r!i)~
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Influent Phosphate Weekly Mass - Oct 92 through Sept 93 
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Phosphate: High-Level mass is 2.2 to 5 SDs lower, low-level is slightly lower to 
1.5 higher during outbreak 
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Low-Level Ammonia Mass 
Decreased During Outbreak 

Influent Ammonia Weekly Mass - Oct 92 through Sept 93 
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Ammonia: High-Level mass is 5.5 to more than 9 SDs lower, low-level 1 higher 
to 1 lower during outbreak 
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nHig~-~ev~l Flow ~te Incre~es with~ 
'W Prec1p1tation but Highly Vanable ~ 
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Dally Precipitation, 0.01" 

High precipitation affected flow rates but with some variability (not straight line 
fit). And shows that rainfall does not greatly affect total mass loadings of 
chemical parameters . 
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Q Observations of Rainfall Effect 

Based on Three Months of 1993 (Feb-April) 

High and Low Flow Rates 

• Both increase with precipitation, with high variance (three months) 

Correlations of "mass" with precipitation 

• SS -- slight increase 

• BOD -- no apparent correlation 
• Phosphate -- no apparent correlation 

• Ammonia -- little correlation, may have slight decrease 

Rainwater does seem to affect flow rates but does not appear to 
significantly affect the mass. 

,. 

"Use of mass" because the mass is the flow rate x concentration rainfall should 
not have major affect on it. 
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~ Confounding Variables 

• Rainfall/Snowmelt 

• Diversion 
' 

- To prevent overloading of system during rains and snowmelt, 
- Bypasses release raw or partially treated sewage into streams 

• Changes in lndu~rial Use 
- Food-related industries including beer, malt and yeast 

manufacturers can affect the measured chemical quantities 
- Days industries closed 
- The client billing database contains much helpful information in 

sorting out uses 

• Human Intervention 
- After the outbreak, what were the actions taken to clean the 

system? 

" 

Even now some bypasses into rivers or Lake Michigan occur but the frequency 
has been reduced greatly since the ISS has been used for overflow. The bypass 
frequency averaged about 40-60 year before the ISS and 2-10 since the ISS. 
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Observations 

• High and low level flow rates both increased during the 
outbreak 
- Well correlated before outbreak 
- Both increase during outbreak 
- Continued increase in low-level flow rate after outbreak 

• Is this due to rainfall? 
• Is this due to more people flushing their toilets? 

• Preliminary data indicates that total mass of 
phosphate and ammonia decreased significantly 
during the outbreak. 
- Does this indicate illness in the population or is it due to 

confounding factors? 

• The significant change in data measurements after the 
crypto outbreak are promising 
- Need to investigate confounding factors further. 

Proceeding to Objective 2 hinges on the answer to objective 1 being positive. 
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QNextSteps 

• Model the system to determine if the decrease 
was due to outbreak or other factors. 

- Determine if there is an increase of flow rate due to factors 
other than rainfall. 

- Attempt to localize rainfall during outbreak 

- Analyze diversion effects on data 

- Analyze the geographical distribution of the crypto outbreak 
• Were people in high-level areas mostly affected? 

- Research relationship of SS, BOD, phosphate and ammonia 
to human health. 
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~ Next Steps: Wastewater Analysis Tool~ 

• Evaluate user data for changes in discharge rates 
and discharge chemistry by subsystem and zones 

• Evaluate effect of precipitation and snowmelt on 
inflow and infiltration and chemistry 

• Quantify diversions, bypasses, and other operational 
events 

• Determine points in the conveyance system to 
evaluate data flow and chemistry with less latency 
time and less capture area 

• Filter out influence of confounding factors and 
evaluate the significance of the signal resulting from 
the outbreak 

Key factors are: 

l)inputs to system (users and their changes) 

2)Environmental - primarily precip & snowmelt but also includes streamflow, 
lake level, groundwater level , and may include temp, sunlight, & wind speed and 
direction 

3) Operational - may include changes .in how bypasses and diversions are 
determined, what & how data are co llected thru conveyance system, changes 
due to environmental compliance and public policies. 
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gNTData 

Outline 

• Overview 
• 911 Call Data 

• Wastewater Data 

• Cough Detection 

• School Absenteeism 

• OTC Data 
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Overview of Cough Detection 

• Software obtained from Audible Magic, Inc. 
• Computes sound "vectors" from list of audio 

files that represent features to differentiate 
sounds. 
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Cough Detection Method 

1. Break audio stream into 25-40 msec "frames". 
2. Compute Fourier Transform for each frame. 
3. Calculate feature set 

• "Loudness" -- Square root of signal energy from 
Fourier Transform. 

• Vector of Mel-Filtered Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs) 
and derivatives. 

4. Fit distribution of each feature and its derivative to a 
Gaussian mixture model. 

5. Use parameters of Gaussian mixture model to calculate 
"distance" between audio file and class of interest. 
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g - 1,;" • 

Sound Effects Database '~ ' :ct..t•ff' 

File Categor y Number of Files Comments 

Applause 15 Generally 1-3 seconds long, includes a 
varictv of different audience sizes. 

Laughter 13 0.5-2.5 seconds long. Includes single person 
laughing and multiple persons laughing. 

Cough (I) 51 Cough sounds from sound effects database, 
various lengths. 

Cough (2) 35 Cough sounds from sound effects database, 
edited to eliminate extended coughing 
sounds, generally less than 1 second Jong. 

Cough (3) 17 Cough sounds recorded at Veridian, edited to 
include one attack only 

Cough (4) 7 Coughs recorded during a meeting, includes 
background sounds. 

Door Slamming 15 From a sound effects database. Generally 
less than 1 second duration 

Glass Breakng 14 From a sound effects database. 
Phone Rings 17 From a sound effects database. Includes cell 

phone rings and conventional phone rings. 

"' 
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The sound effects database was used to create sound classes. 

Results summarized in confusion matrix. The value m,n (row, 
column) is the probability that a file from category m is 
classified as class n. 

Cough (2) Laughter Applause Door Slam Phone Glass 
Cough (2) 0.5 0.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Laughter 0.62 0.38 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Applause 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Door Slam 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
Phone 0.58 0.0 0.08 0.0 0.34 0.0 
Glass 0.0 0.22 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.78 
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Cough Detection Follow-on 

Work with Audible Magic 
• resolve issues of mis-classification 
• tune software 
• add real-time processing . 

Follow-on studies include: 
• What is the ideal number of samples for training set? 
• W.hat is the optimum number of classes for 

classification? 
• What are the effects of sampling rate on classification? 
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QNTData 

Outline 

• Overview 

• 911 Call Data 
• Wastewater Data 

• Cough Detection 

• School Absenteeism 
• OTC Data 
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Q School Absenteeism 

• 3 years historical data from Norfolk Public Schools 
- 6 high schools 
- 8 middle schools 
- 37 Elementary Schools. 

• Daily attendance sorted by school and grade level 

• Enrollment data, by school and grade level 

• Data quality issues 

• We are in the process of making arrangements for 
receiving live data feeds from Norfolk Public Schools. 
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Concurrent Elementary School Absentee @;j_7~g 
Rates · · · ·· 
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Concurrent Middle School Absentee 
Rates 
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g Concurrent High School Absentee Rates 
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Q Kalman Filter Results for High Schools 

High Schools Percent Absenteeism Kalman Filter Resuns: 
Explainable Alarm Conditions 
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~NTData 
Outline 

• Overview 

• 911 Call Data 
• Wastewater Data 

• Cough Detection 
• School Absenteeism 

• OTC Data 
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QoTC 
• Obtained three years of historical data (since 

July 1999( from 11 Naval Base Exchanges in 
the Hampton Roads area reporting sales of 
55 drug types. 

• Currently obtaining real-time daily data feeds 
via email. 

• Currently pursuing MOU with Army Air Force 
Exchanges 
- data warehouse located in Dallas, Texas. 

.. 
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g OTC Groupings 

• We compressed the 99-00, 00-01, 01-02 Norfolk OTC sales 
data into 8 rational subgroups of products to make it easier for 
all to see what is happening. 

The categories are 
1: Pain Reliever, Antipyretic only. 
2: Pain Reliever, antipyretic in combination with antihistamines, 

decongestants, and/or other flu/cold symptom relief drugs. 
3: Cough syrup I drops I sore throat spray only 
4: (3) combined with antihistamine, decongestant, and/or other 

flu/cold symptom relief compounds. 
5: antihistamine/decongestant, antihistamine or decongestant, 

tablets 
6: stomach I GI remedies 
7: Skin 
8: Other 
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Q OTC Marginal Totals fj)~~t~"~"~ 
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'99-'02 Norfolk OTC 
Syrup (Cough, Throat, Cold/Flu Ss) 

OTC Liquid Strongly Peaks with Winter Season 
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n '99-'02 Norfolk OTC: 
~Pills (Fever, Pain, Cold, Flu Ss) 

No clear yearly cycling in OTC "pills" ~ 
120 

--- 1•2 ... & (pill•) 

30 ' · Mov. Av ..J.1!:.~J!!!) 
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~ Cough Sales Anomalies at Norfolk Px 
~Pharmacy 

Cough Sales Seem to Follow Flu Season _ ___ _... 
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tr1:& Antihistamine Sale Anomalies at 
~ Norfolk Px Pharmacy · 

~ ~ 
• u .-t:e f1' 

Antihistamine Sales Somewhat Follow Allergy Index 
Anomaly DelecUon 
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~ GI Sale Anomalies at Norfolk Px 
~Pharmacy 
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Summary plots of three years of NT 
data collected for Hampton Roads. 
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Q OTC Conclusions 

• Most of the cold/cough/flu sales data increased 
around the flu/allergy season. 

• There was one noticeable exception on April 19th, 
2000. 
- An unexpected surge in sales of cough, cold, antihistamine, 

aspirin and stomach drugs at the main Post Exchange at the 
Navy Base. 

- Could this be explained by the deployment of 2 battle groups 
from the naval base in the following days? 

• Significant difference between liquids vs. tablets 

• Changes in the differential purchasing patterns under 
normal conditions for different drugs may hold the 
key to detection of the unusual. 
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Q What's Next 

• More comparison against gold-standards 
- Work with Data Evaluation group 

' 
• Systematic categorization and removal of 

trends 

• Systematic capture of effects from known 
confounding factors 

• Systematic analysis of individual data source 
contributions to system 

~.~;~ 
~~~-· 

'll•tf!lfl' 
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PROJECT UPDATE 

Veridian-Stanford Team 

Dr. Gene E. McClellan 

3nd Pl Meeting 

3-5 December 2002 

~ - "' ~. 
SMI 

Rea~-~ime Population Health Detector (RPHD) (I). ~,~ 
Vend1an-Stanford/McClellan . . · · 

'11.-t••(tt 

Accomplishments 
• Implemented and tested a prototype RPHD that 

integrates stati stical detection algorithms wiih 
knowledge-based analysis 

• Insta lled initial RPHD component at Naval Medical 
Center, Ponsmouth 

• Signed MOU and acquired historical and real-time, 
non-traditional data from City of Norfolk 

• Obtained and analyzed non-traditional data, 
includmg wastewater data from Milwaukee 

Objectives and Performance Goals 
• Achieve early detection of outbreaks by use of 

behavioral, pre-diagnostic clinical, and animal data 
• Improve detection and characterization of disease 

outbreaks through fusion of behavioral and medical 
indicators · 

• Create a durable software system that facili tates 
monitoring of data in multiple domains 

• Improve ROC curves and timeliness of detection 
with non-traditional data sources and methods 

Programmatics 

Start 
Design Initial Functional 
complete prototype prototype 

1 l l 
FY02 \ FY03 \ FY04 

Data feeds Formative Prototype 
established evaluation evaluation 



Q Technical Approach 

What Is the Most Important and Revolutionary Result or Implication 
of This Project? 

• Integration of statistical and knowledge-based 
techniques in an extensible monitoring 
system 
- Complementary strengths 

• Quantitative, predictive 
• Qualitative, explanatory 

- Effective utilization of broader range of data types 
• Standardized metadata 

- Explicit representation of knowledge for 
• Evidence combination 
• Disease characterization 

Q Technical Approach 
.Cl)·~ ~/. . . . 

..... --. . . 
'11.-t•"' 

What Are the Key New Ideas? How Are They Achieved? 

- Anomaly detection based on automated forecasting with 
dynamic models 

• Build robust and adaptive background models in Kalman filter 
detectors 

• Provide maximum likelihood estimation of model parameters to 
optimize performance 

- Optimal grouping (dimensionality reduction) through 
covariance cluster analysis 

- Spatial decomposition, manipulation, abstraction to 
enhance specificity and sensitivity of detection 

- Parallel/distributed anomaly detection to ensure 
scalability and user acceptance 
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Q Technical Approach 

What Successes Have You Had This Year That Demonstrate the Feasibility, 
Validity, and Power of Your Approach? 

- Have fused data from multiple sources through Bayesian 
belief network to monitor probability that disease 
prevalence is normal 

- Successful anomaly detection on BioWar simulated data 
- Accomplished spatial correlation of anomalies, 

visualization with a browser-based GIS, and drill-down to 
source-based data displays 

Based on these successes, we have an end-to-end prototype 
of the RPHD system for monitoring population health. 

RPHD User Interface Showing Alert 
Condition Based on Bio War Scenario 

·-......... -~1 _ _.:::J........_ __ ~....____........,...__ ........ .......__,~:;::;;::;:;::=;====~1,.._ 
~p;;;;~-~~~~~~,......-~~~~~~~__, + 

ra a ,._ 
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·-
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n Examples of Attack Scenarios That Can @. 1~1~ 
~ Be Detected ;,, .. : ... 

- Overnight affliction of roughly 1 /3 of population with 
gastrointestinal illness 

• Based on analysis of Norfolk water supply data 

- Outbreak of about 20 cases of respiratory illness within the 
population served by the Naval Medical Center Portsmouth 
and reporting clinics r-;-~=~.....,;;.,--·,-, .. -··-

1 •• ~ 1' '"' 

~ -
I 

I : 1 f \ '"" I \1 ti· J ' ' I \. IJ-:JJ \ I \ 'I I .1 I IJ ·1 I \' l I 1.1 \ I \ I ~I ., ' <; 'I \ . 

l · . ~ ~.!.·· ··· ·~.a. ........ ... =~.!!-· -
r·- ·-

• Cases on same day 

• False alarm less than monthly 

• More sensitive on weekends 

What Are the Non-traditional Data 
Sources? 

Dqtg Sources I ~9.!fll.elDBIJ! 

Real-time Population Health Detector •ln-h1nd 
•CHCSIADS 

I •In pn>&rus 

Non-Traditional I Hullhcare Sy5tems I 

I I I 
Animal Hum1n B~havlor Noo-Tr1dllioo1l !!•H ~ 

•Birds •Cough detection •91 t/EMS Data •Chief complaint 
•Mosquitoes •School absenteeism •Nurse help lines •Dlagnoces 
•Agricultural •OTC drug sales 

' 
•ER Syodromlc Surveillance •Dlaanoses - - civilian 

•Waterusaee 
' 

•Tesu Ordered •Reportable diseases 
•Wastewater •Prescriptions •Influenza Isolates 

•Unexplained deaths 

Environmental 
•Pollen counts 
•Humidity 
•Allergy Index 
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Q Technical Approach ~
!i~~~"~'~ ... 

~: :~:: 
·~~· · 

•11•«-•,... 

What Are the Non-traditional Data Sources? 
- What Have You Selected, Acquired, and Characterized? How? 

• Wastewater data -historical 
• Potable water usage -historical + e-mail @ 15 min int. 
• School absentee rates -historical 
• OTC drug sales -historical + e-mail @ 24 h int. 
• 911/EMS dispatch data -historical 

- How Much Faster Does Each One Serve As Leading Indicators of 
Outbreaks? How Do You Know? 

• Cryptosporidium outbreak indicates possibility of detection by 
wastewater analysis as much as 11 days before historical 
recognition by public health officials and a day or so before it could 
be detected by clinical/ER surveillance 

• Initial evaluation of 911/EMS data show potential lead over 
hospital flu admissions by -2 weeks consistent with NYC DOH 
analysis . 

@ Preliminary analysis of Milwaukee was~ewater 
measurements shows correlation with the 

t;..o:!!ll~ 
.~~r- ···""<..~ 

crxptosporidium outbreak of 1993 . . 

Comparing Ammonia at High Flow Rate for March and April 1993 
and 1994 

16 ,_ _______ __,Time of Outbreak 

12 

Datt 

Ycv With Cryp&o • • ·Year After C!)pto I 
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. ..... ' f .. . . . 
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~ Technical Approach 

• Analysis of Milwaukee wastewater data 
- Shows significant decrease in wastewater concentrations 

associated with human sanitation during the cryptosporidium 
outbreak of 1993 

• biological oxygen demand 

• ammonia 

• phosphate 

• suspended solids 

- At least six days earlier than awareness by public health 
officials 

- Likely a day earlier than clini~al/ER indications 

- Further analysis required to establish cause and effect 

Q Technical Approach 

What Advanced Analytics are being Used/Developed for Detection? 

• Multiple source detection fusion by vector statistical 
inference on post-forecast residuals and their covariance 
components 

• Bayesian processing of pre-diagnostic data 
• Knowledge-based spatial reasoning 
• Cough detection by audio spectral feature clustering 
Characterization? 

• Exploring combination of statistical analysis with spatial 
and temporal reasoning for disease characterization 

• NBC CREST, which simulates biological weapon attacks 
and their medical consequences, will be used as a guide 
to attack and weapon characterization 

II 

12 
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. Technical Approach - - Privacy 

Are New Privacy Protection Techniques Being Developed? How Will They Be 
Used? 

• Privacy protection will be assured by: 
- Util ization of privacy protection technology available from 

others 

- Developing a distributed architecture for RPHD that will 
work with the most sensitive patient data inside the 
originating institution 

• Takes advantage of a distributed network of local 
experts/custodians responsible for and familiar with each data 
source 

• Will export only abstracted/aggregated data to central public health 
site; but traceable 

. Objectives and Performance Goals 

What Is the Key Measure of This Project's Promise? 
- Early, cost-effective detection of disease outbreaks 
What Are You Measuring to Evaluate Your Progress? 

• Timeliness of detection relative to traditional detection 
• Performance against best available simulation data 
• User acceptability 
• Ease of accommodating new data sources in architecture 

How Do You Know Your Results Are Valid? 
• Careful analysis of data against known events 

- Outbreaks (flu, cryptosporidiosis) 
- Control for confounding factors (e.g., school absenteeism increase due to 

holidays, OTC increase due to ship deployment) 

• Peer review 
What Internal Evaluations Will Be Performed in Addition to the Common August 

Project Evaluation? 
Data-specific evaluations will be performed as new sources are added 

• Will use real background data for sensitlvity/specificity analyses in FY03 

I) 
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g Objectives and Performance Goals 

What Are the Key Performance Goals? 

Prove capabilities of a locally managed system providing 
- real-time analysis of non-traditional data providing early alerts 
- disease characterization 
- linkage to decision-support and emergency response systems 

Provide quantitative evaluation of alternative problem solving 
methodologies and contributions of individual data streams 
Demonstrate a measurable decrease in time from disease outbreak to 
appropriate response 

What Are the Key Technical Milestones ? 
• Move from simulated data to real-time analysis of real-world data 
• Achieve adaptive aberration detectiori with Kalman filters 
• Incorporate the Protege ontology to support data management among 

systems 

• Incorporate spatial reasoning with graphical display of results 

Q Objectives and Performance Goals 

What Are the Tradeoffs Between Sensitivity, Specificity, and Spatial/temporal 
Coverage/granularity? 

- Must decrease granularity (spatial resolution) to increase 
sensitivity for larger attacks 

• 911 data analyzed by zip code rather than by census block 

• However, this decreases sensitivity to focused attacks 

- Must group individual items to increase sensitivity 
• Aggregation of OTC drug categories 
• May reduce ability to,characterize illness 

" 
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. Objectives and Performance Goals - I 

What Are the Key Deliverables and When Will They Be Available for 
Integration And/or Transition? 

Technology Description Potent/al Date of 
Product Customers Avallablllty 

RPHD Real-lime Population Naval Medical February 

Health Detector Center, 2004 
Portsmouth functional 

prototype 
Hampton Roads 
Regional Decembe1 
Epldemologlst 2004 fully 

deployed 

. Objectives and Performance Goals - II 

What Are the Key Deliverables and When Will They Be Available for 
Integration And/or Transition? 

Technology Description Potential Date of 
Product Customers Avallabl/lty 

Cough Detector A COIT4l0"ent or RPHO IO< the Any Bio- Apnl 2003 
detection the sounds or ooughing Surveillance Data 
1n a domeSlic, business, or Collection System 
dawoom environment using 
trame-based sound dassofication. 

WaterUuge A component of RPHD to analyze Any Bio- May2003 
Analysis Tool wale< usage data as an indica10< Surveillance Data 

of population health. Collection System 

' 
Wut-•ter A coll'4'0"ent ol RPHO to analyze Any Bio- June 2003 
Analysis Tool wastewater data as an incjcato< of Surveillance Data 

populabon health. Collect1on System 

Onto/ogles Ontologies aulhO<ed in Prolege Blo-ALIRT Program Dec 2002 
2000 for standard data formats participants 
such as NEOSS Logistical Data 
Model (NLOM). 

11 
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Q Accomplishments 

What Is the Most Important Indicator That This Project's Promise Might 
Be Achieved? 

- RPHD has proven it's ability to find real anomalies in real, non-
traditional data 

• School absenteeism connected with real events 

• OTC spikes potentially correlated with ship deployments 

• Significant changes in Milwaukee wastewater chemistry temporally 
associated with the cryptosporidium outbreak of 1993 

• BASIS detection of gastrointestinal cluster in NMCP data 

@ Reporting Clinics for NMCP 

19 
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Q Hospitals in Hampton Roads 

@ Accomplishments 

- Focused cooperation of both military and civilian officials in 
Hampton Roads 

• Established network of military and civilian relationships for 
transitioning RPHD to the Hampton Roads community 

""''""''~ 
~ . . 

•11 .. •"' 

21 
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• MOUs with the Naval Medical Center, Portsmouth (NMCP) and the 
City of Norfolk 

• Extensive contacts with civilian hospital and public health personnel 

• Discussions with Navy Public Works Center Norfolk indicate potential 
for collecting non-traditional data specific to Navy residential facilities 

22 
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~ Accomplishments 

What Has Been Your Key Accomplishment So Far? 

• Creation of an end-to-end RPHD prototype and installation a 
functional component at NMCP 

What Obstacles Have Been Encountered? 

- Arrangement of MOUs and agreements 
- Uncertain mechanisms for military/civilian public health cooperation 
- Lack of automation infrastructure among data providers 

Where Has Progress Exceeded Expectations? 

- Uniformly positive expressions of support and cooperation from both 
military and civilian leaders, medical, public health personnel in Hampton 
Roads 

What Insights Have Been Gained? 

- Must promote an effective military-civilian relationship relative to public 
health 

- Data idiosyncrasies drive modeling approach, source by source 
- Intelligent grouping of data sources requires a combination of statistical 

and knowledge-based techniques 

Q Programmatics 

Describe How Your Project Is Collaborating With Others. 
- Designed and implemented a data-sharing ontology 

• standardized nomenclature 
• provides mapping for non-traditional data sources 
• Will support sharing of data for standardized testing of algorithms 

- Supported Development of CMU's BioWar 
• Provided background material on models of bio-agent-induced disease 

to CMU 
• Tested early BioWar code 
• Intensive analysis of BioWar output including medical, spatial, data 

integrity aspects 
• Provided constructive feedback on BioWar 

- Expert medical critique of d inical and epidemiological parameters 

- Acquired CMU's WSARE 
Investigating applicability of IBM approach to campus monitoring via 
outgoing health-related phone calls 
Interchange with IBM on cough detection technology 

•. 
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Q Accomplishments 

Summary of the 02 Algorithm Evaluation' 
- Individual AMOC curves for each attack size show consistent behavior 

over a wide range of false alarm rates. 

5% False Alarm 10% False Alarm 
Probability Probability 

Average Average delay Average Average Delay 
Score (Days) Score (Days) 

Small 0.746 5" 1 0.746 5.1 

Inside 0.754 4 .9 0.788 4.2 

Medium 0.786 4.3 0.794 4.1 

Large 0.822 3.6 0.822 3.6 

RPHD performed best on Large Attacks, · Performance decreased with attack size. 
2S 

g Accomplishme~ts 
j;~,,~ 

~·~-·· · •.. .. . .. . , .. . . 
•.Jrn•"' 

Summary of the 02 Data Evaluation 

- Significant non-traditional! sources of data have been 
arranged in Hampton Roads 

• School absenteeism 
• OTC drug sales 

• Potable water usage 

• Wastewater flow and characteristics 

- Preliminary analyses performed with RPHD 

- Potential for signfficant impact of non-traditional data 
illustrated with Milwaukee wastewater data coveriRg the 
cryptosporidiosis outbreak of 1993 
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Q Accomplishments 

What Specific Transition Opportunities Have Been Identified And/or 
Exploited? 

Who is Using Your Product Now? 

• RPHD component is operational at the Naval Medical Center, 
Portsmouth 

Who has Committed to Using it in the Future? 

• Hampton Roads Regional Office of the Virginia Dept. of Health 

• City of Norfolk 

What Other Opportunities are there ? 

• Additional jurisdictions in Hampton Roads area 

• Sentara and other civilian hospital systems 

• Eastern Virginia Medical School 

• Army and Air Force Hospitals 
• Metropolitan Medical Response System 

• Naval Health Research Center 

BASIS Automated Alerts for PNMC 

Regional Medical 
Facilit ies 

Standard data 
e11t1y to CHCS 

LA N-Based 
Servers at PNMC 

A11u111111tl!d r l 11ulysi1 

Regional M edical 
Authorities 

I e-mail 

=~!! cri~---~:-- ala111 

: J! I 
Patients by Syndrome ~ ---·· 

t I , ca A111mnuu•d . I 
querie' fl/ 

1 t P,\"11C I 

Q\Hcs Databas0 : 

/;":mm ine data ~·ia 
ll'eb bro 11".\ er 

a ' 

l1 
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Q Programmatics 

• Identify Current Project Plan, Including Key 
Milestones for Evaluations, Deliverables, and 
Transitions 

Start 

l 
Design Initial 
complete prototype 

Functional 
prototype 

l l 
FY02 \ FY03 \ FY04 

Data feeds Formative Prototype 
established evaluation evaluation 

Q RPHD Tasking FY03 

Non-traditional Population Health Indicator Data 
- Evaluate IBM's closed-ca"llUS phone monllorfng for application at Norfolk Navy Base 
- Evaluate evidence for cryptosporidlosls outbreak via Milwaukee wastewater analysis 
- Analyze water usage to detect large-scale outbreak of gastrointestinal illness 

Advanced Analytical Techniques 
- lf1l)l'ove normalcy models to account for cyclic variations. environmental influences, etc 
- Incorporate dynarric parameter fitting and cluster analysis to optirrize Kalman fillers 
- Exploit richness in data voa knowledge-based ptoces$ng techniques 
- Develop adv.meed spabal reasoning and spatial de<:of?'4l0Sltion/re<:oo1)0Sition methods 
- Augment data fusion ttvough Yecior statisbcal Inference on post.foreca.st res1duals and tneor 

covariance COl1l>Oflents 
- Prototype methods for disease characterization 

RPHD System Development 
- Implement end-lo-end system that automates processing and analysis of "live· data 
- Utilize Protege ontology to access data at run time 
- Develop web-based iight" client to present geographic results 
- Test the RPHO system with Simulated and real-wor1d data 

Apply privacy protection methods from IBM and CMU 

Disease Surveillance Activities 
- Expand disease surveillance at Naval Medical Center Portsmouth (NMCP) 
- Test prototype audio cough detection in rrilltary classrooms 

Transition to Operational Use 
- RPHO ~ents al NMCP, AJr Force and Army hospitals in Hampton Roads 
- RPHO ~ents within city public health departments and private sector medical faok~es in 

Ha"°"'on Roads 

fl)
!!~'':""?/~ 

· ·~· · . . ~ . . . . 
tt•r-•"' 
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g RPHD Tasking FY04 

Non-traditional Population Health Indicator Data 
- Delermlne nabonwide applicability of non-trad1bonal dala for regional disease sur.ieol ance 
- Enhance knov.tedge bases of dala sources and their propetljes 
- lfl1)4ement operational methods for roubne aCQU1S1tion and protection of dala 

Advanced Analytical Techniques 
- Flnahze adapti11e, rrultivariale forecasbng models undertying aberration detecbon 
- Develop addi1iona1 knO'Medge-based problem solvers in response to FY03 eKperience 
- Characlerize and encode behavoor of all problem-solvers In a knO'Medge base, allOwing RAST A 

conlrol structure to improve overall system performance 

RPHD System Development 
- Refine all RPHD components based on FY03 demos to ensure robust, deployable system 
- Develop fault tolerant servers with data backup and recovery solutions 
- Ensure easy installation and software maintenance 
- Creale user manuals and documenlallon 

Disease Surveillance Activities 
- Conduct unified m htaty and civilian disease sur;eollance for Hamplon Roads 
- Support user training in Hampton Roads 

Transition to Operational Use 
- F1nal1ze transibon to Hamplon Roads Reglonal Pubhc Heal th and Metropofilan Medical Response 

Syslem (MMRS) 
- Develop additional Navy applications voa Naval Health Research Center. San Diego 

Q Programmatics 

What Else is Needed? 
Data Sources to be Acquired, Characterized, and Analyzed ? 

• Nurse help-line data 

• Data involving known outbreaks for performance assessment 
Other 

• Data de-identification software 

• Literature and/or research results predicting behavioral 
observables based on illness 

• Evidence-based case definition of syndromes for disease 
surveillance 

31 
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Q Programmatics 

What, if anything, Has Changed From Your Original Plan? Why ? • 

- Greater integration of Stanford and Veridian components 
in composite software architecture 

- Driven toward more distributed processing by privacy 
concerns 

- Because of the programmatic focus on BioWar, have 
spent little effort developing simulation 

Q Programmatics ~ ~-

Identify Plans for Internal Evaluations 

- Data-specific evaluations will be performed as new 
sources are added 

- Will use real background data for sensitivity/specificity 
analyses in FY03 

Identify Other Funding Sources, Division of Labor, and Deliverables 

- N/A 

'111rt•ft1 

.. 
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9 Programmatics 
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Describe Your Relationship with Customers/Testbeds 
- Naval Medical Center, Portsmouth (NMCP} 

• Transition partner defined by MOU between AFRL Rome and NMCP 
• Data supplier and user of Bio-Surveillance technology 
• Dominant military healthcare provider in Hampton Roads 

City of Norfolk 
• Transition partner defined by MOU between Veridian and City of Norfolk 
• Data supplier and user of Bio-Surveillance technology 

Metropolitan Medical Response System (MMRS) of Hampton Roads 
• Provides multi-jurisdiction coordination 
• Primary responsibility for large scale medical emergency 

- NHRC 
• BASIS detection techniques implemented in NHRC's MOSS 
• Likely transition partner beyond Hampton Roads 

. . 
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RPHD Analysis Techniques 

December 2002 

~ RPHD Component Interaction ~ 

School AbMnteel1m 

••• 

A nodes 
.. .,., ~eights 
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Forecast Component: 
Kalman Filter Internals 

• State vector (internal representation) of data: 
- Aggregate mean 

• Weighted sum for each data type (school absenteeism, work 
absenteeism, OTC cough sales, etc.) 

- Local slope 
• Not exposed, used in forecast updates only 

• 'Structural Model' 
- Double random walk (aggregate mean and local slope) 

- Additive noise term 

• 'Normal' and 'Outbreak' Parameters 
- Parameters encode knowledge of trends and short term 

variability in data 

Nonna Icy 
Paramete,. 

Forecast at Each Time Step 

Nonnalized Count Data 

Standardized residuals 

• 

Outbreak 
Paramete,. 
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Q Filter Outputs For Each Data Type 

• Day number k 

• Normalcy model aggregate mean : m; 
• Normalcy model standard deviation: a; 
• Outbreak model aggregate mean: mt 
• Forecast standard residual at each location 

• Output to next stage: 

vk =(mi - m; ) I a ; 

Examples: Bio War Data @'.~·· 
-~~·· 

'll•r•ffl 

• Set 5, challenge problem data 

• Large attack, commencing at day 663 

• 12 workplace locations affected 
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Bio War Simulation Set 5 
Workplace Absentee Data 

WOOi Absenteeism. BtoWar SilTUatlon 5. Large R~ase 
~ r.==;:Locc1=.tion=;:2~~..--~..-~-.---~-.-~~~""!:::-A-.-~I 

- Location7 
70 

60 

50 

30 

10 

~ ~ ™ ~ m ~ ~ ~ m rn N 
Dey from Begiming of Simulotlon 

- Locotlon7 

BioWar Set 5 
Preprocessed Data 

Normalzed Dote (seasonal normelzotlon) 

- Locotlon2 
- Locotlon7 

100 150 200 
Dey from BeOmlng of StmJooon 

250 

:~-Loc•tlon2 ~c~· · · j 
.. 30 

~ 
~ 20 
0 
! 10 

0 ~'OC::WP I+ I-, I j 
-~o m ™ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ m rn m 

Dey from Begiming or S1mut1tlon 
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BioWar Set 5: 'Normal' and ~~~·'!~ 

'Outbreak' Model Levels (pre-attack) : ·~ : 
Disease and Noonalcy Models 

-1 

- Locotl"'1 2. NO<malzed Data 
- Normal Model Levoj 
- Disease Model level 

-3----------'------"-------' 
50 100 \50 200 250 

O..yfrom Begimng ol Sin'dotlOn 

Bio War Set 5: 'Normal' and 'Outbreak' 
Model Levels (attack at day 663) 

Disease and Noonalc:y Models 
45.---.---.---.----------

- Location 2, Norm. Data 
40 - Normal Model Lewi 

--· Normal Model Level• 3o 
- Disease Model level 

35 

30 

-··-------·-----·-·· 
0 

-~4~0--S60'-~580._~600'----'620----'640----'660'----'680----'700----'720----'740 
Oay from Begunng of SirnAlti"'1 

~(I)~~ . . .. 
' . 
'11.t•"' 
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Belief Network Structure 

Q Obsetved Node 

• Unobserved Node 

- Condi~onal Oependence 

/J, Arc Weight 

Implementation of Belief Net 

• Construct graph 
- Nodes have Normal (Gaussian) distribution 

- Arcs specify dependence 

- Graphical structure facilitates knowledge 
acquisition and representation 

• Calculate precision matrix from graph and 
invert to determine covariance matrix 

' 

II 
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Q Implementation of Belief Net 

• At each time point 
- Incorporate 'aggregate' evidence and calculate 

posterior distributions on unobserved nodes with 
linear time algorithm 

- Calculate probability of seeing value as large as 
posterior mean, assuming it is drawn from the 
expected distribution 

Bio War Set 5: Output ofBN 

- Probobilty of Normal Olseue Conditions 
o.s L .__- - -· M._ 1n_ x_R_et•_•••-'"-(Da--'y_66-'"-Jl _ _ __, 

08 

0.2 Detection on Dey 667 

0. 1 

100 JOO 400 
0.y Coo.re 

600 700 

~
(!~~'"!'

~ .. : . . . ' .. . . . 
:£f•t•ff' 
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System Performance (1)~
~~·-:V"'~'~ .. 

~ - . . . . . -- · . . . 
:.t•t:•ff' 

Average number of days from attack to detection 
as a function of false positive rate from AMOC 
analysis. 

lalsc ;\\g./tof A\g.1tof .-\\ g.i:of :\\g./:ot ·\\g. llof 
Posttl\c l>a)s (hctall I>.t)s I 01 1>.i)s I 01 l>a)s fot lb)S ti11 

Rates •\ttads Sm.ti I \ kd111111 I at !!l' 

0.1 % 
1.0% 
3.0% 
5.0% 
10.0% 

lnstdl· .\It.id,-. .\tt.icks \tlal·b 
Build111gs 

4.46 4.91 5.07 4.28 
4.22 4.25 5.07 4.12 
4.18 3.75 4.76 4.08 
4.06 3.75 4.76 4.04 
3.66 3.66 4.23 4.00 

Transition from Simulated to Real 
Data (Problems and Solutions) 

3.72 
3.56 
3.2 
3.2 
2.68 

Specification of Kalman filter model parameters 
• Simulated data 

- Based on variance of background data 
- Required some tuning 'by hand' for different data 

sets 

• Real data 
- Model fit to 'normalcy' data using bootstrap 

techniques to obtain initial parameter estimates 
and refined using maximum likelihood estimation 

- Good convergence requires use of more simple 
structural model (random walk on level+additive 
noise) 

15 
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Transition from Simulated to Real 
Data (continued) 

Dimensionality Reduction {OTC Drug Sales} 

• Simulated Data: 
- Not an issue, OTC Sales already in 5 groupings 

• Real Data: 
- 51 drugs in first analysis from Norfolk exchanges 

- Differences in packaging, count, dose, etc. 

- Simple 'rational' groupings led to unexpected results 

- Techniques developed to group drugs by periodicities at 
various wavelengths (using Principal Component Analysis 
and Hierarchical Aggregation based on correlation measure) 

Q Grouping OTC Drugs: An Example 

Grouping of OTC Sinus/Cold/Flu Remedy by 'Pills' and 'Syrup' 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - ~ - ~ ~ I~ 
Dlyt kom 711199 
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Current Work (I)
~-:?-"'!'~ 

~ . . . 
-+• . .. 

,,,~ . .,.. 
• Preprocessing 

- Replace seasonal averaging with models which 
remove all known trends 

• Adaptive estimation of Kalman Filter parameters 
- Replace 'training set' with all data determined 'normal' 

• Periodic re-evaluation of data groupings 
- Respond to deletions and additions to drug types sold 

Current Work (continued) 

Spatial Processing 

• Decompose data to common spatial units 
- Combine evidence at unit level then identify aberrant regions 

with global operators 

- Identify aberrant regions for each data source with global 
operators then combine aberrant regions 

• Extend evidence combination to incorporate temporal 
lags and employ other aggregation operators (e.g., 
max) 

" 
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Spatial Reasoning Approach 

Transform I Generate 
Forecast 
Residuals 

Change -
Resolution 

911 Records 
by Block 
Group 

911 
Respiratory 
Counts by ZIP 

Other 
Residuals 

by ZIP 

Detect 

- Disease -

Identify 
Epidemic 

Areas Aberrancy 

911 Respiratory 
Residuals by 
ZIP 

Disease 
Probability by 
ZIP 

Epidemic 
Areas 

Opportunity to 'borrow' 
over space and time 

Updated Component Interaction ~~
·~~ ~.. .. .. . . . . . 

:uat.e1" 
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"August Challenge" Algorithm Evaluation 
Results 

David Siegrist, James Richardson 

Potomac Institute for Policy Studies 

November 14, 2002 

Dnft 1.0 for Review 

Outline 

• Comments on August Challenge Procedure 

• Comments on Bio-WAR Datasets 

• Comparative Results of August Challenge 

• Specific Tests Performed by Each Developer 

Draft 1.0 for Review 



Outline 

• Comments on August Challenge Procedure 

• Comments on Bio-WAR Datasets 

• Comparative Results of August Challenge 

• Specific Tests Performed by Each Developer 

Draft 1.0 for Review 

Bio-Surveillance August Challenge 

• Purpose of the "August Challenge" 
Promote Integration of Program, Common Measure 

Same Data Sets Used by All Groups 
Improve BioWAR with Teams' Inputs 

Focus on Conunon Data Set 
Developers: Results Provide Foundation to Better Understand the 
Capabilities & Limitations of Their Own System 
Simulators: Common Results Between Developers Shows Strengths of 
Bio WAR Simulation & Directions for Growth 

Develop a Common Set of Metrics to Assess Each Developer's 
Progress 
Results Will Provide a Framework for Discussing the Needs of Year 2 
Research 
Disclaimer 

Results Are on an Individual Basis - Not Competitive 
Interpretations May Differ Even Using the Same Metrics 

Draft LO for Review 
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Outline 

• Comments on August Challenge Procedure 

• Comments on Bio-War Datasets 

• Comparative Results of August Challenge 

• Specific Tests Performed by Each Developer 

Drat\ 1.0 for Review 

Bio WAR Focus on Spiral Development 
• Developing a Common Set of Data for All Developers Is a Difficult Task 

Requiring Spiral Development 
- Initial Datasets Test General Concepts 

- Results of August Challenge Will Demonstrate Bio WAR Data/System Strengths 
and Weaknesses to Test Developer's Approaches 

- Suggested Improvements in BioW AR Used As Basis for Continued Spiral 
Development 

- Results Help Developers Refine Approaches for Next Developmental Phase 

• Benefits of Simulated Data to Developer's Research 
- Provides Repeatable Data Sets for Experiments and Consistent Performance 

Assessment 

- Can Be Generated to Include a Range of Conditions (e.g .. , Small, Medium, Large 
Attacks} 

- Includes "Ground Truth" (I.e., An Understanding of the Attack/release} 

- Common Metrics Help to Evaluate Progress 

• Simulated Data Is a Possible Stepping Stone for Algorithm Development 

Ora I\ 1.0 for Review 
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Strengths of Bio WAR 

• BioWAR Provided Foundation for Testing Each Team's 
Approach 

• Datasets Provided a Common Framework for Evaluation 
• Created an Atmosphere of Team Interaction and Deciding 

Common Procedures 
- Potential for Internal Infrastructure Development 

• Cross-validation Exercises Among Team Members 

• Future Direction: 
- A Compilation of Real and Simulated Data ls Necessary When: 

• Real Data Cannot Provide Realistic Datasets of a Bio-attack 
• The Means to Evaluate Results Are Confounded With Unmeasurable 

Conditions (e.g., Flu, Allergies, Social Conditions) 
• Limitations on the Use of Historical Data Can Be Overcome. 

Draft 1.0 for Review 

Specific Comments on Bio WAR 
(Pitt / CMU) 

Some ICD-9 Codes Are Counterintuitive After the First Deaths 
• Exotic ICD-9 Codes That Could Give Preliminary Clues to a Bio-agent 

Attack Were Spread Through Normal Data Leading to Higher False Positives 
• Deaths Are Extremely Rare, Except During an Attack 
• Results of Bio-WAR May Not Be Representative of Real World Data 

- ER Deaths Are a Prime Indicator 
- Background ER Deaths Were Generally Non-existent 
- Non-ER Data Does Not Seem to Give Indications Ahead of ER Deaths 
- Work Absentees Give Evidence of an Attack After ER Deaths Occurred 

• Some Developer's Techniques Were Not Testable Since Bio-attacks Were 
Not Detectable in Advance Within Datasets Other Than ER 

• Small Building Attacks Required Modification to Developer's Approaches 
- No Deaths Occurred Due To: 

• Anthrax Delivery on Weekends Had No Effect on Mondays; No Workers on 
Weekends 

• ICD-9, Absentee, OTC DataselS Gave No Corroborating Anthrax Indications 

Draft 1.0 for Re •iew 
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- - --- - -----

Specific Comments on Bio WAR 
(IBM) 

• General Datasets 
- ER Deaths Are Almost Entirely Noise Free 
- Only Work and School Absentees Were Sufficient to Indicate Anthrax 

Attacks 
- Phone, Pharmacy OTC Did Not Provide Appropriate Indications 

• Site Datasets 
- Ignores ER Data 

• Datasets Do Not Allow Testing of Meaningful Distinctions 
Between Developer's Approaches 
- Not Yet Ready to Provide Basis for Developing Insights Into Real World 

Bio-attacks 
- Many Relationships Between Data Types Seemed Unrealistic 
- Behavioral Models Between Data Types Were Cumbersome 

• Fixes for One Problem Within BioWAR Caused Unrealistic Conditions to Appear 
in Other Parts of the Simulation 

• One Solution: Use Real Non-attack Data and Supplement With 
Bio WAR Conditions of an Attack 

Draft 1.0 for Review 

Specific Comments on Bio WAR 
(Veridian) 

• Underlying Disease Models Not Validated by Domain Experts 
- Standard Epidemiological Parameters Were Not Made Available 
- Comprehensive List of Underlying Assumptions Not Available 

• Disease Spread 
• Mortality & Symptomatology 
• Disease Mappings to Symptoms, ICD-9 Codes, Illness Behavior 

Thresholds 

• Simulation Disease Models Were Not Representative of Actual 
Bio-attack Conditions 
- Deaths Occur Only Due to Anthrax 
- ER Deaths and Insurance Claims After Deaths Contained Unlikely ICD-9 

Codes (E.g. Viral Gastroenteritis) 
- Normal Models Exclusive of Background Anomalies (E.g. Flu) Are 

Necessary 
- Strong School and Work Absentee Counts Were Prevalent up to a Year 

After an Attack 

• Input Assumptions, Files and Data That Described Their 
Approach Were Not AvailableirReview 
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Specific Comments on Bio WAR 
(Johns Hopkins APL) 

• Individual Data Streams Have Unrealistic Background 
- No Evidence That Models Interact Among Outside Factors 

• No Variability Due to Weather, Changes in Disease Strain 
• No Changes in Work Absenteeism Due to Vacations, etc 

• Lack of Information on Spatial Dispersion 
• Data Conditions Unrealistic 

- JCD-9 Code Deficiencies 
- Diagnoses Too Uniform 
- Unnatural School Enrollment Totals 
- Infection Distributions Not Reflective of Common Diagnoses 

• Dispmportionate Time Spent on Improving Simulator to a First
order Quality 
- Time Spent Could Have Been Spent on Authenticating Approaches on 

Real Data 

• Exercise Demonstrated a "One Size Fits All" Approach to 
Attack Simulation 

Draft 1.0 for Review 

Outline 

• Comments on August-Challenge Procedure 

• Comments on Bio WAR Datasets 

• Comparative Results of August Challenge 

• Specific Tests Performed by Each Developer 

Draft 1.0 for Review 
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DARPA BSS Program 
Data Evaluation 

Comments from the 
Working Group 

3 December 2002 

• Types of data sources that have been 
evaluated 

• Foreach 
- What validation has been performed? 
- How timely are they? 
- How sensitive and specific are they? 
- How difficult are they to obtain? 
- Do they make epidemiologic sense? 
- Are they worthwhile pursuing? 
- If so, how should they be approached data-wise? 
- What other studies need to be done? 

• What other sources should be investigated? 

1 



• Outpatient visits 
- ER vs. all 
- ICD9 codes vs. text 

• OTC sales 
- Drugs 
- Equipment 

- Electrolytes 

• 911 calls 

• Prescriptions 
• Absenteeism 

- School 
- Work 

• JHU/APL and WRAIR 

• Work-based health 
surveys 

• Medical website hits 
• Calls to medical offices 

• Poison control calls 
• Animals 

- Domestic 

- Wildlife 

- Agribusiness 

• Sewage 
- Flow 
- Contents 

- HMO data warehouses of ICD9 data in DC area 

- Military treatment facilities (MTFs) ICD9 data worldwide 
- ICD9s and CC text strings from ERs in DC area 

• IBM 
- Insurance claims 

- Used for validation of other sources 

• Verdian-Stanford 
- Norfolk area MTFs ICD9 codes 

• Mellon-Pitt 
- ED registration in PA and UT 

• Both ICD9s and CC free text 
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Qissues 

• We know these are good data sources and 
are predictive 

• How timely? Varies, can be fast, may cost 
more 

• How good is the NLP? 

• What is the difference between ER visits and 
other physician office visits? 

• Is it better to look at counts or % of totals? 

-..,. ____ _ 
Tsui, Wagner et al. JAM/A Symposium Supplement 2001, and to appear JAMIA 20Q.2 
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Botul Const GI Hem Neurol Rash Resp 

Syndrome 

• M+ 
D NB 

• Legend: AUC, area under the ROC curve; M+, a probabilistic NLP algorithms ; 
NB, Na"ive Bayes, a second probabilistic NLP algorithm. N.B. There were no 
Botulinic test cases for M+ 

ICD-9 Chief Complaint 

Sensitivity 0.32 0.50 

Specificity 0.99 0.92 

PPV 0.37 0.09 

NPV 0.99 0.99 

AUC N/A 0.75 
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Syndrome FLU-Season Non-FLU Season 

URI 0.9 (Insufficient Data) 

LRI 0.7-0.9 .7 

LGI 0.7-0.9 <.5 

Fever <.6 .6 

Data Include 2 FLU Seasons, 3 Regions 
II 

INFECTIOH, VIRAL NOa 

1- PO Vlal1a I 
- Ell Vl•ita 

2.6 

0.6t 

, J,~,t'00----01~I01_I01 _ _ __ CW0_ 1/0-,----07- I01I01 

Mean Weekly Counts: 

PO Visits: 1001 ER Visits: 492 
Correlation: 0.98 Lag of PO Visits: 1 day 
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Syndrome CountS for the MCROSANClEGO Alea 
Syndrome Group n GI 
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•ESSENCE II Detected Scarlet Fever In NCR Using 
HMO Data " . 

t . . ~ 

•GEIS Detected Norwalk Virus In MCRDSD Using 
ICD-9Data .· . . ..•. 

•PlttMellon Detected Salmonella In Pl~burgh 
Using Lab Result Data :. /;: ·_ • ,. 
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Veridian/Stanford 
General Methods 

Full Vec'tor Time Series 
Forec~ung:: Vector Stat& 
Space Structural Models or 

ector ARIMA {both using 
Kalman Fdter recutShe 
schema.) 

Type$: Beha\.toral - B ; Non
Traditional Medical - NTM; 
Traditional Medical - ™ 

Most N3tvral "'theo<etical'" Many Oatameters (fl.Al ecr.enance B. NlM, TM 
Charactenzat1on of st!t'iafty cortefatecs matnu:s b structl.M"al model 
hete.rogeneou$ data disturt>ance P"OCE$Se5), Parameter 

es-t1matton ruw. requres t;wge 
d.nasets 

Hybrid Vl'W\Qtiate brecasts on Gan apply Classical Multi\elfate Post.t:wecast residual CO\larianee B.NTM,TM 
tructura1 ttm~series mod~s infetential: tests tor extremity and/or maitrices ITIU$t be esti~ed fmm 

apptied to multiple data shift in covariance stl\ICture ot ~tor $hon streams of possibty .. ~P)"' 

treams (usino Kalman Flher) gausslan I t.O residuals data. thi$ 1$ troe of any multivariate 
· h muttNariate in.ferel'\Ce oo in/IJl9f)(jaJ ttte/nque 

post-hecast residuals 
Principle c.omponents 
analysis on co...ariance 
struc1ute of post~brecast 
.residuals: Used as a !Orm of 
dynamk cJuster analysis 

Reduction or dimensionality of Principle components are not 
multiple data source post"breeast ""41'\an& •th datct.scaling. Wei~ 
reslduals. MonitOtS cooelated ~ pn:it:ilem oe cnoosi1"9 the 
clusters of sources: thi.$ is the ITIO$l l'll0$t •natlQll" units or non
nalOGll techniQve to track changes tn c:i~ation ~dealing 
relalionshlps between mult1J>'e whti heferogMeOUS data types 
sources. 

0 , NlM,TM 

Space. time. al"'d space-time Covanance structure of vector Requires some ..aldated structural B, NTh4, TM 
ClJ.sler ANilllysis becast residoals can be e'lilaluated in model paiameterizing joinl 

light of special. stronger. "nuW" statistical dislrib.ltiOOS. of \Qrious 

hypo1neses 1ha1 sW10 upon ~ obsetvai>leS as 
l'easonab~ {e.g. POisson °' b:alty blcbora of distance between sites 
constant Poisson mcxfels} stabsticai 
modeCs for the dispersk>n of these 
indicators in 

.·· . ~:. #,;f ~ ,'Pi ...... ....... · ' . 
~ . . .. 
,, 0 

.. ·- . '""'I' 
Detecllon Method Advantages Disadvantages 
Veridian/Sbnford 

Structural Time Series UlllJUM:f~ component '6flances are nee parameters 

Model-Based 
Most general Schel!UI for modelWlg non-stalionaly ~must be fit by maximum likelihood estimation on 
uniwriate (or muft1"3riale} random processes: Al ·training set•. The physical meaning of the.se 

forecasting Using linear models (e.g. ARr.tA, SAR».tA etc can be decom:posilc>o terms may be obscure; and hence 
Kalman Filter Recursion cast as unobseMd oomponen. state.-space loons) impossible ID estimate irdependenlly 

1>1mple 10 mpiemen1; No te<:··-al ooscir.ties: 
Forecasting system to assess de"ation of Simple explici non--1ecu1Si..e de-.elopment of state 
sequence of co..,ts tom cordillons OI st-y; es:timate flom finle historic::al baseline; requires access to 
assumption of Poisson generating proce-Ss as race,. historical data set: Strong ('Poisson") distributional 
·null"' hypothesis; Poisson modef can be updared assll'ftiton on data {counts of rare ei.ents in large field of 

Control Chart (C.Chart) ' locany• opport\lnily), 

Can be used to assess the alleged tact or serial 
correlation In the sequence brecast residuab: an 
indication of structU'al change; Le OI • .,ode! lact Not as powe!M 111 mdicator of s1ructural change as cenain 

CuSUM oflit• bms of ' swilch<ng' swctuial models. 

Randomization 
Track ielati\e f1equencies amoflil 11111tlllle . 
categones epoch by epoch; Adaptable ID various 
categorical data 1ypes; Non-<l;mens1011'1: Tolerates 

2x2 for Time Series incomplete baseline and partiat tepotbng -
Compar$ telati>e aworiionlng of 1!1(!"1$ (e.g. clinoc 
>isits) among"'"""' (N) categones eiiochby 
epoch; chis Is a lest lot abnJpl change in change 001 spatlally localized - spatial structure of the 
apponionment Adaptable to '4rious data types. ~,.of e1en1s is implicit by linue of lixed 

2xN for Spatial Change Tolerates incomplete tia..eline al1d pattiol ref)Oflilg assignmerts of the N categories to s~cffic site locations. 
locates SISJMICaAl CIU$1enng In wm $pace ala 

Spatial Scan Statistic time eomp1.aar(>nally intensi'lt 

No 

Tried and used 

Verdian 

Ve1C11an 
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Scenario 
Description 

Disease Profile 
base rateO 3 
transmitability 0.7 
virus lifespan 7 days 
length or simulation 120 days 
time of outbreak: day J 
non hi&h·alcrt stale 

City Pitubw'ah 
i I 
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RPHD Tasking FYOl-02 
Non-traditional Population Health Indicator Data 

- Successfully negotiated MOU and acquired historical and real-time, non-traditional data from 
City of Norfolk 

- Obtained and analyzed non-traditional data [including schoPI absentee rates, OTC drug sales, 
911/EMS dispatches, potable wa1er usage, and was1ewater composition (Milwaukee)] , 

- Analyzed San Francisco 911/EMS data 

- Deve!oped and populated Protege ontology 10 calalog and share data across projeclS 
Advanced Analytical Techniques 

- In1egrated statistical and knowledge-based Leeluriques in a flexible monitoring system 
- Cough detection by audio spectral feature clustering 

- Adapted Kalman filters for aberration detection via sta1istical inference on post-forecast 
residuals 

RPHD System Development · 

- Implemented and tested a prototype RPHD that integra1es statistical detection algorithms with 
knowledge-based analysis 

- Successfully detected outbreaks in Bio War simulated data 

- Visualized spatial correlation of anomalies with a browser-based GlS with drill-down 
capability to source-based data displays 

Disease Surveillance Activities 
- Supported syndromic surveillance at Naval Medical Center, Portsmouth (NMCP) 

Transition to Operational Use 
Negotiated MOU, installed initial RPHD component (BASIS) at NMCP 

- Transitioned BASIS technology into MDSS system at the Naval Health Research Center 
n.n.rof""\ 

RPHD Tasking FY03 
Non-traditional Population Health Indicator Data 

- Evaluate IBM's closed-campus phone monitoring for application at Norfolk Navy Base 
- Evaluate evidence for cryptosporidiosis outbreak via Milwaukee wastewater analysis 
- Analyze water usage to detect large-scale outbreak of gastrointestinal illness 

Advanced Analytical Techniques 
- Improve normalcy models to account for cyclic variations, environmental influences, etc. 
- Incorporate dynamic parameter fi1ting and cluster analysis to optimize Kalman fillers 
- Exploit richness in data via knowledge-based processing techniques 
- Develop advanced spatial reasoning and spatial decomposition/recomposition methods 
- Augment data fusion through vector statistical inference on post-forecast residuals and their 

covariance components 
- Prototype methods for disease characterization 

RPHD System Development 
- Implement end-to-end system that automates processing and analysis of"livc" data 
- Utilize Protege ontology to access data at run time 
- Develop web-based "light" client to present geographic results 
- Test the RPHD system with simulated and real-world data 

Apply privacy protection methods rrOm IBM and CMU 
Disease Surveillance Activities 
- Expand disease surveillance at Naval Medical Center Ponsmouth (NMCP) 
- Test prototype audio cough detection in mi litary classrooms 

Transition to Operational Use 
- RPHD components at NMCP, Air Force and Anny hospitals in Hampton Roads 
- ~HD co1:!:1ponents within city public health departments and private sector medical facilities in 

l 



RPHD Tasking FY04 
Non-traditional Population Health. Indicator Data 

- Determine nationwide applicability of non-traditional data for regional disease surveillance 

- Enhance knowledge bases of data sources and their properties 

- Implement operational methods for routine acquisition and protection of data 
Advanced Analytical Techniques 
- Finalize adaptive, multivariate forecasting models underlying aberration detection 

- Develop additional knowledge-based problem solvers in response to FY03 experience 
- Characterize and encode behavior of all problem-solvers in a knowledge base, allowing 

RAST A control structure to improve overall system performance 

RPHD System Development 
- Refine all RPHD components based on FY03 demos to ensure robust, deployable system 

- Develop fault tolerant servers with data backup and recovery solutions 
- Ensure easy installation and sofiwa.rc maintenance 

- Create user manuals and documentation 
Disease Survei llance Activities 

- Conduct unified military and civilian disease ~urveillance for Hampton Roads 
- Support user training in Hampton Roads 

Transition to Operational Use 

- Finalize transition to Hampton Roads Regional Public Health and Metropolitan Medical 
Response System (MMRS) 

- Develop additional Navy applications via Naval Health Research Center, San Diego 

Pitt Performance Goals 
• 2001-2002 

Data: 
• Pursued scores of data types; obtained 10 

• First statistically valid measurements of timeliness 

Algorithms: Developed initial versions ofWSARE and PANDA 
Performance goals: identified methods for 2 week speed up relative to 
hospital admissions for pediatric 

• 2003/4 
Data: 

• Obtain 20 more types of data. 

• Expand depth and breadth for data we have sufficient to make statistically 
valid measurements fbr OTC, chief complaint, transportation, 911 call center 
and utility data ' 

• Develop new approaches to data screening based on linkage 

Algorithms: Develop second versions ofWSARE, PANDA; complete 
Bayesian aerosol detector 
Perfonnance goals: approach one day latency from time sick individuals 
first awaken with symptoms to detection. 
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Pitt/CMU Tasks FYO 1-02 

• Developing Detection Algorithms: 
- WSARE, 

- PANDA, 

- Bayesian aerosol, 

- Fast Scan Statistic, 

- NLP, 

- SecondStage 

• Characterize non traditional data: 

• Biowar Development and use for evaluation 

Pitt/CMU Tasks FY03 

>Developing Detection Algorithms: 
> WSARE, 
>PANDA, 
>Bayesian aerosol, 
>Fast Scan Statistic 

>Characterize non traditional data: Gather 25 More 
Data Sources 
> Biowar to be Enhanced for Higher Fidelity 
>Characterize non traditional data: Use Gold 
Standard data to Validate Nontraditional Sources 
> "'Large Scale Data Evaluations" 

.. 
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Pitt/CMU Tasks FY04 
)>Developing Detection Algorithms: 

)> WSARE, 
.,,.PANDA, 
)>Bayesian aerosol, 
.,,.Fast Scan Statistic 

)> Characterize non traditional data: Gather 25 More 
Data Sources 
)> Biowar to be Enhanced for Higher Fidelity 
)> Characterize non traditional data: Use Gold 
Standard data to Validate Nontraditional Sources 
)> Transition Technologies and Data Characterizations 

ESSENCE II Tasking FY01-02 
Non-Traditional Health Indicator Data 

• Acquire data sources (absenteeism, over-the-counter & prescription medications, 
electronic claims, emergency room chief complaint, animal health indicators, 
nurse hotline, HMO web click stream, video cough, etc.) 

• Analyze sources to determine the strength and timeliness of the indicator 

Advanced Analytical Techniques 
• Select optimum temporal and spatial detection techniques for data In the NCA 
• Implement detection techniques against Uve NCA data streams 
• Participate In BioWars evaluation detection approaches 

ESSENCE System Development 
• Develop & Implement automated data acquisition, text parsing & archiving software 
• Implement privacy algorithms on data source server 
- Develop & Implement web based wortdwide military disease surveillance capability 
- Develop civlllan NCA prototype & demonstrate during county exercise 

Disease Surveillance Activities 
• Standup worldwide mllitary system 
• Web s ites to distribute NCA surveillance Information to local health departments 
- Daily analysis of NCA data to identify clusters of disease 
• Standup NCA disease surveillance operations center 

Transition to Operational Use 
• Primary transition Into DoD-GEIS 
• Transition of components to DTRA, PEOCBD, & CDC 
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ESSENCE II Tasking FY03 

Non-Traditional Health Indicator Data 
• Acquire additional data sources (national animal data, 911 calls, national poison 

center, etc.) 
• Socio-economic models for selected Indicators 
• Seasonal models 

Advanced Analytical Techniques 
• HMO data mining 
- Spatial data Integration 
• Automation of detection techniques 

ESSENCE System Development 
• Privacy algorithms on civilian data and for HCA data sharing 
• Situation assessment algorithms & text processing 
• NCA military I civilian cross-jurisdictional user interfaces 
• ArclMS based ESSENCE I upgrade 
• ESSENCE II Integration and testing 

Disease Surveillance Activities 
• Continued dally NCA survelllance to identify clusters of disease 
• Continued military surveillance activities 

Transition to Operational Use 
• Investigate transition to NHRC for San Diego area 
• Transition of components to DTRA, PEOCBO, & CDC 

ESSENCE II Tasking FY04 

Non-Traditional Health Indicator Data 
• Apply knowledge gained in the NCA to other locations In CONUS 
• Explore rapid model development and background assessment techniques 
• Acquire national sourcn of data 

Advanced Analytical Techniques 
• Refine detection methods based on operational use 
- Develop more generalized techniques Independent of location 

ESSENCE System Development 
• Implementation of ESSENCE in a operational military setting 
• Implementation of ESSENCE II in a ci vilian setting with collaboration 

of the local health departments. 
• Complete the integration and testing of the two ESSENCE versions 

Disease Surveillance Activlties 
• Support the military surveillance users in upgrades 
• Train the civilian users of ERSSENCE II in NCA 
• Support upgrades to the civilian version of ESSENCE 

Transition to Operational Use 
- Complete transition of ESSENCE to mmtary and civilian users 

.. 
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IBM/JHU/SDI Tasks: 2001-2002 
• Data source evaluation 

- Most promising: Worksite survey, worksi te medical phone calls, 
worksite medical web accesses 

- Baseline: environmental, HMO claim from SDI 
- TBD: Cafeteria, worksite attendance, utility 
- Not considered promising: Cough counting, newsgroups 

• Anomaly detection algorithms 
- Site detectors, 
- supervised/unsupervised general detectors 
- Disease models based on environmental data (JHU) 

• Surveillance system prototype 
- Prototype with live data feeds, <la.ta archiving, detectors operational at 

Watson site by YE 2002 

• Transfer 
- Video car counting, interpolated environmental data, MALM, privacy 

prototype are available for trans.~er 

IBM/JHU/SDI Tasks: 2003 

• Data source evaluation 
- Ongoing characterization/evaluation of existing/new data sources 
- Improved methodology for data source evaluation 
- Explore the extension of selected site-based data sources to a regional 

basis, e.g., NY City 
- Environmental effects on disease processes 

• Further development and testing of detectors 
- Improved testing methodology 
- Hybrid site/regional detectors 

• Surveillance system 
- Incorporate additioµal data sources, detectors, environmental data 

• Transfer 
- Employ site surveillance system at other sites, e.g., military bases 
- Make detector technologies, data source insights available to systems 

contractors 
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CHALLENGE MODES POSSIBLE VENUES 

SPECIAL EVENT SINGLE CAMPUS N EIGHBORHOOD LARGE AREA 

AEROSOL VHNI HARD/IMP VH/IMP HARD/CRIT 

VECTOR FOOD/BEV VH/IMP HARD/IM P VHNI VHNI 
VECTOR HUMAN VH/CRIT7 HARD/IMP VHllMP EH/CR IT 

VECTOR ANIMAL VHNI HARD/IMP VH/IMP VHNI 
VECTOR MECHANICAL VH/IMP HARD/IMP VH/IMP EH/IMP 

Degree of Difficulty: Elttremely Hard (EH); Very Hard (VH); H ard (HARO) 

Degree of Importance: Critical (CRIT); Very Important (VI); Important (IMP) 

NOTE: These Characterizations Suggest ive and Subjective ONLY 
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. TITLE PAGE 

FOLDER TOC 15 

E-MAILs CONCERNING TIA 

Loose-leaf collection - some multiple 

sender I recipients (copies to each) 

• 15.A DARPA (e-mail) 

• 15.A.1 DARPA {Catelog) 

• 15.B . Potomac Institute 

• 15.C Syntek Technologies {IAO) 

• 15.D Veridan 

• 15.E Pittsburg U 

• 15.F Knoltex 

• 15.H Carnegie Mellon U 



---

ddyer 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Doug, 

jpoindexter 
Friday, May 31, 2002 9:00 PM 
tarmour; ddyer 
RE: IBM Privacy Institute 

Why don't you see if you can make contact with this group and get more details on what 
they are doing. 

-----Original Message----
From: tarmour 
Sent: Friday, May 31, 2002 6:36 PM 
To: John Poindexter (E-mail); Douglas Dyer <E-mail) 
Subject: IBM Privacy Institute 

Just stwnbled on this. 

-t 

Established in November 2001, the IBM Privacy Institute is an organization within IBM 
Research to promote and advance research in privacy and data protection technology. The 
institute's goal is to develop the necessary technologies for enterprises that enable the 
transition from today's privacy-unaware or even privacy-intrusive ways of doing e-business 
to privacy-enabling ways. As the industry's first technology research institute devoted to 
privacy, it will lead IBM's participation within the scfentific and technical communities 
in this important field . 

The Institute has created a global research program to develop new privacy-enhancing 
services and technol ogies. It will address such issues as privacy in e-business, pervasive 
and mobile computing , knowledge management, and intrusion detection. See the examples 
below for more details. 

http://www.research.ibm.com/privacy/projects.html#watermark 



> Doug 
> 
> -----Original Message----
> From: jpoindexter 
> Sent: Sunday, May 19, 2002 11:24 AM 
> To : tarmour; •David Gunning• ; ddyer 
> Cc: tsenator; rpopp 
> Subject: RE: Dr. Latanya Sweeney's Home Page 
> 
> 
> Tom, Ted and Doug, 
> 
> She does sound interesting. 
> 
> Ted, 
> 
> Does she have funding through EELD to investigate privacy protection 
> technologies? 
> 
> Doug, 
> 
> Are there any proposals in this area? 
> 
> Let's think about her for the CSTB study. 
> 
> -----Original Message----
> From: tarmour 
>Sent: Saturday, May 18, 2002 3:53 PM 
>To: 'David Gunning'; jpoindexter; ddyer 
> Cc: tsenator 
>Subject: RE: Dr. Latanya Sweeney's Home Page 
> 
> 
> Thanks, Dave. 
> 
> John and Doug-
> 
> You may already know of this person. She appears to be involved in Ted's 
> Biosurveillance program .. . according to her cv, 
> http://sweeney.heinz.cmu.edu/cv.html, 
> "My work specific to this project centers on rendering data sufficiently 
> anonymous data in real-time and of course, demonstrating the ability to 
use 
>such data for detection purposes.w 
> 
> If she's not already involved in either of our privacy studies, she would 
be 
> a good candidate. we may even want to fund her to do work for us. 
> 
>Here's how she describes her main interest: 
> 
> "Applying these pursuits to the task of maintaining privacy and 
> confidentiality in a globally networked, technically empowered society has 
> allowed me to explore a new area of computer science, which I term 
>computational disclosure control (also known as "data anonymity"). This is 
> the study of computational techniques for discovering and controll ing 
> inferences that can be drawn from disclosed data such that the identity of 
> individuals and other entities contained in the released data cannot be 
>recognized even though the data remain practically useful." 
> 
> BTW ... most of her work seems to have been on medical data, inspired, 
> perhaps, by HIPAA. 
> 
>And she makes this statement: 
> 
> "I also work on policy issues. Maintaining privacy and confidentiality in 
an 



> electronic setting requires a symbiotic relationship between technology 
and 
> policy." 
> 
> Indeed! 
> 
> She runs the nLaboratory for International Data Privacya at CMU 
> http://sos.heinz.cmu.edu/dataprivacy/index.html 
> whose mission is described thusly: 
> 
> 0 The overall objective of the Laboratory for International Data Privacy 
> (LIDAP) at Carnegie Mel lon University is to provide intellectual 
leadership 
> to society in shaping the evolving relationship between technology and the 
> legal right to or public expectation of privacy i n the collection and 
> sharing of data. The LIDAP is unique and necessary because its 
> interdisciplinary perspective within an academic setting provides a 
vantage 
> point for examining data privacy problems across different kinds of 
> applications and data, including financial, economic, criminal, medical 
and 
> genetic information, to name a few, in various socio-political settings . 
The 
> LIDAP constructs balanced, integrated solutions across boundaries, weaving 
>technology and policy together." 
> 
> -t 
> 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > From: David Gunning [mailto:david@gunning.ws] 
> > Sent: Wednesday, May 15, 2002 9:43 PM 
> > To: tarmour 
> > Subject: Dr. Latanya Sweeney's Home Page 
> > 
> > 
> > Tom, 
> > 
> > Here is a link to Latanya Sweeney's home page . She is the 
> > CMU researcher on 
> > privacy and may have something interesting you could use in your talk. 
> > 
> > http://sweeney.heinz.cmu.edu/ 
> > 
> > Dave 
> > 



. . 

ddyar 

From: rpopp 

Sent: Sunday, May 26, 2002 8:59 PM 

To: ddyer; jpoindexter 

Subject: RE: Recommendations on Acxlom 

Doug , did you broach w/ Acxiom the subject of estimated costs for performing fl & #27? 

-·-Original Message---· 
From: ddyer 
Sent: Tuesday, May 21, 2002 11:41 AM 
To: jpoindexter; rpopp 
Subject: Recommendations on Aodom 

John, Bob, 

I've spoken about these recommendations to both of you separately, but to recap: 

Page I of 2 

Acx!om Is the nation's largest commercial data warehose company ($1 B/year) with customers llke Citibank, Walmart, and other 
companies whose names you know. They have a history of treating privacylssues fairly and they don't advertise at all. As a result 
they haven't been hurt as much as CholcePolnt, Seisfnt, etc by privacy concerns and press inquiries. Essentially, Acxlom ~uys or 
otherwise acquires transaction information, uses a key, proprietary technology they call Abllltec that links these transactions 
uniquely with a person/address pair (UUfDs tor both), and then projects from this database to provide datasets to· their 
customers. Abitltec is important because it is about 99% accurate despite differences in spellings and errors In data and because 
of high performance {hundreds of milllons of these finks/second on current hardware). Customer data sets Acxtom creates can 
be relational databases or In some other structured format. Acxiom also hosts supercomputers that enable their customers to do 
analysis end data mining. One example of why this data mining pays off is to determine who to send pre·approved credit card 
applications to. They also do mass mailings and even host a few high-performance web sites. 

Coverage ctaimed: Acxlorri spends about $SOM 1or data on US data and covers more than 80% of the population. They 
have 80% coverage In the UK and have some coverage in Australia, Canada, and Germany. They are Interested in expanding 
when it makes sense financially and do continual analysfs to assess costs and payoffs (so they know many of the data sources 
that exist around the world---and have incentives to keep up to date). 

I think we can win with Acxiom in four ways: 

1) Engage Acxiom in conjunction with the Rand study to Identify all the relevant databases (without knowing Rand's knowledge 
base, I'm guessing that Acxlom has more current knowledge about commercial databases). 

2) Have Acxiom provide us with a statistical data set (using UUIOs rather than any identity or address Information) for use in the 
TIA critical experiment (I don't know H we have a name for this yet, but It's the one which Involves dtscovering the red-team 
signature. discerning bad behavior from odd or normal behavior). We can use this real, large, but private data set to accelerate 
our critical experiment. 

3) Acxiom's Jennifer Barrett Is a lawyer and chief privacy officer. She's testified before Congress and offered to provide help. 
One of the key suggestions she made Is that people wlll object to Big Brother, wide-coverage databases, but they don't object to 
use of relevant data for specific purposes that we can all agree on. Rather than getting all the data for any purpose, we should 
start with the goat, tracking terrorists to avoid attacks, and then Identify the data needed (although we can't define all of thts, we 
can say that our templates and models of terrorists are good places to start). Already, this guidance has shaped my thinking. 

4) Ultimately, the US may need huge databases of commercial transactions that cover the world or certain areas outside the US. 
This information provides economic utility, and thus provides two reasons why foreign countries would be interested. Ac~lom 
could bul~d this mega-scale database. · 

8/30/2002 
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At any rate, there Is little or no chance that Acxlom or any other commerclal data warehouse/mining company is likely to advance 
the state ot the an. Any innovation DARPA might pay for would be quickly Intertwined with proprietary technologies. This doesn't 
reduce the security/economic utility of a system like the one described in (4). 

Cheers, 

Doug 

u COi Douv Dyer, PhD 

OARPAllAO 

3701 N. F8lrlax Ortye, Arlington VA 

Voice: 703-698·7'42 

8130/2002 



 



Re: JE Moving to Office of Force Transformation? 

By John M. Poindexter on /15102 9:24 PM 

Mike, 

Th.is is a very thoughtful contribution that I hope everybody will study and be prepared to 
discuss how we can implement your objectives here. I agree it is not too early to start thinking 
about this. It may be too early to start talking about it. I had posted a note some weeks ago that 
we should define the end game which is beyond DARPA so that we all have a vision of where we 
are going. 

Bran Ferren's USA Vision 

By John M Poindexter on 2110102 1:41 PM 

I've gotten permission from Bran Ferren to distribute his paper on Universal Situation Assessment which I 
have uploaded here USA White Paper Draft (UV 1.1 ).doc. He says I can distribute as I please. He was 
going to clean it up a bit, but be is satisfied with it. 

Highly recommend reading to get a slightly broader vision than the present focus of TIA. I endorse his 
ultimate vision -- maybe that's the end game for TIA. 

He has some good technology ideas in one of the appendices. We sho~ld be sure to capture these ideas in 
the BAA. 

Catalog of Transactional Data Bases 

By Thomas Armour!DARPA-IAO on 31510211:25 AM 

····-Original Message----· 

From: jpoindexter 

Sent: Saturday, March 02, 2002 4:58 PM 

To: ddyer; tarmour(contr-iao); tsenator; Brian Sharkey (E-mail); Art Fritzson (E-mail) 

Cc: rpopp 

Subject: Catalog of Transactional Data Bases 

All. 

I've been thinking it would be very useful and probably a requirement to have a catalog of all available 
data bases that contain transactional data that might be relevant to our problem domain. I have in mind 
classified, unclassified, government and commercial (both internal and for public access). This would 
be a monumental effort -· also somewhat sensitive. 

There may be pieces of this already inventoried someplace. 



I'm thinking it would include description of data base, who owns it, what is the coverage, type of data 
base, schema, frequency of update, access control, etc. The first step would be to scope the problem, 
develop a framework for doing review, identify a comprehensive list of relevant transaction categories, 
and collect infonnation on a hundred or so data bases. 1bis would not be just domestic, but try to 
scope the world-wide problem. 

This would be extremely valuable for Doug's work on Genisys, provide ideas for Ted's work, and 
beginning to define a long range plan. 

The question is what would be a good organization to do the initial work on this. I've been thinking 
about RAND, but not firmed up on this. 

Any thoughts and recommendations on this would be appreciated. 

Doug's Response 

By Thomas ArmourlDARPA-IAO on 315102 J J:26AM 

Monday, 3/4 

I think is required. 

Jim Hendler and others just completed a database review for the Air Force---and there were tons 
of"just Air Force" databases, so this is a very large task, but as you say, some summary information 
must exist. We can't expect to get the entire answer, but a partial answer will be needed·--our goal is 
to cover everything ... 

I don't have any bener answer about who could do this task. 

Doug 

Brian's Response 

By Thomas ArmourlDARPA-IAO on 315102J1:27 AM 

Monday, 3/4 

John, 

I think this is a very good idea and RAND is a reasonable choice given that 

you may not wish to directly engage with firms like Gartner and rather have 

that connection made via a Think Tank that can get access to Gartner and 

others. Also, depending on progress made on the policy side, it is possible 



that there will be "partial" relaxation of restrictions as the goverrunent 

probes the Jaws and gets a better understanding of the consequences of these 

legal decisions. A finn like RAND could help with both the data collection 

and the sttateay for probing the relaxation of pol icy as a function of the 

value and sensitivity of the transaction data. 

Ted's Response (Study TOR) 

By Thomas Armour/DARPA./ A 0 on 315102 11: 2 8 AM 

Tu, 3/5 

Colleagues, Here is a first draft Tenns of Reference for the database cataloging effort that John 
proposed. Comments, suggestions, etc. are solicited and welcome. -- Ted 

Tenns of Reference.doc 

Comments on TOR 

By Thomas ArmourlDARP A-IA 0 on 315102 11: 32 AM 

I. Use policies might include classification (if any). 

2 . I like the idea of dividing the job up into domains that would then constitute chapters 
in the mother-of-all book of databases. It occurs to me, however, that defining these domains is 
itself a pretty big job, and should perhaps be Task #1 in. the study. I presume we want these 
domains to be mutually exclusive, yet together spanning the entire space. But it may not be 
possible (now that I think about it), probably impossible to make them mutually exclusive. So 
will need to know when we have identified the same database in several domains and only do the 
detailed analysis once. Need a good global index, I guess. 

Also ... another way to parse the space might be use ... somewhat different from industry. 
So instance, these guys use transitional data to fulfill govennent regulatory requirements: 

http ://www.economic-consulling.com/practiceareasffransferPricing/transacdatab.html 

3. This is probably a fine point not worth doing anything about...butjust to be clear. The 
goal of Total Infonnation Awareness is to identify and be able to exploit everything. (Isn't it?) 
Clearly this must be done in stages, and will not be complete in the lifetime of the TIA program. 
But that is the goal. So purpose of this study is a) to identify the low-hanging fruit and most 



valuable databases for early inclusion and b) to produce a (strategic) plan that would define both 
the technical capabilities necessary to exploit all of the various database types, and a notional 
schedule to inclusion of databases in the program. IMHO, anyway! 

4. As to the performer ... Rand seems like a good choice. Other possibilities: IDA. One 
of the DoE labs ... Sandia, PNNL, Livermore especially (since they do intel work). 

Re: Comments on TOR 

By John M Poindexter on J/5102 8:21 PM 

Good comments. 

Mike's response 

By Mike Szymanski on 31610212:18 AM 

Why not go to someone in this specific line of business? 

Seisint is a global information management and technology company. Seisint's technology 
solutions enable rapid access to, manipulation and analysis of large-scale data stores that may contain 
billions of records. Seisint currently houses one of the worlds largest US-centric data repositories (on 
individual and business) developed from both public and commercial sources. 

Re: Mike's response 

By John M. Poindexter on 317102 I 0: 5 J PM 

Mike, 

I think it is useful to have an FFRDC do the initial scoping work because of the 
sensitivity. 

Re: Mike's response 

By J. Brian Sharkey on 318102 6:29 AM 

John, 

Just to capture what we discussed yesterday, in addition to the transaction data 
types, we sjhould capture whether or not there are "electronic" or other methods for 
automatically collecting the infonnation ans the "plan for a plan" should include a 
recommendation of firms/organizations who we might hire to collect the various data 
activities as the policy issues become resolved. 

Brian 



Items of particulars interest 

By Thomas Armour!DARPA-/AO on 3112102 5:04 PM 

Note item Si in the TOR: 

i. Recommend appropriate intelligence support organization. Consider innovative ways to 
accomplish the intelligence function without generating a large manpower bill. 

And lOb: 

b. Plan for permanent interagency presence and interagency coordination mechanisms (e.g., joint 
interagency coordination groups). Access to fused intelligence, law enforcement information, and the 
ability to coordinate operations with non-DOD agencies will be particularly important. 

Re: Items of particulars interest 

By John M. Poindexrer on 3112102 7:30 PM 

Yes, I noticed those parts. I think Mike McConnell should make early contact with the 
staff elements working on this to tell them about TIA.&nbsp; Maybe we can have an impact on 
their early thinking. 

Art, please bring this to Mike's attention. 

Re: Items of particulars interest 

By Art Fritzson/Booz Allen Hamilton on 3115102 l :28 PM 

Will do 

GeoSpatial and Temporal Tracker 

By John M. Poindexter on 3124102 3:39 PM 

I have thought for sometime that we will need a geospatial display of information in TIA. The technology 
described below might be a short-tenn or tong-term solution. 

Arc View Tracking Analyst Extension.url 

(quoted from email) 

Dr. Poindexter 



We have been working on FCS with Gary Sauer and he mentioned that you may be 

interested in some the geospatial solutions that we have developed/are 

developing. We have done a number of things with terrain analysis for all 

the services along with having developed a commercial product that ESRI, 

Inc. (www.esri.com) sells called Tracking Analyst 

(http://www.esri.com/software/arcview/ex1ensions/trackingext.html older 

version- new one coming out within next two months). TA will track several 

hundred entities and display them in a map viewer (more specifically ESRl's 

ArcMap) in real time while also having a playback feature that allows for a 

variety of historical analyses.&nbsp; We would be happy to meet with you and give 

you a demonstration of our products/capabilities at your convenience. 

Bill Foshay 

Discussion with John Hanke, CEO of Keyhole, on Earth Viewer 

By John M. Poindexter on 41J3102 9:08 AM 

John, 

Very nice article. It is close lo my vision. I'm sony I won't be able to make the 16 April meeting. I will 
definitely want to get with you at a later date. Please let me know when you will be in town again. 

For sometime now I've been searching for a better way of visualizing the InfoSpace beyond screens full of 
text. A linkage between GeoSpace and InfoSpace seems like a natural way of taking advantage of human 
cognition since we live in the physical world. I've thought of a briefing for a senior decision maker that 
starts with a view of Eanh from I 00 miles where you can see the hot spots. As you fly down more and 
more detail becomes visible. As Jong as the information you are looking at has a strong geospatial 
component, the earth remains the background. At some point the scene morphs into another space such as 
one representing the social networks of terrorist organizations for example. Then morphs into a space 
where relationships and inferences can be seen in some sort of visual diagrams. At the bottom you finally 
can drill into the text documents that provide the fine grain detail -- maybe somewhat along the lines of 
Inxight's hyerbolic tree or vanishing wall where time is the prominent dimension. 

To some extent this has a little flavor ofGelertner's MirrorWorlds. 

Some questions our technical people will have will be how to link in new information layers, how flexible 
is this in a dynamic situation, can the Earth View window be made bigger (I suppose this takes a faster 
connection and processors), is there any work going on with NIMA. Also it would be good to get a couple. 
more copies of Earth Viewer for evaluation. 

--·--Original Message---·-



From: John Hanke [mailto:john@keyholecorp.com] 

Sent: Saturday, April 13, 2002 2:02 AM 

To: jpoindexter 

Cc: Brian Sharkey (E-mail} 

Subject: RE: Earth Viewer 

john, 

looks like the meeting is on for tuesday. if there is interest, i hope to 

catch you at a future date. fyi, we'll be in the NYT circuits section this 

coming thursday. also, this just hit in "the bulletin" (published w/ 

newsweek) in australia. very enthusiastic. 

http://bulletin.ninemsn.eom.au/bulletin/EdDesk.nsf/printing/340ASOE83D9E2DC8 

CA256B8EOOOB3CA6 

E-BULLETIN 

EARTHVIEWER'S ROCKET SCIENCE 

You're flying at warp speed with a 30 view of not only the planet but even 

your own street. This isn't science fiction, Joshua Gliddon discovers, but 

high-tech reality. 

Hurtling out of the clouds at what must be Mach 5, features on the ground -

fields, roads, a house - Jose their fuzziness as you plunge groundwards. 

What looks like a Martian canal turns out to be a bomb-cratered runway. 

Welcome to Kandahar, Afghanistan. The war on terror is underway, but you're 

no paratrooper. Kandahar has been rendered in high-resolution 

three-dimension by a program called Earth Viewer. 



Geographical Information Systems (GIS) and high-res satellite imagery have 

been around for years. The thawing of the Cold War liberated terabytes of 

imagery used by the Americans and the Soviets to track each others' troops 

and nukes, and these have been used by governments and business to track 

everything from population increases to wayward icebergs. 

There's just one problem. The images are flat, static and boring. Keyhole, 

the parent of Earth Viewer founded by a group of ex-Silicon Graphics 

employees, marries this high-res imagery with topographical data and pushes 

it all through a super-powerful, console games-inspired 3D engine. 

If you thought that seeing pictures of the Big Blue Marble from space was 

life changing, wait until you fly, in real time, across the globe before 

plunging down into your country, your city, your town and even your street 

before screaming to a halt above your home. No one else does what 

Earth Viewer can do in real time, which is why it's so amazing. 

"Earth Viewer works because you don't need to have all the data in a local 

database," says Keyhole CEO John Hanke. "And we're able to use a powerful 

games engine to render all the data." 

You get the sense that Hanke wants to understate the true potential of 

Earth Viewer. After all, it's a small company, headquartered in California, 

with less than 20 employees on board. And in one sense it's wise he does 

understate the potential. After all, coverage of the US and Afghanistan 

isn't the entire Earth. Getting to that level means gaining access to the 

many databases of high resolution images that are around, but not publically 

available. Australians may have to wait a while until we can drill down into 

Sydney. But it will happen in the next two or three years, says Hanke. "A 



full resolution map of the Earth would need about six petabytes of storage. 

That•s completely feasible as long as we can get the data." 

Sony has injected some capital, and a couple of deals with real estate 

boards have been inked. Expanding the coverage is simply a matter of 

sourcing the images, says Hanke, 36. "Once we've got them we can just plug 

them into our software and it's there." 

So where did Keyhole get the idea for a 3D world from? Hanke admits that 

pictures of Earth are nothing new, and pays homage to the early 

cartographers who simply wanted to build a more accurate model of the Earth. · 

We've got an intuitive understanding that the world is a big place, but it's 

not until we spin the globe and plonk down a finger - "I'll go there" • that 

we start to think about the pure logistics of movement through space. 

Looking at the globe gives us a better understanding of ourselves. 

Think of Earth Viewer, then, as tomorrow's globe, but with infinitely high 

resolution. And one that can be toted around in a laptop or beamed across 

the (coming) wireless internet into a handheld computer or tablet device. 

"There's also precedent for what we've done in science fiction," Hanke says. 

"If you read Neal Stephenson's Snow Crash, which was written 10 or 12 years 

ago, he talks about a program that's similar to Earth Viewer." 

Sun Microsystems' chief scientist John Gage used Earth Viewer as the backdrop 

to his presentation at February's World Congress on Information Technology 

in Adelaide. At a later, private presentation, he ran an automated tour of 

Afghanistan and the US using Earth Viewer. Attendees were transfixed as they 

came hurtling out of the clouds towards the bomb-cratered runway. 

Gage later qualified his enthusiasm for the software, saying that Sun had 



nothing to do with the company, but that he thought such a global view of 

the Earth was unprecedented. "It's what you can do with a little imagination 

and good software skills," he said. He should have added "and with good, 

high-resolution imagery, loo", because without the pictures Earth Viewer is 

nothing. 

Computer interfaces are mired in the old Windows-Mouse-Pointer model that 

was developed nearly three decades ago at Xerox's Palo Alto Research Centre. 

Apple ripped it off PARC, and Microsoft ripped it off Apple. The problem is 

·that the old graphical user interface is slarting to creak and tear apart 

with the sheer volume of information that today's computers can deal with. 

When PARC researchers hit upon the idea of using a desktop as a metaphor for 

organising work, compulers could store a couple of hundred text documents at 

best. 

Now we're able to store the entire Australian National Library on a network 

drive. Google provides a command-line driven window onto the world wide web. 

It can also search pictures and news groups, but wading through hundreds of 

documents before you get 10 the one you're after is a hit·and-miss affair. 

Organising information spatially could be the answer for cenain types of 

information. Earth Viewer shouldn't just be thought of as a fancy, 

games-engine driven globe. It's actually a sophisticated geographical 

interface. "Any information that's spatial, or related to spatial data, can 

be linked into our software and presented using Earth Viewer," says Hanke. 

"If we go beyond the literal stuff, like real·estate applications, then 

we're able to start looking at how wealth is distributed, at the links 

between crime data and geography, and we can represent that using colours 



rather than simple button icons." 

He's still underselling it. Earth Viewer is a teaching aid and communication 

device. The runway at Kandahar could be linked to Afghan demographic 

infonnation, which could then provide a link to regional geopolitical data. 

Scenarios could be played out, old imperialist boundaries redrawn. Throw in 

some artificial intelligence like that used in games like The Sims, and 

you've got a virtual, simulated planet. Add weather data, global-warming 

infonnation and other environmental factors and you could have the entire 

Earth in your pocket. It's all possible, and it's almost here. You may never 

look at the Earth the same way again. 

Material in The Bulletin is protected under the Commonwealth Copyright Act 

1968. No material may be reproduced in part or in whole without written 

consent from the copyright holders. 

> From: jpoindexter [mailto:jpoindexter@darpa.milJ 

>Sent: Monday, April 08, 2002 6:09 PM 

>To: 'John Hanke' 

>Cc: Brian Sharkey (E-mail) 

>Subject: RE: EarthViewer 

> 

> 

>John, 

> 

> Got it installed on my home machine which has a better video 

> adapter. What 



> a difference. It is really impressive. 

> 

> Brian Sharkey heads a team that is advising me on technology concepts and 

> system architecture. They arrange for demos on interesting technology and 

> are next door to DARPA. They may be prepared to host a demo on 16 or 17 

> April. I am tied up both days, but I don't think I need to see 

>it after my 

>own viewing of the application. They would invite the relevant program 

> managers from my office. Please coordinate with Brian. If we 

> could plan it 

> further in advance I could probably make it. 

> 

>Brian, 

> 

> This is a very interesting geospatial viewing application which may have 

> enormous potential for our purposes in TIA. It has the capability of 

>showing layers of data with geospatial coordinates. Bill Crowell, former 

> dep dir NSA, brought it to my attention. 

> 



TIA System Architecture: TIA System Design Description DRAFT Version 1.0 Posted 

By Bradley R. Bebee on 413010111:43 PM 

A draft version of the TIA System Description Description DRAFT Version 1.0 (tia-sys-arch-2002-04-
30.doc ) has been added to the Files tool. This draft is under revision and will be updated frequently. One 
important upcoming addition is a list of conceptual operations for each TIA technology component to help 
in specifying potential uses. 

The current draft is in Word fonnat. In the near feature, it will be converted to XML and be available for 
browsing on the TIA System Portal. 

Comments and feedback are welcomed ... 

Thanks, --Brad 

Please Review ASAP 

By John M. Poindexter on 511102 8:09 AM 

Brad and Greg, 

Great job. We need to prepare a PPT briefing on this with the hilites for my use with various 
groups and DIRO. 

IAO Staff, 

Please review this as soon as possible -- especially to have context for BAA proposal evaluations. 

Word of Caution 

By John M. Poindexter on 511102 9:57 PM 

We need to be alert to fuctional areas that are not covered by current 
programs and be willing to propose and implement new programs where needed to 
achieve the functionality we feel is important. 

Re: Please Review ASAP - Preliminary 

By Greg Mack/Syntek on 511102 1:06 PM 

Pl ease keep in mind that this is preliminary. The overall framework is going to change 
soemwhat to make it consistent with some of the standards (e.g. ISO's & ITU-T's Reference 
Model for Open Distributed Processing, and the Joint Technical Architecture). We have also met 



with BAH this morning to synthesize it with their Core Services Model. Comments are 
appreciated. 

Re: Please Review ASAP - Preliminary 

By John M. Poindexter on 511102 7:33 PM 

I know this is preliminary, but I want BAA proposal reviewer to have the system 
context in mind. 

It is a living document and our blueprint -- a very important document. 

Hybrid Collaboarative Environment 

By John M Poindexler on 512102 J :30 PM 

I would like for the TIA Sys Architecture document to eventually capture our ideas for the 
collaborative environment. 

Re: Hybrid Collaboarative Environment 

By Art Fritzson!Booz Allen Hamilton on 512102 I: 55 PM 

We've characterized the System View as containing two transport platforms - the 
collaborative platform and the center based services architecture (to support application 
integration). I don't think we've quite got the mapping right between the Operations Model and 
the System Model but, for the time being, the System View (of the System Model)provides a 
placeholder for elaboration. We've uploaded our initial cut at this and the core services (the 
Services View of the Operations Model) into the TIA SDD Development shared space. We've 
also uploaded a description of the Grid Prototype work there. 

Re: Hybrid Collaboarative Environment 

By John M. Poindexter on 512102 8:2 7 PM 

Art, 

Ok. We are working on a cartoon type diagram that captures more accurately 
the hybrid environment and will provide that for inclusion when we finish it. 



An interesting confounding factor - identity theft 

By Greg Mack!Syntekon 5113102 1:19 PM 

[excerpt from NY Times] "Tens of thousands of stolen credit-card numbers are being offered for sale each 
week on the Internet in a handful of thriving, membership-only cyberbazaars, operated largely by residents 
of the fonner Soviet Union, who have become central players in credit-card and identity theft .... a credit
card reseller's conference in Odessa, Ukraine, at the end of this month .... The Internet sites of the online 
marketplaces are mostly known only to their participants though that number can run as high as 2,000 
registered users. " 

http://story.news.yahoo.com/news?tmpl=story&ncid=68&e=2&cid=68&u=/nyt/20020513/ts _ nyt/credit_ car 
d _theft_ thrives_ online _as _global_ market_losses _grow 

Re: An interesting confounding factor -- identity theft 

By John M. Poindexter on 5115102 7: 54 PM 

This is an important theme for us. Identity theft is a very important problem that makes positive 
identification essential which in terms helps the solution to our problems. 

Doug, please pass along this idea to ISAT study. 

The Battle Must Be Fought Overseas 

By Thomas Annour!DARP A-IA 0 on 5128102 8: 30 AM 

Interesting op-ed today in the NY Times by a former CIA officer. Among other things, he opines that 
Americans won't have the stomach to accept signfican!ly increased security ... and invasions of 
privacy ... domestically: 

"While Congress and the administration hope the F.B.I. can become more adept in pre-empting 
terrorism on American soil, enhancing that ability would probably mean using extensive ethnic and 
religious profiling that could come to dominate numerous aspects of American life. It is a decent bet that 
many, if not most, Americans would have little stomach for a real war on terrorism on the home front." 

He's also not optimistic about the CIA getting it done: 

"Unfortunately, it is doubtful that any real change will happen in the CJ.A. without outside pressure." 

http://www.nytimes.com/2002/05/28/opinion/28GERE.html?todaysheadlines 

Version 1.0 Integrated TIA System Description Document Posted 

By BradleyR. Bebee on 717102 6:15 PM 

All, 



I have posted Version 1.0 of the SDD (tia-sdd-2002-07-08.pdf}. This document has been formatted and 
edited for release and distribution. 

Key changes to this version include: 

- Integrated release between the Business Model (HAI) and the Systems Model (BAH) 

-Applied DARPA IAO Document Template 

- Updated Information View to include TIA Domain Object and Semantic Architecture concepts 

-Added the initial version of the Business Application Services View 

Thanks, ·-Brad 

Re: Version 1.0 Integrated TIA System Description Document Posted 

By John M. Poindexter on 718102 6:54 AM 

Brad etal, 

Thanks. 

Privacy Officer Is Possibility at Security Department 

By Thomas AnnourlDARPA-IAO on 7110102 8:46AM 

WASHINGTON, July 9 - Under Congressional pressure, the Bush administration said today that it was 
open to the idea of installing a chief privacy officer in a new Department of Homeland Security to make 
sure it weighed issues of confidentiality and the secure handling of personal information. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2002/07/10/nationaVIOPRIV.html?todaysheadlines 

Re: Privacy Officer Is Possibility at Security Department 

By Ted SenatorlDARPA-lAO on 7110102 12:31 PM 

Perhaps we should have a Privacy Officer for TIA, officiaJly designated as part of our team. 

Re: Privacy Officer Is Possibility at Security Department 

By John M. Poindexter on 7110102 6:10 PM 



We are working on a liason officer from Justice and of course Mike McConnell and his 
staff are providing expertise on current and future policy. 

IAO In the News 

By Thomas Annour!DARPA-lAO on 913102 7:03 PM 

Despite the scamnny kicker: 

"You're not paranoid, you are being watched: As tracking tools improve, true privacy may be lost" 

it's reasonably balanced. We're mentioned here: 

"One of many technology projects begun or accelerated after Sept. 11, an effort headed by former National 
Security Adviser John Poindexter, is trying to find out. 

"We're still a long way from a society where government tracks and records our every move. Poindexter's 
work at the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency is just that - research. His group is working with 
simulations, deferring decisions on what databases to include and how governments would get industry's 
cooperation. He acknowledges the privacy concerns and says policy-makers are beginning to discuss how 
to address them." 

http://www.msnbc.com/news/800957.asp?Osi&cpl=l&cpl =l 



For Review: TIA Technical Note: Rapid Inclusion in the TIA System Experimentation Process 

ByBradleyR. Bebee on J//14102 3:12 PM 

Admiral Poindexter, 

I've uploaded a TIA Technical Note, Rapid Inclusion in the TIA System Experimentation Process, for your 
review (tia-standards-se.doc ). In addition, I've created a directory specifically for TIA Tech Notes. 

Thanks, --Brad 

This document provides an overview of the system-wise steps to experimentation and a core set of 
reconunendations for Software Engineering practices to facilitate the use of technology components within 
the TIA System Experimentation Processes. It is intended as an overview for Principal Investigators, 
Technical Leads, and Software Developers. 

The goal of this document is to answer the questions: 

/. How can our technology component be explored as part of the TIA Technology Exploration and 
Experimentation processes? 

2. How should we build our technology component to facilitate integration into the TIA System? 

This document is the first in a series of four documents aimed providing infonnation to technology 
component developers: 

1. Rapid Inclusion in the TIA System Experimentation Process (HAI/BAH) 

a. This document. 

2. Interfacing with TIA Core Services: Programmers Guide (BAH/HAI) 

a. What are the TIA Core Services interfaces? 

b. How can we build and test our component using the Core Services? 

3. Developing TIA Applications on the Groove Platform (BAH/HAI) 

a. What are the TIA recommendations for building collaborative applications on the Groove 
Platform? 

b. How should Groovy components use the Core Services? 

4. Preparing for TIA Transition and Hardening (BAH) 

a. How is a component selected for transition and what is the transition process? 

b. How are intellectual property rights protected for proprietary and patented components 
during lransition? 



Re: For Review: TIA Technical Note: Rapid Inclusion in the TIA System Experimentation 
Process 

By John M. Poindexter on I 1114102 7:08 PM 

Brad et al, 

This looks like a really great approach. We will discuss this first version of the first of the series 
with the PM's at the offsite next week. Well done. 

Re: For Review: TIA Technical Note: Rapid Inclusion in the TIA Systena Experimentation 
Process 

By John M. Poindexter on l 1/14102 7:09 PM 

Leanne, 

Please make 25 color copies of tia-standards-se.doc and bring to offsite. Thanks. 

Press Guidance 

By John M. Poindexter on l/114102 9:22 PM 

Here is the media guidance being used by DARPA PA and OSD. The first one is the one being used by 
SecDef. The other 2 are held in DARPA PA and may be used. Media Guidance 

It would be helpful to either refer media requests to DARPA PA (Jan Walker) or at least coordinate with 
her before any company statements are made. 

NY Times Article on use of private data by government, mostly law enforcement 

By Ted SenatorlDARPA-lAO on 12110102 8:21 AM 

though we get a mention too. see New Tools for Domestic Spying, and Qualms.htm 

as usual, one critique is that data mining techniques don't work well enough and that many commercial 
companies are selling snake oil. i agree with these critiques -- that's why we need darpa r&d, and why 
there is a danger in just deploying what was invented for other purposes (marketing) and companies want to 
sell. 

Atlantic article suggests tide is turning (attached) 

By Mike Szymanski on 121J2102 1 :04 AM 



Just when I had given up on intelHgent life in the media universe .... . 

More aood aews (attached; btw: nice pie under pressure) 

By Mike Szymanski on 121121021:47 AM 

Re: More good news (attached; btw: nice pie under pressure) 

By Ted Senator!DARPA-IAO on 12112102 7:18AM 

two good articles that set the record straight. if they each had another paragraph or two about how 
we're developing privacy technologies too they'd be a little more complete. 

Canada too 

By Ted Senator!DARPA-IAO on 12113102 1:23 PM 

they also recognize the need 10 collect and use different types of info than before. Canada Plan to Gather 
Travel Data Criticized.htm last paragraph is particularly interesting -- they collect more than they need 
because it's easier (i.e ., less expensive) for private sector to send in everything than to do filtering (by 
attribute or by entity). At FinCEN, we saw the same thing -- the banks complained on the one hand that 

there were too many useless filings, and on the other, when we (Congress, actually) changed the criteria 

to require less, still sent in everything. I think a technical challenge for IA 0 is to develop the technology 
that makes it possible to INEXPENSIVELY filter data at the source to onJy those records and attributes of 
potential interest, and to purge the records/attributes from the collected data that don't tum out to be 
worthwhile. 

Re: Canada too 

By John M. Poindexter on J 2113102 8: I I PM 

My concept is that you leave all of the data where it is and just do queries on the distributed data 
bases. 

Re: Canada too 

By Ted SenatorlDARPA-lAO on 12113102 8:54 PM 

John, I think your concept works for what I've called secondary sources -- which are 
those that get queried based on partially instantiated patterns (the degenerate fonn of which is a 
subject based query). But the partially instantiated patterns have to come from somewhere -- i.e., 
the primary sources ·- which are analyzed continuously with entity extraction, consolidation, 



linkage, etc. These primary sources would be databases the Govenunent already has access to in 
the inteiligencc and law enforcement conununities. So your concept works fine •• all the 
Government needs is the primary sources and the query results from the secondary sources. 

Clarification of Barbara Simons role and detailed discussion from Doug Dyer 

By Mike Szymanski on 12124102 11: 17 AM 

-----Original Message-----

From: ddyer 

Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2002 11 :48 PM 

To: 'Ed Lazowska'; Jack Thorpe; jpoindexter; bill.mark@sri.com; felten@cs.princeton.edu; Pat 
Lincoln; Rich Endich; cannour; knumrych; trohrkemper 

Cc: Teresa Lunt (teresa.lunt@parc.com) 

Subject: RE: Message 10 Markoff 

Ed, I think this is OK. Jn fact, I think it's great. I don't understand why we're getting so beat up by 
the New York Times (and others). A year ago, they were beating us up for not connecting the dots. 
Now they're beating us up for trying to ... and our efforts to ensure personal privacy make no 
difference. Where's the justice in that? I guess this is just how the news business works .. . you've got 
to sell it, so it has to be provocative. 

Here are the facts as I see them. 

Privacy protection: 

• has been understood to be a central requirement from the beginning of the Total Information 
Awareness (TIA) program 

• was part of our research agenda published in March 200 I in a broad area announcement and 
proposers information pamphlet 

• is the topic of two important DARPA-sponsored studies and continues to foster new thinking in 
other studies we appreciate, but don't sponsor 

• is the goal of the Genisys Privacy Protection program at DARPA which is just now getting 
underway, and 

•has influenced many architectural decisions in the emerging TIA system prototype including the 
extensive use of synthetic data for technology development and benchmarking. 

Prior to the !SAT srudy, Dr John Poindexter, his staff, and contracted researchers had identified 
anonymization and filtering as appropriate privacy protection technologies. The ISA T Security with 
Privacy study, suggested by ISAT members but immediately sponsored by Dr Poindexter, identified 
several additional privacy protection methods including selective revelation, which, in context of data 



mining with anonyrnized transaction data, is a model of incremental release of additional information 
that is either authorized or not authorized based on evidence that accumulates through pattern 
matching. Only in the final stages of selective revelation, that is, only if enough evidence accumulates 
would an investigator or analyst be able to get access to a suspect's identity, and this would occur as it 
does today, under appropriate authority such as a judge issuing a subpoena. Many other useful 
technologies were identified by ISAT such as simplifying technologies for managing and effecting 
privacy protection policy and cryptographlcaJly protecting data and hardware. In the course of the 
study, DARPA suggested and study members endorsed the idea of "immutable audit," the notion that 
any inappropriate data mining activities conducted could be immediately captured by strong 
accounting systems that could not be turned off or altered. Technology aimed at providing immutable 
audit would make it difficult or impossible for abusers of the infonnation system to avoid getting 
caught and punisbed---study members provided important insight into what it would take to create this 
technology. Subsequent to the ISAT study, DARPA developed ideas for "self-reporting data," that is 
important data that reports on its location and status periodically. Self-reporting data is useful for 
tracking important data even beyond the initial release from a database (ordinarily, the database is the 
only place where accounting takes place). For example, if an authorized requestor gets data from a 
database but then passes it directly to another person, self-repo11ing data would enable auditors to 
know who has accessed it. Self-reporting data makes use of and extends another well-known concept 
for tracking the origin and identity of data known as digital-watermarking. DARPA's architecture for 
TIA assumes a federation of existing commercial and govenunent databases that have been imegrated 
and simplified via query mediation (the Government does not want to create or maintain a huge 
database of its own). Access control is governed by existing laws and policies. To make this work, 
DARPA's TIA architecture also includes the idea of a simple appliance that sits on top of current 
databases and implements many of the privacy protection techniques identified using easy-to
understand business rules including those for role-based access control and immutable audit. 
DARPA's concept is that a trusted third party, rather than an organization's database administrator, 
control thls privacy guard appliance, to ensure that it works as advertised, and that the appliance be 
cryptographically protected, not to hide what it is doing, but to protect it from outside tampering. 
PARC, which is under contract to DARPA in the Genisys Privacy Protection Program, will develop 
inference control technologies aimed at solving the problem of gaining unwarranted and sometimes 
unintended aggregate knowledge that implies identity when getting infonnation from multiple 
sources. PARC will also create technologies that partially automate the audit process, making it much 
more likely that any abuse is identified and can be addressed. PARC also has the task of implementing 
the privacy guard appliance described above. This is undoubtedly an incomplete list and I invite 
corrections and additions, but these technologies seem to represent the potential of having much better 
assurances of personal privacy than we have in any database system today. To recap, we have: 

• anonymization: with universally unique identifiers to keep transaction data separate from 
identity data; there are theoretical models to quantify and ensure the degree of anonymity for any 
particular data set 

• filters: for removing data that isn't helpful or which is not authorized by policy; a related idea is 
to use software agents to expunge data if policy is changed to be more restrictive 

• selective revelation: a method of getting more data as appropriate when evidence accumulates 
during data mining; when enough evidence accumulates to support a subpoena, identity or other 
personal information could be obtained so that suspects can be questioned directly and/or arrested; 
selective revelation is an important privacy safeguard if data mining becomes used widely in law 
enforcement (it is rare today) 

• cryptographic methods: protect data and privacy protection hardware/software from 
unauthorized access and tampering 

• immutable audit: the notion that any abuse of private information will be captured immediately 
with no possibility of cover-up 



• self-reporting data: enables an extension of auditing beyond the normal logging point, the 
database 

• TIA is a federation of existing databases integrated via query mediation, not a huge new 
Government database 

• privacy guard appliance: helps integrate the federation and implements many of the privacy 
protection techniques identified; simple, transparent, swap-able, runs on easy-to-understand business 
rules, controlled by a trusted third-party, and tamper-resistant; the privacy guard implements at least 
role-based access control and immutable audit 

• inference control: prevents aggregate infonnation, obtained from multiple sources, from 
implying personal information that should not be released; distinguishes between query pathways do 
and don't imply too much information 

• semi-automated audit: knowledge-based, enables deeper and more frequent audits than possible 
using only manual methods 

I think we all believe these technologies are feasible and effective for enhancing personal privacy 
in the context of increased use of data mining for preventing terrorist attack. If we at DARPA knew of 
better ideas, we would be pursuing them. It seems as if a few people just can't believe these technical 
ideas will work or that the govenunent can be trusted to implement them. Unfortunately, those same 
people seem to focus only on one problem, privacy---they don't have any solutions to the terrorism 
problem. We can only prevent terrorist attacks with information. TeITorist attacks kill people-·even 
before 9/11. ten-orist attacks on American targets throughout the last decade killed that three times as 
many as US military killed in action (including Desert Storm) and the potential for future attack makes 
even 9/11 seem minor in comparison. I can't accept the notion of a privacy vs. security trade-off in the 
long term, and only new privacy-protection technologies will improve the situation. I know we can 
make TIA work and enhance personal privacy---both goals are important. 

The FOIA request mentioned by John Markoffs article included references to the ISA T study---it 
had to by law, because we were required to provide all information about any effort DARPA was 
involved with that impacted personal privacy---but the ISA T study wasn't a specific response the to 
FOIA request. ~ all of us know, the ISA T study invited participation by privacy advocates including 
EPIC who issued the FOIA request. The article implies the Government is hiding something or doing 
something wrong when in fact we've bent over backwards to be open with our efforts and invite 
reasoned debate, as Ed has kindly pointed out. 

I want to sincerely thank those who contributed to DARPA's efforts by participating in this year's 
ISAT study, and I apologize for the bad press and any negativity you experience because of inaccurate 
reporting. Many of the media reports we've seen have been quite balanced in there analysis of TIA 

technology. Perhaps more importantly, Dr Poindexler's briefings to those in Congress and other 
Government entities have clarified the issues and, in the overwhelming majority of cases, agreement 
with and endorsement of our goals and approach in the development of TIA technology. I trust the 
American people---it's difficuh to fool them for long---I'm optimistic that eventually, we'll get past the 
fears and innuendo that are popular in about half the TIA articles we see today. 

Happy holidays, and my best wishes to all of you, 

Doug Dyer 

-----Original Message----



From: Ed Lazowska [ <mailto:Jazowska@cs.washington.edu>] 

Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2002 2:59 PM 

To: Jack Thorpe; jpoindexter; bill.mark@sri.com; felten@cs.princeton.edu; Ed Lazowska; Pat 
Lincoln; Rieb Entlich; ddyer; tarmour; knumrych; trohrkemper 

Subject: Message to Markoff 

I sent the anached message to Markoff. Wanted you to be aware of it. I hope this is OK. It 
concerns a detail, but one that I think is important under the circumstances. 

-·---Original Message-----

From: Ed Lazowska 

Sent: Thursday, December 19, 2002 11 : 51 AM 

To: John Markoff (markoff@nytimes.com) 

Cc: Ed Lazowska 

Subject: ISAT 

John--

A factual matter that I think it's important to be aware of: 

Barbara Simons is not a member of ISA T. 

"ISA T studies" typically include both ISAT members and individuals who are not members of 
ISAT. (Just like National Academies CSTB studies include CSTB members and individuals who are 
not.) This was true of the Security and Privacy study. The fact that someone like Barbara -- a well
known privacy advocate -- was included in the study panel indicates ISA T's strong desire (and 
DARPA's strong desire, and Adm. Poindexter's strong desire) to obtain the broadest possible 
perspective and input on the issues. ' 

However, a quote such as "It's laughable ... " should not be attributed to an ISAT rnember
Barbara is not one. 

This is a politically charged issue, so details such as this matter. 

(There are also some minor things, such as the fact that ISAT meets multiple times each year, and 
studies are conducted over the course of the full year -~ but these aren't of consequence.) 

Thanks. Hope you have a good holiday season. Stop by when you're next up here. 



Markoff Again 

By Thomas Armour!DARPA-IAO on 12123102 8:49 AM 

Actually, despite the errors and misunderstandings in this article, I think he is actually beginning to get a 
clue. Or maybe it's the co-author. :-> 

-l 

http://www.nytimes.com/2002/ 12/23/technology/23 PEEK. html?tntemailO 

New York Times 

December 23, 2002 

Many Tools of Big Brother Are Up and Running 

By JOHN MARK.OFF and JOHN SCHWARTZ 

In the Pentagon research effort to detect terrorism by electronically monitoring the civilian population, the 
most remarkable detail may be this: Most of the pieces of the system are already in place. 

Because of the inroads the Internet and other digital network technologies have made into everyday life 
over the last decade, it is increasingly possible to amass Big Brother-like surveillance powers through Little 
Brother means. The basic components include everyday digital technologies like e-mail, online shopping 
and travel booking, A.T.M. systems, cellphone networks, electronic toll-collec tion systems and credit-card 
payment terminals. 

In essence, the Pentagon's main job would be to spin strands of software technology that would weave 
these sources of data into a vast electronic dragnet. 

Technologis~ say the types of computerized data sifting and pattern matching that might flag suspicious 
activities to government agencies and coordinate their surveillance are not much different from programs 
already in use by private companies. Such programs spot unusual credit card activity, for example, or let 
people at multiple locations collaborate on a project. 

The civilian population, in other words, has willingly embraced the technical prerequisites for a national 
surveillance system that Pentagon planners are calling Total Information Awareness. The development has 
a certain historical resonance because it was the Pentagon's research agency that in the 1960's financed the 
technology that led direc1Jy to the modem Internet. Now the same agency - !he Defense Advanced 
Research Projects Agency, or Darpa - is relying on commercial technology !hat has evolved from the 
network it pioneered. 

The first generation of the Internet • called the Arpanet - consisted of electronic mail and file rransfer 
software that connected people to people. The second generation connected people to databases and other 
information via the World Wide Web. Now a new generation of software connects computers directly to 
computers. 

And that is the key to the Total Information Awareness project, which is overseen by John M. Poindexter, 
the former national security adviser under President Ronald Reagan. Dr. Poindexter was convicted in 1990 



of a felony for his role in the Iran-contra affair, but that conviction was overturned by a federal appeals 

court because he had been granted immunity for his testimony before Congress about the case. 

Although Dr. Poindexter's system has come under widespread criticism from Congress and civil 
liberties groups, a prototype is already in place and has been used in tests by military intelligence 
organizations. 

Total Information Awareness could link fo r the first time such different electronic sources as video feeds 
from airport surveillance cameras, credit card transactions, airline reservations and telephone calling 
records. The data would be filtered through software that would constantly look for suspicious patterns of 
behavior. 

The idea is for law enforcement or intelligence agencies to be alerted inunediately to patterns in otherwise 
unremarkable sets of data that might indicate threats, allowing rapid reviews by human analysts. For 
example, a cluster of foreign visitors who all took flying lessons in separate parts of the country might not 
attract attention. Nor would it necessarily raise red flags if all those people reserved airline tickets for the 
same day. But a system that could detect both sets of actions might raise suspicions. 

Some computer scientists wonder whether the system can work. "This wouldn't have been possible without 
the modern Internet, and even now it's a daunting task," said Dorothy Denning, a professor in the 
Department of Defense Analysis at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey, Calif. Part of the 
challenge, she said, is knowing what to look for. "Do we really know enough about the precursors to 
terrorist activity?" she said. "I don't think we're there yet." 

The early version of the Total Information Awareness system employs a commercial software collaboration 
program called Groove. It was developed in 2000 by Ray Ozzie, a well-known software designer who is the 
inventor of Lotus Notes. Groove makes it possible for analysts at many different government agencies to 
share intelligence data instantly, and it links specialized programs that are designed to look for patterns of 
suspicious behavior. 

Total Information Awareness also takes advantage of a simple and fundamental software technology called 
Extended Markup Language, or XML, that is at the heart of the third generation of Internet software. It was 
created by software designers at companies like Microsoft, Sun Microsystems and I.B.M., as well as 
independent Silicon Valley programmers. 

The markup language allows data that has long been locked in isolated databases, known in the industry as 
silos, to be translated into a kind of universal language that can be read and used by many different 
systems. Information made compatible in this way can be shared among thousands, or even hundreds of 
thousands, of computers in ways that all of them can understand. 

It is XML, a refinement of the Internet's original World Wide Web scheme, that has made it possible to 
consider welding thousands of databases together without centralizing the information. Computer scientists 
said that without such new third-generation Web technologies, it would have never been possible to 
conceive of the Total Information Awareness system, which is intended to ferret out the suspicious 
intentions of a handful of potential terrorists from the humdrum everyday electronic comings and goings of 
millions of average Americans. 

Civil libertarians have questioned whether the government has the legal or constitutional grounds to 
conduct such electronic searches. And other critics have called it an outlandishly futuristic and ultimately 
unworkable scheme on technical grounds. 



But on the latter point, technologists disagree. "It's well grounded in the best current theory about scalable 
systems," said Ramano Rao, chief technology officer at lnxight, a Sumyvale, Calif., company that 
develops text-searchin& software. "It uses all the right buzzwords." 

People close to the Pentagon's research program said Dr. Poindexter was acutely aware of the power and 
the invasiveness of his experimental surveillance system. In private conversations this summer, according 
to several Department of Defense contractors, he raised the possibility that the control of the Total 
lnfonnation Awareness system should be placed under the jurisdiction of an independent, nongovernmental 
organization like the Red Cross because of the potential for abuse. 

Dr. Poindexter declined to be interviewed for this article. A Darpa spokeswoman, Jan Walker, wrote in an 
e-mail reply to questions that "we don't recall ever talking about" having a nongovernmental organization 
operate the Total Information Awareness program and that "we've not held any discussions with" such an 
organization. 

The idea of using an independent organization to control a technology that has a high potential for abuse 
has been raised by previous administrations. An abortive plan to create a backdoor surveillance capability 
in encrypted communications, known as Clipper, was introduced by the Clinton administration in 1993. It 
called for keys to the code to be held by an organization independent of the F.B.I. and other law 
enforcement agencies. 

Speaking of Dr. Poindexter, John Arquilla, an expert at the Naval Postgraduate School in Monterey on 
unconventional warfare, said, "The admiral is very concerned about the tension between security and civil 
liberties." He added that because of the changing nature of warfare and the threat of terrorism, the United 
States would be forced to make trade-offs between individuals' privacy and national security. 

"In an age of terror wars, we have to learn the middle path to craft the security we need without incurring 
too great a cost on our civil liberties," he said. 

Computer scientists who work with Darpa said that Dr. Poindexter was an enthusiastic backer of a Darpa
sponsored advisory group that had been initiated by a Microsoft researcher, Eric Horvitz, in October 2001 
in the wake of the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks. 

The group, which was composed of 41 computer scientists, policy experts and govenunent officials, met 
three times to explore whether it was possible to employ sophisticated data-mining technologies against 
potential terrorist attacks while protecting individuals' privacy. 

A number of the scientists proposed "black box" surveillance systems that would alert human intelligence 
analysts about suspicious panems. Once the alerts were issued in such a system, they suggested, legal 
processes like those used for wiretapping could be employed. 

But a number of the scientists and policy experts who attended the meetings were skeptical that technical 
safeguards would be adequate to ensure that such a system would not be abused. 

The debate is a healthy one, said Don Upson, who is senior vice president of the goverrunent business unit 
of a software company in Fairfax, Va., webMethods, and the fonner secretary of technology for Virginia. 

"I'm glad Darpa is doing this because somebody has to start defining what the rules are going to be" about 
how and when to use data, he said. "I believe we're headed down the path of setting the parameters of how 
we're going to use information." 

Copyright 2002 The New York Times Company 



 



(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

Siegrist, Davie! [Siegrist@Potomaclnstitute.orgl 
Thursday, May 30, 2002 8:22 PM 
'Joe Lombardo (E-mail)'; 'Gene McClellan (E-mail)'; 'Chung-Sheng Li (E-mail)'; 'Mark Musen 
(E-mai1 '; 'Mike Wa ner E-mail '· 'Karen Cheng (E-mail)'; 

--- · --~~~~l"""ll'll~l""ll"I~'"""'~~~~ 'Rich.Wojcik@jhuapl.edu'; 'GeneMc2@aol.com'; 'Liuzzi 
aymon v ; 'mcam@us.ibm.com'; 'Latanya Sweeney' 

Cc: 
Subject: 

Privacy Product 
Spec.xis 

Assuring Privacy 

rwong(contr-iao}; tsenator; rllnn(contr-ixo) 
Privacy. Protections Work. P.rodu.ct and Pan~ 

Session Product: Table (see attached): Showing privacy technology for 
Developmental and Deployed systems with advantages and disadvantages. Also, an Issue 
List, including specification of alternative resolutions, and action items for r esolution. 

NOTE: See Sheet 2 of attachment as well. (Please advise me of suggested improvements on 
this draft format ASAP. Thanks.) 

,. ..... ~ •: .. 
Prior Input: Identification of Active Privacy Protection development efforts that are part 
of PI overview brief. 

Sample questions that may be addressed in the 4 team presentations : 
....... • ~ .. . 1 ••• -

Need for Privacy Protection in our DEVELOPMENTAL Program 
List what each project is doing in its developmental project to assure privacy 

Approach to any IRB's, NDA's, etc . 

Need for Privacy Protection i n a DEPLOYED Program 
What Privacy technology devel opment is being conducted 

What assumptions are being made? 
What is the Concept of Operations? 
What is the tradeoff between sensitivity and privacy? 

List what each project is doing in its planned deployed system to assure privacy 
List Advantages and Disadvantages of Each 
Identify Metrics and ways to Measure Successful Privacy Protection 

Are there a Set of Privacy methods that all the Projects should apply for Developmental 
and Deployed Projects? 

List Any Issues Identified, with Alternatives for Resolution and Action Items 

1 



Privacy Method 

TEAM (Developmental) For Data Type Advantages Disadvantages 
····-

- --- - ----
Veridian/Stanford 

··-- ··-0 M- ·-· -···-- ---
JHU/APL ,_____. ____ 
IBM ---- -·-
Mellon Pitt 



Privacy Method 
TEAM (Deployed) For Data Type Advantages Disadvantages 



tsenator 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Siegrist, David [Siegrist@Potomaclnstitute.org] 
Friday, May 17, 2002 4:50 PM 
tsenator 
R~: privacy speaker 

We can wait till our meeting. I picked her in part becauser!: I 
picked her for the ABQ conference on similar topic and shede sense. She 
is politically aware, having served in Bush 1, and has some publications in 
the area. I want someone who is a defender of civil rights, but not an 
obstructionist. A leading alternative i s Professor Gostin of Georgetown, 
who was selected by CDC and Sloan to draft the model state law on 
bioterrorism. However, that is getting pilloried now as draconian, so he 
lost some of his civil rights credibility. Other professors of law with 
credentials in the field tend to focus on what happens after a bio attack, 
rather than what may be done prior. However, there are literally hoards of 
privacy lawyers, because no one really knows what HIPAA means. But they 
tend not to have t he bioterrorism insight. 

There may be others out there, some better, but she satisficed, and time is 
growing short for this particular meeting, but I thought privacy is a 
suitable talk f or a plenary soon. 

How's your meetings? 

Dave 

-----Original Message--- --
From: tsenator [mailto:tsenatorQdarpa.milJ 
Sent : Friday, May 17, 2002 4:39 PM 
To: 'Siegrist@Potomacinstitute.org• 
Subject: Re : privacy speaker 

Can we wait to discuss on tuesday am? I agree with the general idea. who 
are the other candidates and why do you recommend her ? 
Sent from my BlackBerry Handheld. 

(b)(6) 



tsenator 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Siegrist, David [Siegrist@Potomaclnstitute.org) 
Wednesday, May 29, 2002 1 :31 PM 
tsenator 
FW: Latanya request for more time, fyi 

- ----Original Message-----
From: Latanya Sweeney [mailto:latanya@cs. cmu.edu] 
Sent: Wednesday , May 29, 2002 1:28 PM 
To: Siegrist, David 
subject: RE: Latest Agenda; PI Summary Format; Panel i nfo; & Matrix 

Hi, 

Thanks for the response. If possible, 15 minutes on the public health law 
survey, 20 minutes on the reasonable cause model and 10-20 minutes on the 
scoring of data sources. Let me know what's possible. Thanks. 

--Latanya 

At 09:35 AM 5/29/2002 -0400, Siegrist, David wrote: 
>Hi, Latonya 

> On your major points, I think your research sounds fascinating. How 
>many minutes for each one do you think you need? 
> 
> Cordially, 
> David 
> 
>-----Original Message-----
>From: Latanya Sweeney [mailto:latanya@cs.cmu.edu] 
>Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2002 9:26 AM 
>To: Siegrist, David 
>Cc: 'Ted Senator (E-mail)' 
>Subject: Re: Latest Agenda ; PI Swrunary Format; Panel info; & Matrix 
> 
> 
> 
>Hi David, 
> 
>I think there are three major contributions my lab's efforts could make to 
>the PI meeting but in order to accomplish such would require some 
>modification to the agenda. I am humbly requesting you see if you can make 
>some time for these matters. They are described below . 
> 
>The first major contribution concerns privacy. Under this DARPA effort, we 
>had a group of 40 law students and 3 lawyers who surveyed public health 
>laws and regulat ions in each of the 50 states and DC and answered about 60 
>questions for each state. The questions centered on the collection and use 
>of non-traditional data sources for bioterrorism surveillance; each kind of 
>non-traditiona l data source was examined in each state. I would like to 
>take a few minutes to report on these findings. Highlights include t he 
>variabili t y f ound and some particularities with specific kinds of data 
>sources and the nature of liability concerns. 
> 
>The second major contribution also concerns privacy, in particular, the 
>development and use of computational tools that ensure privacy. I would 



>like to introduce our reasonable cause model , which provides suff iciently 
>anonymous data during normal surveillance. The data from each data holder 
>is rendered sufficiently anonymous and then forwarded to the surveillance 
>system. We can show that detection algorithms work well with such data. 
>When the surveillance system detects suspicious activity, the anonymity of 
>the data is lowered. If an explicit outbreak is detected, explicitly 
>identified data is provided. Under our reasonable cause model, the level 
>of anonymity of the data matches the survei l lance system 's need for the 
>data. we can show that this system removes many of the liability and legal 
>concerns surveillance systems face, and provides a solution that is 
>minimally invasive to privacy. our reasonable cause model is a 
>computational solution patterned after the Probable Cause Predicate (which 
>is used for 4th amendment protection agains t illegal search and seizures). 
>This is a fascinating and potent solution to many of the liability and 
>privacy problems faced by surveillance systems. 
> 
> 

> If time permits, I would also like to report on some additional tools we 
>(Tom Mitchell, Manuel Blum, myself, and our students) are developing that 
>execute surveillance queries over distributed sources. In these systems 
>surveillance questions get answered without the data themselves having to 
>be transferred. 
> 

>The third and final contribution my lab could provide is a report card on 
>non-traditional data sources. We took about 10 kinds of non-traditional 
>data sources and answered the following kinds of questions on each: is 
>there a signal; how early is the signal realized; who is providing the 
>signal; and so on. The data sources include: web use data (correlated with 
>health conditions); grocery data; video surveillance data (cough 
>detection); death data; and so on. I think this report is a very important 
>contribution because it makes the case for the use of these very 
>non-traditional data sources. 
> 
>At present, our team will be talking about the data sources actually used 
>in ESSENCE'S real-time surveillance, but the discussion of these data 
>sources utilized millions of concentrated records in multiple states in 
>order to get the academic information on the quality of that kind of data, 
>even though it may not be currently used in the DC area. 
> 
>If you could find some time in the schedule for me to address these 
>matters, I feel quite strongly all the participants would benefit. 
> 
>--Latanya 
> 
> 
> 
>At 08:26 PM 5/28/2002 -0400, you wrote: 
>>Attached are the latest agenda for the PI meeting, marked Rev 2, and the 
>>latest format for the PI overview briefing, also marked Rev 2. PI's, 
>>please send your charts to Rey and I by Monday AM. 
>> 
>>Panels. Ted and I are still working on the product specification for each 
>>of the Panels, as well as the formats for presenters. Note that Ted wants 
>>each team to identify its "championa for the particular topic and panel 
who 
>>will express the views of the team in the facilitated discussion that 
>>follows the series of 10 minute presentations. Please let me know who 
>these 
>>folks are by Friday. Note that in addition, a panel on Transition has 
been 
>>added . 
>> 
>>Data Source Matrix. You are each working on updating your team's data 
>>source matrix, including creating the "data spacen or "fishbonen chart by 
>>populating the template previously forwarded to you for action. Please 
>>submit your updated data source matrix and fishbone chart by COB Friday. 



>In 
>>addition, please add a field to the matrix "Data contains personal 
>>identifiers: Yes or No.• <<Agenda for BSS PI Meeting Rev 2.doc>> <<PI 
>>Templates Rev 2.ppt>> 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> David 
>> 
>> 
>> 
> 



 



tsenator 

From: knumrych 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2002 3:33 PM 

mszymanski(contr·iao) To: 
Cc: 
SubJect: 

bmeyrowitz; rpopp; tarmour{contr-lao); ddyer; pbarger(contr-iao); tsenator 
RE: Round 2 BAA Q&As • draft 

Mike, 

This looks good. 

Kristen 

--Original Message--
From: mszvmanskl( contr·lao) 
Sent Tuesday, April 09, 2002 3:19 PM 
To: knumrych 
Cc: bmeyrowitz; rpopp; tannour(c:cntr·lao); ddyer; pbarger(oontr-lao); tsenator 
Subject: RE: Round 2 BAA Q&As • draft 

Kristen, 

Suggested rewrite for 034: 

34. Is the closing date 22 Apr 02? Can a Federal Lab submit a proposal and get fundhig h, work on 
it? Do we need to have another partner (a university or private company) to submit a proposal? 

Related question: Is it acceptable to DARPA for National Labs to participate on this BAA? 

RESPONSE: The April 22, 2002 deadline for submitting proposals is a first round deadline. The BAA 
remains open for one year after the publishing date (March 21, 2002) . 

. Certain Federal Labs may submit proposals. Proposals which are selected - from any source - will receive 
funding. For eligible Federal Labs, partnering with a university or private company is not required. From 
DFARS 235.017-1: 

"DoD-sponsored FFRDCs that function primarily as research laboratories (C31 Laboratory operated by the 
Institute for Defense Analysis, Lincoln Laboratory operated by Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and 
Software Engineering Institute) may respond to solicitations and announcements for programs which · 
promote research, development, demonstration, or transfer of technology (Section 217, Pub.L. l 03-337)." 

DOE-sponsored FFRDCs may also respond to BAA 02-08. The full list of DOD- and DOE-sponsored 
FFRDCs is maintained by the National Science Foundation at the following URL: 
http://www. nsf .gov/sbe/srs/nsf02302/mastlist.htm#Topic 1. 

Mike 

--Ortg!nal Message--
From: knumrych 
Sent: Tuesday, April 09, 2002 1:26 PM 
To: knumrych; mszymanskl(contr-lao); bmeyrowitz; rpopp; tarmour{contr-iao); ddyer; pbarger(contr·lao); tsenator 
Subject: RE: Round 2 BAA Q&As - draft 

Mike, 

I chatted with Legal, and it's true that only the three FFROCs listed in the FAR and the DOE Labs can compete under 



the BAA. Other Government labs would have to be teamed with someone else as the prime or else submit proposals 
to us outside the BM. 

Kristen 

---Orlglnal Message-
From: knumrych 
Sent Tuesday, Apr11 09, 2002 12:22 PM 
To: mszymanskl(contr-iao); bmeyrowitz; rpopp; tarmour(contr·lao); ddyer; pbarger(oontr-lao); tsenator 
Subject: RE: Round 2 BAA Q&As - draft 

Mike, 

Regarding your response to question 32, does the BM allow offerors to propose options for additional related 
efforts that could supplement their basic proposal? 

034: I'm not certain all federal labs are allowed to respond to a BAA. It used to be that only DOE FFRDCs could 
respond. Barbara is not here to do to answer this question. I win try to poll the other COs to see if this is still the 
case or not. 

Questions 44-48: I'm not sure these don't reveal the deliberative process of potential offerors to all other offerors. 
I'd like Barbara's opinion Qn this subset of responses before the answers are posted to the webpaga. 

Kristen 

---Origlnal Message--
From: mszymanskl(contr-lao) 
Sent: Monday, April 08, 2002 6:06 PM 
To: bmeyrowltz; knumrych; rpopp; tannour{contr-iao); ddyer; pbarger(contr·lao); !Senator 
Subject: Round 2 BAA Q&As · draft 
lmportanca: High 

All, 

Draft of Round 2 O&As attached for review and comment. I'd like to get these up loaded to www.darpa.miViao 
by mid day. Quick turnaround appreciated. 

<< File: Q&A 4-8-02-draft.doc >> 
Many thankS, 
Mike Szymanski 
!AO SET A (Syntek Technologies) 
703-248-1530 (office) 
703-961 -0880 (mobile) 
703-807-0324 (fax) 



tsenator 

From: tsenator 
Sent: Tuesday, April 16, 2002 9:58 PM 

mszymanski(contr-iao) 
jpolndexter 

To: 
Cc: 
Subject: RE: Week# 3 BAA Q&As (draft) 

better. we may want to also add a statement to the effect that DARPA will not release personal data to the public nor use 
it for any purpose other than verifying security clearances. given what our BAA is about, we i think we ought to be as 
emphatic as possible regarding how we will protect and use such information. 

---Original Message--
Fram1 mszymanski(oontr-lao) 
Sent: Tuesday, Aprll 16, 2002 4:25 PM 
To: tsenator 
Subject: RE: Week # 3 BAA Q&As (draft) 

Ted, 

Thanks. I agree. How's this rewrite? 

76. Can the Government prevent personal data (e.g., SSNs) from being released through FOIA, or if 
awarded might the proposal become public? Alternatively, might we be able to provide this 
information in the letter of transmittal? 

RESPONSE: Personal data is exempt from FOIA. Trade secrets as well as commercial and financial 
information contained in a proposal submitted to DARPA are also exempt from FOIA. More information 
on FOIA exemptions is available at http://www.usdoj.gov/oip/foi-act.htm). 

---Original Message--
From:. !senator 
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2002 11:03 PM 
To: mszymansld(contr-lao); rpopp; knumrydl; bmeyrowltz; pbarger(contr-lao); ddyer; tarmour(contr-iao) 
Subject: RE: Week # 3 BAA QAAs (draft) 

I'd give a more direct answer to question 76 regarding release of personal information (i.e., SSN's) in response to 
FOIA requests. The draft provides the legal basis for rejectlng such a request; I'd precede it with a blanket statement 
that under no circumstances would DARPA release personal information or proprietary information in response to a 
FOIA request. As written, it sounds like you need a lawyer to figure out what we'd do. 

·-·-Orlglnal Messag~ 
From: mszymanskl( contr-lao) 
Sent: Monday, April 15, 2002 7:38 PM 
To: rpopp; knumfydi; bmeyrowltz; pbarger(aintr-lao); tsenator; ddyer, tannour(contr·lao) 
Subject: Week # 3 BM Q&As (draft) 

All, 

Draft O&As for Week 3 posted in the files section of the TIA BAA space (also attached for easy reference). 
Please give a good look - there are a few touchy questions whose answers may need massaging. 

<< File: Q&A 4-15-02-draft.doc >> 
Thanks, 
Mike Szymanski 
IAO SETA (Syntek Technologies) 
703-248-1530 (office) 
703-981-0880 (mobile) 
703-807-0324 (fax) 

cc: via Groove 



 



tsenator 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

All, 

Steven J. McKay [steven.mckay@veridian.com} 
Tuesday, March 19, 2002 6:53 PM · 
Stephanie Strassel 
William J. Koenig; Bob Schrag; Joshua Powers; Mike Poot: jkdavisOafterlife.ncsc.mil; 
ctwayne@afterlife.ncsc.mil; mark.przybocki@nist.gov; tsenator; ccieri@lclc.upenn.edu; 
myl@ldc.upenn.edu; amitcheO; Mark Liberman; lferro@mitre.org; day@linus.mitre.org; Alexis 
Mitchell; Elizabeth D. Liddy; Chinatsu Aone; Ralph Weischedel 
Re: ACE/EELD data concerns 

Pending what I hear about the file format required for the Alembic 
Workbench, I can report the following based on what I did today. The 
option to sub-sample seemed the most reasonable path - Mark Liberman•s 
substantive points, notwithstanding - and I've now determined that we have 
the files to support it. Specifically, I've saved off the following files 
per these sources: 

Recommended Sources: 
AFP - 81 files, 26,000 words 
AP - 48 files, 19,400 words 
CNN - 6 files, 2,900 words 
NYTimes - 22 files, 22,400 words 
Xinhua - 2 files, 500 words 

With these files alone. we have 71,200 words. Mind you, these are sloppy 
word counts - ie, the files have not been pruned to included only 
substantive content. Per my discussion with Stephanie this morning, I 
understand that this will be ok. I also have the following additional files: 

Non-copyright material (testimony, and USG-source documents): 
4 files, 40,740 words 

Other Sources: 
LATimes - 13 files, 1 6.180 words 
WashPost - 8 files, 14,400 words 
WSJ - 1 file, 1000 words 

All of the above files have been saved in .txt format. If its necessary to 
find additional files to augment those from the Recommended sources - we 
could reach outside the Contract Killing corpus and include files from the 
Al Qaeda/Terrorist archive that we ' re building. We have ample material in 
this document set, but it would probably be best to leave this for the 
following year's evaluation to stay more in-line with the EELD evaluation 
plans - just my two cents on this point. If it were useful to include a 
small portion, however, simply to beef up the word count from the 
Recol1U1\ended sources, then this would seem reasonable to me. 

These files are now ready to ship - again pending the responce on the file 
formats. 

Going back to an earlier issue, the responces that I got from the EELD/EE 
contractors indicated to me that we could probably go ahead with re-issuing 
the document datasets, absent those that I've identified in this process 
(recall that the EELD/EE contractors had already recieved all of these 
documents - but it does not seem that much work has been accomplished 
against them, based on the replies that I recieved) . Dissemination of the 
documents used in the training set (and later, the evaluation set), could 
then proceed as per LOC's established procedures. One more aspect of this 
process that might further mitigate any concern about the EE teams having 
seen these documents, is that the file names have been changed for most of 
the files proposed for this dataset. 



This is our proposal to proceed. Comments are welcome. 

Regards, 

Steve 

At 06:28 PM 03/15/2002 -0500, you wrote: 
>Steve, 
> 
>I'd like to bring a few additional folks into this discussion, so I'll 
>take a step back and summarize the issues as I understand them before 
>proposing a couple of solutions. Please let me know if I ' ve 
>misrepresented any aspect of the EELD data. 
> 
>The LDC has been asked to complete ACE annotation (both EDT and RDCl on 
>4SK words of EELD material. The EELD data comes from FBIS and 
>Lexis-Nexis; the collection contains both html files and text files. 
>The data has not been catalogued in terms of its original document 
>sources; it will require a substantial effort to retrieve this 
>information for every file in the collection and for some case~ may not 
>be possible . I believe that a portion of the EELD data has been 
>manually annotated (chronology writeups? ) but I don 't know what this 
>annotation entails or the level of effort that was required to produce 
>it. 
> 
>In terms of planning for ACE annotation of the data, 30K words of EELD 
>data have been designated as part of the training/development set, and 
>annotation of this data must be completed by June 1 for release to the 
>research sites . We estimate that it will require approximately 100 
>hours of annotation e ffort (including second passing and 5% dual 
>annotation) for each of the two tasks, so 200 hours total. The two 
>tasks cannot be done in parallel; EDT tagging must be completed before 
>RDC t agging can begin. we also need to factor in the additional 
>turnaround time required to do TIMEX tagging, which will be completed by 
>Beth Sundheim ' s group (continge.nt upon their funding situation). TIMEX 
>tagging makes the RDC annotation task easier, and although RDC 
>annotation could be completed without the TIMEX tags, the tagging would 
>then be slower than the estimates I've given here. 
> 
>At the PI meeting in late February, we established April 1 as a start 
>date for annotation. LDC will devote a minimum of 25 hours/week to 
>annotation of the EELD data (plus additional effort to RDC tag the ACE 
>corpus data) in order to to have the data available for release by June 
>l. As we established at the PI meeting, in order to stay on track, the 
>annotation tool and guidelines revisions must be completed no later than 
>the end of March, and we must also have ACE-formatted data in hand by 
>then. 
> 
>The LDC raised two main concerns with respect to our annotation of the 
>EELD 
>data: data distribution and Intellectual Property Rights. 
> 
>As a general rule the L.DC does not undertake annotation work for data 
>which cannot be distributed to the larger research community. We 
>believe that it is everyone's best interest to distribute data as widely 
>as possible to enable research beyond the scope of the current 
>evaluation. We must acquire IPR for all data that we distribute. 
> 
>Some of the EELD data comes from Lexis-Nexis. Lexis is a data reseller, 
>and copyright information provided on their website indicates that all 
>IPR arrangements must go directly to the source provider and that exact 
>citations of the original source are required when making reference to 
>the data . Our leqal counsel has advised us that approaching Lexis for 
>blanket rights to distribute up to 45K words of data without knowing its 
>original source would be impossible; at minimwn Lexis would need to know 
>the original data source in order to determine the fees and royalties 



>involved. As for FBIS, they are essentially a data redistributor; their 
>website states that recipients of FBIS products must contact the 
>original source or the copyright holder directly to obtain dissemination 
>pennission. 
> 
>Steve brought up the issue of Fair Use and whether the annotation and 
>distribution of the EELD data could be covered by this. Because the 
>data will not be limited to use by the LDC alone, we cannot assume 
>UPenn ' s interpretation of Fair Use here. The LDC is not permitted to 
>interpret Fair Use for third parties outside of UPenn, and distribution 
>of the data by the LDC cannot claim Fair Use. All of these facts point 
>to the need to acquire IPR for this data. 
> 
>I have two suggested courses of action. The first is to identify those 
>sources within the EELD data set for which the LDC already holds IPR or 
>could easily negotiate them. Our IPR team has compiled a list of 
>English language sources that LDC has agreements with and are also used 
>by Lexis Nexis. I'l l split off a • recommended list • based on 
>organizations that we have the most current, non-restricting agreements 
>with: 
>*Recommended - Agence France Press, Associated Press, CNN, NBC, NY 
>Times, 
>Xinhua 
>*Others - ABC, Wall Street Journal, IRNA, NPR, LA Times, WA Post 
> 
>It should be possible to subsample the EELD collection for these 
>particular sources and limit ACE annotation to those documents. 
> 
>If this proves to be impossible, we might consider instead working with 
>data that has not been EELD-annotated, but which might contain the kind 
>of topical focus that is necessary for EELD research. This might be 
>achieved by looking to topically annotated material from the Topic 
>Detection and Tracking corpora. We have annotated English broadcast and 
>newswire material against 220 topics, some of which might be of interest 
>for EELD. I can provide a list of topics if that would be useful. This 
>is data for which the LDC already holds IPR; in fact, the original ACE 
>data is drawn from the TOT corpora. 
> 
>In addition to these fundamental concerns, there are a few smaller data 
>issues to consider. We need to ensure that the EELD data is in a format 
>that will work with the Alembic Workbench annotation tool and that file 
>naming and encoding is consistent before annotation can begin. It won't 
>be possible for the LDC to take responsiblity for working out these data 
>formatting issues given the number of other tasks we must complete 
>before the April l start date. 
> 
>Please let me know if you have any questions or need any additional 
>information. In order to justify moving ahead with annotation and the 
>costs that will incur, we need to know that these data issues have been 
>worked out or that there is a clear plan in place for working them out 
>prior to April 1. 
> 
>Stephanie 
> 
> 
>Steve McKay wrote: 
>> 
>> Stephanie, 
>> 
>> Two issues - first, does an agreement with Lexis-Nexis or FBIS cover any 
>> source recieved from them? And do you have such an agreement with either 
>> of these distributers? Next, have your folks determined that the Fair Use 
>> exclusions do not cover the kind of research and development work that you 
>> do? We've not gotten a legal opinion on this, but it does seem to fit our 
>> effort. 
>> 
>>As for cataloguing the original document sources, no we haven't done that. 



>> Its a simple matter for the .txt files that I've renamed, but the bulk of 
>> the files are not named in this convention and it would be quite a chore to 
>> gather such statistics, short of using an extraction program. 
>> 
>> As for the issue of broad dissemination to the level that you've described 
>> - we'll certainly raise the issue with Ted, but I wonder if the copyright 
>> issue won't be the more problematic one. 
>> 
>> Regards, 
>> 
>> Steve 
>> 
>> At 05:42 PM 03/13/2002 -0500, you wrote: 
>> >Steve, 
>> > 
>> >Sorry for the delay in responding -- I don't usually work on IPR so I 
>> >wanted to take some time to consult with our IPR team to make sure I 
>> >understood all of the issues before getting back to you. 
>> > 
>> >I know that we have current or recent IPR relationships with some of the 
>> >original data providers that showed up in the sample files you sent me 
>> >-- for instance, IRNA and AFP were among the source data providers for 
>> >the text files you sent, and we've had long-standirig relationships with 
>> >those sources. 
>> > 
>> >As for LDC membership, our members are commercial, government and 
>> >educational institutions who are engaged in linguistic research, 
>> >education and technology development . In order to access the data we 
>> >distribute, members must sign an agreement stating that the data will be 
>> >used only for these purposes. We do not place any restrictions on who 
>> >can become an LDC member . 
>> > 
>> >We 're eager to work out the issues of distribution and IPR as soon as 
>> >possible since we're under a tight deadline. One thing that would be 
>> >very helpful is a list of all of the source providers that are part of 
>> >the archives you ' re using, and the amount of data (words or files ) for 
>> >each source. Is this information easily retrivable from the file names, 
>> >or perhaps you've already extracted this information. In terms of IPR, 
>> >it would probably be easiest for us to start with the sources like IRNA 
>> >and AFP for which we have an existing relationship. In terms of data 
>> >distribution, where should we go from here? 
>> > 
>> >Thanks for your help, 
>> >Stephanie 
>> > 
>> >Steve McKay wrote: 
>> >> 
>> >> Stephanie, 
>> >> 
>> >> In case you missed these questions, I thought i'd follow up on two issues 
>> >>highlighted from your earlier email. 
>> >> 
>> >> >Also, we're wondering about the source of the data and its intellectual 
>> >> >property rights status. In the past, an assumed goal of the ACE program 
>> >> >has been to make the data availabl e to researchers outside of the local 
>> >> >community once the evaluation has been completed. For the current ACE 
>> >> >data, the LDC has negotiated IPR agreements with the data providers so 
>> >> >that later distribution will be no problem. I'm not at all familiar 
>> >> >with the nature of the EELD data, but if any of it is broadcast news or 
>> >> >newswire /newspaper, it would seem sensible to select sources for which 
>> >> >LDC already holds or has previously held an IPR agreement with the data 
>> >> >provider, to facilliate later redistribution of resources. 
>> >> 
>> >> What is t he status of FBIS and Lexis-Nexis articles in this regard? 
>> >> 
>> >> >We're also concerned about the EELD source material because as part of 
>> >> ·>the University of Pennsylvania, and as part of the LDC's mission, we are 



>> >> >limited when it comes to working with data that cannot be distributed 
>>>>>more widely (i.e .. to LDC ' s members), and are prohibited from working 
>> >> >with classified material. As I said, I'm not sure what kind of data is 
>> >> >contained in the EELD materials, but we should keep these points in mind 
>> >> >when selecting material to be included in the ACE evaluation. 
>> >> 
>> >> There are no classified documents, but we have been viewing the EELD 
>> >> document collections as somewhat sensitive, and limiting their 
>distribution 
>> >>per guidelines worked out with Ted Senator. I'd say that distribution to 
>> >> ACE participants is clearly within those guidelines, however, I"m not 
>clear 
>> >> what our guidance would be on distribution to the wider LDC membership. 
>> >> This is potentially an issue that we'd want to discuss with Ted. 
>> >> 
>> >> In this regard, who are the LDC members that the material might be 
>> >> distributed to? 
>> >> 
>> >> Regards, 
>> >> 
>> >> Steve 
> 
>--
>Stephanie Strassel 
>Annotation Group Manager 
>Linguistic Data Consortium 
>3615 Market Street 
>Philadelphia, PA 19104-2608 

• 
* 

Phone: 215.898.9681 
Fax: 215.573.2175 
strassel@ldc.upenn.edu 
http://www.ldc.upenn.edu 



 



tsenator 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Cc: 

Subject: 

Mark Liberman (myt@unagi.cis.upenn.edu] 
Friday, March 15, 2002 9:11 PM 
Stephanie Strassel 
Steve McKay; William J. Koenig; Bob Schrag; Joshua Powers; Mike Poot; 
jkdavis@afterllfe.ncsc.mil; clwayne@afterlife.ncsc.mil; mark.przybocki@nist.gov; ts en a tor; 
ccieri@ldc.upenn.edu; amitcheO 
Re: ACEIEELD data concerns 

>The LDC has been asked to complete ACE annotation (both EDT and RDC) on 
>45K words of EELD material. The EELD data comes from FBIS and 
>Lexis-Nexis; the collection contains both html files and text files. 
>The data has not been catalogued in terms of its original document 
>sources; it wi ll require a substantial effort to retri eve this 
>information for every file in the collection and for some cases may not 
>be possible. I believe that a portion of the EELD data has been 
>manually annotated (chronology writeups?) but I don ' t know what this 
>annotation entails or the level of effort that was required to produce 
>it. 

We went through exactly this situation before in the case of 
the TIPSTER "extraction" track. 

For that track, a body of data (I think on mergers and acquisitions) 
had been compiled from DIALOG (a service similar to NEXIS), 
wi th the number of original copyright holders being several hundred. 
The person managing that aspect of the progr am had a subscription to 
DIALOG, and concluded that in order to distribute copies of the 
collection to N contractors, he simply needed to execute N i dentical 
searches , thus paying DIALOG N times the single-search fee. In fact he 
was mistaken: DIALOG had no legal ability to license him to 
re-distribute the material , no matter how many fees he paid. 

According to what I was told, one of the publisher s found out about 
this, somehow, and threatened to sue. This was felt to be a Bad Thing, 
since it was a foreign publisher and t he U.S. was then strongly urging 
foreign governments to take a stronger line against IPR piracy. So we 
were asked to step in and clear up the IPR issues for this 
distribution. This turned out to be a very time-consuming and 
difficul t process; we were abl e to mollify the particular complaining 
publishers, and arrange a formal contract wi th them; and the folks at 
DIALOG were extremely helpful; but the task was frankly almost 
impossible , and took many person-months to resolve even partially. 

Note that the problems involved had nothing to do with distribution to 
the public at large, but just with distribution within the TIPSTER 
program proper. As in that case, re-di stribution of NEXIS out put even 
to ACE contractors is surely not licensed. Whether it could be construed 
as •fair usea is not clear, but let's just say that no publisher 
(including a not-for-profit publisher like a university press) would 
assume so for this volume of material. 

In addition, it strikes me as short-sighted to put so much effor t and 
money (not mainly the annotation effort, but rather the research 
effort to establish baseline analytic results) into a database that 
can't be used i n the future. The language research community has a lot 
of evidence by now that foresight in such mat ters pays large 
dividends. 

If it' s decided to go ahead with this database, we'll certainly do our 
best to cope - - even if this involves IPR negotiations with hundreds 
of publishers -- but my frank advice would be to r evise the plan 



before it ' s too late, and to build IPR arrangements into the process 
from the start, by chosing a corpus for which IPR licensing is 
plausible task. This would entail keeping track of the sources, 
balancing the costs and benefits of mult i plying the number of sources , 
and at least opening a discussion with each source by sending them 
a letter and giving them a couple of weeks to object, before i ncorporating 
their material into a corpus that will get any serious amount of 
annotation and analysis. 

Regards , 

Mark Liberman 



 



tsenator 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Ted, 

Amamath Mukherjee [am@knoltex.com] 
Friday, November 30, 2001 2:13 PM 
tsenator 
SBIR Topic Question 

Sorry I missed your call. In the event we are not able to synchronize today, 
this being the last legal day to talk for this SBIR, thought I'll send you 
my questions over email. 

Essentially, what we are interested in is to understand are your relative 
priorities vis-a-vis·: 

- inconsistency checking, and 
- input processing 

For instance, are you primarily interested in the Inconsistency-Check Rules 
Engine 
and Search Engine? Or do you need the capability to pre-process noisy 
unstructured data 
as well? 

Also for financial transactions, and other structured data, do you expect us 
to build adapters from scratch, or should we assume that the new software 
should 
talk to existing adapters? 

Your topic is very interesting . 

Regards , 
Amarnath 

(408) 615-1611 
am@knoltex.com 



 



tsenator 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 
Subject: 

Siegrist, David [Siegrist@Potomaclnstitute.org] 
Wednesday, May 29, 2002 1 :31 PM 
tsenator 
FW: Latanya request for more time, fyi 

-----Original Message-----
From: Latanya Sweeney [mailto:latanya@cs .cmu . edu] 
Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2002 1:28 PM 
To: Siegrist, David 
Subject: RE: Latest Agenda; PI Summary Format; Panel info; & Matrix 

Hi, 

Thanks for the response. If possible , 15 minutes on the public health law 
survey, 20 minutes on the reasonable cause model and 10- 20 minutes on the 
scoring of data sources. Let me know what's possible. Thanks. 

- - Latanya 

At 09:35 AM 5/29/2002 -0400 , Siegrist, David wrote: 
>Hi, Latonya 

> On your major points, I think your research sounds fascinating . How 
>many minutes for each one do you think you need? 
> 
> Cordially, 
> David 
> 
>- ----Original Message-----
>From: Latanya Sweeney [mailto:latanya@cs.cmu.edu] 
>Sent: Wednesday, May 29, 2002 9:26 AM 
>To: Siegrist, David 
>Cc: 'Ted Senator (E-mail)' 
>Subject: Re: Lates t Agenda; PI Summary Fo:nnat; Panel info; & Matrix 
> 
> 
> 
>Hi David, 
> 
>I think there are three major contributions my lab's efforts could make to 
>the PI meeting but in order to accomplish such would require some 
>modification to the agenda. I am humbly requesting you see if you can make 
>some time for these matters. They are described below . 
> 
>The first major contribution concerns privacy. Under this DARPA effort, we 
>had a group of 40 law students and 3 lawyers who surveyed public health 
>laws and regulations in each of the 50 states and DC and answered about 60 
>questions for each state. The questions centered on the collection and use 
>Of non-traditional data sources for bioterrorism surveillance; each kind of 
>non-traditional data source was examined in each state . I would like to 
>take a few minutes to report on these findings. Highlights include the 
>variability found and some particularities with specific kinds of data 
>sources and the nature of liability concerns . 
> 
>The second major contribution also concerns privacy, in particular, the 
>development and use of computational tools that ensure privacy. I would 



>like to introduce our reasonable cause model , which provides sufficiently 
>anonymous data during normal surveillance. The data from each data holder 
>is rendered sufficiently anonymous and then forwarded to the surveillance 
>system. We can show that detection algorithms work well with such data. 
>When the surveillance system detects suspicious activity, the anonymity of 
>the data is lowered. If an explicit outbreak is detected, explicitly 
>identified data is provided. Under our reasonable cause model, the level 
>of anonymity of the data matches the surveillance system's need for the 
>data. We can show that this system removes many of the liability and legal 
>concerns surveillance systems face, and provides a solution that is 
>minimally invasive to privacy. Our reasonable cause model is a 
>computational solution patterned after the Probable Cause Predicate (which 
>is used for 4th amendment protection against illegal search and seizures) . 
>This is a fascinating and potent solution to many of the liability and 
>privacy problems faced by surveillance systems. 
> 
> 
> If time permits, I would also like to report on some additional tools we 
>(Tom Mitchell, Manuel Blum, myself, and our students) are developing that 
>execute surveillance queries over distributed sources. In these systems 
>surveillance questions get answered without the data themselves having to 
>be transferred. 
> 

>The third and final contribution my lab could provide is a report card on 
>non-traditional data sources. We took about 10 kinds of non-traditional 
>data sources and answered the following kinds of questions on each: is 
>there a signal; how early is the signal realized; who is providing the 
>signal; and so on. The data sources include: web use data {correlated with 
>health conditions); grocery data; video surveillance data (cough 
>detection); death data; and so on. I think this report is a very important 
>contribution because it makes the case for the use of these very 
>non-traditional data sources. 
> 
>At present, our team will be talking about the data sources actually used 
>in ESSENCE'S real-time surveillance, but the discussion of these data 
>sources utilized millions of concentrated records in multiple states in 
>order to get the academic information on the quality of that kind of data, 
>even though it may not be currently used in the DC area. 
> 
>If you could find some time in the schedul e for me to address these 
>matters, I feel quite strongly all the participants would benefit. 
> 
>--Latanya 
> 
> 
> 
>At 08:26 PM 5/28/2002 -0400, you wrote: 
>>Attached are the latest agenda for the PI meeting, marked Rev 2, and the 
>>latest format for the PI overview briefing, also marked Rev 2. PI's, 
>>please send your charts to Rey and I by Monday AM. 
>> 
>>Panels. Ted and I are still working on the product specification for each 
>>of the Panels, as well as the formats for presenters. Note that Ted wants 
>>each team to identify its "championn for the particular topic and panel 
who 
>>will express the views of the team in the facilitated discussion that 
>>follows the series of 10 minute presentations. Please let me know who 
>these 
>>folks are by Friday. Note that in addition, a panel on Transition has 
been 
>>added. 
>> 
>>Data Source Matrix. You are each working on updating your team's data 
>>source matrix, including creating the "data spacen or "fishbone" chart by 
>>populating the template previously forwarded to you for action. Please 
>>submit your updated data source matrix and fishbone chart by COB Friday. 



>In 
>>addition, please add a field to the matrix "Data contains personal 
>>identifiers: Yes or No .• <<Agenda for BSS PI Meeting Rev 2.doc>> <<PI 
>>Templates Rev 2.ppt>> 
>> 
>> Thanks, 
>> David 
>> 
>> 
>> 
> 
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Epi-SPIRE: A Bio-surveillance 
Prototype using Model-based Multi
Modal Mining of Environmentally 

Related Information 

Bio-swveillance Kickoff Meeting 
October 11 - 12, 2001 

PI: Dr. Chung-Sheng Li 

IBM T. J. Watson Research Center 

Johns Hopkins University 

Team 

t - - • IBM T. J. Watson 
·~-}--~ Research Center 

t •••• } 

• Johns Hopkins University 
- Prof. Greg Glass (co-I) 

- Sankar Basu - Rebecca Freeman 
- Murray Campbell 

- Yuan-Chi Chang 

- Matthew Hill 
- Vijay Iyengar 

- Ch ung-Sheng Li (PI) 

- Milind Naphade 

' - John R. Smith 
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e-business 

EpiSpire Highlights 

• Objectives: 
- Provide real-time access of 

non-conventional & 
heterogeneous data sources 

- Extract models from these 
data sources for 

• Expected naturalJy 
occurring disease 
patterns 

• Suitability of conditions 
for various attack 
scenarios 

• Detecting anomalies in 
predicted vs. observed 
data 

- Refine models as more data 
become available 

• Project History 
- 1994 NASA Digital 

Library Technology 
(DLT) Program 
"Retrieval of Images by 
Means of Content" 

1998 NASA Earth 
Science Information 
Partner (ESIP II) Program 
"Progressive Mining of 
Satellite Images for 
Environmental and Public 
Health Applications" 
(joint effort with JHU and 
Raytheon) 

@. EpiSPIRE for Bio-surveillance in Essence II 
a-business 
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e-business 

Focus of EpiSPIRE 
Anomaly detection through knowledge models of possible ongoing 
and future outbreaks through 
- Conventional data: active learning to leverage minimal ground truth 

- Non-conventional data: to establish the baseline (prediction for some 
vector-born diseases) 

Develop data warehouse containing event annotations & indices of 
the socio-economical, public health, and spatio-temporal behaviors 
of individuals, groups, and geographic regions 

Determine common denominator from possible ongoing outbreak 

- Identify additional individuals or geographic regions where treatments 
& cures shall be applied from the data warehouse 

Validation 
- Data generation 

• Simulation/emulation to generate synthesized data 
• Perturbation of acquired data 

- Validation through s1mularionlemulation: both standalone and as pan 
of Essence II 

EpiSPIRE Framework 

Detection 

Model-based Anomaly Detection with Leaming 

3 
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e-business 

Spatio-Temporal Feature Extraction Process: 
Non-structured Data 

Segmentation 

•TV /radio news 

•Newsgroups/message board 

•Web news 

•Satellite images 

Feature 
Extraction 

Connecting Events 
•Establish event annotations and indices of spatio-temporal 
trajectories of individuals 

•Derive common denominator in terms of (time, location)' s 

•Retrieve individuals whose spatio-temporal trajectories 
intersect with common denominator 

Aggregation 
based on 

4 
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t-busintss 

Internal Architecture of Epi-SPIRE 
Operational Aspects: 

Plan & Milestones 
FYOl (Sept., 2001) 

- Feature definition language/Event description language 

- Identify scenario(s) and data sources 

- Develop perturbation approach representing attack scenarios for data gencntion 

FY02(Sept., 2002) 
- MALM 

- Feature extraction modules 

- Even1 dcieclion modules 

- Data genenlion, sncch pl· a simulator (BioCity - similar to SimCity) for synlhcsiziog 
data 

- Develop and benchmarlc models for multi-channel time series data with pcrtwbations 

FY03(Sept., 2003) 
- Epi Active Leaming 

- Multi-modal EpiIMSE 

- Develop and bcnclunarlc models for multk:hannel time series data with pcrtwbations and 
non-stt'llCtured data sources 

FY04(SepL, 2004) 
- Multi-modal EpiIMSE -. fe<knled search 

- System validation and benchmarking with both stt'llCtun:d and non-strueturcd data 

5 
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e-business 

Wea th er Data Feature Extractor 
and Event Detector/Search 

October 11 - 12, 200 I 

Yuan-Chi Chang 

Weather and Bioagent Release 

~ Right weather conditions create 
tt ,~'suitable release environment 
~t....1.-,·r.- light, moderate wind (5 to 25 mph) 

' evening or night 
.a.1t1JW~ temperature inversion 
~~~ · • temperature 

· relative humidity 
precipitation 

6 



@ Near-real-time Weather Data 
e-business 

e-busintss 

Continuous monitoring of 
environment variables 

Air temperature 
Relative humidity 
Precipitation 
Wind speed 
Wind direction 
Derived from station readings and 
satellite images for better 
resolution 

Source: NOAA National Climate Data Center 

Monitor Weather - Data Fusion 

NASA ESIP 
Fire ant 
scenario 

D 4 1°4•LO W 

aCCU.OCY./lilf1:#./ 0. 
OQU!"A.9• _,. 11«)0-BU ,_..,..,.__ 
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.... - .-
/ -~ ·. ~+-.· 

e-business 

Monitor Weather - Data Flow 

/~U/APL faq 
AVH 

mpa::uur.: 

~ ~d ""'"' <omp 
USDA ~ .-" 

USDA 

server _____ _, 

NASA ESIP Fire ant scenario 
Client 

Feature Extractor Framework 

• Web data acquisition 
- Push/Pull 
- Web services (SOAP) 

• Legacy software interfac 
- IDRISl/Splus/Matlab 

Workflow driver 
... __ ,._ 
...._, ....... ~--
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e-business 

Event Detector 

• Event description language 
- input 1 {tO) >value l and input 2 (tO+tl) < value 2 

slow rising followed by sharp falling (characterized by slope) 

- multi-input spatial-temporal series 

- parameterized/fuzzy description 

Event detector/trigger 
- configurable event description 

- multi-input, multi-detector hierarchy 

- asynchronous event triggering/propagation 

Event 
Detection 

Event 
Detection 

EpiMALM: Multiple Abstraction Level 
Mining of Time Series 

Expression of time-series 
behavior in terms of semantic 
labels at multiple abstraction 
levels 

Content-based search based on 
time-series relatively 
unexplored 
prior work on EKG, stock 
prices 

Extraction of time-series from 
imagery 
Extension of time-series 
language to pennit expression 
of both intra- and inter-series 
and intra- and inter-object 
constraints (spatial and 
temporal} 

• Example query: 
- Locate well logs sections 

which contain the pattern 
sharply rising segment follow 
by flat segment follow by 
sharply falling segment 

... . ,., ........... 

' - - - - - ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·- ·-
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~business 

Event Search 

• Event indexing 
- index triggered events by magnitude, duration, spatial location, 

time stamp, etc. 

- possible approach: R-tree and variants 

• Event search 
- multi-input correlated by magnitude, duration, spatial location, 

time stamp, etc. 

- crisp and fuzzy constraints 

- query description language: event description? 

- Epi-SPROC 

Epi-SPROC: Multi-modal Model-Based 
Bundle Search on Spatio-temporal Signatures 

• Search for multiple items simultaneously 
- items with relationships and constrain~ J 

Scenario - Oil/Gas Exploration . _t_ 

- search combinations of rock samples , ,. , + 
J_ 

'""' \ =-- -~ 

-- -- - --- - ---·------------ - -
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e-business 

Classification Models 

October 11 - 12, 2001 

Murray Campbell 

Vijay Iyengar 

Motivation 

• Classification models can be used to filter 
the vast amount of information 

• They can be used to define "interesting 
conditions" worth investigating further 
- Patterns of symptoms in outbreaks 

- Favorable terrain from satellite images 

- Pertinent news articles 

• Requires labeling of examples by experts 

11 



._business 
Active Leaming 

• Choose examples for labeling 
- "Maximize,, incremental value 

• Can result in significant reduction in the 
number of examples needed 
- Better than random or stratified sampling 

Active Leaming 

Unlabeled 
Label 

Labeled 
Build 

Data Data 
Model 

Select 

12 
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e-business 

Our approach 

• Use ensembles of decision trees or rules 
- Accurate and robust 

- Handle heterogeneous attributes 

Applicable to various domains 
- Tested using benchmarl<s representing text, 

satellite images, user surveys 

- Required labeled data set reduced in size 
significantly: Factor of 2 to 10. 

Method 

1. Pick initial sample for labeling 
• Random or manual 

2. Build ensemble model 
3. Apply ensemble model to unlabeled data 
4. Select for labeling examples with maximum 

uncertainty (with respect to majority vote) 
5. Expert user labels selected examples 
6. Repeat steps 2 to 5 
7. Use final ensemble model in applications 

13 



e-business 
Experiments: Text Domain 

I= ~~~ing I 

240 480 QBO 2 400 geoo 
S.ze of tra in ing .ae t 

e-business 
Experiments: Satellite Image 

i 4 

12 

io 

110 221 443 1108 22i7 4435 
Size o f tr11Jn1ng set 
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e-busineu 

Status 

• Prototype implementation in progress 

• Will be tested using public benchmarks 
- Accuracy and performance 

• Interface to rest of system 
- Database 

- Other 

Statistical Modeling of 
Spatio-Temporal Events for 

Bio-Surveillance 

October 11 - 12, 2001 

Sankar Basu, Yuan-Clu Chang, Chung-Sheng Li, 

Milind Naphade, John R. Srruth 

IBM T. J. Watson Research Center 

30 Saw Mill River Road 

Hawthorne, NY 10532 USA 

1rsmith@watson.ibm.com 
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e-business 

Statistical Modeling of Spatio-Temporal 
Events for Bio-Surveillance 

• Basic problem: 
- Early detection and prediction of biological attacks 

• Approach: 
- Statistical modeling based on non-traditional data 

sources (spatio-temporal and temporal data) 
- Stage 1: development of modeling framework, feature 

extractors, detectors, and evaluation framework 
- Stage 2: initial exploration in surrogate domain 

(audio-visual analysis using video testbed) 
- Stage 3: generation of artificial data in bio

surveillance domain and simulation and detection of 
bio attack 

Bio-Surveillance (Attack Event Modeling) 

• Bio-Surveillance infonnation sources (spatio-temporal features): 
- Remote sensing images (2-D spatio-temporal): 

• Weather (cloud cover) 

- Medical (d isease manifestation) (2-D spatio-temporal): 
• Seasonal health (i.e., nu season), prescription drug sales, school 

absenteeism records, animal and agricultural health 
• Hospital reporting (i .e., ICD codes} 

- Site risk (2-D spatio-temporal): 
Weather (i .e., 1emperature, rain) 

• Population density and dynamics (i.e., local traffic) 
• Local events (i .e ., New Year's eve) 

- Financial information (temporal): 
• Stocks, financial transactions 

- Communications traffic {temporal & spatio-temporal) 
• Bulletin board, email, tips hotline, Web, overt threats 

• Other relevant factors: 
- Release model for specific type of attack 

- Socio-politico-economic situations and influences 

16 
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11-businus 

Related Problem Domains 
(audio-visual vs. bio-surveillance) 

Audio-visual domain: 
Events (semantic) 

- Rocket launch 

Multiple asynchronous sources 
- Audio, visual, spetth, cext 

20 spatio-temporal and temporal data 
- Regions, segments, blobs, temporal evolution 

Sparse/missing data 
- Partially observable information (i.e., shois) 

Feature extraction 
- Color, textun:, shape, morion 

• Segmentation 
- Shot & scene detection, spatial and tetq>oral 

• Normaliution 
- Multiple features and multiple modahries 

• Real-time fusion 
- Live audio-visual feeds 

Real-time monitoring and prediction 
- Real-time detection 

On-line model adaptation and learning 
- User feedback 

Bio-surveillance domain: 
Events (anack.') 

- Anthru anack 

~ultiple asynchronous sources 
- Remote sensing, medical, financial 

• 20 spatio-temporal and temporal data 
- Regions, segments, temporal evolution 

Sparse/missing data 
- Panially observable infonnalion 

Feature extraction 
- Frequency counts, texture 

Segment•tion 
- Spatial and temporal segmentation 

Nonnalization 
- Multiple features and multiple modalities 

Real-time fusion 
- Live data feeds 

• Real-time monitoring and prediction 
- Real-time detection 

On-line model adaptation and learning 
- User feedback 

Summary of Technical Approach 

• Multi-channel temporal event detection 
• Statistical modeling with high generalizability: 

- Multiple possibly dependent channels 
- Dynamic modeling (i.e., dynamic Bayes nets, HMMs) 

• Training for rare events (i.e., discriminant training) 
• Events characterized in terms of features extracted from 

data sources: 
Leaming through supervision 
Multi-dimensionaJ feature-spaces 

• E.g. probability disoibutions, partitions 

Detecting new instances of events given unseen representations. 
i.e. generalization capability 
Indication of confidence in detecting the event 

17 
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a-business 

..... ..- . 

Specific Modeling Approaches 

• Models: 
- Modeling of probability density/mass functions in 

spatio-temporal feature spaces. 
• Parametric models (i.e., Gaussian Mixtures) 
• Nonparametric models (i.e., Parzen windows) 
• Accounting for piece-wise stationary properties by 

switching between states (i.e., Markov chains, HMMs) 

• Classification: 
- Estimation of optimal separation boundaries or 

partitions 
• Neural nets, support vector machines 

- Rule-based systems 
• Decision trees 

Multi-modal Graphical Modeling 
• Duration density input output Markov model: 

- Decoded state sequences treated as input sequences 
Multirnodal decisions considered the output sequence 

- Output sequence predicted based on the input sequences using 
explicit duration models, output 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 
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e-business 

Model Fusion 

• Combining results from multiple features and 
detectors (classifiers) 

• Models for each feature type can be built 
separately (sufficient training) 

• The classification results can be combined in 
the end in various ways 
- Averaging 

- Maximum 

- Product form 

Next Steps 
• Stage 1: Build modeling framework: 

- Development of feature extractors (spatio-temporal and 
temporal data) - texture, frequency counts 

- Development of modeling framework (static and dynamic 
modeling) 

- Development of detectors (training) 

- ·Development of evaluation framework (testbed) 

• Stage 2: Evaluation in surrogate domains 
- Modeling of semantics events in video using audio-visual 

features (audio, visual, text) 

- Evaluation using standard testbeds (I.e., NIST TREC) 

• Stage 3: Simulation and evaluation 
- Generation of artificial data in bio-surveillance domain 

- Simulation ofbio attack and evaluation of detection accuracy 

------·----·------------- ··-------
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e-busi nus 

Bottom Line 

• Integrating conventional and non
conventional data modalities to improve 
the robustness of outbreak prediction 
- Feature extraction from non-conventional 

data sources (when, where, who, what how) 
- Event detection based on spatio-temporal 

trajectory 
- Data, information and knowledge fusion 

through model-based learning and search 

Backup 

-------
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e-business 

Parametric Probabilistic Modeling 

Event characterization: 
- Static and dynamic support in multiple modalities 

Depending on the nature of support 
- Mixture models for static support 

- Probabilistic Graphical Models with Mixture models for observation 
densities for temporal support 

Model building problem 7 parameter estimation problem 
- Methods: Expectation maximization (EM), MCMC, Gradient-based 

methods 

Event Detection as Hypothesis Testing 
- Two hypotheses: event present vs. event absent 

Observed features assumed to be generated by a density function 

Density function characterizes the distribution of spatial or spatio
temporal features 

Types of Support 

Class conditional density function: 
- Features with static support, e.g. cloud cover, medical record, etc. 
- Features with spatio-temporal support e.g. events like population transit, 

etc. 
- Multimodal support m terms of multiple channels of information and 

features 

• Static Models: 
- For static characteristics, we model the class conditional density 

functions using a mixture of Gaussians 
- The problem of event detection then becomes the problem of estimating 

parameters of the GMM to optimally fit the training set data 

• Temporal Support: 
- Define class conditional densities over time 
- Series of features that represent the temporal support 
- Time series: Hidden Markov Model or its variant with mixtures of 

Gaussians for features observations 

21 



~business 

Parameter Estimation and Detection 

Parameter Estimation: 
Given a set of sufficient number of 
examples for each hypothesis, we 
can estimate the parameters of the 
GMM. 
Parameters 

- can be considered random leading to 
the problem of Bayesian 
can be treated as deterministic but 
unknown. 

• We treat parameters as deterministic 
but unknown and estimate them by 
maximizing the likelihood of 
observing the training data given the 
parameters. 

• The maximum likelihood problem is 
set up using the EM algorithm 

Detection: 
Once the models for both 
hypotheses have been 
estimated, we compute the log 
likelihood of the unknown 
features under each hypothesis 
and compute their difference. 

• This serves as a measure of 
confidence in detecting the 
concept. The larger the 
confidence the greater the 
difference. 

• Combining this with the prior 
on the occurrence of each 
hypothesis we can compute the 
probability of detection of the 
concept given the features. 
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s 

4 

3 

2 

Time Domain 

I• Cases! 

1 2 3 4 s 6 7 8 9 10 

Spatial Patterns are Significant 

• No difference from 
baseline counts 

• Different spatial 
patterns may lead to 
different 
interpretation of 
event 

\ , Cl_ · t l c: 
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e-business 

- .... ___ > 

e-businass 

Evolution over time 

• Overall count stable until 
T=6 

• Counts/polygon 
somewhat more 
informative 

• Spatial pattern indicative 
of active process 

-~r 1 I / .. - I ! . . 'r . 
:_I . I l ' .\ 
---~ ~ 

T=l T=2 

~:l[Q]r-·.1 I~ l~ 
T=3 I T=4 

~~ ~ T=6 

Shigella Outbreak Ft. Bragg, NC 

• Outbreak of diarrheal 
disease among 
dependents and 
military personnel in 
and around Ft. 
Bragg, NC 

- McKee et al 2000 JID 

. 
~ . 
u 

2 

0 -.... ......... .-.-....-.... ................................... 

, 2 3 ' 5 8 7 8 9 10 ,, 12 13 

Timt (wttkl) 
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Cumulative Cases Week 1-4 (left) & 1-6 (right) 
~business 

Cumulative Cases Week 1-8 (left) & 1-10 (right) 
~business 

-----
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e-busintss 

Risk Modeling 

• Prevention 
Infer pennissive/suitable conditions for transmission 

• Targeted monitoring 
• Scenario evaluation - how would it evolve in time/space - SEIR 

models - linked local models 

- Approach 
• Identify key environmental variables 
• Biological relationship of EV's to disease risk 
• Likely use -VBD'slzoonotic agents 

• Earlier Detection 
Identification of ongoing situation 

• Assist in identi fication of causal agent/source 
• Assist in action plan 

- How many cases, where, mos1 likely individuals to query 

Prevention 
• Define environmental conditions that permit 

transmission of agent 
- (Issues of where, when, how long need environmental 

conditions) 

• Model dynamics of risk 
- A priori established biological relationship between 

agent/vector/reservoir and environmental conditions 
• e.g. fire ants 

- Statistical relationship between environmental conditions and 
agent/vector/reservoir - past data about outbreak 

• e.g. hantavirus 
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e-business 

#-...., ., 
I : ~ • 

1--L:_J_' ' , ....,...,J • 

e-business 

Environmental Data 
• Time scale is relative to disease progression in a case 

• Time sensitive (variable relative to dz course) 
- Meteorological conditions 

Transportation network load 
- Socio-behavioral responses to information 

• (Relatively) time invariant (stable relative to dz course) 
- Land cover 
- Population size 
- Topography 
- Transportation network location 
- Socio-economic conditions 

Difficulties 

• Major problem is that expect heterogeneity in 
transmission/risk/behavior with environmental 
conditions 

• Relevant data acquisition in NRT 

------·-·------- - ---- ----
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e-business 

Space-time Disease Model - General 

Y k(s,t) -- RV counts of disease observed - dependent on pathogen, place and time 

>,.(s,t) -- Actual attack rate (rather than counts). >,.(s,t) is function of number of 
cases likely to occur. This measure is influenced by factors that vary over time 
(daily, seasonally and yearly) and space, ie., 

log ().,.(s,t)) = R(t) + U (s), 

R and U are the functions that dcscnbe how the log of attack rate at a panicular 
time and place are influenced by the environment.al variables. 
The temporal function, is modeled using the usual time series regression 

R(t) = a.+ B,X,(t) + ... + Bp-'<p{t) + e(t) 

where X1(t), ... Xp(t) arc the climatic variables (and other rapidly changing 
variables, such as temperature, windspccd, and traffic flow) whose impact we want 
to evaluate at panicular times, L 

The parameters, 80 , 8 1, ... , Be , represent the strengths of those associations. A 
random error component, e(t), 1s incorporated and assumed to have a Gaussian 
distribution. However, the model allows to autocorrelation in the errors, for 
temporally varying EV's. 

Space-time Disease Model - General II. 
The spatial component of the analysis U(s), is analyzed by creating a universal 
kriging model (Cressie 1990). 

U(s) = a0 ... a 1Z1(s) + ... + a,/-q(s) + d(s), 

Z1(s), .. . :Z.q(s) represent environmental variables, such as land cover, or elevation 
that are relatively unchanging over time but influence risk 

a0 , a1, . . . a represent the strength of these associations and random error d(s) is 
incorporate~. The random error is structured so that it is correlated with 
distance between samplln& s ites (spatial correlation), rather than being 
Independent (Crcssie 1990). 
Incorporating both spatially and temporally correlated random effects reduces mis
specifying the environmental effects on outcome and reduces smoothing effects. 
Overall model also fits into tlw: framework of generalized linear mind models 
(Breslow and Clayton 1993). 

Can infer the model parameters using muimum likelihood and Monte Carlo 
Newton Rapbson (MCNR) method to estimate the model parameters (McCulloch 
1997). 

- ----------
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Analytical Outcome 

• Identification of associated environmental 
variables with counts of cases/syndromic 
classes 

- If B's are significant then variables at those times 
were relevant to cases - clue to source/agent e.g. 
B(wind direction 3 days prior to occurrence of cases) 

- If a' s are significant then event occurred over 
shorter time period than was sampled or not affected 
by measured time sensitive variables - e.g. anthrax 
in bldg vs wind direction 

Target Area 
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e-business 
Near-real-time Weather D~ 

.. ' ..... Continuous monitoring of 
~,~~qvironment vari_ables 

_. ~ ~- Arr temperature 

• 

I .. 

e-busintss 

Relative humidity 
Precipitation 
Wind speed 
Wind direction 

~ . 

. . 

Derived from station readings and 
satellite images for better 
resolution 

Source: NOAA National Climate Data Center 

Improvement in Ground 
Temperature Estimation 

• Merged satellite, 
ground station data 
- Errors center on zero 

- ± 1° c 
- Can be estimated 

under clouds 

• Anticipate further 
improvement with 
additional covariates 

- NASA/IBM TJ Wa1$0n 
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.• ! 
~ ...... 

t J .I... '. 
I 1· If'•\, 
~.+.:-",, .. . 

Meteorological Data Sources 

• Approximately 500 
weather stations 
provide hourly feeds 

• Estimate 
temperature, 
windspeed, wind 
direction, RH, 
precipitation 3x/day 

@ Invariant Environmental Data 
Husiness 

• Population distribution 
- Y2000 U.S. Census data 

• Land cover -- MRLC 
- Influencing VBD/Zoonoses 

- Covariate for meteorological estimators 

- Modify population distribution estimates 

• Topography 
- USGS DEM 

• Transportation networks 
- U.S. DLG's 

--- ---- ------
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Time Sensitive Data 

• Transportation network flow 
Public transportation 

• Air travel - 150,000 ppd from three Baltimore-Washington metro 

- 35,000 employees 

- 12,000 taxi dispatches/day 

• 0-D matrix model of commercial air transport 

- Commercially available, daily summary of site/time of 
departure and arrival, plane type (upper bounds on passenger 
numbers). 

• 0-D model for commercial travel train, light rail for region 

- Private transportation 
• Cartravel 

- MOOT 

Private Transportation Movement 

Traffic Speed Data 

This data will automatically refresh every 
five minutes. 

Locadon Avense S~~ 
L .. t Report~ 

I • 83 @Cold Bottom Rd South 61 MPH 
!0110/2001 4:38:39 PM 

1-270@ Comus Rd North 62 MPH 
10/10/2001 4:38:39 PM 

1-270@ Doctor Perry Rd Nonh SO MPH 
10/10/2001 4:38:39 PM 

1·270 @ 1-370 North 6S MPH 
10/100001 4:38-39 PM 
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BioSurveillance Validation 

David Siegrist 
Potomac Institute for Policy Studies 

August 22, 2001 

Bio-Surveillance Validation 
and T ransition -Need for Early Detection 

---
NAhrU - ;0 ... HtlH ~UI ~ 0.::::. With 

iii. ----;::_-- ~-
'" •·••fltl'l c '"::>I.> 1llnl (dllye) 

Impact 
•Validation 

•Building on Historical Base and 
Extending to Military Pathogens Increases 
Credibility to User 
•Builds Confidence in System Alerts 

•Transition 
•Technology in Daily Use 

•Protects DoD Personnel 
•Documents Personnel Readiness 

•Need 10 Validate New System w/ Little Data 
•Few HislOrical BW Data 
•Uses Non-Traditional Data Sources 
•Advanced Data Techniques 

•Transition to Non-Traditional User 
•Approach: Rigorous and Metrics Based 

•Use Influenza and Other Disease Analogues 
•ROC Curves for Sensitivity, Specificity 
•Panel of Expens Verifies Analysis 

•World Class Epidemiologists, BW Expens. 
Privacy and Other Specialists 

Schedule 

Oct. I 0 - II April '01 • • 
I Val!atfon 

Worlubop 

Kickoff 
Mutioc 

Ort. 0 02 Aprll '03 
• • i.: 

I Ev!.uatloo 

Validation 
Panel 
Meednc 

O.•-cSq:nst 
P.-nx l11>t1N1< for Policy Scwha 



Strawman Draft Scoring 

• Use Non-Traditional Data Sources: 
• Make Early Determination of Disease Outbreak: 

• Support Clustering (ID Disease in a Particular Area): 

• Support Clustering in Numerous Areas: 
• Disease Sensitivity (Identify Minor Penurbations): 

• Disease Specificity (Differentiate Similar Diseases): 
• Minimal False Alarms: · 
• DB Partition Supports Info Trading: 

• Technology Extensible to Other Regions 
• Advanced technology 

• Complete Personal Privacy Assurance: 

Depersonalization without Anonymity: 

Pass/Fail 

20 Pts. 
10 Pts. 

10 Pts. 
10 Pts 

10 Pts. 

10 Pts. 
15 Pts. 
10 Pts. 

5 Pts. 
0 Pts. 

100 Pts. 

Minus 20 Pts. 
• Release Patient Information on Internet: Minus 50 Pts. 
• Violate HIPAA: Possible Prison Tenn and Fine 

False Negative: Possible Excess Morbidity and Mortality 

Note: ROC Curve May Summarize Sensitivity/Specificity "Goodness" 

Possible Validator Panelists 

• Dr. David Franz, DVM, Southern Research, Former RIID 
• Dr. Ken Alibek, PB Biosystems; Former Biopreparat 
• Dr. Eric Noji or Dr. Tracee Treadwell, CDC 

• Dr. Ken Hoffman, VA, Evaluator 
• Dr. Everett Koop, Former Surgeon General 

Dr. Tracey McNamara, DVM, Bronx Zoo 

• Dr. Bill Patrick, Former AMRIID 
• Dr. Stephen Prior, Microbiologist, Potomac Institute 

• Peter Lejeune, SMI and FEMA, Biosensors and Consequence Mgt 

• Military Rep from JFCOM or Enviro Medicine? 
• Sydney Connor, SAi Epidemiologist 
• Jamie Pugh, Naval health Research Center, Epi Algorithms 

2 



Possible Validation Technique 

• Independent Metrics-Based Rigorous Assessment 
- Potomac Institute Team 
- Analysis of Developer Assumptions & Data 
- Scoping of Algorithm Validity, Extensibility 
- Develop Life Cycle Validation Model w/Decision Points 
- No Test Cases and Software V&V at This Time 

• Performers Develop Flu Season Onset Model with Own Data 
- Test it Against Historical Data. Predict Future Flu Season? 
- Develop Baseline Against Which to Normalize Possible Bioattack 
- Develop Credible Approach for Other Prodromes, Pathogens 

• Program Briefing to Validator Panel 
- Potomac Synthesizes Views and Generates Report for PM 
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Military 
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(electronic medical 

records) 
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SMI 

• Establish Primary Data Sources 

• OTC Drug Sales .../ 

• 911/EMS .../ 

• Hospitals .../ 

• ER ../ 
• HMO 

• Miiitary MTFs 

• Data Source Logl~tics 
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SMI 

• Integrate Heterogeneous Data Sources In a flexible 
environment 

• Polexis XIS 
• Create Data Ontologies 
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Air Force's Desert Care Prototyped Real
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Desert Care I Cold and Flu-like Syndrome .. 
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• Some weakly typed indicators 
can be linked directly 
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knowledge-based detection 

• Feeds fusion system, which In 
turn provides most likely 
disease hypotheses 
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SMI 

• Palo Alto Veterans Affairs Hospital 
• Complete medical record data . , . . ' • ); .. 

• Inpatient and outpatient orders, lab results, ~~ 1f..., ~ .~· • · 
• Inpatient and outpatient pharmacy data ;>l ;t '.' 

'r,i1 l 
• San Francisco Department of Health» ~~·-

• EMT dispatch data 
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• California Department of Health 
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• 3 Ftb 
• 10 Mirth 
• 17 Mlrdl 

• 21 Mirth 
• 6April 
• 10 April 
• 18 April 
• 28 April 

• IMly 
• 14 Mly 
• 22 Mly 
• 2S Mly 
• I.June 
• 14.U. 

' 
•

1i!&h,k7) 11! T 
SMI 

HCT 38.3 
HCT 35.1 
HCT33.4 
HCT 34.2 
HCT 21.1 
HCT 27.8 
HCT29.5 
HCT33A 

Toical medlcal-record data 
tor bl11d counts: 

• The ability to process 
• Numeric data 

• Qualitative data 

• Trends in data 

• Patterns in data 

.. 
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Takes as Input primary data and prevlouely d•r:mln~ ·; ~ . -· 
abstractions of those data . ··~ ' ~;~" 

~. ~ l 

Generates as output further 1bstnlctlon' ~ ~ 

Requires an explicit knowledge, bai.• ~f .. -~·c.r 
• The kinds of data that may be entered Into U. .... 

properties of the data 

• How different contexts may affect data .. .. ,, . .... 
·) 
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Temporal Abstraction: 
Data from Bone-Marrow Transplantatio~ 
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150K 
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• State abstractions (e.g., low, high) 

• Gradient abstractions (e.g., Increasing) 
• Rate Abstractions (e.g., slow, f11t) 

• Pattern Abstractions 
• Linear patterns (e.g., crescendo) 

• Periodic patterns (e.g., dlumal) 
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• Is a computer system that performs knowledge-based~· . · .• ::":i.' 
temporal abstractions on da~ of individual patten~;· .. :f:t<; w: · 

• Used to identify automatically patterns In .,_tlant ·· " -_: 
that predicate different courses of actl0f1 ~\!! .t ' _, 

practice guidelines 
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• Identification of patient situations that predicate th,.,; "-

adjustments in ' · · · ~" 
• Clinical-practice guidelines 
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u 

• Allows all relevant cllnical kno~ledg~ to b~ eo~;r ' 
in the computer In an expllclt manner .,·.i:. ~ ·~~--:.,.. 

• Incorporates qualitative data, conte~ Jf!.J~· 
relationships among data so~rces lnt9Jbi. ~ ;..-_, 

• May permit completely aut0f1}atecf l urvl ---
" 't P,,'\,"""' 

records and other daq sourc .. , _ -

---- - ----rs--
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•'+!&h'>kiiO• f 
SMI 

Multiple Hvpothesis Fusion unmes 
Detecuon Proc8SS8S 

p 

Notiftcatlon & 
P'9Mntltlon 

~ ----- ~ 

•'+!&h1>k'i\1!• J' MuhlPll llVPOlhlSIS Fusion , '-} 
SMI 

• 
• Other Bayesian Knowledge Based Taxonomlts cannot. 

be directly linked 
• Multiple Hypothesis Fusion correlltts disparate 

Bayesian taxonomin to build dl1111e tracking 
hypotheses 

• Disease state parameters 
• Kinematic state sp!88Cf 
• F eab.Jre sin oontribution 

• 

• 
• 

·'I • 



(/ 

·'+1thtk'i111 T lntorm,atlon Fusion Depends on 
Tracking MUhlPll HVPOth8SIS'7 ;)~ 

6• 

SMI ' .. · . . · ~:.~ 

HYPOTHESIS PROCESSING 

FEATURE INDICATORS 

DISEASE PROFILES 

,. ~· ll 'T • • • 

; ' 
.... ~ . . 

KALMAN FILTER UPDATE 

r .. ::··.: . . 
~· ~ ... 

Multiple Hvpotbesis Fu$iOJt ,;.' 
State Space RepresentidO,- tt{; 

- ----------w ----.. -
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·'ir.thr,k,>o· r Muhipla Hvpolhesas bampla 

.. 

SMI 

Track Syndrome llypotheses 

Respirato . 
I Flu 

Gastro
lntesdual 

Anthnlx·likc A, Anthnll·hlte 

Flu-like L_ Flu.like 

Unknown~ 
No cltanae 

S&lmonella-1\P 

" ·'ir.thtka11.-r Kalman Flharlnu SuDa•ns 
Muhlple Hnothasls flsr11. SMI 

~ r 'f:" 

' .. ,~ ··;~. ' . 
• Provides natural method of dynamic estlmatlo~ {t~ ; · ~ 

within geographical constraints (spatial) ,' . " .r -'f' :' 

• Takes advantage of developing models . ~r~ · · · · 
• Can adapt to changing condltlona/~1 .. :.~.f ~-. /' 
• Easy to add models as developed ' ~ · ·. , · 

( . . 
• Takes advantage of prior dl~b~~ cf 
• Can incorporate 9~ld1 ll}fljt•. ' .. · 
• Simpler thin autortgrlfl~!tl)(IW 

methods -~?~: 
. #"' ~ 

• Able to handle jnconr\OM• 
.... ;. 11 : ;<~ 

• Models can be iVll · 
.. s-__~· ....... 
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1lj!th'lh')1'p J Kalman Fiherina Perlormanca ; . -~ ....... ,.· 
SMI ' .. ~ • fl(: 

• Features affecting KF performance 

e 

•'i&thtkfll'I T Kalman Fiber sam111 ~~ 
Colllnu•t·~ 

.. 

SMI 

• System Model 
.... I.' 

• Transition matrix F(k) determines how state variables State Model 
evolve over time (k) 

• Incorporates model uncertainty v(k) • x( k + 1) = F ( k )x( k) + v( k) 
• Observation model • 

• Measurement transformation matrix H{k) relat8lr' 
measurement data z(k) CWld slate variables xe1~ ti' .:.: 

• Incorporates measurement uncertalntY, w(~) >:ii,·~'~ · 
• Process model for steady state allows 

• Four allowable states (Matl<ov s~~)~-< ·.,-fr: 
• 51-Nonnalstn (no~) f~~ • 
• 52- SUdden IM!~(~~-.:i 
• S3 - Chal'QI h a!cpl Iii 
• S4 - 0utllera ' ' ' "~ 

\;.~~r 
~ .,. 

Observation Model 

z(k) = H(k)x(k) + w(.k) 

22 
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•'U•&h'>h?11! f 
SMI 

• State model 

x(k+l) = F(k )x(k) + v(k) 

(
µ(t + I))= ( 1 lx µ(t) ) + v k 
/J(t + I) 0 1 /J(t) ( ) 

+ Changes In level 

µ(t +I)= µ(t) + /J(t) + v1 (k) 

+ Changes In slope 

/J(t+ 1) = /J(l)+v2(k) 

• 

Kalman Fiber sam111. 
continued . : 

• Observation model 
z(k) = H(k)x(k)+ w(k) 

( No~:~zed]=(l of µ(:))+e(k) 

Numbers \P< ) 
• OuUiers 

µ(t + I)= µ(t) + & 

• Transition Probabllities 
determines state change 

• s1 =>s2=>s3=>s3 

'1 

·'"&httri1'1 T 
SMI 

s1adal Context ProVldes ~· 
Nonna11zau111 ~ 

• Spatial context allows 
modification of uncertainty 
regions for Kalman filters 

• Conditions 
+ Regional density of susceptible 

individuals 

• Jurisdictional boundaries 

• Military population densities 

2 
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11i&th1fkMp r Goals ot Fusion Process 
SMI 

t i 

0 

•
1i&th,k'i1'! f 

SMI 

.. 

24 
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·'*''h'kN'• r SMI 

.. 

( 

•
1i!thtkNI Y 

SMI 

10 

Goals ol Notiftcadon r\i 
• J·--'f. ,(; 

• ' 1: .·-

Goals 11 lb~f 
Presentadon SVStellj~}~ 



c. 

•'i!'>~,k:P1'! T Presentation Via Familiar Interlaces 
SMI 

p 

•'i!th'k'l11! T 
SMI 

r: 

.lll••~ .. ··-•PVl.-i. .... -..... "' "-""'""'" 
t Cl"-.. G•--·•-._- ... ,.-. 

t Cl~---"" .. 
• ct-o . .., .... ....,.. 

Lj- c--.._ "___.,..,.____ .. ... ( _ ., _ 
0 ....... . .. _ . .... ,,,..,,. ., __ .,_ 

, ........ _ 

Web-based Map Pres1ma111a~·~ 
.. :;,.,"'"'. 
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·'+!th?ik;•o· r 
SMI 

A Bio-Surveillance Svstam tor 
Medical Readiness~ _ · 

. ·"' ,. \. "'11":1t 

~ 

·'+1th1ua111 T 
SMI 

,, 

2;--
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·'••?rh,h'i1'• r Ethical Principles 
SMI .. . 

• Privacy and confidentiality 

If 

q 

•
1•!th'h'il1! T 

SMI 

Reuulatorv aarameters~. :r: 
f .._, \ ...... 

• Is it research? 

" 

28 



c 

•'i!i>h'lh2i11! f Reaulatorv 1arametan 
SMI 

• IRB review 
• Mandated by the "Common Rule" (32 CFR 219) 

• IRBs detennine: 

11 

.. 
,.; .!,.i 

Reau1a1orv parameters~~ 
p 

·'•&thtkii11!f 
SMI \"'·.,_ 

29 



e 

•
1U•th'lrk'i11! f Specilic ethical Issues· --

SMI 
. ~ "' ... -

" 

'i 

•'+&thth1i11tiT suecmc elhlc111ss111 ~· ~· 

• 

SMI 

. ") 

• ~ ~, ;: t•41 

•When is IRB review necessary? ·· '..~~~·~: .. ,. ~ .... ~/· ' 
+ If human subjects are involved, except If:+ / · · 

.... ~ ~"' ... 
• Educational tests, surveys, observatiOi'ls 

behavior, unless data are Unka~ to su · 
damaging to subjects ~ . ' ... '. 

.. ~ '4,,,.,. ~. 

• Existing data or specime~-=lf_, .. '., _..,.,. 
subjects cannot b$ idep . 

• Public benefit or · • 

30-



" 
·'••th'>kii1'• r Specific ethlcal issues j 

SMI 

'? 

•
1+1th'>kii111 T 

SMI 

II 

31 --
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•''&iU'h'i\lt• f 
SMI 

• P: 225, thready 

• BP: unobtainable 
•RR: 30 

• T: 40 C 
• Sat on 100'/• 

Oxygen: 85% 

q 

•'+&th'hiiO• f 
SMI 

.. 

10/06/01 UNM ED 
Pl NC, 2.5 vaar old tamale 

History 

This Child is in Shock: 
WhVil 

32 
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1'+!"h"hl11! l 
SMI 

• Diagnosis vs. syndrome based 

• Which is better for detecting unanticipated eve~~ 
·1 I I (/, " • Blo·terrortsm · . ... ' ' 

Q 

·'+&"h'lk&111 T 
SMI 

Tndhlonal Survelllanca: .. ; 
01aa1os111a1111i ·~; 

• Influenza 

• Diagnostic criteria defined In advance 
• Posltivez 

• Reporting is incomplete 

.. 

- ---- - --- 33 



" 
•'i!thtkNh J limitations of Tradmonal 

Dlaunosuc Survelllanca 
SMI 

I. • 

Confessions of an ED Doc . ;, . ~ · "'. . 
• ·~ ¥ • 

Making a diagnosis results in lost information . :. ,.~·~ 
L '• " ..,. 

• # ~· -~ ~~ 
'I ' I''" ~ t 

• Limited ability to identify new dls~••:•i'~;i~~ . r.. 
• "It looked like the flu" ", :;;·· "f 

( ""'-~t. . 
• Limited ability to Identify un . 

" 

c 

·'i!thtkii1'•·r limitaUons of Trad1Uo111 , 
Dlaunosuc Survelllancll:; 

SMI 

• Lab specimen must obtained: 
• "You can't find what you're not looking for" 

• Microblologic tests are slow: 



() 

•
1i!l>h2rk'i11h l Code Based Diaanosuc 

Surveillance 

• 

SMI 

• Monitor coded discharge diagnoses or chief complaints • • •1 ... 
• High risk events , ~ ' ~.. . • 

• Acute care settings 
• E0'1 

• Cllnk:s 
•EM$ . 

c 

11i!ih'>kMp r limitations al Non-Trad1U11a1 :: .; 
Dlaanosdc survelllanc~1-~ SMI 

• Limited ability to identify new diseases 

• Inaccuracy of chief complaints: 
• "I have the flu• 

.. 

35 
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·'+r.th?ikN• r svndrome Surveillance 

.. 

SMI 

• Capture raw symptoms, signs & tab data 
• Prior to (mil) diagnoall 

• Detect sentinel findings (rule baaed) 

• Wide m1cll11tlnum ... _~~ :; • ') :-
• "Chicken pox" In 1 pmlou1ly lnflctild ~-!·~.,;;ii;,.," · 

• Anomaly detection: 2 tlersyste~ ·, . ~-~a~-;: : · 
• oa:t lbnormll patt.m of~ :;:· • i 

r.~·~ 
• Public hellth llwtlpClon for dllerftC!iri!.li 

• Intention fret: 1 don~8-~.~~-
• Earty: No walttng tor 

~,..*: t .. 
~r <,' '• 

,\ 

c 

·'+&'h"hfi1'1 T SVndroma Surveillance: 
llmiladon~ ~-! 

SMI 

• Must define symptoms In advance 
• What are molt effective symptoms to aurv.y? 

• How will the data be collected? 
• New data, not pre-existing 

• How can the data be analyzed? . .,.>,. 
';;1! 

• Requires comparative baselln• · 
-:~ ... 

36 



svndrome survalllanca: 
Paradigm shtJt 

1< .. . ~ . . . ~~ .;; . . ·"..: 
~:.j ·1'•· 

··~yJ- '"' ~ 

• Paradigm shift: From diagnoses to symptom~ an~-&: .; ~ 
• From passive to active survelUanc:e ·' , .. 

• Venues appropriate for Syndrorplc Surv;t\tl , ii 
+ It I I J ~~1'; 

• Any venue in which dlagnoHi art "'"· 
~ ' ( .. 

• Disaster situation 

• Mllitaly Operation 

'I 

•
1i!i>h11k'i11! r 

SMI 

B·SIFER 
BIO·Cbemlcal SurveUlllCI, ......... - - -

• Successor to RSVP 

• Surveillance of: 
• Uktly blo-terrortsm agents 

• lnfec:tloua 
• TOiie 

• Toxldromes 
• Uktly tpldtmlc agents 

- - 37 
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•'+!&h,kMp r 

.. 

SMI 

•COLLABORATORS 
• Alan Zellcoff - SNL 

• Sandra Zink, Dave Forslund 
-LANL 

• New Mexico Department of 
Health 

- Gary Simpson 

- Edith Umland 

t' 

I-SAFER 
Panners in Crime 

•'+!i>htk'iO• f ProVider Benems: Feedback _ : 

.. 

SMI 

• "Near" real·tlme 
• Syndrome occurrence for previous 30 days graphed 

• Whit'• going around 

• Map of events by zip code 
• Text-based from NM DOH 
• Culturvs: requests and mu/ts 
• Difftrvnt/1/ diagnosis 
• O/st•H facts 
• Links 

• NM Department of Health, CDC 
- Gideon/Others 

.• 

36 
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•
1
•
1&h"k?11! l -

SMI 

•Web based 

• To: Public Health Department 
- Other Entities: CDC, FEMA, etc. 

• "Near" real-time data flow 

• Rule based automatic reports 

Raporun1 



_. l~FL:UENZA-LIKE ILLNESS 
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•'*!th'lrkN'M T' 
SMI 

Epidemic Curve for Anthrax* 
(Dose• IDao) 

10'1 

41 -
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•'+1i>h1tk?1'! ( 
SMI 

..... 

" 
·'+!i>h"k?11! f Build on Analysis ol Real-World Data 

... 

SMI 

•Analysis of clinical pattern of diseases 
•Incidence of signs and symptoms 
•Supports population diagnosis 

· Fort Detrick .. ,fJUlllfil~~Elmll • B W Vaccine trials j : rl 
•Hwnandata, 1·1'9;1~~...,.t,;11.,..~~.,..~~~~~~• 
'50s, '60s i-m;•~F1~~:.m;r.11r1m;:.:;~~~J..:::::..:t 

·la-~9--IMll:..mi,.;a::a.:;-..:m-1s;,:,mi~:...,..;,:.....:,...~-

/ 1--

1 --



• 

·'•1;u'k')1
'• r 

SMI 

IO 

10 +-IS-,HI ... ..-~ 

tea 
1~ 
~ '° 

JO 

10 

~ 

•'+';-h,kf'O• f 
SMI 

Similar Data tor Q Fever 

Q Fevltf 

Mav Be Able to DiHeranuate 
Diseases within a Population 

Tuluemla va. Q Fevllf 

! 
3~~).fi~~~~~r. 

1 1-,.!.~+;;:...:..r..~;,:.;...;~;;..;,f'~~~~~~:..q;~~~~~~;.s.p.,~::a: 
~ L!i.q.Qrt:,:....~~~~~;;;;.;;.~~~~~~;,;;.i..:~~~~~~ 
!~:»-J-~~~~.:{-ri~~~~~~~~ 
0 

L..L:.~~~:;,;.;:..:..,....~~,..:.,;,;:...,;~...:;..;.;~~~~~~-n. ....... ~;,:;..~~~:;:;.,i 

2 
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•'i1t!hthN'I }NATO NBC Medical Planning Guides 
SMI 

,., 

i:; 

•'i!"hthMp r AMedP-8 Example Table 
SMI 

Statue of Unit Pel'9onnel by Time Period 
HHYY Brtg1d•, Forward Maneuver, Movement to Cont.tel (4,042 P1r9onnet) 

3 



... 

•
1•!ilh'k;i11! t Overview of Casualtv Assessment 

SMI 

Population 

Casualties 

" 

Impact 
Assessment 

·~ .. 

•
1i!ilh'kfrl1! f Agents/Illnesses for AMedP-8 lBloJ 

'I 

SMI 

• Ratification Draft (7/97 to 7/99) 
+ Tularemia, Q fever, SEB intoxication 

• Anthrax, Plague, VEE, Botulinum intoxication 

• 1999/2000 
• Smallpox 

• Brucellosis 
• Glanders 

• In Progress · • 2000/2001 
• Hemormagic fever (Ebola, Marburg, ... ) 

• Ricin intoxication 

• Mycotoxin intoxication 
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•'+1''h9'k!)o't. ( Data Sources for RatiDcation Draft 
SMI 

• Experimental (human) data available 
• Tularemia 

• a fever 

• Anthrax 

• Plague 

• VEE 
• Botulinum intoxication 

I r I -~ularemia bodv temperature profile 
·+1r.h,ka1111. use three statlstlcal distributions -

... 

SMI 

···-> 

0 
Trne (t) 

At,---·i- 4\ -1 
T0 • No«M.I body \QmPQature (QB 6"1' ) t., • Tempaature on381 Ume 

Tft • NQAJ'-mulmum body IGnlPQrature t,, • Nau ·mutmum tempoj'atu l8 ttme 

T.,, • Mull'llum body tQm~re 

t1 • llme 1Qmper;atu111 rGturns lo nof 

4 \ • F«lrlkl pan::d 



'+' !Jh'lk·• '! llllman Data Sup pons _oose-Dep~ndent 
' ' " 's!, Statlst1cal Descr1ptlons 

•2.--------~---.------. 

Vaccine trials from 
Fort Detrick archives 

10 

' 
. 
E , 

"' 

"' 
•'i1"h2'k3)11! f 

,,~ 

SMI 

1100 

ltOO 

1400 

i 1200 

i 1000 ... 

200 

Example: 
Tularemia 

Onset 

Onset 
Monte Carlo s1mu1a11on 

Onset lo for a dose o11a8 organ!~ 



<, 

•'+f•"'h"k0i11! ( 
Fever Range is limited: 

Use logistic Model 
SMI 

Mod el LoQlt hC Mean T., w Oo• • · loot• lOO, m u • t08 

IOer--------~---~------. 

---
105 

104 

: 
0 1 0~ ... 

101 

-------
,~.__ ___ ......_ _ __ _._ ___ ~-------

,0. to' •o• 10• 10• 

... 

\J 

· '•!fih'lrk!)O'! f Time-to-High-Fever l"Rlsatlme" J: 
use logistic Modal, Also 

. 
-· . .. -

SMI 

Model Log11llc Mein 4
1 

vt , Du•, ftooJ • O, mH • 2.& 

26r----....----~---~------. 

-~ -----
-·--·--- ---

, 5 

05 

--- -- ----o.__ _______ _._ ___ ~------" 

io' 10' 

00•1 

7 



<) 

·'*fe'U'k!)1'e -rr Tularemia Is Modeled With Three 
s~' Characteristics of the Fever Pronla 

-.-•°""'\"'•- •""'·- (Dose of 106 organisms inhaled) 

0 

uModels Combine Cllnlcal Descrl1dons 
•

1+feth,k?11! I with Randomized lndlvldual Res11ns1, 
SMI 

., 

Not 
Ill 

8 
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·'•&'>h,kao· I 

SMI 

Diseases Have Wide Variations 
in Onset Attar Anacll 

xpo•ure 

Casualty Estimation for Biological Attack 

Sprayer Attack with 
F. tularens is 

9 
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•'"'>htkn~ 1'p .. ( Evaluation 
SMI 

p 

·'•1th'k&111 T Evalua11on, conunue.- " 
SMI 

• 

• 

1 
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•
1i'•1ihtk'l11! r 

SMI 

Bio-Surveillance svstem 
Project Schedule lor1a1n1l1 

' --· • 11 ~c...... .... 
1.J~a...--~ 

11 ..,.,...,.~ 

c.,....~ ....... ~ -· l··---u ............ ....,._ ... , 

~-... ~ 
,.,,~ ....... 
E~....,......_.r .. 
, ..... ~a.. ------· ,,~ .......... ~ 
»,. ............. ~ ... ,. .... 
ue....-•~~ 

.... ,.... ... a. ... ............,~~--· ,,,......,......,._.. 
u~_,,.,....,._. 

&.l~ ...... 

.,_.~ .. ..__., 
··~ ....... ·- · -· -· '~· 

• --• 

II 

•
1i!th?ik1) 11!J 

,,. 

SMI 

• Obtaining Real-World Data 
• Privacy Issues 

• 

• Proper Consent 

• Paperwoit 

• Logistics 
• Establishilg POC1 

l • 

• • 
• .... I 

J 
• -• • • 

1ssues/Challenue1 -:· ·: 

2 
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•'+!1'h'>k?O• r Our Unique Contributions- : 
SMI 

• Y- -
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Contagious person to person aerosol: 
_ _ __.....4---';;>..<.l~--1 rubella, zoster 

,,,., _ __,.-.,.. Premonitory release: Boca Anthrax 

L-- - - :.........:.:\o!"'-"'""-"-'-1 
Foodborne: SalmoneJ/11 sp. 

Waterborne: Cryptosporidium 
_ __,Q!!!~-~,,_~~ 

Vectorborne: West Nile, Malaria, Lym e 

Continuous release or bloaerosol: 
__..:::::_ _ _ __ -== =1 Legion el/a, pollen 

,,...~~~~::::::::~~ Building contamination: CO 

Sexually transmitted: HIV, N. 
gonorrhea, Hep C 

Large scale bioaerosol : NO 
OUTBREAKS 

Dato, Wagner, et al 2001 

--- -- -------- 2 
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Aggregate 
Monitor Spec1f1c 

Detectors 

General 
Irregu larity 
Detection 

Background 
Model 

10 



Aggregate 
Monitor Spec1f1c 

Detectors 

General 
Irregularity 
Detection 

Background 
Model 

11 



M 

= IT P( a j I History prior to a j ) 

j = I 

M NS 

= IT LP( a j I q )P( q I History ) 

M 

f=l q::l 

M 

= IT P( a 1 I History prior to a 1 ) 
J=l 

= IT P( a 1 I Markov Blanket of recent history) 
J=l 

f '· I I I + ' 1 1 1 I '._ ' • ' • I , I I I I 1 ~ ! I t t - ~ ' I 1 ! 

12 



• t •• 

• Must cover a very wide space of 
possible irregularities 

• Needs a very very careful evaluation of 
significance 

• Should be able to explain detections to 
a non-statistician 

f ' I ' ' • • l ' ' ' I I -~ • . '' \ ~ ' ' I ' i ~ , ! ' ' l • • . • ' • 

13 
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, ..... 
•. , , - I. ... :.... ' 1 

. . ~ 

• HMM (Hidden Markov Model) 

• Spatial HMM 

• ANOVA (Analysis of Variance) 
- If my classifier is allowed only access to time of 

year, day of week, and current background 
disease level" h"··· ,.,,... 11 , . ,; 11 ;+ •Y"o"r1"'1 •"'r1 ....... ·" 

distribution o 

- Now, how dif 
cases? 

•· ': ·' 

Will be implemented 
during Nov/Dec 2001 

-- ----
16 
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Sat 12 - 23-2000 (d aynum 36882, dayindex 239 ) 

SCORE = 2.720 

8 .76% 1 2/137 ) of today's c ases have PRODROMB=S 

3.07% 9 / 293 ) of other cases have PRODROME=S 

19 



Sat 12-23-2000 (daynum 36882, dayindex 239 ) 

SCORE = 2.720 PVALUE = 0.286 

8 . 76% 12/ 137 ) of today's cases have PRODROME=S 

3.07% 9/ 293 ) of other cases have PRODROME=S 

20 



Sat 12-23-2000 (daynwn 36882, dayindex 239) 

SCORE = 2.720 PVALUE = 0. 86 

8.76% 12/137) of have PRODROME=S 

3 . 07% 9/293) 

If I had applied the same overfitting-prone 
procedure to the same kind of data in 

which there was no relation between case 
features and date, what's the chance I'd 

have found a ratio this strong? 

Sat 12-23-2000 (daynum 36882, dayindex 239) 

SCORE = 2.720 PVALUE = 0. 86 

8.76% 12/137) of have PRODROME=S 

9/293) 

If I had applied the same overfitting-prone 
procedure to the same kind of data in 

which there was no relation between case 
features and date, what's the chance I'd 

have found a ratio this strong? 

21 



Sat 01-06-2001 (daynum 36896, dayindex 253) 
SCORE = 4.279 PVALUE = 0.009975 
7.43% (11/148) of today's cases have ICD9=786 . 05 
1.66% ( 5/302) of other cases have ICD9=786.05 

22 
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• What happens if we generate a fake 
database in which we know that there 
can be no relation between date and 
case features? 

• This can be achieved by shuffling all the 
dates in the database. 

• The days detected by FDR are then ... 

I 1 · ,, . , ,1 ', 

25 
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Aggregate 
Monitor Spec1f1c 

Detectors 

General 
Irregularity 
Detection 

28 



Aggregate 
Monitor 

General 
Irregularity 
Detection 

General 
Irregularity 
Detection 

29 
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.... ,,f~-'------- .... 

' . 
' \ 
/ 

U .2 ..... ,,· -. ____ . .,,.,-· 
' ,/ 

- II. Ii 
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Aggregate 
Monitor 

31 



: ... 
. ' 

Step One: Density Estimation of 
background case load b(x,y) 

'' I I 

Step Two: Mixture model of background ___ __..___ 

AggregatE plus overdensity 

Monitor (1-p) b(x,y) + p N(p,I) 

Step Three: Mixture model of background 
-A-n-th_r_a plus overdensities 

Aerosc (1-p) b(x.y) + p1 N(p 1.L 1) + P .. N(p::.LJ ... 

'-......:. \ Background 
Model 

I' .... '· •' . ,• ,, ·" 

~ 
~ 
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Aggregate 
Monitor Spec1f1c 

Detectors 

General 
Irregularity 
Detection 
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General 
Irregularity 
Detection 
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General 
Irregularity 
Detection 
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0 025 . 

>. 002 
~ 

.Q 0.015 ns 

.Q Influenza 
0 .... 0.01 Q. 

--Asthma 
0005 

. _""""'_ .. ,._ ....... , .. ,, . 
p.., .. ,--."'-tff__. 11y0 r w.r 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50 55 60 

- Anthrax 
Decision 
Threshold ·--·--~ .. 

0.. .... ,.. ....... ., ........... - Minutes 
.......... "...,_, ...... ,,,..... ........ '-------------------------------- ---' 
-~ 

t· · ' 1 ' ' '. 1 '' '• - • 111 11' t1111i. •'I\ ''llll lll'llh' \ 1!11 llll' llhf , 

• Done 
- Respira tory and gastroenteriti s forms in Java 

using branching logic of Texas Dept of Heal th 
Connection to database 

• In Progress 
- Study of data ava1labil1ty and timeliness 
- Study of human factors. accuracy of encoding. 

economics, and capacity of Poison Centers 

• Plans 
- Develop rash. hemorrhagic .. forms 
- Develop detection algorithms that use these data 

- Value-of-information driven questioning 
- Test ENCODER. a semi-automatic encoding tool 

~ ', • ' I• ) . , !' ' d I • 1 , I I ' ' ' I ,' • 
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WHAT IF ... 
• 100,000 people receive LOSO exposure 
• Onset of illnesses occurs over days 1-7 
• Mass treatment occurs on days 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 

5. 6 or 7 ... and it has 90% efficacy 
• The costs are 

Treatment of sick 

Prophylaxis of healthy (exposed and unexposed) 

Future earnings lost through deaths. v0lued at 
approximately 5790.000 per 

K.1tll111.11111 I Ii,· ,·,11110•1111' 11111'.l'I 111 .l h1t•kll••lhl .111.1, !.. \1,· 1•1,·,, 11111111.111.I l''"'·ltl.h~ 

lllkl"illl\lll l'l\l~'l.1111' llhlll1.1lik /.//) ;1.'1 :-. ; •J.t 1•1·>-. 
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Detection System Output 
P(anthrax, day 1, 100,000)=.001 
P(anthrax, day 2, 100,000}=.0l 
P(anthrax, day 1, S0,000}=.00001 

Collect more information 
Mobilize local pharmaceutical cache 
Mobilize National Pharmaceutical Stockpile 

38 
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BIOWAR 
• Objective 

Automated tools for evaluation of 
response policies, data e~cacy, 
attack severity, and detection 
tools relating to weaponized 
biological attacks 

• Tasks 
- Develop prototype computational 

model of responses to 
weaponized biological attacks at 
the city level 

- Generation of artificial data for 
early detection studies 

- Illustrations of use - 'What IF" 
- Initial data integration and 

validation 
c Biomedieal Secunty Institute 2001 

• Approach 
- Combine network, 

epidemiological, and 
geographical components 
into adaptive multi-agent 
network model that can be 
used as a "what ir analyzer 

• Progress 
- Initial alpha prototype model 

capable of generating high 
level general behavior 

[ r, \ L.; v I v L C 



Base 
Scenario 

Description 

~•Profile 
bateratcO.l 
tnuumilability 0.7 
viruo ur .. .,... 1 c1ayw 
lenath ofain-..1.uioa llo days •• 
time of outbralc day ) 

-~-Cky~ 

What if Scenario. 

O Bt0medical Secunty Institute 2001. 

l ( il'llt!I ap}111.:.1I 

i J1~r1a~ 

~ ( 11.111 

' d1~pl.1:v 

Why Use Computational 
Modeling and Analysis? 

• Ethical: Cannot test response policies on real populations 

• Preparatory: Can create hypothetical weapons with more 
potency than existing ones - Can examine wide range of 
scenarios 

• Cost effective: Creating new technologies, procedures and 
legislation for data collection is expensive 

• Faster: Real time evaluation of existing systems is too time 
consuming 

• Appropriate: Complex non-linear dynamic system 

• Flexible: Response to novel situations requires rapid evaluation 
of previously unexamined alternatives 

IC Biomedical Security Institute 2001 . 
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Tasks 
• Evaluation of existing computational models 
• Design and develop prototype system for examining weaponized 

biological attacks on city level populations 
- Combine epidemiological and communication network models bZJ 
- Create disease models 
- Create realistic agent models ii 
- Create symptom testing models 

prototype 

- Be able to read/write to shared NEDSS database 
- Scale model to city size 
- Link to geographical location data model and presentation (Arcvlew) 

• Initialize model with real-world data 
- Physical location, Census, Demographics, Social network, Cognitive 

biases 

• Develop and illustrate 'What If' capabilities 
• Initial validation using influenza data 

e Blomed1cal Security Institute 2001 . 

Limitations of Existing Models 
• Epidemiological models assume uniformity of population - networks 
• Social network I communication mod~ls ignore disease 
• Existing agent-based models cognitively, socially and 

geographically unrealistic 
• Lack of connection to real large scale data 

Challenges to Be Met 
• Combine epidemiological, network and geographical location models 
• Create cognitively and geographically realistic agent-based model 
• Create a flexible enough system to explore a wide range of 

unanticipated scenarios 
• Data integration and validation 

C> Biomechcal Secunty lnsbMe 2001 
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Approach 
• Multi-Agent Network Model 

- Cognitive realistic 
Socially realistic - Embedded in to social, knowledge and task networks 
Integrated with geographic model 

• 

• 

- Organizational/Unit network 
- Communication technologies 

Hybrid of many models 
Spatial - Cost 

- Disease 
Network 
Epidemiological 

Examine 

- Agent 

Existing standard diseases viral and non viral - influenza 
- Weaponized contagious - pneumonic plague, smallpox 
- Weaponized non-contagious - anthrax 

• What If Analysis 
e Biomedical Security lnsutute 2001 

BIOWAR Design 
~---------------------.... derection privacy 

Agent Model -•• 
C Biomedical Security Institute 2001 . 

Stared 
BSS 
Dal.ii base 

NEDSS 
Co111>lian1 
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Parameterization & Initialization of 
Bio War 

• Integration - Utilizing Real 
Data for Parameterization 

- Disease Data 
Lethality, Type, 
Symptoms, Timing 

- Cognitive Data 

Demographic Data 

- Geographic Data 

- Behavioral Data 

Multi-source 

Public 

4-' BiomedJCal Security tnstrtute 2001 

• Data Source 
- Disease Data 

Archival, Medical Journals, 
Historical Accounts 

- Cognitive Data 
Human experimental and field 
studies In cognitive science 

- Demographic Data 
Census 
GSS 

- Geographic Data 
Maps, Census 

- Behavioral Data 
Human experimental and field 
studies in sociology, 
anthropology, psychology 

Verification & Validation 
• BloWar - Simulated Data 

- General Behavior 

Cross-sectional 

Over time 

- Virtual Response Data 

• Validation - Real Data 
- General behavior 

Herd immunity 

- Influenza 

Grade School Absenteeism 

ER reports 

Pharmacy purchases 

Death reports 

Absenteeism 

ER visits 

Pharmacy 

Death rate 

Web hits 

Cost 
Inform future data collection 

More Options ~ Samples, Incomplete 
Validate and tune model 

C Biomedical Secunty Institute 2001. 
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BioWar Alpha Prototype: 
Illustrative Results Single Virus Influenza Attack 

B10War 

lnfected Influenza Actual 

, ...... "' ................ ~ .... _ ........... ... -.... ~~ ··-""" .... ---··"·--· 
- · 

1 Absenteeism --
• <;11"°"'•, l)O'w,) .. . ------1 

°'"",,.""""' I 011•-· 
' " H-o!l-----------<-- c.oc111 

... 
.. 
.~ ...... ---=-...._~~~~~~ 
·•:•c t £ • : • s •• • ,~• •s: • 1: t : ! --
C 810med1cal Security lns1iMe 2001. 

Pharmacy ----

~ 
51 3 7 11 15 HI 23 27 31 35 

BioWar Alpha Prototype: 
Lnfected 
Death 

Illustrative Results of What IF Analysis I Dr/ER 

Pneumonlc Plague - No Alert 

PMutnonlc Piao ... H!Qh A»rt 

• O 

e 810med1Cal Secunty lnsbtute 2001-
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Summary of Plans 
• Develop BIOWAR 
• Combine network, epidemiological, geographical, disease, 

symptom, cost components into adaptive multi-agent what if 
analyzer 

• Scale system to city level 
• Illustrate use of BIOWAR 

- Evaluate possible early response policies 
- Evaluate relative efficacy of different early detection data sources 

and privacy policies 
- Evaluate relative severity of different types of attacks 

• Generation of artificial data for early detection studies 
- Anthrax 
- Pneumonic Plague 
- Smallpox 
- Influenza 

• Initial data integration and validation 
o Boomedical Secunty lnstitule 2001. 
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Bio-Surveillance System 
Data/Information Sharing 

··································!'------_ ___, 

October 12, 2001 

•Objective 

•Teams Data Sources 

• Petting Zoo 

• Data Sharing 

• How to get there? 

Page 1 
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•Data Sharing is highly desirable 

•Allow the testing of prototype systems with different data 
sources beyond the individual team initial data 

•Help determine the data element having important 
values for the program 

•Develop a consistent methodologies for evaluating the 
alerts provided by the detection system 

•Use of existing team data sources 

•National Capital Area data for GEIS from the 8 
MTFs (JHU/APL Team) 

•Public Health Departments of the City and County 
of San Francisco (Veridian Team) 

•Other data sources (e.g., weather, CDC, and 
others) 

Page 2 



•Identify other new data sources for 
collection 
•Collect Behavior of Sick people 

+Arclight Systems 
•RxealTime 

Metro DC (DC, and suburban Maryland and Virginia) 

• Old Maryland Farm 301 Watkins Park Drive, Upper 
Marlboro, MD 301-218-6770;goats, sheep, chickens, 
rabbits, peafowl, turkey, hog, donkey, cow, pony; 

• Catoctin Wildlife Preserve 13019 Catoctin Furnace 
Rd, Thurmont, MD 301 -271 -3180; 300 exotic animals; 
Sept 9-5, Oct 10-5, Nov (temp> 45°), closed Dec thru Feb 

• Oxon Hill Farm 6411 Oxen Hill Rd, Oxon Hill, MD 
301-839-1176; 8 AM -4:30PM open year round; 

working farm with cows, chickens, farm animals 

Page 3 



• Leesburg Animal Park 19270 James Monroe Highway, 
Leesburg, VA (703)433-0002; Fri,Sat,Sun 10AM - 5PM, 
closed on Monday; Nov -1 OAM-4PM weather permitting), 
closed Dec to Mar; llamas, goats, sheep, donkeys, deer, 
antelope, squirrel monkeys, lemurs, zebra & more 

• Reston Zoo 1228 Hunter Mill Rd, Vienna, VA 703-
757-6222; 9-5 Weekdays, 9-6 Weekends; baby lambs, 
zebras, camels, giraffes, bison, antelope, ostrich, monkey, 
pony rides 

• Kidwell Farm at Frying Pan Park 2709 West Ox Rd, 
Herndon, VA 703-437-9101 ; 10AM-6PM all year round; 
pigs, chickens, turkeys, cows, peacocks, goats, horses & 
more farm animals 

.... ~ ....... ·~··· 

~ . -r·« 
.: -·~ ', ! -7~:'1 . ; ~t-.. . , ~ 

• • ~"'O; ._!.: ~ 1 ~ • I ; 1 

' ; • ··~1 t. ·: .. , 
.i - - • -

Metro Boston 

~ 
~ 

• Brooksby Farm 38 Felton Street, Peaboby, MA 508-531-1631; 
open year round - 8:30-1PM T-F, 8:30-4PM weekend; chickens, geese, 
sheep, rabbits 

San Francisco Bay Area 
• Victoria's Fashion Stables 4193 Adobe Rd, Petaluma, CA 707-769-

8820; mpz; rabbits, lambs, goats, dogs, cats, geese, horses; riding 
stables; pony rides 

• All Creatures Great and Small Riverside, CA 909-684-2922; 
mpz;allcreatures@urs2.net: goats, sheeps, potbelly pigs, miniature 
horses, miniature donkeys, camels, llamas, water buffalo, alpacas, 
Tibetan yaks, bison, cattle 

Page4 



• Existing Data Sources 
• Discuss the available data and what steps are needed to begin the 

process to share the information 

+ Work out the details as to privacy issues, sharing arrangements of 
the data source, and other issues 

• New Data Sources 
• What data to collect, arrangement with the appropriate 

institutions 

• Privacy Protection of the data is very important 
+ What are the approaches 

• How to render the privacy protection to satisfy all concerns 
when sharing among other developers 

• Cooperative efforts among the researchers/developers 
are needed 

•Who will act as the focal point for this endeavor 

• Development of a common data representations for all 
to use 

Page 5 
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• Ensure Common Understanding of Program Goals, Objectives, 
Constraints, etc., among all participants and interested parties 

• Share Information Between and Among Program Participants about 
Technical Approach, Program Plans, Validation Strategy, Data 
Sources, etc. 

• Identify Opportunities for Collaboration Between Program 
Participants 

• Provide Information to be used at DARPA Internal Program Review 

• Four Outstanding Interdisciplinary T earn 

• Need to Re-Emphasize Use of Non-Traditional Data Sources for 
Early Detection 

• Refocus on Military Needs, Data, Transitions, etc. 

• Need to Specify Metrics and Experiments, especially with regards 
to 12·18 month Program Level Go/NoGo Decision 

• Key Metric is How Much Earlier Detection Can Occur (at specified 
performance levels) 

• Collaboration Between Teams Enables Best System 
• Sharing of Data, Insights, etc. 

Page 1 
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• Tie Data Sources to Attack Scenarios/ Number of People Exposed/Contagious 
• Revise Research Plans to Incorporate Annual Evaluations: 1 Month 
• Determine How to Measure (Combined) Sentinel Value(s) of Data Sources: 

Ongoing 
• Identify and Acquire Other Potentially Useful Data Sources - All teams 

• Plans within 2 months, Implement in phases: 3-9 months 

• Specify and Schedule Technology Developer Contributions to Prototype 
System Developers - 2 months 

• Data: Historical, Almanac 
• Petting Zoos, VA, National Marketers, Web, Public Records, Deaths 

• Develop Common Metrics and Evaluation Plans 
• Framework by Next Week, Detailed within 6 Months 

• Meeting Material to Schafer (for web site, CD) - TODAY 

Page 2 



 



TITLE PAGE 

FOLDER 2.a.1-2.A.9 TOC 5 

Briefing Materials concerning TIA BIOALERT lA 

. DATA FUSION 

• 2.a.1 Data Template 

• 2.a.2 Fusion method comparison chart 

• 2.a.3 Data Fusion for Biosurveillance 

• IBM T.J.Watson Research Center 

•Johns Hopkins University 

. •SDI Inc. 

• 2.a.4 Fusion method comparison chart-different data 

• 2.a.5 Essence II Data Fusion: A Layered Approach 

. . •Johns Hopkins Applied Physics Lab 

• 2.a.6 Pitt/CMU approaches to Fusion (June 2002} 

• Universities - Pittsburgh/Carnegie Mellon 

• 2.a. 7 Fusion method comparison chart 



Fusion Method 
_ Matrices 
Blackboards 

Advantages Di~dvan~lle~ JAny Da~ TYJ>~J~ny Venue? A~~ Infection Path'_! _ , __ 

,, 
" ", '1, 1_ 
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Fusion Mtthod I Advantages 

-
Sparial-Ttmporal Scan 

avoids prcsclect1on bias 
Statistic . --

handles mull. disparate 
data sources, spanal res. 

-
avoids mull. testing bias 

can adjust for late 
reponing .. 

robust wrt data dropouts 
& catchups 

Time-domain matched 
spatial-temporal: handles 

fil ter 
mull. variables in same 

soatial said 

very early detection 
potential 

different replicas lo 
i den ti fy di seasc types 

Prewhitened energy 
spatial-temporal: handles 
mull. variables in same 

detector 
soat1al md 

requires no disease 
information 

gives log(odds) or 
Logistic regression outbreak with multiple 

data lvnl'S 

contribution of each data 
source easily seen 

I 

Disadvantages 
I 

Any Data Type? Any Vtnue? Any lnrectlon Path? 

- -
no classification or any with spatial and large or small slow to detect a small, 

characterization temporal identifiers scale attacks widely dispersed attack 
-must recalculate 

distribution for each 
run _ I 

.. ------ ---
I - -- -

,_ __ 
covariance matrix 

any with spatial and 
targeted method 

slow to detect a small, 
requires>~ 8 wks 

temporal identifiers 
applicable on 

widely dispersed attack 
data for warrnuo any sc_ak 

~ - ---- --- -

covariance matrix . th . 1 d targeted method slow to detect a small, 
requires >= 8 wks 

any wi spatla an . 
1.d -~ applicable on widely dispersed attack 

data for wannuo 
tempora 1 enu 1ers 

1 _ _ anvsca e 

no classification or I characterization 

at least 4 wks data need time series that I not for site 

warrnup required is not sparse 
surveillance; I more large sc~ __ 

I I 
; I 

Teams tried it Tried but 
at all? little used 

-

--

·-·-

--
test scenario 

use only 

-

I 

I 

rC'h 'I 
'-i'-'lo' _,>!. 

Under 
Tried and used 

dtvtlopment 
·-

significant 
ellperiencc 

used during 200 I 
Inaugural; several 

scenario tests 

__ __. _____ -- --
I 

I 

untried with real 
data 

- - - - . -
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Data Fusion for 
Bio-surveillance 

IBM T. J. Watson Research Center 

Johns Hopkins University 

SDI Inc. 

g ' Federating and Fusing 
Heterogeneous Data Sources 

• Spectrum of data continuum: from data to 
metadata 
- Rawdata 

• time series, audio 
• image, GIS data. 

• video 
Features (through temporal. spatial, or spatio
temporal abstraction} 

• Time series (Badge, Phone, proxy, cafeteria) 
• GIS (SDI, environmental) 

: ~~d~~ A. .. __ _ 
Events /Alerts (additional temporal. spatial. an~ 
spatio-temporal annotation and abstraction} 

- Metadata · 

• Spectrum of integration, fusion and dete~ci 
continuum --
- Syntactic federation: access and fuse 

incompatible schema and data models. 
- Semantic federation: access and fuse 

incompatible ontology (and PSM}. e.g. definition of 
gold standard 

/' I ... 

·- (' 
-1 .. . ) ... fi_.. ....._ 
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• Different spatial and/or temporal resolution 
- Environmental data: from satellite images (from 

different instruments) and weather station 

• Different modalities 
- Cough/sneeze counter: audio+video 

• Different data sources 
- Phone+proxy 

- Phone+proxy+OTC 

EpiSPIRE 

Ontology 
Semantic Federation & Fusion management 

Semantic
based fusion 

~__,11-___ _._ ___ ~ Support all 

data types 
within XML 

rr--~--~--~---' schema 

·Documents/R 
ich media 

ative 
S 

•Metadata/Ont 
....___ _ _.. ._ __ t_,o er s ology 

•Indices for 
doc/metadata• 
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Syntactic Federatio~:~iA:S .Qverview 

Objective: 
f Enable XML based processing capability for 

enterprise a-business applications 
f While data remain in underlying enterprise 

data sources in native format 
-DB2, IMS, VSAM, CICS, SAP, APP output 

How it works 
f Old applications continue to run as usual 
f New apps access data as XML docs 

-don't care where data come from, how 
they are mapped 

-docs may consist of logically related parts 
in multiple sources 

-XML on demand 
•no copying, no conversion 
preprocessing 

~ w 
•Representing XML documents according to 
what's usefuL not how data are stored 

•XML document is a view of underlying 
schema 

f Many to one mapping: 
- present data in multiple different data 

sources as one XML document 
.+data integration 

f One to many mapping: 
- A single piece of data can participate 

in many XML documents 
.+application integration ' 
-+personalization 

Blo.Survellla nee 

XML doc: XML doc: 

XML doc: 

.. 
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n Ontology Management: 
~ An approach for Semantic Federation 

Query, Search, and 
Retrieval Pub/Sub (push) 

Semantic Normalization 

Q Near-real-time Weather Data 

Continuous monitoring of 
environment variables 

Air temperature 
Relative humidity 
Precipitation 
Wind speed 
Wind direction 
Derived from station readings and 
satellite images for better 
resolution 

Source: NOAA National Cl imate Data Center 

.. 
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Mo-niter Weather - Data Fusion 
DATA FLOW 

CMA.O.eRY 
MODELS 
OI>R1t1.11) 

S~'T1S'TlCAL 
MODELS 
fW'W9/1Dft1.._t 

l.MJ'KOV'El> 
A CCUR.Ac;Y 
CX1V A1UA n!S 
1JDR1a1t 

SCOLOG\'° AJ"fD/Oa 
DlSBASB IUSK );IOD J!LS 
(~t.Ua/IDRlai) 

/
AVH ~~APL "1A 'Pl 

Tf perature 

~ A_.,.,,.,. .. 
• 1~~ 

_7,t=<h 
IBM Internet 2 $~,, 

.. - ·· -·. 
-~· .. -·· -·· -·· -·-- ·· -·· ... ... 

:; ~) 

.. _, -··• •• u: - - -1 

.-
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Objective: 
- Want to know surface temperature at high spatial resolution over large 

geographic region on a daily basis. 

- Applications 
• 'Urban heat islands & mortality' 

• Agriculture 

Challenges 
- Ground based sensors are sparsely distributed 

- Southern U.S. 1,000,000 sq km has 308 cooperative weather stations 
(hourly weather data) 

Solutions 
- Price - Reflectance from body is related to temperature. Satellites record 

reflected light as pass over objects -Split window algorithm 

- AVHRR sensor - 2X/day; 1 km resolution 
Subproblem - relationship well known if perfect black body -€mmisivity alters 
effect 

Use weather station data to 
anchor estimates, characterize 
spatial correlation among sites 
and error propagation 

Can incorporate factors 
known/thought to affect 
temperature (elevation, land 
cover, etc as covariates) 

It 
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g Examples in Risk Map Generation for HPS 

• 105,200 sq km 

• Subdivide 
- Test 

- Validation 

• Includes all 

cases from 
1993outbreak 

g Epidemiologic Results Show Association of HPS Risk 
and Satellite Imagery & Geographic Consistency . 

~ 

Test Area Remaining Area 
Risk Factor OR (95% Cl) OR (95% Cl) 

TM 1 0.94 (0.89, 0.99) 0.95 (0.90, 0.99) 

TM 5 1.14 {1 .03, 1.26) 1.08 (1.01 , 1.17) 

TM 7 0.85 (0.73, 0.99) 0.90 (0.80, 1.00) 

Elev >2094m 4.63 (~ .88, 24.29) 2.56 (0.77, 8.43) 

.. 

" 
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g HPS Risk in Later Years is Consistent with 
Predicted Risk . ' . 

• The numbers of HPS s 
cases were consistent 
with the extent of 
moderate/high risk 

• Cases of HPS were 
primarily (91 %) 'ii~ 
predicted moderate -
high risk areas 

3 

2 

1 

0 
1994 1996 1998 1999 

l!!l low 

•Moderate 
D Hi h 
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Q Spatial analysis & modeling 

• Use spatial distribution of environmental features to .-
model exposures/risk 

• GIS is traditionally weak in spatially explicit modeling 
(Geographers curse) 
- Query 

- Export 
- Spatial Statistics/Models 

- Import for visualization 

• Solution requires integrating additional technologies 
- Remote sensing (satellite imagery} 

- Spatially explicit modeling (spatial covariance of 
observations} 

• Variance-covariance matrix of outcome has covariance 
between any two points modeled as a function of distance 

Q Fusion/Detection Taxq11,omy 

•Probabilistic models: 
•Clustering techniques (K-means), Graphical models 
(HMM,DBN) 

•Linear predictive techniques: 
•AR/ARMA models, time-varying versions e.g., Kalman filters 

•Supervised or unsupervised techniques may be used 
•Fusion Strategies: 

•Low-level feature fusion 
•Concatenate the 'multi-modal channel features 

•High-level decision fusion 
•Combine detection based on each channel using operators 
such as "OR"ing "AND"ing etc. 

17 
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• A statistical algorithm (variant of incre'mental k-means). 
- Start with N clusters one of which is seeded with high values of 

source features. 

Update clusters based on data source values observed till date. 

Choose that cluster as abnormal which has largest norm (L 1 ). 

• Characteristics. 
- No use of prior or historical data of normal behavior or other outbreak 

behavior. 

- No online supervision for detecting abnormalities either. 

Extensions. 
- Markov chain based smoothing. 

- Historical normal data to develop robust "normal clusters." 

n Auto-regressive Prediction-Based 
~ Model ."·" ~'-"'"""'· 

•The time-series data is assumed to be generated by Test data 
a random process. Estimate AR model parameters 
by maximizing entropy (assume minimal knowledge 
about the randomness). Model order automatically Lag 
determined. com ensation 

•Extensions: ARMA, Kalman filter 

ulti-channe 
AR model 

Prediction 
Comparator 

..._ __ Detection 

MA=Moving Average 
DCT=Discrcte cosine Transfonn 
DWT=Discrete wavelet transfonn 

, · 

" 
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• Environmental data has improved temporal · 
and spatial resolution as a result of fusing 
satellite images and weather station data 

• Other tracking data set 
- Ideally, a data set will track the behavior of the 

population with full spatial and temporal coverage 
- However, due to the site limitation of the site 

specific data 
• Cafeteria beverage data does not have Monday coverage 

{Monday free) in additional to weekends 
• Survey data does not have-weekend coverage 
• Badge, phone, proxy, and sewage has very little weekend 

coverage of the population 

- Fusion with regional data such as OTC, claims, etc. 
will be unavoidable to achieve full coverage ,. 

n Objectives and Performance Goals: 
~ Evaluation Methodology : ~ 

• In si tu (in vivo): 
- Validating behavior 

model for various event 
predictors, alert 
generator and active 
learning algorithms 
based on Watson data 
sources 

- Validate baseline 
respiratory model using 
Surveillance data 

• In vitro: 
- Validate performance of 

the anomaly detectors 
through the use of 
emulated attack 
scenarios superimposed 
on top of collected data 

• Metric 
- Early determination of 

disease outbreak 

y.ceffl 

• Oay(s) or hour(s) from 
alert generation to actual 
outbreak 

- Early determination of 
attack 

• Oay(s) or hour(s) after 
emulated attack has 
occurred 

- Sensitivity/Specificity 
• Spatial resolution: 

location of the outbreak 
• Temporal resolution: 

instant of the outbreak 
• False alarm/miss ratio 
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g Bottom Line: 
Syntactic and Semantic Federation for' ~ollaborative 
Rjg-survej !Janee 

ventfAnomal 
Detection 

Pub/Sub 

Detection 

Pub/Sub 

vent/ Anomhl 
Dete<:tion · 

Syntactic Fderation 

ventlAJiomal 
Detection 

Pub/Sub 

Ontology 
Definition 

"':-· 

12 



 



Fusion Method ---
General Methods l 

..__ 
Auto-Regressive Moving 

~-
Average (ARM~ 

Incremental temporal clusterin2 

Multi-dimensional demographic 

~ 
variation 

~ 

Fusion Techniques 

Syntactic Federation 

Semantic Federation 

Advantages Disadvantages + -·-
Well understood Needs historical data 

to tnin 
FaliC alarin rate may 

Uo.superviscd be high without some 
suocrvision 

Detects deviation &om 
Attack mwt haw demographic profiles Ill natura.lly 
distinctive profile 

occuring disease outbreaks 

-
Access and fuse incompau1>1e 

schema and daia models 
Access and fuse incompatible 

" I 

ontolo•ics 

cV~rJ, 4 I 

Any Data Type? Any Venue? Any Infection Path? Teams trted II at all? TliOd but lltUe UHd Tried ano used Under devtlopm"'1t 
~- --- -- i--;.;.,; ____ 

-·----
.._ ___ 

----- --- --- - ._ -- .___ __ --
.. - -

Yes Yu Yes 

---- -
Yes Yes Yes 

-
Yes Yes Yes 

- ·-- -
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Outbreak Detection Using Multiple 
Data Sources 

•, 
I 

Hospital I 
ER Data 

Background: 
Modeling/ 

Historv 

1 

Outpatient 
OTC 

Visits & 
Sales 

Claims 

Background: Background: 
Modeling/ Modeling/ 

Historv Historv 

Define Initial Outbre:ak 
Region or Regions 
(cluster analysis) 

Optimized Outbreak 
Region or Regions 

Targeted 
Multi-Source ____ ..... 

Detector 

NOTIFICATION 

School/Work 
. . . Absentee 

Counts 

Background: 

... Modeling/ 
Histo 

Region 
Optimizer . . 



,~~•.U.1.1~ 

Scenario Results: ~#.__: :" 
.$.!1.-t"lfff' 

Detector Performance vs Nr. Infected 
c: 
.2 16001·.. -... ... 

) c. 
Q) .... 
Q) 

1400 
I \ ••••• 

.. uu ·. c "- 1 ?--- . 
) -~ 

"C 1-_ uOO 
Cl .. ~ -

- All 4 Data Sources 
----- No Sick Leave Data 
........... ER Data Only 

·5 800 r, ... 
~ ' ·. 
~ ' ·. 
Q) ' ~ 

0::: 600 ',',, ········ ... 
"C 

' ~ ' ·. ' ·. ' .. ' .. ' ~ ' .. .! 400 
0 

~ 
' ~ 
'' - -- ------ .............................................................. / 

c: 200 -
~ . 1~/15 

·' I 
1 

------- ---- --

11/16 11/17 11/18 11/19 ... 



Clustering Based on 
Scan Statistics 

• Finds clusters of maximum 1
• 

likelihood ratio (LR): those . . a 
most significant given . I, ·:0Jcc >d h ,) (d~ 
observed (0) and expected 
(E) spatial distribution 

• Kulldorff formulation: 

LR==(O/E)0 in (0/E)0 out 

• "Expected" count derived 
from modeling, past history, 
population, # eligible, . .. 

·' oj 
I 

i 
,, 



Kulldorff Scan Statistic: 

;~,.r11e;"-"..:.~ 

-"'~~r· . ~~~~ ~~ :~: ?~ 
~, 

..s!/•t:Si" 

Application to Biosurveillance Data 
• ICD9-Coded data (military, civilian) 

- Critical choice of "outcome variable": code sets 

- Use-of proportions to reduce late reporting prob. 

• Over-the-counter sales 
- History, modeling work well, with guard band 

• School absenteeism 
- Using AR modeling, regional averages 

- "N'oisy" behavior, some data dubious 

How t~ combine disparate scales, varian.~es, 

spatial-': distribution? 
,, 
! 



~ 

ti • Approach: Generalized 
Scan Statistic 

• Simulation testbed with pluggable statistic 

• Attempted so far: 
- "adjusted" Kulldorff (conventional epi use) 

, 

- "stratified" Ku lldorff 

- Odds ratio (Mantel-Haenszel adj. for multisource) 

- asymptotic x2 

• Can complement other detection methods 

• Appl·ied to multiple, disparate data sources 

~ ~ 
..$'.!/*'1'6111 

• Promising early alerting results obtained from . . 
Monte Carlo simulations · 

:!, 



~.,r.,.e;./L. 

~·~· ~·~ ~/( . ~· "'~ . . . . . . 

Scan Statistic: Advantages ~ .su...c'df11 

• A voids preselection bias wrt location OR extent 

• Modest increases in multiple sources can yield 
early detection 

• 'Flexible: data streams may vary by: 
- Location (zipcode, hospital/provider site, 

patient/customer residence, school/store ad<l,ress) 

To avoid { - Time windows used (cases, history, guardband) 

overfitting! - Background estimation method: model, history, 
population, eligible customers 

For better I · · bl 
I 

- Representation of outcome var1a e 
spec. sens. • . . 

• ·Robust wrt data availability 

·' I 
\ 



Data Fusion Scenario 

• Authentic data for: 
- Civilian & military medical claims (by patient zip) · 

- OTC antiflu sales (by store location) 

- Absenteeism: 2 counties (by school location) 

• Outbreak assumptions: 500 ·symptomatic cases 
- Smallpox-like epicurve ( - 1 week prodromal ,period) 

- Site placed randomly in school counties: 100 trials 

- Spatial distribution of cases: gradual exponential 
falloff from site, with 75°/o of infected within 10 miles 

- data epicurves formed using presumed transfer rates 
and delays specific to data sources 

·' I 
~ 



!&r'{ !W • •c.f . , ~ -~rP.-<::: · • : 

Preliminary Scenario Results:"~:. 
Adjusted Kulldorff Method ~-i,.. 

# times/100 that simulated outbreak site in significant cluster: 

Day after 5 6 7 8 
exposure 

(5o/o of acute) (11°/o) (19°/o) (31°/o) 
' 

ICD9 only 0 4 7·2 96 

OTC only 23 37 58 94 

School 5 39 65 72 
only 

All 3 42 66 77 9·1 
: 

•, 
~ 



Oi':ii 

I 
jlf)li 

fio •u ; "' ' ~ 
I le. 

Scan Statistic: Issues 
·~. JZ..-" -- ·· 

• Distribution computed empirically each day 
- Will be more computationally intensive as # sources and 

coverage grow 

- Expected efficiency from k-d tree approach supplied by J. 
Schneider & A. Moore of CMU 

• Ideal location data difficult to obtain (would like 
work & residence sites for each patient/customer) 
- Spatial clusters are approximate 

- Can serve as launch point for methods requiring more 
resources or more unusual indicators 

.... . 

• O~going monitoring of data sources needed to 
m~intain sensitivity/specificity 

I 



Targeted Data Fusion 
Approaches 

• Time-Domain Matched Filter 
- Uses expected epicurve to form replica for data matching 

#~~~~r"ll@iq~ .. 

•1 ·~· ~ 
' ,. .. t; 

,, .. 
~ 
~g.cS1'1 

- Used in Inaugural 2001 surveillance, applied to several scenarios 

- ROC analysis ==> capability for 2-3 day alerting advantage 

• Prewhitened Energy Detector 
- Based on model residuals "normalized" for different data sources with 

spatial covariance matrix 

- Not disease-model-dependent 

- Limited results from scenario testing 

• Logistic Regression 

- Comp"LI:ted log( odds) of outbreak based on regression using residuals 
' 

- Under .development 
I 

•' ., 
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Center for Biomedical Informatics 

University of Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon University 

Greg Cooper (U Pitt, CBMI) 

Jeremy Espino (U Pitt, CBMI) 

Andrew Moore (CMU, Comp Sci) 

Bob Olszewski (U Pitt, CBMI) 
Jeff Schneider (CMU, Robotics) 
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Mike Wagner (U Pitt, CBMI) 

Weng-Keen Wong (CMU Comp Sci) 
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Contact: 

Mike Wagner 
mmw@cbmi.upmc.edu 

g Idea One: A Zoo of detectors 

ED-based detector 

OTC-based detector 

Absence-based detect ----+Alarm 

Plus: Less chance of something 

Animal-based detector 
slipping through 

Plus: Very easy software engineering 
Not really a problem. Easily fixed 

~b!y~acc~o~u~nt~ing~f~or~m~ul~tip~le~te~sts~._;::=:::::::==-- Minus: Multiple detectors amplify 
False Positve Risk 

No school absences while Ill OTC r-- = =--
+ ED increase could mean anthrax Minus: Does not squeeze all the 

information from the data 

1 



• Assume joint time dynamics for all signals are .. 
linear with Full-Covariance Gaussian noise 

• Plus= Reasonable assumptions 
• Minus =What if assumptions wrong? 
• Minus = 10000 state variables if try to include all 

combinations of space I time /demographics 

• Overall: We think this is a good idea though we 
haven't used this approach so far. 

We are exploring several structures: 

• Fusing Individual and Population Based (PANDA 
3.0) 

• Temporal-Spatial Aggregates (WSARE 3.0) 

2 



Q Patient-Based Example ofBelief Net 

Wide Mediastinum 

~ Temporal-Spatial Aggregates 
~Example ·. 

' 

' ' '- ---- ---------- ------------------------~' 

\ 
\ 
I 
I 

.. 

3 



~ Temporal-Spatial Aggregates 
~Example 

~ Temporal-Spatial Aggregates 
~ Example: Dynamic Bayes Net 

,...,. - " 
I 6/2/2 I 
I 6pm I 

I I 
I I 
I I 
I I - - ,,; 

,...,. - " 
I 6/2/2 I 

r..-"' r..-
1 61212 I I 6/2/2 

I ?pm I I 8pm I I 9pm 

~ I 
I 
I 
I 

I , I l_J 
.-..... 11 
I I I I 
I I I I - - ,,; 

__ ,,,, --
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Fusin_g Individual and Population 
Models 

Patient 1 Patient 2 

G Answers to Specific Questions 

l How do•• the pro<:••• prevent over-fitdnq of the d4ta 1 tMch.in• l e a.rn.lng wi ll 1nVQlve leave - n ·out cro•• 
va.lidu.ion 

2 . How doe• th• prOC'•H h•nd le spo r adic nrJ.saJ.ng dat•~ A et r e;ncrt..h o f bal i•f netWQr)ta i • handling ta.i adng data 

3. How does t.h• proc::tu h andle ove rconfida.nc• ldoubl• COW'lt:.nq) 1 It h poadble to mod.el a ll int'luene•• 

4. How dou t.he •Y•t.et11 combine proc•••ing rea.ulu fro. d• • •uUlar d.ata •eta: A atrano-t.b o r t.l i • f net wor k• 

5 . How do•• th• •Y•t• combine detec-:.ion result• frc:a tM non- tr&dit.iOJ'l<lt.1 

d.t.u sou.re•• aJ'ld 1yndrcn. claaaificainoo reau.lu fro. ,,. .. •n trad1ti011.al 

6-t.a aou.rcea : A • trangth o f bell• f o-t:worb 

6 ~t i.• tl'A t.-ch.tu.que to eval•..;i.a.t.e sp;at.i•l corr•l•t1oa over • l•rv• 

1 . How do.a tM ay1t-. t~r-aUy c-on•l• t.• wide ly dutr.i.buted lbut cc:wnon) 

SO\lrces such •• achool absentee over" a l • :-g• n-..mber of •cbool• and al•o t..a:ke 

s..nto eci::wnt th• tpati•l r e l a tionships bet:w.-n the dat.a t°'-lrc•• · 9)#' i nclU:d.i.ttO t.U... •• a v a ri•ble :lnd-x (i. e .# 
dyn.aal.c t>.U e t ne t wor k• ) 

1\-111--=-1• .. 
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Fusion Method Advantages Disadvantages Any Data Type? Any Venue? Any Infection Path? T .. ms ll1ed ~ Ill Ill? Tried b<A lillle UHd Thee! end used Unclet devetopmenl 

General Methods - !Soll II>"< 10 do<iclc oo ·;;po -
Statistical Wdldc~IMldrraoh mclbod Yes Yes Yes 

Auto-Regressive Moving Average -- -
(ARMA) - - -----'-- --Stochastic Processing 
Matrices 

Temporal Correlators - --
Soatial Correlators {~~~iation) 

Temooral Clutering Methods 
Soatial Clusterinit Methods ·-

-Knowledge Based Methods 
l'IOI lll llli.t G009111i w1'ftt it't-.if 

Blackboards 1bcut tbe °"""' 
t'fOlillnU1~ ........ 1 ... - .• -

Exoert Svstems ........ 
: lliM•-----~·-- ... - -

Evidential Reasonin2 
........ _ 

,_ 
\,' .. ......,..~,,.·- - . 

Bavsian Networks 
__ ...,... - lv..s yes Ives 

Classification Clusterinit 
~ - -- . -

Fusion Technl~ -
Kalman filters -Fusion of Similar Data 

~ 

Fusion of Dissimilar Data ·- -

Centralized Fusion --Distributed Fusion 
Anomaly Detectors ---

Syndromic Classification 
Detectors • Si~lc Sin-file yes Ives Ives ---

Learnin11 Techniaues --· 
Neural Networks -I vooa_..._...._. .. -.. - w•li1":9mana~.-

Hidden Markov Models flUly .... ,.._ ..., yes no Ives 

- -Ootimization Techniaues ·-Maximum A-Posteriori I 

- ·--
Maximum Liklihood --- -

Least Sauares - . - "-Wcil!hted Avcra2e I -- ~ 

- - - ---Proceaalno TechnlouH 
-~ -·-- - -

Batch Proccssinll 
~ ·-,_ 

Scgucntial Processing 
~ 

----- - - - ·-- . -Measures of Perform11nce I 

·' I 



 



Coupling of Fusion Techniques with 
Knowledge Based Temporal Processing 
Statistical tL•chniques norm.1li/l' the d<lta 

Spatio-lempor.11 K.1lmdn tilters (fusion of similar 
sources) provitks: 

r;: Lnly anomaly detections 
r' L.ulv spatial temporal processing 

Both tre<1tcd simph as Problem Solving Methods (PSM) 
·within the l<ntiwledge-basL·d infrtlstructure 

Kno\vkdgc-basL·d process pro\'idcs situation specific 
models thcit chcHacterize the results of the fused 
dt>kctions 

Pro\'ides foundation for higher level fusion 
r;: lntormc1tion fu.,ion 
" Multipll' hypothest''> 



Kalman 
Filter 

Activation 

ry~q:-:1~ 
1·_11·1-
: .+--l-

Data source 

• Knowl edge 
Bases 

PSM and Domain 

1 • - • - - - - -.... 

PSMS ooo o o 

Kalman 
Filter 

Activation 

~ . - --

Data source 

• control 

Knowledge 
Bases 

PSM and Domain 

~&or PIOC (Solid" Cune<t, Doth • Pro..;.:,us); Doy •197 

15 ----<-- • i------ i--·· .~ ...... ; ...... ; .. 4 •. 1lf.ec.'v.it¥ ..... 
~ i · ~egi~m : 

1 -·· ' ...... : •..••. : -· . .:. ...•.. : ..... . : •••••.. ~ ·--· .. : . ..... .:. · -·-
: : : ~ : : : : : 

ll5 .... l ...... ;-----i~~'-: .. i .... ~.0;.~: • •• ~ •••••• ~ ...... L .. 
jo ----; ....... ; .. ~l~ ... ! .... . 
~5 •... l. ...... t.( ... l. ..... ~ ...... ] .. ~ .. ; .. ~~~!:)~l ... . 
o~· 

. ~: : L . I T '.. t I '. 

OC>o 0 0 



The Problem: Integrating Data Source, and Problem Solving 
Methods within a Domain Knowledge Framework 

+ 

Data Stream 
Activation 

+ 

source 
Data 
Streams Normalization Process 

--

oata Source 

Deployed 
System 

Knowledge 
Bases 

PSM and Domain 

- :m - 0 

PSMS oov 0 0 



Kalman Filter Effects (Schools) on 
Spatial Clustering: Days 164, 180, 190, 197 

Green - Normal 

--------... --- .-""""- ·°'-.. -. .._- ,.-..,-.,..--• Yellow - Possible O.-...e--Flllt(StlW•Ci-n1.o..&•~0.,-1'1D 

·" .... ,. ...... !'"" ; ....... ...... ; ··j"J·:·&:n5o1b'" ·: :·::.~ : : .. · .~.:r::Ff::t. 
: !" ; ·j •( .... ;. .... t-
• I i i • 

-···-·-!-·;~·-~:_.j.._j ~ 

.. 
j 

: ; -~ ,so.ti . --······ ... ...:..-.. -.. ...... ... ~--

··· ....... t:t.~ .... : ...... ~ ............ . 
~ ...... , ............. .,: ... L I· ... 1 .••••. :. 

-0.l <O.t .... 4l: ' o.2 ... .... 

Ii -t--·-t- ~ : 
! : I 

' ····~ ·r·-;· .-~. i I 

Magenta - Weak 
Anomaly 

Red -Strong 
Anomaly 

I t·· .. ! ·+ . ~ .... .'. ... 1 {~fecteif .. 
: l •SQoMJt i ! 

u r·· ··;··· r ··~···:· r-- · ·· ~ 

I~ ~t~i2f:1 !_ 
i ! i ! : 

• ... ~ •••• J . . ... ! "'"'~''"• •!"' .. :-·· .. 'i"''''!····-···· 
.02 O o.2 04 OI OI -

u ···r---r-···:······r··· .. ·:·· ... 

I: !t~~l~: 
,,_. -·· ··--·--·····•······· . ... .... ... . , . -

Knowledge
Based 
Abstraction 
source 
Processing 
Streams 

G ... .... -~ 
~ . ............ 

Data source 

Knowledge 
Bases 

.. 

PSM and Domain 

• Knowledge-Based 
Temporal Abstraction 

• Information Fusion 
• Multiple Hypotheses 

... , oe•o • o I 



Traditional Kalman Filtering vs. 
Spatial-Temporal Kalman Filtering 

• Traditional Kalman Filtering 
"' State function jointly evaluates 

stochastic model (state model) with 
the statistical model (observation 
model) 

"' Gain function adjusts dependency 
between system and observation 
models 

"' Multiple models create means to 
monitor different conditions 
simultaneously 

"' Adaptive estimation of 
background makes specification of 
background models less critical 
(Normalcy). 

"' Shorter normalcr baseline needed 
than for classicaregression or 
time-series techniques (Steady
state ). 

"' Naturally handles gaps in data. 

·.' ... 

• Spatial-Temporal Kalman Filter 
"' Retains all advantages of 

traditional Kalman filter 
"' Allows multiple data sources to 

contribute to simultaneous 
adjustment of state model 
(Anomaly) 

"' Evaluates each source 
contribution at each time update 
(Adaptive weights) 

"' Jointly calculates source effects 
on both normalcy and anomaly 
models 

- Cakulates degree of anomaly 
for each source 

"' Adds spatial correlation as a 
naturafby-product 

"' Spatially maps progress of 
anomaly over time 

Veridian Approach Employs 
the Following Technologies 

• Spatial-Temporal Kalman Filter 
r::: General Methods 

- Sta tis ti cal 
- Stochastic 
- Matrices 
- Spatial- Temporal Correla tors 
- Spatial-Temporal Clustering 

"' Fusion Techniques 
- Fusion of Similar Data 
- Anomaly Detectors 
- Syndromic Classification 

Detectors 
r::: Optimization Techniques 

- Minimum Mean Square Error 
r::: Processing Techniques 

- Batch or Sequential Processing 
r::: Measures of Performance 

- Covariance uncertainty errors 
- Multiple Models allow for 

comparison against baseline 
normalcy models 

• Information Filter 
r::: Fusion of Dissimilar Sources 
r::: Centralized or Distributed 
r::: Accounts for Double 

Counting 

• Knowledge-Based Temporal 
Abstraction Process 

r::: Context Interpretation 

• Multiple Hypotheses 
" Fusion of Dissimilar Data 
" Fusion of Detection Methods 

with Classification Methods 



Fusion Techniques & Those Used by 
Veridian-Stanford Team (Part 1) 

' - -Fusion Method ......... T_.,.. .. ...... tr--~ 
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Fusion Techniques & Those Used by 
Veridian-Stanford Team (Part 2) 
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• Detection Fusion 
"' Fusion of multiple sources for early detectability 

• Spatial-Temporal Kalman Filter 

us1on 

• Classification and Identification Fusion 
"' Fusion of multiple sources 

"' Combine multiple source contributions of similar 
type 

"' Combines selected attributes from l\.'T 
behavioral sources with NT medical 
sources 

"' Two Kalman filter models run simultaneously 
- Normal model and Anomaly model 

"' Adaptively weighs each source contnoution 
"' Operate normal and anomalous models jointly 
"' Cluster & assess those sources that give rise to 

anomalous behavior 
"' Spatial representation of afflicted sources 

"' Three approaches considered 
• Knowledge-Based Temporal Abstraction 

Process 
"' Provides an interpretive quality to the data 

- creating abslractions at multiple levels 
- 8-.scd on data types 
- Context defines interpretation 

"' Links NT behavioral & NT medical 
conditions "' Temporally combines uncertainty errors for joint 

evaluation of data-dependent statistical models 
and stochastic models • Multiple Hypotheses 

• Information Fusion 
"' Combines results over dissimilar sources by 

fusing multiple ST Kalman filters to assess 
anonialy conditions 

"' Fusion performed by combinin~ uncertainties 
from each source type & remoVIDg redundant 
information (compensates for double counting) 

"' Means to fuse detection results with 
syndrome classification results 

"' Hypotheses compensate for time-varying 
uncertainty 

ii Bio-STORM 
"' Evaluates lraditional medical results 

.-
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Traditional Data Sources ~ -- - ,_ --- - - - --~ -- --- - -- ·- -- -- -- -- -- --- - -
Data Source Organization Issues Utility Frequency of Latency Temporal Geographic Electronic DNe~Step I Period D Personal 

Collection Resolution localization I Data (over what ID 
granularity dates) 

(b)(4) Patient 
··· ..... admission Receiving 

records Real-time Seconds ~stamp Address Yes data feed 5 years Approved Yes -- --- - >--- - ~- .... -- - ~-- -- - - - ·-
Patient 
admission Receiving 
records Real-time Seconds Timestamp Address Yes data feed 5 months Aooroved Yes 

-



Non-Traditional 

Data :source OfganlzaUon Issues Utility Frequency of 
Collection 

Maybe 
Health diffictJlt to 
website Individual get location 
-··-...:-.. 

(b)(4) 
ueries information 

'-.,. 

Declined to 
purchase 
datcl 

No 
MMdual repsonse to 
"alms inaulries 

Clinical) Data Sources 

latency Temporal ueographic Electronic Status 
Resolution localization I Data 

igranularity 

Under 
investigati 
on 

Under 
discussion 

Nol 
oursuina 
Will be 
approache 
d 

Nol 
ours ulna 

Next Step Period (ove1 
What dates) 

>3 years 

5 years 

IRB? Personal 
ID 

I 

l 
! 
I 

I 



Non-Traditional Data Sources -
Data Soun;e Organlzatlofl Issues Uhl1ty reqlH!ncy of Latency Temporal Geographic EleCtrontc !Status Next Step Penoo IRB? Personal 

COiiection Resolution localization I Data (over wha ID 
granularity dates) 

Animal -
A Beef Individual Awaiting Preliminary 
Producers cows Onetime NIA Yes deliv~ anatvses 5 vears IAooroved No 

Individual Awaiting Preliminary 
A Pork Loi hoos Onetime NIA Yes deliverv analyses 5 wars ApprQ\led No 

(b)(4) Oectined\c 
.. -.. provide Not 

t· .. data l'lUfSUifl9 ·- Deciinedto 
provide Nol 
data '"wsuino 

M .. H .. d O VU<R> Uninvesfiga Investigate 
Office ted idell feasibilitv 

(b)(4) 
Call Center 

Individual Data De-Identify -

\\· ... 
calls Onetime NIA Yes delivered data 2 wars Aprvnved Yes 
Individual Data D&-identify 
cans One time NIA Tlmestamo Address Yes delivered data 5vears IAD!rOVed Yes 

Received 2 

·, Individual years of Preliminary 
cals - Onetime NIA Yes data aM!v!'les 5 w ars Annmved No ._ 

... Awa King 
apprtMJI 
from 
countv 

Their CAD 
vendor Awaiting 
must approvlll 
assemble from 
data countv 

Under 
discussion 
Under 
discussion 

Contacted 
Under 
discussion 

WO -
Anonymous Awaitirq Pte!imlclary 1.5 to 2 
Supermarket defiverv 2natvses vears 
Anonymous - Under 

_, 

.Q_rugstore discussion -
Level of 
tempcxa.Vsp 

Classes of atial 
OTC aggregation Not 

IRI data remedies too coarse Week1v Countv ''"·rsuinn 5 wars 



Level of 
Generic temporaUsp 
chemlcal atlal 
ctasses/nam aggregation Not 

AC Nielson es too coarse llNoC lbilll Store lrursuing 
L-

3119<1($ 

(b)(4) 

Horne Unclef 
loidvidual Rx Tinestamo addo'en dlscuuion 2 Yl!at'S -

(b)(4) Level of 
., 

temporalfsp 
atial 

Classes of aggregatlon NoC 
Rxdrws 100 coarse - loursuina 2 vears 

(b)(4) 
level of 
tempornVsp 
atlat 

Classes ol aggreQalion C6Mla N<t 
Rx drugs too coarse dlslrict - ~rsulng_ 54 months ---

(b)(4) 
Level of ·· .. ,_ 

temporaVsp 
atlal 
&g9"tQallon Nill 

MSA too coarse lnuroulno 
Unlnvestlga Investigate 

Grocmy dat.a 
~ 

ted Idea_ ~.!!>lily 
iiidirKt EvldetiCe of AbM111eelsm --

Legal ~lrull'IQ 
department to pursue 

A phone refuses to using other 
oomoanv oattlcmt.. aveooel 

Uninvestiga Investigate 
Video store led Idea leasNtv 
Highway Urilnvestlga Investigate 
camera led Idea feasNtv 

Try 
Verizon, 
AT&T, 
WOl1dNet, Uninvestiga Investigate 

\SP Eart!iink tedldea leasCililv 

(b)(4) Does not 
monttor 
whether 
cable rs 
being Not 
Viewed 

Alight - - - - ~ 
Under 

company , _ - .. ~-
cllSC.!!!!12!!... -

(b)(4) 
Data 
latency too Not 

,_ l!!!!Jh --- - ,_ -- tpur~ - ---A transH Contacted 
comoanv 
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1 
Intelligence Biosensors 

~ 

Non traditional 

Animal Human Behavior Nontraditional Uses 

PB Ms 

Traditional Crold Standard 

Medical 

"'est Result~ 1 

Vets - OTCPharma 
- Tests Ordered 

'- Complaints 
Test Results~ 

..Jent inel rvfl) 
I Zoos 1- Absenteeism 

- Utilities 
-- Poison Cntrs 

Diagnoses 
In vesti gation ~ 1 

! I-Agribusiness I 1- Phone traffic 

Agribusiness 21- Public transport 

- Web Queries 

- 911 Calls 

ER Visits 

Radiograph reports 

Pitt-CMU 
Legend: Red: we have; Blue: under contract; Black: we have tried 
to obtain or are trying at present 

~ 
I ~ 

I 1~ 
1 Ii\) 



 



Status of JHU/APL Data Sources 

Military Civilian Coverage Value Relationship with Provider Privacy 
Health Care 

(b)(4) ER Visits Current Current Medium OK High 
Electronic Claims current ··········· Current High Good High 
Requests for Lab Tests Current Med-High OK High 
EMS Runs Future Future Low High 
Medical Examiner Future Future Low Good Med 

(b)(4) Ny~ingJ:iorne.s ............. ............................. .P.ast I Low Med 

Human Behaviors 
(b)(4) Absenteeism Schools Current High OK High 

· OTC Medications ·················································· current· High OK Medium 
Dial-A-Nurse Pending Future High Military Good, Ci"11ian Poor Med-High 
911 Calls NIA Future Med-High Only approached the city so far ? 

(b)(4) Pais.on Center: .. Calls - .Rast-- I Low Good High 

Animal 
(bX4l Zoos....~ Par1<s Current Medium Good Low 

Vet. Hospitals -...... _,_ Pending_ Current Medium OK Medium 
Research currenr·'"-· - Medium OK Medium 
Vet. Assistance Centers Future Medium Medium 
Animal Refuge Current Low OK Low 
Animal Control Pending Medium Good Low 

D~R Future Low Low 

Sensors 
E n~r9.nm.~nt~.L. ........ ..................... P.~r:ic:iil'l.9 ........ I High Good Secure ............. 

(b)(4) 

Pathogen Specific Tickets Pending I High Good Secure 
Gene Chips Future Future High High 



;; ,b 1"6 , r. J... J /-! {.,A ,.; 

ESSENCE II Indicators Traditional oJ4 ~d (i f tJ.. 

Data Source Organization Period Value Freq. of Collection 
Diagnostic Lab Results State Labs 11 /99 to present Low daily 
Diagnostic Lab Results Private not yet Moderate to High real-time 
Nursing Homes Private 11 /99 to 412000 Low daily same day 

Non- Traditional (clinical) 
Data Source Organization Period Value Freq. of Collection Latency 
Emergency Room Individual Hospitals 11 /99 to present High daily I real-time real-time 
Mil. Ambulatory Data Tricare 99 to present High 8hrs I real-time 1-3 days 
Civ. Ambulatory Data HM Os 11 /99 to present High daily I real-time 1 day to a year 
Mil. Prescription Meds. Web MD 7101 to present High 8 hrs I real-time seconds 
Mil. Nurse Hotline Tri care in progress High daily I real-time real-time 
Civ. Nurse Hotline HM Os in progress High daily I real-time real-time 

(b)(4) Poison Center 99' Low daily I real-time real-time 
···································- ························-······· 

Electronic Vital Signs in progress High daily I real-time real-time 
Civ. Inpatient Data Insurers (3 states) 99-02 High daily real-time" 
Civ. Prescriptions HMOs, Insurers 99-02 Hgh daily real-time" 

Non-Traditional 
(b)(4) \/Yor.k .Abse.nte.eism ........ ................................. .... 1 99-00 unknown could get daily end of day 

School Absenteeism some jurisdictions 11/99 to present Mod daily same day 
Over the counter meds major chains 11 /99 to present Mod to High daily I real-time real-time 
Animal health several sources 9/01 to present High for certain diseases daily daily 
TV viewing patterns TV ratings in progress unknown daily 1 day 

(b)(4) Metro ridecship I I 00-01 unknown daily ? 
Airline rider ship 98-present unknown daily same day 
Health care web sites HMOs. Insurers 99-02 High, population specific real-time 

(b)(4) V,,ideo §.1,l!YeiHance.met[Q __ ............. ...... 1 02 unknown daily 1 day 
Death data, notices national (3 states) 96-present unknown daily 1-2 days 
Grocery (not incl over counter) City 94-98 Mod daily 1 day 
Search engines (Web) Search engine 02 unknown real-time• real-time" 



Temporal Res. 
# of positives 
# of positives 
#of cases 

Temporal Res. 
chief complaint 
ICD-9 
ICD-9 
prescriptions 
chief complaint 
chief complaint 

Spatial Res. 
Zip Code 
Zip Code 
exact location 

Spatial Res. 
Zip Code 
Zip Code 
Zip Code 
Zip Code 
unknown 
Zip Code 

Electronic Automated Personal ID Status 
active 
inactive 
inactive 

yes Can be no 
yes 
some 

Can be 
no 

no 
no 

Electronic Automated Personal ID Status 
yes yes can be obtained active 
yes yes yes - on Denver active 
yes yes can be obtained active 
yes yes yes - on Denver active 
yes ? can be obtained in progress 
yes yes can be obtained in progress 

chief complaint Phone Number yes yes no inactive 
vital signs and ICD9 unknown yes yes ? in progress 
ICD-9 ZIP res & work yes yes yes historical 
prescriptions ZIP res & work yes yes yes historical 

#absent employee yes yes no inactive 
# absent by school school location yes some no active 
# of products store location yes yes no active 
syndromes/species facility location some no no active 
3 of viewers jurisdiction yes yes no in progress 
rider destination station yes ? smart pass only investigating 
rider ship by city airport yes yes no ? 
ICD-9 categories ZIP res & work yes yes yes active 
persons point location no/convert yes no historical 
persons point location yes yes yes active 
household ZIP, point loc yes yes yes (household) historical 
current interest IP address->city yes yes no, IP address historical 

IRB 
yes 
no 
no 

IRB 
yes 
yes - for certain projects 
no 
yes - for certain projects 
not yet 
no 
no 
? 
no, privacy exempt 
no, privacy exempt 

no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no 
no, privacy exempt 
no, privacy exempt 
no, privacy exempt 
no, privacy exempt 
no, privacy exempt 

Issues 
minimal coverage 
coverage resolved 

Issues 
number participating 
speeding up access 
per capita coverage 

legal difficulties in obtaining 
redirection of FY02 funds 
not as useful as first thought 

need other sources also 
need to understand all factors 
need to understand all factors 
doesn't cover all possibilities 
needs detailed investigation 
needs detailed investigation 
disease model use 
best: families with children 
under development 
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Data Sources 

Murray Campbell 
IBM TJ Watson Research Center 

-ii Overview 
• Site/Regional data sources 

• Survey of self-assessed health 
• Site attendance 
• Web queries (outgoing) 
• Phone calls (outgoing) 
• Other (utilities, cafeteria, cough) 

• Insurance claims data (SDI) 
• Environmental 
• Other SDI data sources 

1 - -



Site-Specific Surveillance 
• Applicable to military bases, work sites, 

campuses, etc . 
• Geographically constrained (single building or 

small set of buildings) 
• Relatively fixed population of reasonable size (i.e., 

at least hundreds) 

• Evaluate nontraditional data sources that 
focus on specific sites 

• Some site-specific data sources have regional 
analogs 

Survey of Self-Assessed 
ii.Health . 

• Hypothesis: A disease outbreak causes a detectable decrease in 
a population's overall self-assessed health level 

• Poll a population, asking individuals to self-assess their current 
health 

• If ill, can ask about symptoms 

• Advantages: Can detect early symptoms, real-time, can focus 
on specific areas or sub-populations, accuracy controllable by 
sample size, various channels (email, phone, web) available, 
symptom information provides specificity 

• Concerns: Privacy, reliability, missing responses, legal liability, 
time to establish baseline 

• Applicable regionally 

----2-- --



1. Watson Health Survey 
• 400 participants (2200 total employees) 
• Polled weekly via email 
• Active from 1/25/2002-5/31/2002 
• Privacy protection 
• 92°/o of responses show up same day (73°/o 

by noon) 
• Minimal dropouts ( < 2°/o) 
• Sick individuals always report at least one 

symptom 

\ Site Attendan~~ 
• Hypothesis: A disease outbreak causes a detectable 

reduction in site attendance 
• Record site attendance electronically using badge-in 

data 
• Advantages: Results early in day are predictive of 

daily total, real-time, data already being collected for 
other purposes 

• Concerns: Only applicable to restricted access sites, 
exit data may not be recorded, non-specific, not 
sensitive to mild illness, affected by external factors 
(e.g., weather, school holidays, day of week), privacy 

- ----3- - - -
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-1. Watson Site Attendance 
• About 2100 unique badges seen each weekday 

• Ongoing collection since 12/ 2001 

• Privacy issues: anonymized badge ID 

• Data cleansing issues (e.g., transient badges from 
other sites) 

• Final attendance for day predictable from early 
entries (linear regression using 10am data gives R
squared of .99) 

• Strong effects from snow days, school 
closings/ holidays 

..... Web Queries 
• Hypothesis: A disease outbreak at a site causes a 

detectable increase in web activity on medically
related topics 

• Outgoing web accesses may be recorded on a proxy 
server 
• Source IP, destination IP, URL (optional) 

• Advantages: Real-time, some specificity if URL 
information recorded, data already being collected for 
other purposes 

• Concerns: Not all sites use proxy server, privacy, 
volume of data, identifying medically-related queries 

• May be applicable regionally (ISPs) 

----- 4 



i. Watson Web queries 
• Medically-related sites manually identified 

• Proxy logs from 1/ 1/ 2002 - 4/30/2002 

• Anonymized source IP, actual destination IP 
available. No URL recorded at Watson due to 
large storage requirements 

• 20-60 unique individuals access medically
related sites on a typical weekday 

-1. Phone Calls 
• Hypothesis: A disease outbreak at a site causes a 

detectable increase in phone calls/callers to 
medically-related numbers 

• Outgoing calls may be recorded at a site for billing 
purposes 
• Source number, called number, time, length 

• Advantages: Real-time, data being collected for 
other purposes 

• Concerns: Privacy, identification of medically-related 
numbers 

• Applicable regionally (from phone company) 

- --s----



.... Watson Phone Calls 
• About 5000 medically-related phone numbers 

identified in Westchester County and vicinity 
• Scan yellow pages, web directories 

• Data available since 10/2001, broken down 
by site (Yorktown, Hawthorne) 

• On a typical weekday 
• 5000 calls, 1500 callers 
• 2% of calls are to medically-related numbers 
• 5% of callers make medically-related calls 

;i. Other Site-Sp~cific Sources 
• Utility-based (electric, water, sewage) 

• Large daily variations precluded use at Watson 

• Cafeteria 
• Being evaluated 

• Cough counting 
• Technology exists, need method to estimate 

number of coughers 

• Site departure 
• Not recorded electronically at Watson, car 

counting tool may be of use here 

- ----6---- -



-1. Insurance Claims Dataset 
• Supplied by Surveillance Data Inc . 
• August 2001 through May 2002 
• ICD9 codes 001-139 (Infectious diseases) and 460-

519 (Respiratory) 
• NY, Pittsburgh, DC areas 
• Includes anonymized patient identifier, service date, 

process date, up to 4 ICD9 codes, age, gender, 
zipcode 

• 1.2 million claims 
• SDI data covers nationwide back to 1998 

'ii Environmental _Dataset 
• Archive of environmental data (temperature, 

precipitation, wind speed, wind direction, 
etc.) 

• Currently being recorded for a set of states in 
Northeast 

• Not a detector, but may affect population 
health level 

• Near-real-time data, rv 1 km resolution if used 
with satellite data to interpolate 

7---



Other Datasets Available 11 Through SDI _ 
• OTC medications 

• National coverage at store level, 1 day lag 

• Lab tests ordered 
• National coverage by zipcode, 1-3 day lag 

• Prescription medications 
• National coverage by zipcode, near-real-time 

possible 
• ER admissions, discharges 

• Limited coverage currently available, near-real
time 

it Backup 

--------- - - ----- ---- -- 8--



-1. Polling Pilot S~udy Details 
• Polling conducted via email 
• Each participant contacted once weekly, 1/ 5 

of population on each weekday, randomly 
partitioned each week 

• Self-assessed health is requested for the day 
poll is sent, not received 
• I.E., Retrospective self-assessment 

• Demographic information supplied by 
participants 

·.,j. Demographic questions 

•Age? 
• Children in household? 

• Do you smoke? 

• Have you had a flu shot this fall? 

• Reside in Westchester county? 

• Primary work location? 

• Do you use mass transit regularly? 

- - g.--



-\Polling Questio_~s (1) 

• Please assess how you feel today: 
• As usual 
• Worse than usual (sick) 
• Much worse than usual (very sick) 

• Note that the wording is dynamic, and 
changes if the message is viewed on a 
day after the poll was sent, I.E., " Please 
assess how you felt on <date>" 

ij. Polling Questions (2) 
• If sick, the following additional questions are 

asked: 
• Which symptoms do you have? (Fever, headache, 

muscle ache, fatigue, cough, stuffy/runny nose, 
sore throat, nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, other) 

• How many days have you been unwell prior to 
today? 

• Was anyone else in your household sick in the 
prior week? 

• Do you feel like you are getting better? 
• Have you been in a large crowd in the past two 

weeks? 
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RPHD 

Hampton Roads Data Sources 

Non-Traditional 
Data Sources 

Animal Human Behavior 
•Birds •Cough detection 
•Mosquitoes •Absenteeism 
•Agricultural •OTC drug sales 

•Water usage 
•Wastewater 

Environmental 
•Pollen counts 
•Humidity 
•Allergy index 
•Water quality 

I 
Healthcare Systems 

l 
Non-Traditional Uses Medical 

•Nurse help lines •Chief complaint 
•911/EMS Data •Diagnoses 
•Nurse Triage Data •Reportable diseases 
•Tests Ordered •Influenza isolates 
•Prescriptions •Unexplained deaths 
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• Naval Medical Center, Portsmouth CHCS, includes are military 
acute care clinics 

• Syndromic Surveillance Data collected by Regional Public Health 

• Norfolk Water and Wastewater 

• Norfolk Fire and Rescue 911/EMS 

• Commercially Available Data (Surveillance Data, Inc.) 

• Large sample of doctor's offices (75 in Norfolk) 

• Flu isolates 
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What 

30 Day Avg Flow Rate and Pressure (4 Readings Per Hour) With 
1 std interval (r--.r+/-6 MG/Day) and Upper 95% prediction limit 

Average Flow Rate; 30 days of data, 4 readings per hour 
so ..--~~~~~~-.-~~~~~~-.-~~~~~~--.-~~~~~~--r~~~~~~---. 

70 

>.60 
CIJ 

~ 50 
~ 
~40 

30 

. - ~ * • . . . . . _.. ~ 

2ol_~~~======:::::::::1-~~~~~~_1_~~~~~~_._~~~~~~_1_~~~~~~__J 

0 5 10 15 20 25 
Local Time 

Population of Norfolk/Portsmouth is over 330,000. 

Rough Calculation 
100,000 people ill with 5 flushes (2 gal ea.) extra over 8 hours is about one standard deviation. 
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About SDI 

Surveillance Data Inc., based in Plymouth Meeting, Pennsylvania 

• Has been in business since 1981 

., 
.... 

.. 
:1:, 

... ..,_: , .. 

• The company provides healthcare data and market research to 
pharmaceutical, consumer products, and healthcare companies. 

• SOi's mission is to provide healthcare data products with high business 
relevance and the means and know-how to put this data into action. 

• SDI is the leading provider of real-time localized illness tracking and 
modeling data to the pharmaceutical and healthcare industries. 

• SDI is providing data for IBM 

Veridian status with SDI 

Have obtained pricing and are negotiating modified Agreement l 
I 
I 
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Historical Data 

• 3 years of historical Diagnoses data (Same ICD-9 Codes as above) 

• 3 seasons of historical Mosquito Indices (April-September) 

• 3 seasons of historical Laboratory Confirmed Influenza isolates 

• 3 seasons of historical Rapid Test Diagnoses of Influenza 

• 3 years historical Allergy Alert Index (February - October) 

• Historical Pollen Counts (when available) 

Weekly or Daily Reported Data 

• Raw diagnoses of ICD-9 codes attached (52 weeks) 

• Mosquito Index (April-September) 

• Laboratory Confirmed Influenza Isolates (October-March) 

• Rapid Test Diagnoses of Influenza (October-March) 

• Pollen Count data (Total, Grass, Tree, Weed) when available 

• Allergy Alert Index (February - October) 
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Non-Traditional Data Sources 

Data source Organization 

CTI 
Frequency of Latency Temporal Geographic Electronic Status Next Step Period IRS? Personal 
Collection Resolution localization I Data (over what ID 

granularily dates) 

IBM 
Health survey: IBMWe1Son Survey must High. Real-lime Symptom& Second SileJReglonel. Yes lni1ial survey Rerun at 1125/2002· Yes al Yes, but we 
Reg ulatly poU a Research Lab be orvanlzed particularly in showing on a Can be adlu•te<I comp!ele . 400 Watsori. 2002 513112002 Watsof'I. anonymiled 
populellori. asking ona cases of number of as needed it'ldividualll oul 2003 with approved Jan 
indlvlduals to self. si!alregbnal he!Qhlened petSOl'IS In of 2200 highef sample 2002 
assess lhelt heal1t1 basis. alert. SUIVey-a paricipaled. size. T ast al 

Modeling Provides w&re poDad other sites. 
mlS$ing some weekly via 
iesponses. specificity if email 
rune to symproms 
eslabllsh are queried 
baseline. when ill. 

Sensitivity 
conlrODable 
by sample 
sile. 

Site attendance: IBM Watson Nol 111 IMS Moderate if Currenlly daily, Symptoma Second Siie Ye& Oa ta co0ec1ion Model 12/2001. Not niquiled. Yea,bulwe 
E lecll'OnlcaUy Rese3llCh Lab ~rd appllcable polen*i!llV real- showing on a ongoing $11eS01181ity as present bulWalSOn anonymlud 
recorded from all.81'ldance time number of mo"' dala HR.legal 
badge enlty alllCV'OnlcaDy. persons el become approval 

Alfecled by sHe available. needed 
extemel Test al oCher 
factors. Sllel. 

Proxy server logs: IBMWalSOn Not au silss Moderate if Cumll'IUy Symptoms Second Site Yes Four month Model 11112002· Nol required, Yes, but we 
Oulgolng Research Lab use a proxy appllcable morilhly. showing on a &amj)le seasonality as 413112()()2 but Watson anonymlled 
accesses to server. and sufficient potentl8Uy real- number of collected more data HR, legal 
medically-ralaled ldenllfying volume. May llme persons at become app!Ollal 
websi1es medically provide Sile available. needed 

ralaled some Testal other 
accesses. specificity If sites . 

URL ls 
tracked 

Phone calls: IBMWalSon Identifying and Moderate if CunenUy daily, Symptoms Second Sita Yes C>ata collection Model 10/2001. Nol nrqulnld, Yes. but we 
Oulgolng calls to ReHarchlab mainlafnlng list applicable potenllaDy real- showing on a ongoing uesonallty es presenl bulWalson anonymlled 
med ice Hy-related of medically· and sufficient lime number of more data HR.Legal 
numbers related phone volume persons at become approval 

numbers site avebablo. needed 
Tealal other 
1lta1. 



Data Source urganizalion 

DD 
Frequency of Latency Temporal Geographic Electronic Status Next Step ... etlod IRB? Personal 
Collection Resolution localization I Data (over wf'tat ID 

granularity dates) 

Ulility usage: IBM Watson Nomlaldall'f L-al Cumin!ly Syq>IOnla Second Slle Ye$ l!lige <lll;Jy Test 8l sl>es 1/2002· NOi requiro<I No 
Waler. eleC11ic. Rosearch l ab vatlations can Wa\$0n.May monthl-/. showing on a variations willl more 5/2002 
~ S-1lj)any be a Pl'OXY polentially rea .. numberot precluded use typical usage 

s'9nal for sl1e time persoos at al Watson patterns. 
attendance. site 

careteria !BM Watson Normal daily Low at Cunrently Symproms Second Sile Yes Throe month None plunned t/2002· Not 111<1uirod !Ito 
lransaclions RnearehLeb variations can Watson. monlhly. showing ona sample 2/2002 

swamp any May also be polenlially rea., number of collected 
signal a proicy for lime persons at 

site site 
attendance. 

Cough counting: IBM Watson Maybe difficult Low Potentially reel- Symptoms Se<:ond Site PotenU.Uy Cough None planned NIA Unknown. but No 
Reconfed in public Research lab to dl$tlnguish lime showing on a fncklence loo likely Walson 
areas ainglo cougher number of low for use et HR.Legal 

lrom multiple persons al Walson approval 
coughers. site needed 
Specific to 
respiratory 

Siie depa .Wru IBM WalSOn Not alt $i1es Moderal& If Po1en1lally res~ Symptom a Sa1;0nd Site Potentially Not recorded lnves1lgala Not yet Not requited No 
Research Lab elec1ronically applicable time 1howt119 on a at Walson. use of availllble 

iecord number of Could be automellc ear· 
departures persons at 113Cked willl counting 10 

Sile ca r-<:oun~ng dot.eel she 
tecnnok>gy deperturu. 

Newgroups: NIA Lilllll Low Po«&nlially res., Symploms Second Poor geographic: Yes Not usefld due None planned Google Not required May have 
Hea~latad geograpnic lime showing one spectficity to l!Kk or maintain a personal 
articles spocl'ocity' number of geographic arcllllla going idencifiet's 

arne" a r11cle persons In specllicl!y, beck - 20 
counts geographlcal smal sample years. 

area sl:les 

Environmental NOAA Not a detector. Moderate Rea~time NIA Hour 1 km, using Yes Cum1ntly Investigate 11/2001. NIA NIA 
{temperature. bul maybe station readings archived ror effects or present 
moisture. pollution. useful ror with satelfite data CT, NY, NJ. a nvironmenta I 
etc.) predicting ror interpolat!on MO, PA,OC condition a on 

normal health health. 
pattems 

OTC medication SurveUlance TBO TBD Daily Symptoms Day Store (nellonal Yes Under Oblain, TBO Not requiled TSO 
Data Inc. showing ona coverage) dlscu$$lon analyze data 

number or with SDI 
person 



Data Source Organization Issues D Frequency of r._ I 

Temporal Geographic Electronic Status Next Step Period IRB? Personal 
Collection Resolution localization I Data (over what 10 

granularity dates) 

Animal 
·······················I ..... ___ ___, (b)(4) 

Agribtlsinoss 1 Ornillme NIA Yes AwaiUng P"'Umlnary 5years Approved No 
dellvery analyses 

Ag ribusinegs 2 One time NIA Yes Awai1Ulg P .. limfnary 5 yealS Approved No 

(b)(4) 
dew ery analyses 

Declined to Not pursuing 
l)IOvlde data 

Oecflnod to Nol puisufng 
provide data 

Animal Control U nlnvesligate lllVUtigate 
Olfice d idea feasib~ily 

Call Center 
Individual cans One time NIA Yes Oats delivered De-identify 2years Approved Ye& 

data 
(b)(4) 

lndMduar calls Onetime NIA Timeslamp Addross Ye& Daill deliventd Oe-idenllfy 5 years Approved Yes 
daia 

lndiv«:lual cells Onetime NJA Yes Received 2 Pniliminary 5 years Approved No 
years or da ta an111ySes 

A-iting 
approval from 
county 

Their CAO Awaiting 
11endor must approval from 
assemble data county 

Under 
discussion 

Under 
discussion 

Contacled 

Under 
discussion 

p h urc asina 
AllOllyrnous Awailing Pretimlnary 1.5 to 2 
Supermart<el delivery analy5e1 years 
Anonymous Under 
Orugstone discussion 

(b)(4) Classes Of OTC Level of Weekly County Not pursuing 5 years 
remedies 1empon11JspoU 

al aggregation 
10o ca.rse 



(b)(4) 

Data Source Organization 

CIJ 
Frequency of ,U~cy I Temporal Geographic Electronic Status 

r·~·OOp I Period D Personal 
Collection Resolution localization I Data (over what ID 

granularity dates) 

Generic- Le11elof (Not dally) Store Not pur.;ulng 3 yeais 
chemic.el temporaVspatl 
classes/names al aggregation 

'; too coarse 

lniclllidualRx Tlmesiamp Home adr:lte$$ Under 2 yealS ., 
diScussion 

\ 
'· 

Cla58es of Rx Level of r.tot pursuing 2years ·, 
drugs temporalo'spali 

" al aggregation 
too coar.;e 

Classes of Rx Level of Census district Not pursuing 54 monlhs 
drugs temporallspa1i 

al aggn19allon 
too~oar.ie 

MSA Level of Not pursuing 
temporaVspeli 
al aggregation 
too coarse 

Groceiy data Unlnvesligale lnvestigale 
d Idea feasibility 

Indirect Evidence of Absenteeism 
A phone company Legal Continuing lo 

department pursue using 
refuses IO othor avonuos 
participate 

Video slOre Uninvestlgate Investigate 
d Idea feaslbltlly 

Highway cameras Uninvestigate Investigate 
d Idea feaslblllty 

(b)(4) ISP Unlnve51l9ate Investigate 
d Idea feasib~ity 

·············--... 
I ... 

·········· 
(b)(4) ... Nol pursuing 

'· 

A light company Under 
discussion 



LJata Source Organization DD Frequency of 

1~··"cy I Temporal Geographic Electronic DINext Step I Period 

D 
Personal 

Collection Resolution localization I Data (over what ID 
granulari ty dates) 

(b)(4) Data latency Not pursuing 
too high 

A transit company Contacted 

JHU/APL 
(b)(4) Work unknown could get daily end o f day II absent employee yes need other 99·00 no smart pass 

Absentl!eTsm 
............... ~-·· 

sources also only 
School some Mod daily same day II absent by school location yes need to 11/99 to no no 
Absenteeism jurisdictions school understand all present 

factors 

Over the counter major chains Mod to High daily I real-time real-time II of products store IO<:ation yes need to t 1/99 to no no 
meds understand all present 

factors 

Animal health several sources High for daily daily syndromcslspo facility location some doesn't cover 9/01 to no no 
certain cies all possibilities present 
diseases 

TV viewing TV ratings unknown daily 1 day 3 of viewers jurisdiction yes needs detailed in progress no no 
patterns investigation 

(b)(4) Metro rider ship unknown daily ? rider station yes needs detailed 00·01 no smart pass 
..... ···-···--· destination investigation only 

(b)(4) Ait1ine rider ship unknown dally same day rider ship by airpon yes disease model 98-present no no 
city use 

Health care web HMOs, Insurers High, real-time ICD-9 ZIP res & work yes best families 99-02 no. privacy yes 
s~es population categories with children exempt 

specific 

(b)(1 ),{b ~eo surveillance unknown daily 1 day persons point location no/convert under 02 no. privacy no 
mEHl'O·················· development exempt 

Death data, national (3 unknown daily 1-2 days persons point location yes 96-present no. privacy yes 
notices states) exempt 

Grocery (not incl City Mod daily 1 day household ZIP, point toe yes 94-98 no, privacy yes 
over counter) exempt (household) 

Searc11 engines Search engine unknown real-time' real-time ' current Interest IP address->city yes 02 no. privacy no, IP 
(Web) exempt address 

Verdi an 
Mil~ry common Determine H Continuous Minute Minute Address Yes Under Demonstrate Current No No 
areas possible development prototype 

locations 



Data Source Organization DD Frequency of 

I"""'' I 
Temporal Geographic Electronic D I""'' Step I PC'iOO 

IRB? Personal 
Collection Resolution localization I Data (over what ID 

granularity dates) 

Phannaceutlcals Norfolk area H Continuous Day Hour Area Yes POCs Brier Base ? ? Yes 
-OTC Base/Post conlacted Commandant 

Exchanges 

Enillfonmental SDI $$, agreement. L Daily, maybe Day - Week Day Area Yes SDI Contract Finalile 3 years+ No No 
'bata - Mosquito Dala collected weekly reporting in approval agreement Current 
count April-Sept. process 

.:, 

Environmental Pollen.com Pollen count L Every 15 Minute Minute Area Yes Auiomatlcally Analyze data 3 years+ No No 
Data - Humidity combines all minutes being Current 
and P.ollen types or pollen collected at 

Veridian 

School Norfolk Public Automation, H Dally Daily Day By school district Yes Have Complete 3 years+ No No 
Absenteeism Schools rorewamed bypassed MOU with Current 

that data normal Norfolk. 

I accuracy is a research (already 
II 

1 problem. They proposal signed) Help 
have 3 year process. CIO integrate data 

i historical dala. rorPublic 
l Schools is 
i sening up 
I Oracle queries 

for us (time 
consuming) . -

Utility Usage Norfolk Public Probable low H Every 15 Minute Minute Eastern and Yes CurrenUy Analyzing 5 years+ No No 
Wot1<s signal to noise minutes Western half of Obtaining data and Current 

Norfolk active data. correlating 

' 
Obtained 5- against known 

ll . year historical Pubfic health 
j data. outbreaks 

' Analyzing 
data. 

- ~ 

Utility US11go Slanford Probable low H Every 15 Minute Minute Area Yes Initial data Follow-up 2 years+ No No 
University signal to noise. minutes transrer. current 

I Campus 5 year 

I; historical data 
available. 

Sanitation data Hampton Roads Probable low H Daily Day Day Area per plant Yes Made formal Awaiting reply unknown No No 
Sanitation Data signal to noise request rrom - Follow-up 

HRSD. with HRSD. 
! Consulting 

~ with 

"- "- Hydrologist. 



Data Source Organization Issues Utility Frequency of l~teocy I Temporal Geographic Electronic DINe>t Step I Period 

D 
Personal 

Collection Resolution localization I Data (over what ID 
granularity dates) 

Potable W•ter Probable IOw H Area per plant Requested Follow·up unknown No No 
signal to noise contact 

Waiting for 
reply. 

Veterinary Data - CDC monitoring May need L Daily.but Day Day Arca Yes We Pursue State unknown No Yes 
Animal Death pet deaths at state DOH collated at other discovered Vet leads 

Reports Petting Zoos approval frequency that Dr. Love 
does not 
collect animal 
data. 
Obtaining 
leads from 
state Vet - he 
does not 
collect this 
kind of data 

~ 

Veterinary Data - Calofomla Health Negotiations in L Intermittent Unknown Day Unknown Unknown Data promised Negotiate Current Vos Yes 
Agricultural process access nghts 

Veterinary Data Santa Clara L Daily Day Day Address Yes Initial Continue Current No Maybe 
-Urban Public Health discussion discussion 

and idcn\lfy 
access Issues 

Veterinary Data - San Francisco L Intermittent Month Day By zoo No Data under Negotiate Current No No 
Zoo Public Heatth negotiation access rights 

Allergy Index SDI SS. L Daily. maybe Day-Weck Day Area Yes SDI Contract Finalize 3 years• No No 
Agreement. weekly reporting in approval agreement Current 

··-- - ·- process 



Non-Traditional (Clinical) Data Sources 

Data Soorce Organization Issues Utility frequency of Latency Temporal Geographic Eleclronic status Next Step Period (over IRB? Personal 
CoReclion Resolution ~ocallzation I Data r,vhat dates) m 

granularity 

IBM 
~btests SuN11m1anai oaia TBO TBO TBO Anumbatof Day Orlginatln; .V~e Yes Under Obtain, T80 No Yes, 
ordorod Inc. patlants l\ava discuulon with analyzo data anonymlz:a6o 

been seen by SOI n needed 
phW*ians 

Prescripdon Survellllince Data TBO TBO Near real-time Anwnbarol Day Qrioillati119 zipcode Yes Uoder Oblain, 1·3 Voll~ No Yes, 
Inc. paitients have (ill some caaes d~wilh analyze dat.t 1vallabla anonymlza do 

been seen by only f11513 or 4 SOI nneecled 
physicians digits) 

(0)(4) I 
Health web5'ta fndlvldual quelles May be difficult UndGr 
queries lo get loca~oo invftijgatlon 

inloonadon 

(b)(4) UAder 
d~on 

Dedinecl 10 Not PIJT'Uing >3yaa~ 

putdlase dalil 

Will be 
~d 

nclividual dllms No tep$Ol)SO lo Nol putSUino s~ 
inquiries 

JHU/APL 
Emergonq Individual Hospi1als nlllllllaf High dafly I roal·time rw1.&nu c;hief complainl Zip Code yes active 11199111 yea ca11be 
Room par6dpaUng present obtained 
Mil Ambulatory Tticare sµae<linu up High Bhrs 1 reill-rime t..Jda)'$ ICD·9 Z<pCoc!e yes ac1ive 99 to pre ~ent y<IS · (Qr ye$· on 
IJala ncces~ cenain Denver 

prn;ecr.; 
Civ. Ambulalory HMO& porcapita Higto daily J roa~timo 1 day lo a IC0-9 Zip Coda yes active tt/99 to l\O c:an be 
Oala COV8f'a98 )'llat pttHnt obla!nad 

Mil Plt!SCripti<>n WobMO High 8 hrs I 10al·rime second~ proscriptions Zip Code yes acbve 7101 to pr~eut yes· for yes -on 
Me05. cortair> Denver 

proiects 

Mil. Norse T11ca1e leoal dilficullies High daily I n;al·llme ·~~l·time clliel complaint uok11own yes in prooruss in proo•ess no!yel can be 
HoUine 1noblainitag Oblaill~d 



Clv Nurse HMOs redvoclJOn of Hogh daily I real-time real-time chief complaint Zip Codo yos in plOOIOSS inprogtOSS no canbo 
HoUlne FY02 funds obtained 

Poison Center MO not as usoful as Low daily I real-time real-time Chief complaint Phone Number yes lnactJve 99' no no 
first thought 

l luwo111c V11.11 VA llOSiJOt:llS 11ou11 csa1Jy / rc;tl·llmu 10:.H1mo v11a1 s•uns anO IC09 un~lO\\tt yes 1n PCO{Jft!S::. 111 IHO.JHJS~ I 
., 

S1011• 
Clv. 1npotient Insurers (3 stales) l'llgh dao1y roal-timo • IC0-9 ZIP res & work yes hlstoncal 99-02 no. privacy yes 

Oatn exempt 

Cov HMOs. Insurers Hgh daily real·timo· prescriptions ZIP res & wort< yos historical 99-02 no. pnvacy yes 
Proscnptions exempt 

Verdi an 
911 Call Codes Norfolk Fore Need st.3to M Continuous Day Minute Address Yes MOU Meebngwith UnknOwn No Yes 

Rescue OOH approval negotiated. F1te Offocial 

ll 
submittod by Dave Palmer 

Voridian 512 1/02 
- lollow-on 
arrangements In 
progress 

911 Call Codes San Francisco Negotiating M Conbnuous t-1 weeks Minute Add1ess or Census Yes Final approv;il Rosubmitto 2years + Yes Yes 
Public Health level of spablll Block pending IRB Current 

resolution 

Nurse Triage Portsmouth Naval H Continuous t·2 days Minute Address Yes Agreement near Bnel Admiral t years• ? Yes 

0118 Medic:ll Center ER Ad:ims, Current 
anangoMOU 
botwoen 

c 
AFRLRome 
andNMCP 

Military Sick Military Acute Caro H Continuous t·2 days Minule Address Yes Agreement in MOU 1 years+ 1 Vos 

Call Clinics principle Current 

Physician test Portsmoulll Naval H Continuous Dally, but not Minute Address Yes Agreement in MOU 1 years+ 1 Vos 

ordors Medical Center always closed principle Current 

out property 
al end of day 

Pharmaceutical Portsmouth Naval H Continuous Day Day Add1ess Yes Agreement in MOU t years + 1 Yes 

s - Proscrfptlon Medical Center pnnciple Curren I 

Pharmaceutical Palo Alto VA. Med H Continuous Day Minu10 City Yes Completed Refonedata Current Yos Yes 

s-OTC Center obtaining pilOt extr.1C110n 

data roubnes 
basod on pilot 
dat.3 -



{b){4) 
{b){4) 

Daia Source 

&iuurancc 
clawns: ICD9 
COC:h.~SWCh 

assoc:bted 
'crwcedato. 
QC'Odet. atgt. LIP 
code 

0lOJgOOSbC latt 
Rot.utts 

Oiag1lOSUC: LDb 
Re.SUM 
Nu1swig Homt:-$ 

Patient 
Andl~gs-

Pat5ent -
Syndrome.a 

Pharmac~uOcal 
s-OTC 

Ph•nnoceU1lcal ·-P1ucrt0.1on 
Patient 
Andtnva 

Findings, 
Phyaic.lln lffti 
orders~ Chief 
~omp1.1an1a, 
NutMTo1ago 
011.1 

Phy'alcQin tesl 
orders 

Organization 

Sur.ocilanc4' O;ita 
Inc. 

::it.1en1 oomcs.son 

~··· 
atien1 admtssan 
x:ords 

State Lab$ 

Prrvatt! 

P1~lC 

POt\StOOuth Naval 
~1.edc.W Center 

San1.:1C1ara 
Pvbhc He01lth 

P01loAltoV.A 
Med Centct 

P ak> Alto V .A 

Med Cente-i 

Palo Alto v .A. 

ModCentet' 

P3k>Allo V .A 
Med Center 

Traditional Data Sources 

Issues Utility Frequency of Latency Temporal 
Collection Resolution 

IBM 
Cl:wn.smay High for Rcal-tme A n-umbefot D>ly 
oomeil mo<lelf19 paticntsha,'O 
slowly a11e1 1>ac.,g1oun bttn scen b) 
$ef'VICO ( I ·--4 d ttc::atth, physic.ans 
d3yS may De Moaerace 
needed ao io IOw for 
detect an dt'lec.U>n 
>nOmoly) 

I 
Re:lJ.L•ne Sc:coods rmcstiJ.ITIP 

Rc~l·ti'nc Seconds flmestomp 

JHU/APL ESSENCE II Indicators 
m.,..,,_,. doiy Upio a " ol post!YC$ 
COYCrogu Low month 
c:o...crage tC-31·M'lCI dOyS •of pos.azve$ ,...,.,.., Moderate tr 

duiJy same d::iy •of casus 
LOW 

Verdi an 

·~ Continuous Di3•Y. f'Jqtnot Minute 

Olw:JyS 

c;lo~OIJ'l 

p1operty at 
end of day 

Nee<JIO H Contnuous D•y Day 
neooUa1e 

H Continuous Day M.nule 

H COntnuous D•y ~Ui\lle 

H Cont*1UOU$ O>y MM-lute 

tt ConlWlUOU5 Doy D>y 

Geographic Electronic Status 
rext Step I Period 

D 
Personal 

localization I Oala (ovorwha1 ID 
oranularity dates) 

ll()C<)d• Yes Somple Obta.rl larger 11Al1-~2 No Yes, but was 
obta.lled fOf &amplesio Oaia ooe:s ono1,,mticd. 
NY,1'1)h. DC model back to 1g98 L•,~:tblo 

aicas.. 8/01 ~ s.easona.Tty, atl:rt>ute$ 
5/02, Vi1111.0lblty we4000ly 

serected betHeen 1egons cxa.in ncd 1n 

fC09 codes aogteg01.:e 

AddrC$$ Ye• Re<:eMlg 5 )'Cars Approved Vos 

data feed 

Address Ye• R.-W>Q 5 mon1hs App10Yl!!l;t v .. 
o""' t eed 

24> Cooe yes 

""°"" 11199 lO ores ws no 
Zic> COOe ,..,. 

I03crive not vet no no 
es.let locat.IDn 50me 

no<IM> 11199 '° '12.0 no no 

Addi Cl$$ Yo Agtffmen1 MOU 1 ~a1 ? Yes 
near hisioncal • 

wrren1 

AdcJ•ess Yes lntl.ll Con"'ue Unknown y., Yes 
disc:US.Slon dl'SCUSSIOn and 

l;lenliy o>cce4s -·· Cfy Yes Completed Refile dab Cunc.nl Y(:-S Yes 
obl>Nig CJilfaCtOO 

pllotd;tti;I 1outncsbil$C'd 
on s>'OI data 

Cey YO$ tRB apj)fOVilil Wor11.outdab Cunenl YO$ Yes 
Qfanlcd emac:ton 

IOO"'-"S 
C•y Yes tRB apptoVOI WorkOfJtda:a Curreot YO$ Yes 

gr;mted eW;KtQn 

IOO""" 

Adorc~ss Yos IRB approv;:i• Work out datil 2-Ju' 
QfOJ.nlecl em;actJOn 

IOQO$bC$ 



Traditional Data Sources 

Data Sourco Organization Issues U~lity Frequency ol Latency Temporal Geographic Electronic Status Noxt Step Period 

D 
Personal 

Collection Resolution locali2aUon I Data (over wha ID 
granularity dates) 

IBM 
Insurance Sur;ctl'lance Dat3 CU1ims may H9h fo1 Re3r•trno A nvmbc1of O~iy Zlll<OOe Ye.s Sample ObU¥1 f3.fge-1 8/01-5/02, No YC$. bUl'WOl.S 
cJariis: JC09 Inc. come " modeling pauen1>11aw obtahed '°' umplt:SCO o:araooes ono<»mi<oo 
COdeswu1 $.l0¥rriy¢1et bac.:k.Qroun been seen by NY, Pgh,OC model bXk to 1998 lrtkable 
assoc:ia100 sl!Mce( 1--4 o heolth, physician• areM. aro1 · s.easona1Cy. 3tl/lbutC$ 
MMeedate. O;a.,.s maybe Mod orate 5/02, vanabiry WCIC only 
Qendet, :aQC, ZC) netXled to CO IOw IOI sclec:Lect between rcgiJns eJl3m110Clin -· dCled30 d<.'tectiOn IC09 COdC$ ;iogreoa10. 

anomaly} 

(b)(4) I 
(b)(4) riatier11 ~mi5son Rcal-tme Soeoods. Tl'T!estamp Acfdres.s Yett R~ 5yc~$ Approved Ye> 

ecord s d"1.l fee4 

~;Jlicnt Qdmis~lon Re.-1-ta-ne Seconds TimM13m.P Addrau Yes ReCCfYWlO 5 montlls Approved Yes 
=nl• d3Ut feed 

JHU/APL ESSENCE II Indicators 
Diagnost.c t.::ib S1ato Labs tn111naJ Clady Ui>to Q • ol poscM!i: ZIP Cade '"' Re$UIU CO'ICf'O)Qe Low mooin ...,..., \1199 IO pr- ,,_ 

00 
Olagnosnc lolb Pnvotc """"'300 rc31-c.ne .. ,.. tl ofpo~s ZipCOde ,.,. 
Results u.•SC>lved Modetate 11 inOCllYC "°'""' "" 00 
Nuruig Homc.s Pnvaio daiy same day IOI cases e.Qd Socaton some 

low Inactive > 1199 IO .c120 no llO 

Verdian 
P•tleot P01Utn<>uth N:J'o'.al H Con"'uek.IS 03'y. Du1001 Minu1o A.dare.s.s Yes Agfl:emr.ml MOU 1 ,,.,., 7 Yes 
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Biosurveillance Data Space 
Intelligence Biosensors Nontraditional Traditional 

Environmental Human Behavior Nontraditional Uses 

Temperature 

-Precipitation 

- Wind speed, 
direction 

-Pollution 

Survey 

- Attendance 

-Web queries 

-Phone calls 

-oTC medications 
Utility 

- Cafeteria 

-cough 

Newsgroups 

--- Lab tests 

Prescription 

-ER 

Medical 

; Diagnoses 
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Detection Method Advantages Disadvantages e? h? Which T earns tried it at all? Tried but little used Tried and used Under development 

Time-weighted averaging Quick and easy Univariate Pitt/MeUon Pitt/Mellon 

Serfling Quiclt and easy Univariate Pitt/MeUoo Pitt/MeUon 

ARIMA Quick and easy Univariatt Pitt/McUon Pitt/Melloo 

SARIMA +External Factors Quick and easy Univariate Pitt/Mellon Pitt/Mellon 

Univariate HMM Quick me! easy UniVlriak Pin/Mellon Pitt/Mellon 

Univariate Kalman 'Filter Quick me! easy Univariate Pitt/Mellon Pitt/Mellon 

Recursive Least Squares Quick and euy Univoriatc 

Support Vector Machine Nonlinear Dqicnds bow ifs used Pitt/Mellon Pitt/Mellon 

Neural Nets Nonlinear Depends how ifs used Pill/Mdloo Pin/Mellon 

CuSUM Easy Mainly roi financial Pitt/Mellon Pitt/Mellon 

Randomization lmponant Expcnsi>IC Pitt/Mellon Pitt/Mellon 

Spatial Scan Statistics ScmrtM Pia/Mellon 
, 

Pitt/Mellon Pitt/Mellon 

Bayesian Networks Good prob9bilistic ~wion Where to get suucture from Pitt/Mellon Pitt/Mellon 

Contingency Tables Classic Needs diJuetization Pitt/Mellon Pitt/Mellon 
Mases mwu Y., &aLC :Hw_1. \,,.ml llUlllUC 

,_ Scalar Outlier (SQC) Clas.sic. vay easy cyclic ex drifting data Pitt/Mellon Pitt/Mellon 

Multivariate Anomalies Well-fOlllldcd Only looks at individual cues Pitt/Mellon Pitt/Mellon 

Change-point statistics Very sensiti~ univariale Pitt/Mellon Pitt/Mellon 

False Discovery Rate Tests Useful if multiple tnti"& Pitt/Mellon Pitt/Mellon 

WSARE (Recent patterns) 1 Generic 
I w,... IOI g<llQU """'"'"ICS .•. OOI 

specific threats Pitt/Mellon Pitt/Mellon Pitt/Mellon 

PANDA (Causal Model) Probabilistic Currently ooly univoriatc Pitt/Mellon Pitt/Mellon Pitt/Mellon 
-

FLUMOD (spaceffime 
HMM) May help model Ou background Not yet tested Pitt/Mellon Pitt/Mellon Pitt/Mellon 

-
Multivariate Kalman Not Pitt/Mellon 



 



06/0S/02 

Bio-Surveillance 
Panel on Detection Strategies 

IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center 

Johns Hopkins University 

DelCCrion: IBM-JHU 

Probabilistic AR Time series 

Geo-differential 

Kalman filter 

Graphical Models (Factor 
Graphs) 

Demographic discriminator 

Unsupervised Clustering 

Deterministic Regression 

Kernel-methods (SVM) 

Holt-winter forecasting 

0&'05/02 Detection: IBM-JHU 
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• A statistical algorithm (variant of incremental k-means). 
Start with N clusters one of which is seeded with high values of source 
features. 

Update clusters based on data source values observed till date. 

Choose that cluster as abnormal which has largest norm (L 1 ). 

• Characteristics. 
- No use of prior or historical data of normal behavior or other outbreak behavior. 

- No online supervision for detecting abnormalities either. 

Extensions. 

- Markov chain based smoothing. 

- Historical normal data to develop robust "normal clusters." 

06/05102 Dciection: IBM -IHU 

•The time-series data is assumed to be generated by 
a random process. Estimate AR model parameters 
by maximizing entropy (assume minimal knowledge 
about the randomness). Model order automatically 
determined. 

•Extensions: ARMA, Kalman filter 

Test da.ta 

PredfctiQn i----+Detection 
Comparator 

MA=Moving Average 
DCT=Discrete cosine Transform 
DWT=Discrete wavelet transform 

06/0S/02 Detection: IBM-IHU 4 
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CASE STU DY: age distribution 

t , " 

COUNTY DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE ~ 

ASSUMPTIONS 
-Cases will be renective of exposed and/or susceptible 
population 

•Reporting biases will be altered lo a catastrophic 
event 

•Early diagnoses will fall into upper respiratory ICD9s 

ADVANTAGES 
•Age distribution of common illnesses consistent over 
time 

•Sliding window controls for seasonal effects 

LIMITATIONS 

•Success d~ds on timeliness of data feed; reporting 
delay distribution needs to be modeled 

•Age-biases for physician's visits pre- and post
attack are not understood 

COUNTY UPPER RESPIRATORY ICD9 PROFlU! 

06/05102 DclCCtioo: IBM·JHU 

G Geo-Diffei 

Detect local attack in a target region by comparing with unaffected reference region. 

- Model and quantify nonnal variation in tracking. 

- Detect significant deviations in the tracking. 

Used phone call monitoring at two IBM research sites at Yorktown, Hawthorne which 
are 10 miles apart. 

Simplifying Poisson process assumption: Calls/callers on successive days are not 
always independent. 

Define two time windows. 

- ~History window7 ~test window7. 

Model ratio of counts in a window for target and reference regions. 

Use chi-squared statistic to detect deviations. 

Pros & cons. 
- Does not model underlying phenomena. 

- Requires good tracking and moderate volumes. 

06/05/02 Detection: IBM·JHU 6 
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•Method 
• Forecast one-day ahead based on a modified Holt-Winters forecaster 

• Compute threshold based on differences between observed and forecast data 

• Trigger alerts if an observed data point is greater than the threshold 

• Replace an outlier with an extrapolation for future forecast 

•Pros & Cons 
• Handles base, trend, day of week seasonality, special days, missing data 

• No preprocessing is needed 

• Single data channel detector 

-Data channel must exhibit good correlation with attacks 

-Normal level activities must be satisfactorily forecasted 

06/0S/02 Detection: IBM-IHU 

G Data Solll'Cel! 

• Data Sources. 
• Number of Phone calls to medical centers. 
• Web proxy logs from Watson to specific medical Web sites. 
• SDI Data: Insurance Claims in doctors' offices and hospitals. 

• Attack Simulations. 
• Not more than one attack in a scenario. 
• Multi-channel coordinated attack (Jan 02 2002-March 30 2002). 
• 1000 runs of attack scenarios with varying. 

• date of attack-
• Relative strength of attack (0-30 %). 
• Number infected grows according 10 anthrax cpi-curvc over a 5 day period. 

• Average detection and false alarm rate over 1000 attack scenarios were 
computed. 

• Average Lag: How many days after the first date of attack is the attack 
detected. 

06/0S/02 DcleCtion: IDM-IHU 
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Clustering 

Auto-regressive 

Adaptive 
Forecasting 

Demographic 

06/0S/02 

0.9 

0.8 
0.7 

0.6 
0 .5 

0 .4 

O.J 
0.2 

0.1 

0 

P hone 

06/0S/02 

Supervision Detection False Alann Lag for #channels 

(Day 3) ex.ceed ing 90 o/o used 
detection 

No 98.77 14.7 Day2 2 

Yes 95.2 17.2 Day 3 2 

No 77.2 7.1 Day4 I 

No 94 1.5 Day2 I 

Detection: ffiM-JHU 9 

•Day 1 

•Day 2 

0 Day 3 

• Day 4 

• F a lse Alarm (Day 0) 

• False Alarm 

Proxy Fuslon(LL) Fmlon (D·!ut-_(_O_v_e_ra_ll.,.1) _ ___ __, 

Octeerion: IBM-JHU 10 
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120 

100 

06/05/02 

0.9 
0.8 
0.7 
0.6 
0.5 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 

0 

06/05102 

80 

80 

40 

20 

0 

Two-channel (phone + proxy) channel results 

Confidence 
Level= 90% 

rank 1: 100% 

Phone Proxy OR AND SUM 

• LalP'1 • Uig-3 • FPO • FP 
0 Lag-:! • Uiga4 

Oetcction: IBM-JHU 

Oe1eetion: lBM-JHU 

•Dayl 

• Day2 

0 Day3 

•Day4 

• False Alarms Day 0 

• False Alarms 
Overall 

II 
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g Differential Deft!·- ... "' ..... 

-~ I l~tr~ 1 I ~ - --- -~:Y.~-:r-- - - . r • 1 - v;--_,.,,_---+·v . ;->•·••:uul===·u·•+] - ........ - ..... ·t· ·-· - -·· -·- - - . - j · ·: -· - -· -· - - . J . .. . ... ..... . - - ~ 
s:;:; - ... 0.- ~ _._ • A~ r .... JM" ('") 

i ~f uu'~+r+,,~, •1~-~= ~~+_J '!'~ ''!~ J j ~ 
~ -.... 0-- ~ --- ,. ......_,. "*"' "'"'"" o --t:-

l)(>IU~/lfl Llet«llOn: WM-JHU IJ 

Detection of Simulated Attacks on Proxy Log 

0.9 

0.8 

0.7 

0.6 

0.5 

0.4 

0.3 

0.2 

0.1 

0 

06/05/02 

90~. 95% 97.5% 99% 

Oct«tion: IBM-JHU 

• sameday 
0 day 1 
• day2 
fJlday3 
• day 4 
• falsealann 

14 
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• 10-30 ms audio features 
• HMM-based detection technique 
• Detection in the 95 % +range with false alarms in less 

than 10 % range 
• Detection suffers if the background is a cafeteria as 

against a meeting room 
• Multimodality can help make this usable 

- Visual assistance in assigning cougher ids .. 
- Techniques borrowed from audiovisual detection of events 

such as "explosions", "gunshots" for video databases which 
is a different application domain. 

06/0Sf02 Ckttttion: IBM .JHU IS 

BACKUP 

06/05102 ~lion: IBM -JHU 16 
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DETECTION RATES 
~------· ----

MAX 0.34 
CONFIDENCE 75% 90% 95% 99% 

.02 .02 .02 .02 

.22 .21 .21 .21 

3 .32 .27 .24 .23 
1-

L 4 .34 .28 .24 ·~ 
-

CONFIDENCE 1 FALSE 
ALARM RATE -

75" .005 

LAG 901' .005 
->---··-

95% 
I 

.005 

99% I negligible 
-

" of false alarms 
CONFIDENCE 

J~7 O.D15 
- O.QO:i 

06fOS/02 Ocitttion: m. 

• Handling variations under normal conditions. 
• Base, trend, day of week seasonality, missing data, holidays and 

special-day events are automatically handled. 

• Amount of normal data required to bootstrap. 

• Incremental Update for algorithms. 

06/05102 Detc<:tioo: ffiM-JHU 
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• DI 
.--

~ 
~ .. 

U .- ,,.·.' . ' \i, 

~: : 
~.' ... Algorithms Considered 

• Temporal (Useful for Diffuse Outbreaks) 
- CUSUM, Based on EWMA Smoothing 
- Periodic Moving Average 
-AR* 

• Space-Time (Useful for Localized Outbreaks) 
- Kulldorff Scan Statistic*, Conventional and 

Stratified ~------
- Odds Ratio : l)iscussed ipJJ)ata 

(Ad · ) h F. ~iFusion··session .. ,. - apt1ve Mate ed 1lter L.. _. -~ ____ .......... ~~~<-
- 02 

*Current Focus of Development 
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Signal-Injection Example 

tnjection Example (Claims Data) 
140, -·· -----. 

I 

120t-

I 
100 ~ 

I 
I 

"' 80 c 1 

8 
0 60 

40 

2-0 -
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3~~ · -- ~· ~--· 

- With Injection 
- Bad(ground 

~ - ···----- . I -Feb Mar 
Date 

Apr 

. «Injection: 
. ' ' 

200 Sme:,illpox ·Cases 

ata Set: 
·winter '02 . ', 
Military Claims, .... 
XX County, 
'29 -"ili"' codes 
~ ...... ·~: ._ .........., ~ ·- - ... .., _.., 
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Summary After 100 Injections 

Timeliness, Pfa = 6% 
1 I 

0.8 

~ ¥ 0.7 -c! 0.6 
(4 -
~ o.sl I II 1-PMA 

1- CUSUM I 
-r . 

1-AR 
~ 0.4 ' -
0 

~ 0.3 
~ 

u.. 
0.2 

0.1 

0 
0 5 10 15 20 

Days After First Case 
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Raw Counts. 
400, ~---.~-.-~-r-~----.--~-

350r 
( 

300 ~ 

260 f.. 

200-, 

t50 '-

100-

50-

12'\6'<>1 I . ···- -· I . ·-·· • • · ·-· I... ··- ·- -

01/04J02 01124102 02113/02 03105/02 03/25102 

lnjec~ion: 200 
Smallpox .Cases 

Data Set: 
Winter ·~02 

.. '· 
· OTC anti-FLU 
XX C~utity ~ 

.. _ .. '""-' ' ,__,,_~~· .. ~~ l .:.-::~~·· , ... •1wr..r 



TlmeHness. Pfa • 5% 
1 

0.91 . /' .. 

0.8 
"O • u 0.7·· • -~0.6 
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! 
i • 

~0.5 
w 
0 c:0.4 
0 
~ l';0.3 ... 
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0.2 

"'~ .. .... . ......._..... __ _ 
-PMA I , 

- CUSUM 
- OR_PMA 
-AR 

0.1 
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Days After First Case 



• First Order Issue Is Matching of Spatial Filter 
Structure to Outbreak Spatial Structure 

• Scan Statistic Approach Address This 
Problem 
- "Kulldorff' Statistic Seems to do Best 

• Generalized Scan Statistic Approach: 
- Several Statistics Used to Combine Multiple Data 

Sets (See Later Session) 
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.· imulation Day 9: Abnormal Cluster lndiCate 
'\ .:> ~,. . r '\ . ,.. 

ri....r· ' ... Fri. Dec. 21 (739 cases) 
I 

+' 
~ 

20 cases added to total; significant cluster with 62 cases, 27 expected, p = 0.001 

~ C:aaea (1CD9CN1), 
~ 

L~~s tt)ap '1. , A'!'° 
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mdc.ountie& 
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Siegrist's Questions 

Advantages, disadvantages and applicability of each approach 
they use in context (eg, data sources, attack scenarios). 
- AR can adapt quickly to trends, DOW, but still responds on shorter 

time scales to a new outbreak. Doesn't make many assumptions. 

- Spatial techniques exploit outbreak spatial structure. Kulldorff scan 
statistic is robust to outbreak scale & location, and supports data 
fusion. Also makes few assumptions. 

- Additional dimensionality provides additional opportunities 

Overcoming the false alarm problem . 
- Tune detectors to reject time scales not of interest 

- Remaining FA rejection depends on accumulation of information 
(multiple data sources, or multiple descriptors within a. data source) 

- Some FAs will require human investigation 



• Are there important advantages in complementary detection 
approaches, rather than only one best way? 
- Simultaneous temporal and space-time is one example. 

• What experiments could be performed to determine the answer? 
- A working surveillance system, stimulated with simulated outbreaks is 

the best we can do. 

• What metrics are best to measure effectiveness? 
- Minimum outbreak level that can be detected and classified, for a 

given false alert level & time late, for various outbreak scenarios. 

• Others? (Q: How can we improve sensitivity further?) 
- Exploit structure on additional dimensions 



 



Center for Biomedical Informatics 

University of Pittsburgh and Carnegie Mellon University 

Greg Cooper (U Pitt, CBMI) 
Jeremy Espino (U Pitt, CBMI) 

Andrew Moore (CMU, Comp Sci) 
Bob Olszewski (U Pitt, CBMI) 

Jeff Schnelder (CMU, Robotics) 
Rich Tsui (U Pitt, CBMI) 

Mike Wagner (U Pitt, CBMI) 
Weng-Keen Wong (CMU Comp Sci) 

Method HaaPltt/CMU Tried but Tried•nd 
tried It? fillle uMd used 

Titr......,Qflted eventaino Yes Yes ,..,,,.,,., Yea Yes 
ARIMA Yea Yes 
SARIMA + Exlem• I FmdOra Yes Yes 
U"vwleHMM Yes Yes 
Kllmmn Filter Yes Yea 
Reo.nllle l•est Sou.,.., Yes Yet 
Support Ved« M8d'ine Yes Yes 
Neuntl Ntta Yea Yea 
CuSUM Yea Yes 
~tioo Yu Yea 
SCllllll Scan Sledadca Yea 
BIYHltn Nttwoll<a Yes 
Condnaenc:v TtblH Yes Yes 
Scaler Ou11ier !SOC) Yes Yes 
MIAdvlWfate Anomali11 Yes Yea 
Chantl..,,...nl ai.tiadca Yes 
FDR Teti. Yes Yea 
WSARE IRecent 1M11!1m1l Yes Yaa 
PANDA (Cauael Model) Ye1 
FLUMOD (11>1ce/Tlme HMM) 

Contact: 
Andrew Moore 

awm@cs.cmu.edu 
412-268-7599 

www.cs.cmu.edu/"'awm 

Under dewlopment Muldvetl•lt Sp•llal? 
afonll ltaddnn? 

Yes 
(w/ Howard BurkomJ Yes Yes 

Yea Yea 

Yea 
Yes 

YH 
Yes Yea Yes 
Yes YH Yes 
Yes Yea Yes 

Oetatls of these methods and bibliography aval/able from "Summary of Blosurvell/ance-relevant 
statlstl<al and data mining tee/mo/ogles" by Hoore, Cooper, Tsui and Wagner. Downloadable 
{PDF fonnilt) from www.cs.cmu.edu/Nawm/b!OSU!Y-methods.odf 
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g wsAREv2.o 

• What's Strange About Recent Events? 

• Designed to be easily applicable to any date/time
indexed biosurveillance-relevant data stream. 

Q wsAREv2.0 

• Inputs: 1. Date/time-Indexed 2, Time Window 3. Which 
biosurvelllance- Length attributes to use? 
relevant data stream 



(b)(4) 

(b)(4) 

g wsAREv2.0 

• Inputs: 1. Date/time-indexed 
biosurveillance
relevant data stream 

/example 

g wsAREv2.0 

• Inputs: 1. Date/time-indexed 
blosurvelllance
relevant data stream 

2. Time Window 
Length 

"last 24 hours· 

2. Time Window 
Length 

.----------. I 2. Here's why 
• Outputs: 1. Here are the 

records that most 
surprise me 

3. Which 
attributes to use? 

"ignore key and 
weather" 

~ 
... '"''~ .. 

·~~·· 
,,~.,,,, 

3. Which 
attributes to use? 

3. And here's 
how seriously you 
should take it 

- 3 



(b)(4) 

Q wsAREv2.o 

• Inputs: 1. Date/time-indexed 
blosurveillance
relevant data stream 

• Outputs: 1. Here are the 
records that most 

3q15 

5hh5 

3. And here's 

Taking into account all the patterns 
I've been searching over, there's a 
20% chance I'd have found a rule 

this dramatic just by chance 

Q WSARE on recent Utah Data 

Saturday June 1st In Utah: 

The most surprising thing about recent records is: 

Normally: 

0.8% of records (50/6205) have time before 2pm and prodrome = Hemorrhagic 

But recently: 

2.1 % of records (19/907) have time before 2pm and prodrome = Hemorrhagic 

Pvalue = 0.0484042 

Which means that in a world where nothing changes we'd 

expect to have a result this significant about once 

every 20 times we ran the program 

4 



({i GRIDSIM-based validation 

• We need to understand sensitivity and specificity. 

• Have developed a very fast simulator in which people go to 
work, go out for food, live in families. 

• Background of mild diseases: some food-borne, some 
occupational, some contagious etc. 

• Warning: Simulation designed for speed and complex 
dynamics: not reality (will use Carley's and Fridsma's work for 
that) 

• A nasty disease is introduced at some point. 

- Can WSARE detect it? 

- How does WSARE compare to a standard sensible 
epidemiological alternative? 

WSARE Simulation Sensitivity vs 
Specificity on GRIDSIM 

.. 
~ 20 

' .. ~ .. 
10 I 

····•-·· ~·..A- ···· 
S 4-~--'--~--'~~--"~~--'-~~--'-~~--' 

5 6 

10 

5 



WSARE Simulation Sensitivity vs 
Specificity on GRIDSIM 
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Q Validating WSARE on "Biowar" 

25 

5 

Comment One: 
We're surprised that if a 
few false positives are 
allowed, all methods can 
detect almost all attacks on 
the day they break out. 

Perhaps some early bugs 
in the simulation? 

s1andard - 

Prodromo 
WSARE·P' P us 
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Comment Two: 
At first sight, WSARE 
appears to do very badly!! 

But it turns out this is 
because Blowar inserted 
some fake data before the 
attacks that WSARE 
determined had a pattern 
of strange location values. 

standard - 
, 11 
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• ANOVA-style WSARE 

• Suppose it is very very hot weather. 

• WSARE v2 would report "I'm very surprised to see 
so many people coming in with heat symptoms" 

• WSARE v3 will report "Heat symptoms are high but 
explained by the weather'' 

• "Taking into account recent flu levels ... " 

• "Taking into account that today is a public holday ... " 

• "Taking into account that this is Spring ... " 

• 'Taking into account recent heatwave .. . " 

• 'Taking into account that there's a known natural 
Food-borne outbreak in progress ... " 

• Accomplished by 
• Not comparing against mediumly recent events 
• But instead against the predicted Joint Distribution 

of attributes predicted by a Bayes Net that has 
been trained on all historical data 

IS 

•• 
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n QSCAN (Quick SCAN Statistics) 
~ [Collaboration with Howard Burkom] 
~--.......... ---

. ..... . 
. :":\. •' . . 

... ·: ... :'i/... ".:~ ~··}; .. . • ... - \ ... ; . .., ... ~· -. . . . 
. . . •. J";!-~ ~-· ·: . 

Standard scan statistic question: 
Given the geographical locations of 
occurrences of a phenomenon, Is 
there a region with an unusually high 
(low) rate of these occurrences? 

Standard approach: 

1. Compute the likelihood of the data 
given the hypothesis that the rate of 
occurrence is uniform everywhere, ~ 

2. For some geographical region, W, 
compute the likelihood that the rate of 
occurrence is uniform at one level 
inside the region and uniform at 
another level outside the region, L(W). 

3. Compute the likelihood ratio, L(W)/lo 

4. Repeat for all regions, and find the 
largest likelihood ratio. This ls the 
scan statistic, s·w 

5. Report the region, W. which yielded 
the max, s· w 

See [Glaz and Balakrishnan, 99) for details 

Q QSCAN: significance testing 

~- ··--~· .... --

Given that region W Is the most 
likely to be abnormal, is it 
significantly abnormal? 

Standard approach: 

1. Generate many randomized versions 
of the data set by shuffling the labels 
(positive instance of the phenomenon 
or not). 

2. Compute s·w for each randomized 
data set. This forms a baseline 
distribution for s·w if the null 
hypothesis holds. 

3. Compare the observed value of s· w 
against the baseline distribution to 
determine a p-value. 

" 
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Q QSCAN: significance testing 

floho ·--'- -'O. ·---, Standard approach: 

1. Generate many randomized versions 
of the data set by shuffling the labels 
(positive instance of the phenomenon 

Given that region W is the mo 

The log likelihood for the data assuming 
this region has a difference occurrence 
rate Is -15406. 

That value Is higher than that found in 
99% of the randomized cases. 

likely to be abnormal, is it Therefore, we conclude that there is a 
significantly abnormal? different occurrence rate In this region 

with a p value of O.Q1. 

Sound the ALARMlll 

Q QSCAN: computation~! efficiency 

• Store the data points in a kd-tree 

mi zed 
line 
I 

of s·w 
lion to 

• result: order of magnitude speedup on the 70K record data set. 

•Store the regions in a kd-tree (using center location and radius) 

• result: a similar order of magnitude speedup 

•Store both the regions and the data in a kd-tree 

• result: surprisingly. no further speedup 

·Store and process all randomized labels together in the kd-trees 

• result: computation is sub-linear in the number of randomized trials 

.. 
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QSCAN: compensating for inherent ~ ... ~~:. 
spatio-temporal fluctuations ~ 

--·--------

"' \.&. ... .. 

__ ,....,_ 

Problem: there are natural fluctuations in occurrence 
rates both temporally and spatially. 

Solution: assume a linear contribution of fluctuations: 
expected rate= global_average_rate + 

deviation~ + deviationume 

Problem: the usual method of computing p values 
with randomization no longer applies directly 

Solution: assume a prior history of data collected 
during "normal" situations. Compute a 
baseline from that. 

QSCAN: compensating for inherent 
spatio-temporal fluctuations 

•. , . • .. The global average rate is 9.16%. currence 
.i;i. ·· During the recent 10 days that average 

- · =-: ... ~ . ...,.......__......_ _ _ __ ..J Is 0.25% higher. 

__ ,....,_ 

tuations: 
This region, however, Is normally 0.35% te + 
lower than the global average. 

Its 17.24% occurrence rate and 
corresponding 12% chance that it could 
score this strangely by chance makes It 
the most worrisome region today. 

alues 
Checking against historical data, 51% of s directly 
previous time periods had a region this 
~~~ ci~ 

te a 
No Need to Sound an ALARM 

11 

ll 
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~PANDA (Patient-based ANomaly 
~ Detection Algorithm)' 

2 ycnrs l year I month I week now 
ago ago ago Jgo 

J-\\~lt-t-1 -+----~~\~1 ------+--l--~---

l safo_Lk,.nt_s~rt safo_&_rele,.ntJ '"'Pki•"2:.1.d 
dntn_collection_stnn 

Puts a prior distribution on Respiratory problems using data 
from a known safe period 

Estimates same parameters over varying recent time 
window and does a Bayesian test of whether a different 
process is in operation 

G PANDA Example 

8 Fake Hemorrhagic cases 
added in 20 minute interval 

6 Fake Hemorrhagic cases 
from one zipcode added in 
20 minute interval 

..:.I 
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Q Andrew's suggested Logo 

Pitt 
~/@> 

Mellon 

1~ -



 



DETECTION APPROACHES AND 
ALGORITHMS 

Veridian-Stanford T earn 

2nd PI Meeting 

4 - 6 June 2002 

• What Advanced Analytics are being 
Used/Developed for Detection/Characterization? 

- BASIS automated time series analysis 

- Automated spatial change detection 

- Scan Statistic 

- Spatio-temporal abstraction - Stanford 
presentation later. today 

•' 



Q 
w -

Upper 
control 
limit 

Rvnn111g 
avr,1&ge 

• First utilize methods developed during 
DARPA support for CDC's Enhanced 
Surveillance Project 
- Fully automated alerting on time series data 

- General ize to spatial distribution 

• Then develop/implement new methods 

Trans. Counl Targel, ard Target+UCL houu. 10 to 14 t.-gel lenglh: 30 

•Process Control Chart to detect clustering at the most recent end of a time series 
' 

•Simple, well-known statistical meth'oq 

•Diurnal, seasonal trends, and other localized, dynamic variability are accounted for 

•Abrupt, abnormal deviations detected against baseline 

•Most useful for relatively large, stable, population samples 

---,. 
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a -

Present 

Past ('baseline") 

Totals 

Sentinel Filter 

Sentinel Case count 

a 
c 

C1=a+c 

•Simple, well-known statistical method 

•Routinely used in epidemiology 

Reference Fiiter 

Non-sentinel Count Total C•H Count 

b R1•a+b 

d R2,.c+d 

C2=b+d N=a+b+c+d 

•Determines whether there is .correlation between two ways of categorizing data 

•Useful for small samples (wittl Fischer exact test) as well as large 

•Monitors relative disease rates in our application 

•Tolerates imperfect baseline data 

•Provides useful testing of accumulating data prior to end of observational period 

.· .. 
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• Comparison of two epochs of proportional 
allotment of event counts among several (N) 
locations 
- "Baseline period" {distribution from past) 

- "Current period" (present distribution) 

• Use 2 x N contingency table with chi-squared 
test to look for deviation from "null" 
hypothesis" of no chan.ge in spatial 
distributional 

• Divide surveillance area into N tracts with expected 
number of cases per epoch not too small, e.g. at 
least -5M10 

Tract 1 Tract 2 ... Tract N 

Current n,, " 12 n1N 

Baseline n21 "22 ... n2N 

• Does not require explicit knowledge of spatial 
distribution of subject population 

• Tolerates imperfect baseline and accumulating data 

• Test does not localize the deviation 

.· 
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